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PREFACE
THE purpose of this volume is to present to the magical
fraternity a complete treatise on sleight of hand coin
conjuring. Little has been written on the subject, and much
of that is scattered throughout dozens of books and
magazines. Because of this, it has been difficult for the
student to obtain all the information necessary to his
becoming a proficient coin worker. This deficiency in magical
literature has long been recognized, but little has been done
about it. In recent years there have appeared a few books
devoted partly to coin magic but none has filled the
necessary need adequately.
The actual work on this book began over two and a half years
ago with the collecting of material. I contacted dozens of
magicians noted for their ability as close-up workers and,
with few exceptions, all complied enthusiastically by
contributing choice material. The result of combining the
contributions of four dozen magicians with my own is the
book you now hold in your hands.
Of course, not all the material in this book is new. It is not
intended to be. The purpose, as mentioned in the beginning,
is to cover the subject of sleight of hand coin magic in all its
practical aspects. To do this it has been necessary to include
many of the standard principles of the past. However, all
out-of-date or otherwise impractical sleights have been
eliminated. Only the best and most useful have been
retained. To these basic principles have been added many
new and revolutionary ideas, all of which should give the
student a conception of coin magic hitherto unknown.
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The best coin tricks require skill, but there are few magicians
today who are willing to spend the necessary time and
practice obtaining that skill. Jean Hugard summarized his
opinion on the subject well when he said, "There is an
unfortunate trend among those who dabble in magic, and
even those who rate themselves as magicians, to avoid
anything that requires a little study and practice and to rely
on tricks that work themselves, tricks 'that can be done five
minutes after you receive them,' as we see advertised so
often."
Of all the branches of magic none is so practical as the
manipulation of coins. Coins are always available. If a
magician can do a few coin tricks he is always prepared to
entertain. If he does not possess this ability, and has to rely
on mechanical gadgets, there will be times when he will have
to embarrassingly shun a request for a few tricks by saying,
"I don't have anything with me." People will wonder who is
the magician--you, or your apparatus. A mastery of coin
magic will give anyone an invaluable asset that can be put
to practical use every day of the year.
Learning the moves of tricks and sleights is not enough.
They should be practiced over and over, dozens of times, so
that you can do them automatically, without thinking. Only
then will you be able to give your attention to presentation,
patter, misdirection, and all those things that have so much
to do with making a magician a success. The secret workings
of a trick are only a means to an end.
A well-presented trick is like a beautiful piece of
musicaudiences never tire of it. I have seen Blackstone
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perform the Dancing Handkerchief dozens of times but I
always enjoy seeing it again. And Le Paul with his beautiful
card magic. Who could tire of watching him! And so it is with
all good entertainers--they are masters of their art and
people always welcome the opportunity of seeing them again
and again. And if it be your desire to master this art, take
heart;
for 'No man is his crafts' master the first day.'
J.B. BoboTexarkana, TexasFebruary 1952
J. B. BOBO
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The Advertisement read:
A handkerchief is opened flat on a table and an ordinary
wooden match is placed in the center and the handkerchief
folded up and handed to a spectator who feels the match
and breaks it into several pieces. The handkerchief is placed
on the table and unfolded, and the match is seen to be fully
restored, unbroken. Easy to present anywhere. Price 10¢.
THIS was a mystery beyond compare to a boy of thirteen,
and the dime that was mailed brought not only the secret of
The Unbreakable Match but a small, thin paper catalog that
illustrated other mysteries that dazzled the imagination and
hinted of secret powers that any boy might possess who was
able to meet the heavy financial obligations involved. And so
the secrets followed as rapidly as capital could be raised by
odd-job procurement. It's a familiar story to all magicians.
It was either the advertisement or the actual witnessing of
a magic show that aroused and crystallized into action that
glorious curiosity in the unbelievable, the supernatural and
the impossible that enters into the making of a magician.
And so The Unbreakable Match started young Bobo on a
career in magic that has herewith culminated in this book
depicting his curiosity in the specialty of coin magic.
Bobo's background is international. His great grandfather,
Jean Beaubeaux, immigrated to America after the disastrous
Franco-Prussian war, but his new found neighbors never
called him by name for the simple reason that they could not
pronounce it. So in desperation, Monsieur Beaubeaux
changed the spelling of his name to Bobo, the way it was
pronounced in French. Bobo was born in Texarkana, Texas,
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in 1910, but the family moved to Ontario, Canada, and ere
he was twelve years old, the Johnson Smith mail order
catalog arrived, packed in small type with a wonderland of
household and shop gadgets and all the gaudy allurements
of Fourth of July celebrations, Halloween pranks and carnival
entertainment, including that amazing section on Magic that
first opened the door to the satisfaction of that 'glorious
curiosity in the impossible.' Bobo's father operated a
restaurant in Windsor, Canada, across the river from Detroit,
and Saturday nights found the young Bobo crossing on the
ferry to witness the wonderments of Laurant, The Great Leon
and Thurston, though he never saw Houdini. The restaurant
was a rendezvous too for show people and drummers who
displayed the wit and gags of the road, including such
'startlers' as the paper balls under the hat which young Bobo
added to his rapidly expanding repertoire.
"My first performance was at an amateur show at the
Windsor Theater," writes Bobo, "and if memory hasn't failed
me, I got the hook, I was so scared." But persistency
prevailed and skills improved thanks to the arrival of The
Tarbell Course at the age of sixteen. "The Course taught me
my first real magic, for with the Course came a metal box
beneath whose padlock were contained the essential
gimmicks of a new world of wonders, the thumb tip, the
wand shell and the pull, and numerous other shortcuts to
the supernatural."
High school days were over, the family had returned to
Texas and a career had to be entered, which happened to
be as a carpenter at the bench, making kitchen cabinets for
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a dollar a day. It was a princely income, and it went for
magic. After two years Bobo had learned that his eyes were
worth more than his hands and he became a free lance
window display decorator, splashing merchandise weekly in
a hardware store, a department store and nine windows for
the J. C. Penney Company. He was also booked as 'The Great
Bobo' at churches, schools and charity dates for his standard
minimum fee of three dollars a show. Fancy apparatus was
too expensive, and Bobo depended upon sleight of hand with
cards, thimbles and coins, and closed with a handcuff
escape, the Bean cuffs.
Experience as a window display showman as well as the
church and school dates soon led to club dates, and here the
price jumped to five dollars per show, "which was a lot of
money in those days." The extra income could mean only
one thing: 'Illusions' must be added to the show, and so
Sawing a Woman In Two was papered all over town. He
faithfully pursued The Tarbell Course as the lessons came
month by month, practicing two hours a day on each lesson
for six months to perfect a routine before presenting it.
And then the big break came, his reward for years of
patience and persistency, his first contract for a lyceum
booking. On the recommendation of Percy Abbott, the magic
manufacturer of Colon, Michigan, Bobo was accepted as a
substitute for Harold Sterling and went on the road for one
hundred and twenty-five dollars a week. He was out for the
fall season, September to December, in the Rocky Mountain
region for The Grapham Music ge Lyceum
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Bureau, giving school and college shows throughout
Colorado, Wyoming, Montana and Idaho. The school houses
were so small it was known as the 'Kerosene Lamp' circuit.
A charming assistant was now added to the performance
who was soon transformed into Mrs. Bobo.
Bobo's schedule now is thirty-five weeks a year. He says his
steady booking is a simple system. "If whistle stops want
magic, I give it to them at a smaller fee, as the jumps are
short and booking is continuous." He has learned in his
close-up experience in the smaller school and college
auditoriums that this type of audience appreciates a sleight
of hand show over an apparatus show because they know
that the latter type show means 'trick boxes.' Then, too,
there are other advantages in playing the smaller towns.
Lyceum and school audiences are of a higher intelligence and
appreciate a more cultured show, where success is not
dependent upon wisecracks or doubtful humor to get laughs.
Bobo's interest in coin magic began when a medicine-show
magician taught him The Sympathetic Coins, with pennies.
That was long ago-soon after he had acquired proficiency in
presenting The Unbreakable Match. Sleight of hand always
fascinated him--probably because, as he explains, "I am one
of those fellows who enjoys working with his hands--learning
crafts and skills that require delicacy of touch challenges me.
Painting, cabinet making, photography -even just 'making
things'--provide my chief sources of enjoyment. Coin magic
requires skill, but no magic appears so spontaneous, so
"spur-of-the-moment" to an audience. Coin tricks are of a
visual nature--they are "sight tricks" and audiences like
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tricks that require little concentration. Money always
fascinates people, and magic with money is doubly
fascinating. Even the jingle and clinking together of coins is
fascinating. Our shows always feature coin tricks. People
admire and appreciate skill-coin magic impresses them as
magic requiring skill."
"Bobo has extraordinary qualifications for the task of
producing a book on coin magic," says John Mulholland,
Editor of The Sphinx. "He has a canny understanding of the
magic the public likes and he selects only such effects for his
performances as have genuine appeal. His high reputation
as a professional magician has been earned by his
delightfully entertaining performances. Both his mastery of
magic and his knowledge of audiences he brings into the
field of coin magic which long has been his favorite branch
of trickery. Mysteries with coins have intrigued him for many
years and he has spew. a great deal of time and enthusiastic
energy collecting, devising, and mastering coin tricks."
This book is the result of Bobo's fascination with the magic
of coins. The tricks have been gathered, mastered, tested,
catalogued, and filed away like a collection of precious
stones, and it has taken many years to get this collection
together. Here are superb examples of the art of pure sleight
of hand--magic with coins--and magicians the world over will
be grateful to Bobo for presenting to the fraternity his
splendid collection of coin tricks.
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Prologue--Of Coins and Conjuring
ARCHAEOLOGISTS and numismatists tell us that the first
coins were issued in the east and west in the eight century
B.C., and their use soon spread over the civilized world. An
ancient tradition has it that coinage was the invention of
Pheidon, king of Argos. By the end of the sixth century B.C.,
the art of coinage had been well established, and Periander
had instituted the Corinthian coinage which became one of
the great commercial coinages of the world. Electrum (a
natural mixture of gold and silver), gold, silver, copper and
bronze were the metals coined then, as today, and the oval
shaped staters of Lydia, circa 75ø B.C., are the earliest
examples of the art of coining. By 480 B.C. coins were round,
and had become objects of considerable beauty. Many of
them were small, but most ranged in size from that of our
quarter to our dollar, sizes ideally suited for the purposes of
conjuring.
It is at this point that the archaeologists and numismatists
fail us completely, for they shed no light upon the earliest
use of coins in conjuring. They do tell us the ancient Greeks
called the conjurer psephopaiktes, from the pebbles which
he used, and that the Romans styled him the calcularius, or
acetabularius, from the little stones and cups, respectively.
And they have unearthed papyri and inscriptions on tombs
depicting the cup and ball conjurers of ancient Egypt.
However, we are entirely within the bounds of probability
when we assume that these precious and artistically
designed bits of metal early fired the imaginations of the cup
and ball conjurers, and we can safely place the entrance of
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the coin into conjuring at full two thousand years before the
advent of the Master of the Playing Card and his gift to the
magician.
The feats with coins described by Reginald Scot in 1584 in
his Discouverie of Witchcraft were undoubtedly of ancient
vintage in that day, and might well have been devised by
the conjurers of the eighth century B.C. Scot defined
"legierdemaine" as "the nimble conveiance of the hand,
which is especiallie performed three waies. The first and
principall consisteth in hiding and conveieng of balles, the
second in the alteration of monie, the third in the shuffling
of the cards.... The conveieng of monie is not much inferior
to the. ball, but much easier to doo. The principall place to
keepe a peece of monie is the palme of your hand, the best
peece to keepe is a testor; but with exercise all will be alike,
except the mony be verie small, and then it is to be kept
betwixt the fingers.... "The tricks described by Scot are used
to this very day, and the plots are recognizable from his
quaintly worded titles:
"To conveie monie out of one of your hands into the other
by legierdemaine; To convert or transubstantiate monie into
counters, or counters into monie; To put one testor into one
hand, and an other into the other hand, and with words to
bring them together; To put one testor into a strangers
hand, and another into your owne, and to conveie both into
the strangers hand with words; To throw a peece of monie
awaie, and to find it againe where you list; With words to
make a groat or a testor to leape out of a pot, or to run
alongst upon a table; To make a groat or a testor to sinke
through a table, and to vanish out of a handkercher verie
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strangelie; A notable tricke to transforme a counter to a
groat (the double faced coin consisting of two coins filed thin
and joined so the groat showed on one side and the counter
on the other); An excellent feat, to make a two penie peece
lie plaine in the palme of your hand, and to be passed from
thence when you list; To conveie a testor out of ones hand
that holdeth it fast; To throw a peece of monie into a deepe
pond, and to fetch it againe from whence you list; To conveie
one shilling being in one hand into another, holding your
arms spread abroad like a rood."
In 1634, Hocus Pocus Junior appeared with another trick still
used today-"How to make a pile of Counters seem to vanish
thorow a Table." This is the Cap and Pence trick, or the Stack
of Quarters, or whatever you will, and the making of the
shell stack of counters is clearly set forth. The patter,
unmistakably Elizabethan, would be frowned upon today.
Another trick described is "How to seem suddenly to melt a
peice of Coin with words." Required is a small metal box with
the bottom in the center and a lid on each end, so that either
end can be opened to show a transformation or vanish--even
an appearance-the ancestor of the modern coin box. The
eighteenth century seems to have , advanced coin magic but
little. A rhymed account of a visit to Bartholomew Fair in
1717 contains these lines:
"The large Half-Crown his magick Jaws can blow Unseen,
unfelt, into the Sleeve of Beau;"
This seems to be the Flying Half-Crown trick with which the
French conjurer Ollivier made a reputation almost a century
later, and stems undoubtedly from the trick described by
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Scot "To throw a peece of monie awaie and to find it again
where you list."
Jean Nicholas Ponsin's Nouvelle Magie blanche dévoilée
(1853) contains a more complete section on coin magic than
had firstly appeared in any book. He lists three different
methods for vanishing coins and describes thirty tricks,
which include two multiplications of coins or counters in the
hands of a spectator; the passage of a coin through a table;
the flying coin as performedby the elder Conus and Ollivier;
a palm change for changing a coin before the eyes of a
spectator; the flying coins in the handkerchief, the first
version of the Magical Filtration of Five-Franc Pieces, which
L'Homme Masqu‚ used in 1905 as The Expansion of Texture;
another flying coin trick in a handkerchief, which is the well
known trick of the Coin and Burnt and Restored
Handkerchief; and the multiplication of coins in a spectators'
hand by means of the money plate or coin tray.
When Robert-Houdin published his Les Secrets de la
Prestidigitation et de la Magie in 1868, we find, for the first
time in any language, the principles of coin conjuring
properly explained--the various methods of palming,
vanishing and changing the coins, then the tricks. The
Melting Coin, The Flying Coins, The Shower of Money (the
Miser's Dream, using a top hat!), The Multiplication of
Money, The Magical Filtration of Five-Franc Pieces, The
Intelligent Coin, The Coins and the Two Hats, and The
Golden Coin in a Dinner Roll-all of them magic of the purest
kind, just as sound today as they were a hundred years ago.
Step by step Houdin instructed in the essentials of the
craftthe sleights, preparation, patter and sequence--leaving
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out none of the subtleties, artifices and manipulations which
constitute the art of conjuring. Each trick was a complete
lesson, and his book remains one of the best ever written
upon the subject. That he did not describe all the coin tricks
current in his day he admits, saying "I have selected some
of the best, which will serve as specimens whereby lovers of
the art may arrange others at their pleasure, making use of
the principles laid down at the outset of this chapter."
Modern Magic by Professor Hoffmann in 2876 drew heavily
upon RobertHoudin's treatise, and added to the conjurer's
aides such stalwarts as the coin wand, or wand for producing
a coin, and the rattle box. In The Shower of Money (Miser's
Dream) detailed instructions are given for passing a coin
through the side or the crown of the hat, and the use of the
coin slide, a form of coin dropper for delivering coins into the
hand, is advocated. Also, it is suggested that a few coins be
caught on the coin wand.
More Magic (Professor Hoffmann, 1890) acquaints us with
the folding coin and the trick of passing a coin into "an
ordinary narrow-necked bottle." And in "Multiplying Coins
and Tricks Therewith," the multiplying coin is the familiar
shell which fits over a coin. Both are popular items today.
Professor , Hoffmann himself seems to have been the
inventor of a "passe passe" effect in which two covers and
eight coins, two of which are shell and coin "doubles," are
used. This trick has gone through countless variations over
the years, and at one time was included in most "boxes of
tricks."
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The great innovator in coin magic, T. Nelson Downs,
presented his famous coin act for the first time in 1895 at
the Hopkins Theatre in Chicago. To Downs is credited the
invention of the back and front palm with coins, and many
other sleights and passes that produced the astonishing
effects which made his version of The Miser's Dream the
sensation of the vaudeville world, and established him "King
of Koins" in spite of a host of imitators. Downs may truly be
called the originator of modern coin manipulation; his book,
Modern Coin Manipulation (1900), established the fashion
for coin magicians for the first quarter of this century. It has
remained until today the only book in the English language
devoted entirely to coins, and in it are disclosed the sleights
and passes that enabled the "King of
Koins" to reign supreme as a vaudeville favorite both here
and abroad.
But even as the "King of Koins" went triumphantly from
engagement to engagement, the inventive and restless
minds of the world's hanky panky men were evolving new
bits of coin chicanery. The best of it was acquired by the
"King" and set down for us in The Art of Magic, another great
book bearing his name as author, and John N. Hilliard's as
editor. In this book, which made its appearance in 1909, we
find, among other good things, the Downs thumb crotch
palm, the coin roll, The Sympathetic Coins (attributed to
Yank Hoe), The Expansion of Texture by L'Homme Masque,
and a number of other useful subtleties. The magic of the
twentieth century has been greatly influenced by this man
from Iowa, whose inventions have stamped him one of the
magical giants of his time. Other clever minds have taken
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up where he left off, and explored the vistas he opened for
them, to provide you with the wealth of coin magic you will
find collected here.
From the eighth century B.C. to the middle of the twentieth
century, a long procession--nay, pageant-of magical
craftsmen has contributed to this book of coin magic. As
John Northern Hilliard said, "A panorama of civilization. A
glorious and sordid pageant, like history itself." May the
collected coin magic of these worshippers of the Goddess
Maja, to which J. B. Bobo has devoted so much of his magical
life, give you pleasure and serve you well!
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MonieScot's Discouverie of Witchcraft, 1584
"He that hath once atteined to the facilitie of reteining one
piece of monie in his right hand, may shew a hundreth
pleasant Conceipts by that meanes, and reserve two or three
as well as one. And lo then may you seeme to put one peice
into your left hand, and reteining it still in your right hand,
and may togither therewith take up another like peice, and
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so with Words seeme to bring both peeces togither. By this
devise (I saie) a hundreth conceipts may be shewed."
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Chapter I Coin Concealments
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

Classic Palm
Edge Palm
Thumb Palm
Downs Palm
Finger Palm
Front Finger Hold
Back Palm
Back Finger Clip

The Back Thumb Palm
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The Classic Palm

The coin is held in the center of the palm by a contraction of
the muscles at the base of the thumb and little finger, Fig.
1. It is transferred to, and pressed into this grip by the tips
of the second and third fingers. Several coins may be held
in this manner.
This is one of the most difficult of all concealments to master
but it is one of magic's finest secrets. The layman cannot
imagine it possible to conceal a coin in this way.
The beginner may experience difficulty in retaining a coin in
this position at the outset, but the ability will come with
practice. Once the knack is acquired coins of various sizes
can be retained.
A minimum amount of pressure is sufficient to hold the coin
in place. Too much grip tends to make the hand appear
cramped and tense. A coin is not a heavy object, so hold it
lightly and the hand will appear natural. Actually it should
be held so loosely that a mere tap with the other hand will
dislodge it.
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An important point to remember is that no one is misled
because the fingers are apart. Only when the hand looks
natural will it be above suspicion. The ability to palm a
coin should be mastered first; naturalness will come later.
Make use of the hand that has the coin palmed 'by picking
up something with it, such as another coin, or a small
wand or pencil; use it to pull back the sleeve; to snap the
fingers or make a gesture. Any of these actions subtly
direct attention away from the hand with the concealed
coin. Sometimes I grasp a spectator by the arm to draw
him closer for a better look, with the very hand that has
the coin concealed.
The parlor rug offers an excellent surface for coin work; It is
advisable to spread a pocket handkerchief on the rug and
place the coins on that, as some rugs have a confusing
design, thus making the coins difficult to see. Whether
operating from the floor or a table, a natural pose to assume
is to rest the fingertips of both hands on the working surface.
The hands will then look empty even if something is
concealed in one of them, Fig. 2.

In some instances certain tricks must be done while standing
and occasionally the spectators will be crowded around you.
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Just a little thought will solve this problem and make you
master of the situation. Watch your angles. Form the habit
of keeping the palm of the hand in which the coin is palmed,
toward the body. Or, if the hand that has the coin concealed
is held parallel width the floor there is little chance of
dereaction. The coin can only be seen from a point directly
below.
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The Edge Palm
The coin is held in the same spot as just explained, by the
muscles of the hand which press together from opposite
directions against the edge of the coin. It is not held flat as
in the classic palm but in a slanting position of about
fortyfive degrees, Fig. 1.

This palm is more difficult to acquire than the classic palm,
but once it has been mastered this one becomes easier. A
fairly new coin with a sharp milled edge is easier to hold than
one with a well worn or smooth edge.
To place the coin in this position you must first hold it by its
edge between the tips of the forefinger and thumb. Then
place the tip of the second finger in front (nail against edge
of coin) and third finger behind and grip it with these two
fingers as the thumb and forefinger are removed from the
coin. Now by bending the two middle fingers inward the coin
is carried to the palm, Fig. 2. and retained there while the
fingers straighten out again, Fig. 1.
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A simple reversal of these moves will return the coin to its
starting position.
To palm several coins in this fashion you would proceed
exactly as you would with one, but as each coin is palmed it
is placed on top of the preceding one with the final coin being
closest to the wrist.
To produce them again bend the second and third fingers
inward, place the tip of the third finger on top of the coin
nearest the wrist and the tip of the second finger underneath
the outer edge of the coin closest to the palm. With the tip
of the third finger, slide the top coin forward about a quarter
of an inch, then grip it between the tips of the two fingers
and bring it into view by straightening these fingers.
The number of coins that can be palmed and produced in
this manner depends entirely on the ability of the performer.
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The Thumb Palm
The coin is clipped by its edge in the fork of the thumb by
pressure of the latter against the base of the first finger, Fig.
1.

The coin should be held rather loosely to permit the thumb
to assume as natural a position as possible.
To place the coin in this position, begin with it between the
tips of the first two fingers, Fig. 2.

Curl these two digits inward until the top edge of the coin
touches the upper palm at the crotch of the thumb, then
bring the thumb down and grip it by its edge, Fig. 3, as the
fingers straighten out.
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To transfer the coin from the thumb palm to the classic palm,
bend the second and third fingers inward as you lower the
thumb (which action brings the coin closer to the palm),
press the tips of these two fingers against the flat side of the
coin and press it into the palm.
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The Downs Palm
The coin is held horizontally in the fork of the thumb by
pressure of the latter and the base of the first finger pressing
together against opposite edges. Fig. 1 shows this position
but from a different angle than viewed by the audience.

To bring the coin to this position, hold it vertically between
the tips of the first two fingers, Fig. 2.

Then curl these two fingers inward, depositing the coin
behind the thumb, where it is gripped against the base of
the first finger. When the fingers are straightened the hand
appears empty, Fig. 3.
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This concealment is used mainly as a coin vanish and
production. The correct moves for accomplishing this are as
follows: Stand with your left side toward the audience and
display a half dollar held between the tips of the first two
fingers, as described. Quickly bring the hand down, then up,
in a tossing motion. Under cover of this brief movement,
palm the coin. Follow the flight ooe the nonexistent coin
upward with your eyes, and if you have executed the moves
as described the coin seems to vanish in midair. Show the
hand empty as in Fig. 3.
To produce the coin, reach out with the hand and seemingly
pluck it from the air by a reversal of the above moves.
After you have mastered the moves with a single coin try
vanishing several in the same manner. A good number to
start with is four. Show them in your left hand and stand
with your left side toward the audience. Take the first coin
with your right hand and vanish it as described. The
remaining three are handled in the same manner but as each
coin is placed behind the thumb it goes underneath the
preceding one. At first this may seem a bit difficult but if you
have spent sufficient time in mastering the moves with one
coin the extra number should give you little trouble.
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The first step is to show the back of the hand empty and
produce the coins again.
To do this, turn slightly to the left, and as you swing your
arm across your body, curl the fingers inward and touch the
tip of the thumb with the tips of the first two digits (which
prevents the onlookers from getting a flash of the coins),
straighten the fingers and exhibit the back of the hand
empty. Reverse these moves, show the palm of the hand
empty and proceed to pluck the coins from the air one at a
time. As each coin is produced, take it with your left hand,
or better still, drop them in a goblet which you hold in your
left hand.
A certain amount of care will have to be exercised to prevent
the coins from "talking'' as they are brought together behind
the thumb. The use of old, well-worn coins, such as the
Liberty head half dollar, will help greatly in eliminating the
noise caused by the coins sliding across each other.
Read Arthur Buckley's description of the Downs palm which
he employs in Four Coins to a Glass.
A more beautiful coin vanish and reproduction has not been
devised.

The Finger Palm
Here is probably the easiest and most natural of all palms.
The coin is held at the base of the curled second and third
fingers, as in the figure below.
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If you will stand in front of a mirror with your arms relaxed
at your sides, you will notice that the fingers curl inward
naturally. If a coin is placed in the position described above,
it can be retained without further movement of the fingers.
Apply just enough grip on the coin to hold it in place, for if
it is held too tightly the hand will not appear natural. With a
coin thus concealed you will find that you can still snap the
fingers and use the hand almost as freely as you do
normally.
The transfer of the coin from classic or thumb palm to this
position can be made during a slight movement of the hand
or while the hand hangs naturally at your side.

The Front Finger Hold
The coin is held flat, near the tips of the extended second
and third fingers by pressure on its opposite edges with the
tips of the first and fourth fingers, The Back Palm, Fig. 2.
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The ease in holding a coin in this position depends on the
diameter of the coin and the size of the performer's hands.
For most hands the half dollar is about right.
The coin can be transferred to this position from the thumb,
finger, or classic palm.

The Back Palm
The coin is hidden behind the hand, being held flat against
the second and third fingers by the tips of the first and fourth
fingers which press together against opposite edges, Fig. 1.

To get the coin in this position start with it in the front finger
hold, Fig. 2.
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Bend the second and third fingers inward, then outward,
passing them from one side to the other of the coin, which
revolves in this action between the tips of the outer two
digits, Fig. 3.

When the fingers straighten out the coin will be hidden
behind the hand, Fig. 1, as you show the front of the hand
empty, Fig. 4. A slight upward movement of the hand as if
tossing the coin into the air will cover the action of back
palming.
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To show the back of the hand, reverse the moves as follows:
With the palm toward the front, bend the hand downward at
the wrist as far as it will go, Fig. 5, and close the hand as it
continues to turn until it becomes a loose fist, as illustrated
in Fig. 6.

At this point the two middle fingers bend inward and
outboard, revolving the coin between the first and fourth
fingers as the hand completes its turning and the fingers are
straightened out. The back of the hand is seen as in Fig, 7.
All these moves must blend together in the one action of
turning over the hand to show its back.
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An alternate and preferred method of showing the back of
the hand is as follows: After the palm is shown, begin turning
the hand to show its back just as described above until the
position depicted in Fig. 6 is reached. Bend the thumb
upward over the lower edge of the coin and release it from
the fingers so it can be thumb palmed as the fingers are
extended to show the back of the hand. In other words, the
coin is transferred from the back palm to the thumb palm as
the hand turns over. This method is not only easier but has
several advantages as a trial will show.
To show the front of the hand again, do this: Bend the
fingers inward, grip the coin by its edge between the tips of
the first two digits and turn it parallel with the floor as the
thumb releases its grip and moves out of the way. Now bring
the thumb back and press it against the edge of the coin,
holding it in the Downs palm position. Still keeping the first
finger below and the second finger above the coin, close the
hand into a tighter fist and turn it palm toward the audience
before straightening the fingers. The position of these two
fingers prevents the spectators from getting a flash of silver
as the hand is turned palm outward. At the completion of
these moves the spectators see the hand as depicted in The
Downs Palm, Fig. 3.
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To produce the coin simply pluck it from the air as described
in The Downs Palm.
All hands are not the same size, consequently all hands
cannot handle the same size coin. For most. a half dollar will
be just about right, while others will require a larger coin like
the silver dollar. The Mexican Peso is slightly larger than the
half dollar and the Canadian silver dollar is a trifle smaller
than the American coin of the same value. It is advisable to
use as large a coin as can be safely handled.
Many interesting foreign coins can be purchased for small
sums at coin shops, some almost as cheaply as palming
coins. Most coin manipulators prefer real money over the
magic shop variety. Palming coins are usually suspected by
the layman as being manufactured for magical purposes and
for that reason are not recommended for close-up work.
Foreign coins also offer wonderful patter possibilities. Some
of the coins available are quite beautiful and interesting in
themselves. Use a few foreign coins and weave a story
around them-you will find that the spectators will be much
more enthusiastic about the trick.

The Back Finger Clip
The coin is clipped behind the hand by its edge, between the
first and second fingers, Fig. 1.
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To get it in this position hold it by its edge between the
thumb and the fleshy second phalanx of the middle finger.
The forefinger rests on the top edge, Fig. 2.

Bring the forefinger down and place it against the lower edge
of the coin as the thumb moves away. Clip the coin between
the first two fingers and straighten out the hand, which
appears empty, as in Fig. 3.
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To use this as a vanish, stand with your left side toward the
audience and hold the coin as described above. As you
pretend to toss it into the air quickly transfer it to the back
finger clip. The coin appears to vanish as you apparently toss
it into the air. The coin is behind the hand and the hand
appears empty.

To show the back of the hand you will have to transfer the
coin from one side of the hand to the other. Proceed as
follows: Turn the wrist as far as it will go and point the
fingers toward the floor. The hand appears the same as
shown in The Back Palm, Fig. 5. Now close the hand into a
loose fist as you continue turning the hand. The back of the
hand is now toward the spectators and it should appear the
same as shown in The Back Palm, Fig. 6. With the hand in
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this position move the thumb around the forefinger and
press its tip against the underside of the coin. This is done
as the forefinger moves away, and the thumb presses the
coin tight against the second finger. Thumb slides the coin
inward toward the palm where it is dipped by its opposite
edge between the first and second fingers. Open the hand
and show its back as in Fig. 4.
To bring the coin from front to back of the hand again place
the tip of the thumb against the edge of the coin. Push the
coin between the fingers to bring it to the back of the hand
as the hand turns over. The thumb screens the coin in this
action. Finally the palm is shown empty as in Fig. 3.
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The Back Thumb Palm
The coin is clipped by its edge with the thumb and is
concealed behind the hand, Fig. 1.

The moves necessary to get the coin into this position are
harder to acquire than the Downs palm but this palm has
the advantage of being considerably more angle proof. For
this reason it is excellent for close work.
There are three ways to get a coin into this position. The first
is a method used by T. Nelson Downs, while the other two
are my own.
For the Downs method the starting position is the same as
The Back Finger Clip, Fig. 1. Bend the thumb down and
clinch the fingers, Fig. 2.
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As you raise the thumb and return it to its normal position,
move the coin along with it, Fig. 3, and clip it at the back of
the fork of the thumb, Fig. 1.

Straighten the fingers, keeping them slightly separated and
show your hand empty, Fig. 4.

Because the coin has a tendency to slant upward the hand
must be tilted backward slightly to prevent the spectators
getting a flash of silver.
The moves of transferring the coin from the back finger clip
to the back thumb palm are made as you make an upward
grab at an imaginary coin in the air. Feign disappointment
as you open and show your hand empty.
Fix your eyes on another spot in the air even higher than
before, then as you make a grab for it raise your thumb and
allow the coin to slip into the clinched fist. Triumphantly
open your hand and display the coin lying on your palm.
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A simpler and easier method with less movement of the hand
follows: Stand with your left side toward the spectators and
display a hall dollar between the tips of the first two fingers
of your right hand as in The Thumb Palm, Fig. 2, or The
Downs Palm, Fig. 2. Quickly lower, then raise your hand in
a tossing motion, pretending to throw the coin upward into
the air. Under cover of this movement, bend the first two
fingers inward (in practically the same manner as you would
for the thumb palm) and clip the coin behind the thumb. The
main difference between this move and those used in the
thumb palm is that the fingers must clinch tighter and the
thumb must go under and not above the coin, Fig.
5.

When the hand reaches its highest point it should be open
and appear empty, Fig. 4. Produce the coin as already
described.
Another way of getting the coin into the back thumb palm is
as follows: Stand with your right side toward the audience
and display a half dollar between the tips of your right first
two fingers, (The Thumb Palm, Fig. 2). Pretend to place the
coin in your left hand but thumb palm it in your right, (the
Thumb Palm Vanish). Close your left hand as if it actually
held the coin, then swing to the right and show the right
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palm empty. It is under cover of this movement that the
transfer of the coin from the thumb palm to the back thumb
palm must be affected. Here are the moves: Bend the
second finger inward, place its tip against the lower edge of
the coin, then under cover of the swing to the right, push
the coin upward between the thumb and base of the first
finger and clip it in the orthodox back thumb palm.
This transfer is made while ostensibly showing the right hand
empty, thus proving that the coin is actually in the left hand.
Make no verbal comment as you do this-merely show the
hand empty and turn your attention back to the left fist.
Make crumbling motions with the left fingers, then open the
hand and show it empty. Before attention returns to your
right hand look up to your right and exclaim, "There it is!"
Reach up with your right hand and produce the coin as
already described, but do it with only one grab.

Chapter II Basic Technique
TO GAIN a firm foundation in coin conjuring it is necessary
that you learn certain basic principles. Some of these will be
described in this chapter. Practice well and master every
movement and you will be another step along the road to
becoming a proficient coin operator.
The Bobo Switch
Utility Switch
One-Hand Switch
Shaw-Judah Coin Switch
The Click Pass
The Click Pass--Paul Morris
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The Coin Flip
Change-Over Pass
The Bottom Steal
Producing a Coin from a Spectator's
ClothingTaking Advantage of a Fumble (3 methods)

The Bobo Switch
One of the most valuable of all coin sleights is a good method
for switching one coin for another. Here is one that I have
used with success under all conditions for many years. It can
be used as an effect in itself or as the means for
accomplishing numerous other effects, several of which will
be found in the chapters that follow. Learn this sleight and
you will have a valuable tool that will serve you well as long
as you do close-up magic.
For the sake of clarity suppose you learn this with two coins
of contrasting color, such as a silver half dollar and a copper
English penny. Have the English penny concealed in finger
palm position in your right hand while you show a half dollar
in your palm up left hand. Pick up the half dollar with the
first two fingers and thumb of the right hand, toss it back
into the left hand and dose the fingers over it. Do this again.
For the third toss, the switch is made and the copper goes
into the left hand instead of the silver, yet there is no
perceptible change in movement. Regardless of which coin
is thrown, the action appears the same.
Instead of tossing the silver coin the third time, the copper
one is tossed, as follows: Always hold the visible coin (silver)
between the first two fingers and thumb, Fig. 1.
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When ready to make the switch merely open the second,
third, and fourth fingers slightly, releasing the copper coin,
but retaining the half dollar with the forefinger and thumb,
Fig. 2. It will be noted at this point that the silver coin is
completely masked from the spectators' view by the
extended second, third, and fourth fingers.

Only a slight movement is necessary to place the half dollar
in finger palm position where it is retained. This should be
mastered so that all moves blend into one action of merely
tossing a coin into the left hand.
The sleight is not difficult but requires practice to make it
indetectable. Performed correctly it is impossible for anyonelayman or magician--to tell that a switch was made.
Remember to close the left hand over the tossed coin each
time, and throw the coin in even, consistent speeds--not too
fast, yet not too slow, either.
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If it is desired to finish with the copper coin in the classic
palm position, this can be accomplished as follows: Continue
up to the point shown in Fig. 2, but instead of finger palming
the half dollar curl the fingers inward pressing the coin into
the palm (with the aid of the two middle fingers) and
immediately snap the fingers over the closed left hand,
which supposedly holds the coin. It is the snapping of the
right fingers which covers the move of palming the copper
coin.
Master the method first explained, and this one will come
easier later. This is the preferred method of the two because
it leaves the fingers of the right hand free to pick up other
objects or handle them in a natural manner.
The first and most important thing to remember about this
exchange is that it must be made under cover of a natural
gesture and carefully timed to coincide with an appropriate
remark.

Utility Switch
Here is a move that is not only the basis of many coin
transposition routines-it aids materially in accomplishing
other effects as well. It is a dual purpose move in that it can
be utilized to show a number of coins and still keep an extra
one hidden.
Suppose you have three half dollars and want the spectators
to know of only two. Have these two exposed in your palm
up left hand, with one of them lying at the base of the two
middle fingers in finger palm position. The right hand, with
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the third coin concealed in finger palm position, points to the
left hand, Fig. 1.

Call attention to the two coins in your left hand as you show
them to the spectators on the left. Swing slightly to the right,
retain the forward coin finger palmed in the left hand as you
turn that hand inward and over and toss the other one into
the right hand, which turns palm upward to receive it, Fig.
2.
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Show two coins in your right hand to the spectators on the
right-one just received from the left hand and one which was
already there.
If the moves are made in a natural, unhurried manner, it
should appear that you merely showed two coins in your left
hand, then tossed them into your right hand to show them
to the spectators on the right.
This is a convincing method of retaining an extra coin while
apparently calling attention to the fairness of the procedure.
For the sake of clarity the moves have been described with
three coins, but any small number above this amount will
work just as well.
Several tricks and routines in the following pages depend
partially or entirely upon this switch for their
accomplishment.
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One-Hand Switch
Although this one-hand switch is usually made secretly while
attention is on the other hand or directed elsewhere, it can
be executed openly during some natural gesture or
movement of the hand, once it has been completely
mastered.
Suppose you have just borrowed a half dollar and wish to
exchange it for one of your own which you have finger
palmed in your right hand. Proceed as follows: Take the
borrowed coin between the tips of your right first two fingers
and thumb, Bobo Switch, Fig. 1.

Now while you pick up some object with your left hand, or
make a gesture with that hand, drop your right hand to your
side and switch one coin for the other in the following
manner: With the tip of the forefinger, slide the borrowed
coin along the inside of the thumb, Fig. 1, to the thumb
crotch, where it is thumb palmed, Fig. 2.
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Now place the tip of the thumb on top of the finger palmed
coin and push it to the tips of the first two fingers. Then allow
the thumb palmed coin to drop to finger palm position. At
the completion of these moves you will have the spectator's
coin finger palmed and your own visible at the tips of the
first two fingers and thumb in exactly the same position as
formerly occupied by the borrowed coin, Bobo Switch, Fig.
1.
The switch, which takes only a moment to make, can be
executed while you turn to the right to address the
spectators on that side, or during any other natural action.

Shaw-Judah Coin Switch
Quite often the trick at hand requires that a borrowed coin
be switched for one of your own, then your own kept in plain
view while you do something else with the borrowed onelike
secretly loading it into some apparatus or a spectator's
pocket (see In a Spectator's Pocket). This switch of many
uses was shown to me by Stewart Judah, who in turn credits
it to Allan Shaw.
Besides a coin like the one you intend to borrow, you will
require a regular glass goblet. Have the glass on the table
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and a half dollar classic palmed in your right hand. Ask for
the loan of a half dollar and request that it be marked for
future identification. While this is being done, pick up the
glass by its stem, with the right hand. As you approach the
spectator, transfer the goblet to your left hand, then take
the marked coin between the tips of the first two fingers and
thumb of the right hand and immediately toss it into the
glass. This is what you seem to do. Actually you throw your
own coin from the palm, Fig. 1, and retain the borrowed one
hidden behind the curled fingers after the fashion of The
Bobo Switch.

The instant the coin arrives in the glass, rattle it and thumb
palm the borrowed coin, Fig. 2.
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The exchange is not suspected because every move appears
fair and natural. The sound of the coin clinking in the glass
adds greatly to the illusion and automatically directs the
spectators' attention there. To the spectators it appears that
you merely took the borrowed coin with your right hand and
tossed it into the glass.
The glass containing the duplicate coin is placed in full view
and the borrowed coin is secretly loaded into the piece of
apparatus the trick requires. Later in the routine the
duplicate coin is taken from the goblet and vanished, and
the borrowed coin produced according to the trick at hand.
The spectators believe they see the borrowed half dollar
right up to the last minute. Little do they realize that
subterfuge entered into this part of the trick!
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The Click Pass
Here are two sleights which aid in accomplishing numerous
effects. Although both moves appear the same, the results
differ slightly.
Method (a) is the brainchild of Chester Woodin; the
originator of (b) is unknown.
Effect (a): Two half dollars are on the table. The performer
picks up ,one with his right hand, places it in his heft hand,
and closes his fingers over it. He takes up the second coin
with his right hand and drops it into his left hand, where it
is heard to strike the first coin. When the left hand is opened
it holds only one coin; the other is shown in the right.
(b) This action appears the same as described above, but
the results differ slightly. In this case when the left hand is
opened it is empty, The right hand opens, and displays the
two coins.
Method (a): After showing the two coins on the table, pick
up one with the right hand and apparently place it in the left,
but really retain it in the right hand in the regular palm
position. (See Standard Vanish.) Left hand is closed. The
second coin is picked up by the fingers and thumb of the
right hand, which seem to deposit it in the left hand. The left
hand opens to receive it, but at the moment of the pretended
deposit the coin in the right hand is released, and as it falls
into the left hand it strikes the other coin in the process, Fig.
1.
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The right fingers then press the second coin into the palm,
where it is retained.
When the first coin strikes the second coin, as it falls into
the left hand, it makes a clink which simulates the sound
one coin makes on being dropped onto another. The illusion
is so perfect it fools the eye and the ear. Apparently the two
coins are in the left hand. Open the left hand showing one
coin, then open the right to show the other coin.
Method (b): The two coins are on the table. Pick up one coin
with the right hand, apparently place it in the left, but palm
it in the right. Left hand doses as if it held the coin. Take up
the second coin with the right hand and repeat the firstly
described maneuver of apparently placing the coin in the left
hand, but, at this moment it is palmed in the right hand and
strikes the coin already there, Fig. 2, creating the illusion,
by sound, of falling on top of the coin supposedly held in the
left hand.
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Close the left hand again, both coins being palmed in the
right hand. Wave right hand over left, snap right fingers,
close right hand and hold it some distance away from the
left. Open the left and show it empty. Open the right hand
and show both coins. The halves have traveled from hand to
hand.
The performer apparently places the coins in his left hand,
but, with the aid of either of these two passes he can retain
one or both coins in his right hand. Although described as
tricks, these moves are more effective when used secretly
in other routines, several of which are explained in the
following pages.

The Click Pass--Paul Morris
Mr. Paul Morris, the famous New York sleight-of-hander, has
an entirely different conception of this useful sleight. In his
version the effect is the same as described in method (a) of
the foregoing description of The Click Pass. That is, the
performer places one coin in his left hand. Then a second
coin is ostensibly dropped onto the first, the sound of the
two coins coming together offering convincing proof that the
left hand actually holds two coins. Nevertheless, only one
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coin is in the left hand while the other is retained hidden in
the right.
Method: Let's say you are using two half dollars. You may
start in several ways: (1) While facing front, hold a coin at
the fingertips of the two hands about chest high. Place the
coin from the left hand between the teeth-most of the coin
protruding from the teeth as you smile. The right hand
places its coin in the left hand and then takes the coin from
the teeth and places it in the left hand with the first one. (2)
Place a coin on each of a spectator's hands, then take the
coins one at a time and continue from there. (3) Or, have
the two coins on the table at the beginning and pick them
up one at a time as you commence the trick.
At any rate, that is how to start. Now let's learn the sleight.
Exhibit coin number one between the tips of the second
finger and thumb of the right hand. Hold the left hand palm
up and place the coin on it-not on the center of the palm,
but near the fingertips. Now take coin number two in the
right hand, holding it in the same fashion described for
number one, and place it on the left hand. It is not placed
directly on the center of the left palm but a trifle off-center
to the right, as in Fig 1,
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the right middle finger and thumb still retaining a grip on the
coin./n/nIn fact, the right hand never lets go of coin number
two. Close the left hand, which action causes the first coin
to fall onto the second coin, Fig. 2,

and an unmistakable "clink" is heard. Immediately withdraw
the right hand from the left, still holding on to the second
coin. Fig. 3

shows the beginning of this action. The left fingers hide the
movement and what is happening to the coins. The closed
right fist hides coin number two, which is withdrawn under
the right fingers. Just before the hands separate the
spectators see the two hands as in Fig. 4.

Now, move the right hand away, stealing the second coin
with it as in Fig. 5.
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At this point the coin in the right hand is in perfect position
for back palming. Simply straighten out the right hand, palm
up, and you will find it a simple matter to back palm the
coin, Fig. 6.

Or, if you prefer, merely push the coin into finger palm
position.
Now make a fist of the right hand also, bringing the back
palmed coin into the hand as this is done. From here on, the
trick is over. The main thing is that the spectators have the
impression two coins were placed in the left hand. When you
open your left hand, however, there is only one coin there.
Show the second coin in the right hand, or finish any way
you like.
The sleight is very useful in performing numerous 'coin
passe' effects, such as Coins into the Glass, Coins Through
the Table, etc.
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The Coin Flip
Right hand has a half dollar classic palmed, while the fingers
flip another coin into the air a time or two. This is merely a
disarming move which tends to show, without saying so,
that the right hand holds only one coin. The spectators
reason that there is only one because it seems impossible
that a second coin could be hidden in the hand flipping a coin
in the air so naturally. Fig. 1

shows the concealed coin in the palm and the visible coin
ready to be flipped into the air. Coin is caught on the
extended fingers as shown in Fig. 2.

Back of hand is towards spectators.
A little practice will be necessary to keep the coins from
"talking" as the visible one is caught. Once the move is
mastered it will be a useful sleight to add to your repertoire
of close-up chicanery.
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Change-Over Pass
Occasionally the coin operator may wish to vanish a coin and
then show both hands empty before reproducing it.
This adroit bit of trickery will fulfill that requirement nicely.
Pretend to place a half dollar in your left hand but retain it
thumb palmed in the right. (For a method, see Chapter III,
Coin Vanishes.) Open the left hand to show that the coin has
disappeared. Hands are about waist high and fingers of both
hands point toward the left, Fig. 1

Both hands swing to the right so the right palm may be
exhibited empty, and it is in this action that the coin is stolen
from the right hand with the left, thusly: About midway in
the swing the hands come together and the two middle
fingers of the left hand take the coin from the right thumb
palm, Fig. 2.
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The left fingers curl inward, hiding the coin as the hands
continue without hesitation to the right, where the
spectators see the left forefinger pointing to the empty right
palm, Fig. 3.

Left hand can then produce the coin according to the trick at
hand.
The same moves can be used to transfer a stack of coins
from the edge palm of the right hand to the left hand.

The Bottom Steal--Paul Morris
Here is a subtle sleight which should find many uses in
performing such tricks as Four Coins to a Glass (Chapter
VIII), Coins Through the Table, and numerous other effects.
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Suppose you have a number of half dollars in your right hand
and wish to retain one concealed in that hand as you place
the others into the left. The Paul Morris Bottom Steal (with
coins!--not cards) accomplishes this in an ingenious manner
without any telltale movement whatsoever.
The method: After showing some coins and calling attention
to their number, square them into a stack and hold them by
their opposite edges between the tips of the right second
finger and thumb--the back of the hand toward the
spectators and the flat surface of the coins parallel with the
floor, Fig. 1.

The hands should be held about waist high, the left being
palm up a few inches away and in position to receive the
coins, Fig. 2.

Move the hands toward each other casually. The right hand
is about to place the coins in the palm of the left hand. Take
a look at Fig. 3.
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Fig. 4 shows the performer's view of the action.

As the stack of coins moves toward the left palm the two
middle fingers of that hand come in contact with the bottom
coin and it remains balanced on their tips hidden from the
spectators' view by the right fingers. Fig. 5

shows

the spectators' view,

while
Fig.
6
depicts the
action as seen by the performer. As the right hand deposits
the stack of coins in the left palm the left middle fingers push
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upward and press the stolen coin into the right palm, Fig. 7.

The action of sliding off the bottom coin from the stack and
pressing it into the right palm is completely hidden by the
right fingers which are held close together. Now separate the
hands. Allow the spectators to get a brief view of the coins
lying in the left hand, then close the fingers over them. In a
perfectly natural manner you have placed a stack of coins in
your left hand but in this action you have stolen a coin, which
is now hidden in your right palm. No visible movement of
the right hand is necessary to retain the coin as that hand
reaches for a glass tumbler and picks it up by its brim. The
glass is held between the fingers and thumb of the palm
down hand in such a manner that the coin, when released
from the palm, will fall into the glass.
Hold the hands some distance apart, make a tossing motion
with the left hand toward the glass and release the coin in
the right palm, permitting it to fall into the glass. Open the
left hand and show one coin missing. The move can be
repeated to cause a second coin to pass into the glass but
the third and remaining coins should be caused to pass into
the glass by employing different sleights.
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This steal is so natural it can be executed in perfect safety
at very close range. You may stand face to face with a
spectator and execute the sleight without him being aware
of anything unusual taking place. After becoming proficient
with the sleight you will find that you can even curl back the
forefinger to give a view of the coins from above. Even
though you may permit the top of the stack to be seen the
steal cannot be detected because the chicanery takes place
underneath the stack while the spectators can only see the
top of the stack. As far as they are concerned, nothing is
hidden-they can see everything as the coins are placed in
the left hand. Yet the sleight takes place without their
knowing it!

Producing a Coin from a Spectator's Clothing
A prettier and more convincing method of producing a coin
from a spectator's clothing has not been devised.
Effect: The wonder worker vanishes a half dollar, then the
spectators see both hands empty as he reaches underneath
a man's tie and extracts the coin with his fingertips.
Method: Vanish a half dollar, using any method where it is
retained in the right hand. Suddenly point to a man's tie with
the left hand. The right has dropped to the side and back
palms the coin as the left lifts the end of the tie. Right palm
is seen to be empty as the fingers reach underneath. Bring
the coin to the front palm and come away with the half dollar
lying on the fingers, Fig. 1.
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This procedure can be used to produce a coin from other
places, such as the bottom edge of a coat, underneath a
scarf, or a sweater, or from behind your own knee. When
done correctly it appears that you merely reached under the
edge of the article and immediately came forth with the
vanished money. It looks like real magic!

Taking Advantage of a Fumble
What would you do if you accidentally dropped a coin, or
missed one of your vanishes? Would you pick up the coin
and apologize for your carelessness, then continue with
something else, or would you take advantage of this little
mishap and do some unscheduled effect?The better
prepared we are to get out of such difficulties, the more
capable we become. Of course, we should be able to perform
our tricks so well we do not make mistakes. There is no
excuse for a fumble, but mortal man is never perfect. So,
why not try to turn a fumble to advantage?
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The following are tried and tested ideas that have served
many close-up workers well. If you are not familiar with
them, here they are for your edification.
For one reason or another you have dropped a coin. Prepare
to pick it up by straddling it-that is, the coin is lying on the
floor about midway between the feet. Bend down, or rather
squat over the coin and pick it up with the right hand. Now
comes a bold move.
Immediately toss the coin backwards between the legs,
catching it in the left hand, Fig. 1.

The throw should be made just as soon as the right hand
removes the coin from the floor, the body and the legs
concealing the maneuver from the spectators. Then raise
yourself up, pretending to hold the coin in the closed right
hand. While attention is on the right hand the left sleeves
the coin. Both hands are shown empty.
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If working without a coat the coin can be disposed of in the
left hip pocket. However, if you have sleeved it and would
like to reproduce it, use one of the methods described in
Chapter VII, The Art of Sleeving.
Here is another way of disposing of a coin which has fallen
to the floor:
Bend down and pick up the coin with the right hand.
immediately toss it into the left trousers cuff. Do this quickly
and without hesitation as you straighten up. You are
supposedly holding a coin in the dosed right hand. Pretend
to place it in the left. Blow on the left hand, then open it to
show coin vanished.
Or, you could do this. Bend down and apparently pick up the
fallen coin. Actually the coin never leaves the floor. The right
hand reaches for it and as the fingers touch the floor in front
of the coin they instantly close. This action propels the coin
inward along the floor and it slides underneath the right foot
which raises slightly, becoming wedged between the toe end
of the shoe sole and the floor, Fig. 2.
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The coin travels inward only three or four inches and is
hidden in its flight by the right hand.
This getaway can only be done on a rug-covered floor. On
any other surface the sliding of the coin creates a sound,
which would be a "give-away."
You straighten up and pretend to vanish the coin from the
right hand.
Of course, the coin must be recovered-not left there on the
floor. To get it, show a second coin and apparently place it
in your left hand, retaining it in the right. Slap the left hand
on top of your head, remarking that you will cause the coin
to penetrate your body, the hard way. Show the left hand
empty. Move the right foot to one side exposing the coin on
the floor. With your left side toward the spectators bend
down to pick up the coin with the left hand. The right hand
secretly disposes of its coin in the right trousers cuff on the
side away from the audience.
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Chapter III Coin Vanishes
It is impossible to become a good coin conjurer without
mastering several methods for vanishing a coin. Here,
combined with some of the old standbys, are the best
modern methods, contributed by leading coin
manipulators. Standard Vanish
Simple Vanish
Over the Top
The Tunnel Vanish
Thumb Palm Vanish
The Drop Vanish
The Bobo Coin Vanish The
Slide Vanish
The Illusive Coin Pass
A Coin Vanish
The Pinch Vanish
Gone
The New Era Coin Go
The Flyaway Coin
Behind the Back
The French Drop
The Reverse French Drop
The Elusive Silver Dollar
The Wrist Watch Vanish
The Pulse Trick
The Cranium Vanish
Vanish with the Aid of a Handkerchief
The "Heads and Tails" Vanish
Vanish for Several Coins
A Trio of Vanishes
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Standard Vanish
This is given the above title because it holds a high place in
my repertoire of coin vanishes. I use this one as much as I
do any other because it is so practical and easy to do under
almost any conditions.
The coin rests near the ends of the two middle fingers of the
right hand, Fig. 1.

Right hand describes a counter clockwise movement, turning
back upward as the fingers curl inward and press the coin
into the classic palm position where it is retained. This action
takes place under the guise of supposedly placing the coin
into the left hand, Fig. 2.
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The left hand closes as if it holds the coin. Look at and point
to the left hand. Then snap the right fingers at the left hand.
Open the left hand slowly and mysteriously. The coin is
gone.
Reproduce it from behind the knee or keep it concealed,
according to the trick at hand.
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Simple Vanish
This is a first-rate coin vanish, and in spite of its simplicity,
ranks with the best of them.
Show the coin in the right hand where it rests in the classic
palm position. Fingertips of the left hand gently touch the
back of the right hand, Fig. 1.

The right hand turns inward and over and apparently drops
the coin into the waiting left hand, but actually the coin is
retained in the right hand, palmed, as the left hand closes,
Fig. 2.
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With the right middle finger, tap the closed left hand once.
Draw the left hand into a tighter fist by pressing the tips of
the fingers into the palm, the thumb angling over the top of
the fingers. Placing the fingers in this position makes the
move possible. Open the left hand, slowly and gracefully, a
finger at a time, beginning with the little finger. When all the
fingers are extended and apart the hand is shown on both
sides. It is empty.
Care must be taken to perform this vanish slowly and
gracefully. Grace is the important element. Make it look like
you really dumped the coin into the left hand. Actually do
this a few times before a mirror, then repeat this action but
retain the coin palmed in the right hand.
Don't open the left hand too quickly. Take your time and you
will have a beautiful and effective coin vanish.
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Over the Top
Here is a vanish I have taught in my coin lectures throughout
the country. It has always been well received. I think you
will find it off the beaten path.
The coin rests on the two middle fingers of the right hand,
near the tips. The left hand is nearby, held palm up and
about the same level. Left hand moves to the right until it
crosses over the palm of the right hand. Right fingers toss
the coin upward, Fig. 1,

into the left hand which immediately turns over, palm
downward, the coin falling into the right as the left hand
closes. Fig. 2.
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Almost simultaneously the right hand is turned so its back is
toward spectators and the second, third, and fourth fingers
curl inward slightly on the coin, retaining it where it has
fallen. At this juncture the backs of both hands are toward
the audience and the right forefinger is pointing to the closed
left hand which supposedly holds the coin.
All of these moves must blend into one continuous action.
There can be no hesitation. The coin merely makes a hop,
skip and jump from the tips of the right fingers onto the left
hand and then fails back into the right hand.
After a slight pause the left hand is opened and shown
empty.
The only manipulation to this vanish is the knack of tossing
the coin from the right middle fingers up into the left hand.
The rest of the maneuver follows easily and naturally.
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The Tunnel Vanish
Hold the left hand palm downward and close it into a loose
fist so only the thumb and forefinger touch. The right hand
holds the coin horizontally between the forefinger and
thumb-thumb is on top, Fig. 1.

It will be noted that if the coin is pushed into the left fist and
then released it will fall to the floor because of the slightly
open left fingers. But if the second, third, and fourth fingers
of the right hand are extended when the coin is released it
will fall onto these fingers instead. And this is exactly what
happens. The coin merely goes over the left thumb and as
soon as it is inside the left fist it is turned loose. The
extended right second, third, and fourth fingers catch it and
curl inward, holding it where it lands, Fig. 2.

Without hesitation the right hand moves a few inches to the
right with its back toward the onlookers. Left hand closes
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into a tighter fist and the right forefinger gives a final poke
into the left fist.
It appears that the coin was pushed into the left fist and then
given a final poke with the right forefinger.
The left hand is then turned palm up, opened, and shown
empty. The coin has faded into nothingness.
Done smartly, this is a coin vanish to fool the closest
observer.
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Thumb Palm Vanish
This vanish is about as simple and easy as they come, yet it
is quite effective.
Display the coin held between the right first and second
fingers, Fig. 1.

Place the open left hand in front of the coin, and under this
cover bend the first two fingers inward and thumb palm the
coin in the right hand, Fig. 2.

Quickly straighten the first and second fingers and close the
left fingers around them.
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Move the left fist away to the left, as if removing the coin
from the right two fingers, which now separate. To all
appearances the coin is now in the left fist--actually it is
thumb palmed in the right hand. Turn the left fist palm
uppermost. Simultaneously transfer the coin in the right
hand from the thumb palm position to the classic palm
position and snap the fingers over the dosed left hand. This
is a subtle way of saying that coin is not in the right hand.
Open the left hand to show the coin gone.
To transfer the coin from the thumb palm to the classic
palm: Bend the two middle fingers inward to the surface of
the thumb palmed coin, right thumb bending slightly and
pushing the coin lower in the hand. The middle fingers carry
the coin from the thumb palm to the classic palm position
under cover afforded by snapping the fingers.
This last move should be mastered by all coin workers since
many uses will be found for it.

The Drop Vanish--Milton Kort
At the outset the coin rests on its side at the middle joint of
the right forefinger, Fig. 1.
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The hand should be held perfectly relaxed with the fingers
curled inward naturally. Furthermore the hand must be tilted
very slightly forward so the lower part of the hand will be
closest to the body.
The waiting left hand is palm upward and a few inches lower
than the left hand. Both hands move toward each other and
just as the right hand is over the left it tosses the coin into
the air about half an inch-just enough to clear the
forefingerand it is caught in the same hand (right) in finger
palm position at the base of the third and fourth fingers, Fig.
2.

The reason for holding the right hand as just described
should now be apparent. With the right hand turned slightly
forward the coin merely lands at the base of the third and
fourth fingers and stays there without any additional
movement of the lingers. In fact, the right fingers must not
move at all, but should be sufficiently curled at the beginning
so the coin can be retained when it lands. A few trials will be
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necessary to get the correct tilt of the right hand so the coin
will fall from the forefinger, land at the base of the last two
fingers and be retained as described. Remember to keep the
right hand completely relaxed and you will experience no
difficulty in mastering the sleight.
The hands come together just as the coin lands on the lower
right fingers. The illusion is that the coin falls down into the
left hand. Close the left fingers as the hands are separated.
Do not attempt to' palm the coin at this stage, but merely
hold it where it lands in the right hand by bending the third
and fourth fingers a little as the right forefinger points to the
closed left hand. After a brief pause the left hand slowly
crumbles the coin to nothingness and the hand is shown
empty.
A prettier and more convincing method of vanishing a coin
has not been devised. At least, I do not know of it.
The sleight can also be used as a switch or as a pass.
As a switch, use it this way: Have one coin concealed in the
right hand in finger palm position at the base of the third
and fourth fingers. The other coin is lying on the table.
Pick up the coin from the table with the left hand and place
it flat on the middle joint of the right forefinger. This should
be done under the pretext of showing the left hand empty.
Now as you go through The Drop Vanish moves the finger
palmed coin is released and falls into the waiting left hand
below, while the other coin drops down to finger palm
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position, occupying the place originally held by the finger
palmed coin. At first the sleight will appear a little awkward
when used as a switch but with a little practice you will find
it quite easy.
The illusion is enhanced if both coins are of the same
denomination. The left hand can show its coin momentarily
before the fingers close over it.
As a pass, use it this way: Show three coins on the table.
Pick up one of them with the right hand and pretend to place
it in the left, but retain it classic palmed in the right instead.
The left hand is closed. Pick up coin number two with the
right hand and apparently place it in the left, but execute
The Click Pass (a). To the spectators it appears that you are
holding two coins in your left hand-the sound created by The
Click Pass offering audible proof that this is so. Actually the
left hand holds only one coin, while the other is classic
palmed in the right. While reaching for the third coin with
the right hand, transfer the coin in that hand from classic
palm to finger palm position, so it will lie at the base of the
third and fourth fingers. Pick up the third coin with the right
forefinger and thumb and slide it back to the middle joint of
the forefinger in position for the Drop Vanish. Now execute
the Drop Vanish moves. As the coin drops from the right
forefinger it lands on the finger palmed coin and creates the
exact sound it would have if it had fallen into the left hand
on top of the coin(s) there. The illusion is perfect. The left
hand apparently holds three coins, but actually it holds only
one. The other two are finger palmed in the right hand.
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Of course, these additional suggestions are not offered as
tricks in themselves but as a means for accomplishing other
effects.
Many other ideas will suggest themselves by experimenting
with the two moves---The Click Pass and The Drop Vanish.

The Bobo Coin Vanish
The main point in favor of this and the three coin vanishes
that follow is an illusive element called retention of vision.
In other words, not only does the coin actually appear to be
placed in the left hand-the spectators think they see it in
that hand AFTER the hands separate. The result of the
perfect illusion these sleights create is complete deception.
Hold a half dollar by its edge between the tips of the right
thumb and middle finger and place it squarely in the palm of
the left hand, Fig. 1.
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Retain this grip on the coin as you close your left fingers
over it. Open the left first two fingers so the spectators may
see that the half dollar is actually in the left hand, Fig. 2.

Although the following moves are carried through as one
complete action they will be described separately for better
understanding.
Close the first two fingers of the left hand over the coin and
hold that hand quite loosely and relaxed. Left little finger
rests on outer joint of the right thumb. Study the position of
the hands in Fig. 2. The left little finger and the outer joint
of the right thumb act as a pivot for the two hands as they
turn inward together. The left hand turns clockwise as the
right hand turns counterclockwise. And both must turn
simultaneously, until the backs of both hands are toward the
spectators, Fig. 3.
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The right thumb and middle finger still retain their grip on
the coin and they bend inward as the two hands turn over.
Hands are still together at this point and the half dollar is
outside the left fist. (Fig. 4 shows how the hands appear
from the rear.)

Although the spectators are never conscious of the hands
being in this position because there is no hesitation in the
action, they are pictured in this position for clarity.
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At this juncture the right hand moves inward toward the left
shoulder and thence outward again, making a pass over the
back of the left fist a couple of times. As the right hand
moves back toward the body at the start of this action the
coin is thumb palmed.
Going back to Fig. 4 you will observe that the half dollar is
held by the thumb and middle finger of the right hand. In
order to thumb palm the coin place the forefinger on top of
it and remove the thumb, holding the coin between the first
two fingers. These two fingers deposit it in thumb palm
position as the hand swings inward and outward making the
first pass over the left fist, Continue passing the right hand
over the left fist a couple more times. Finally, diminish the
passes, open the left hand and show that the coin has faded
away.
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A great many words have been necessary to describe this
vanish which only takes a moment to perform and is not
difficult once the exact mechanics are thoroughly
understood.

The Slide Vanish--John Mulholland
This sleight to cause a coin to disappear was devised by John
Mulholland when he was about twelve years old. Because of
the reliable peculiarity of the eye called retention of vision,
the spectator "sees" the coin go into the hand and is very
much surprised when the magician shows it isn't there. The
Slide Vanish has the added advantage of being a completely
natural move.
This is the effect: The magician holds his right hand out fiat
to show a half dollar resting on the center of the palm. Tilting
his hand he permits the coin to slide from the palm, down
his fingers and into the cupped left hand held below to catch
it. The left hand is closed about the half dollar and raised to
shoulder height. After a rubbing movement of the fingers of
the left hand, or with the pronouncement of the magic
words, the hand is opened to show that the coin has
disappeared.
The sleight depends upon the fact that a half dollar is of such
size that it will wedge between the tips of the first and little
fingers when those fingers are squeezed tightly against, and
just a little above, the two middle fingers. By holding the
fingers in this manner, a coin sliding from the palm toward
the tips of the fingers will become wedged at the tips of the
fingers. As the coin slides down the hand, which should not
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be tilted so much as to make the movement fast, the left
hand is brought underneath and held like a cup. Just at the
instant the coin has reached the position on the fingers
where it will stay, turn the hand over so that the back is
toward the audience. This is done by turning the wrist and
in no other way changing the position of the hand. The turn
over seems merely to be proof that the coin has left the
hand. The instant the right hand is turned it is moved away
from the left hand, which then closes "about the coin." The
left hand, by the way, should be held so that the palm almost
touches the tips of the fingers of the right at the moment
the right hand is turned over. The hands being that close
together provide complete cover and hide the fact that the
coin never goes into the left hand.
Once the left hand is closed the right hand can be dropped
to the side. In that position the coin can be brought to the
back of the hand so that the palms of both hands may be
shown empty after the vanish has occurred. For those who
do not back palm, it will be found that the coin is in a position
to do the regular palm and, once done, the right hand can
aid the disappearance by making passes toward the left
hand.

The Illusive Coin Pass--T. J. Crawford In
Greater Magic
This sleight was given the above title by John Northern
Hilliard when he was preparing for T. Nelson Downs that
magical classic, The Art of Magic, as the coin pass had been
submitted to him without a name.
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The pass is not one automatically acquired immediately after
reading the instructions, but performers who have mastered
it have found the effort to perfect it time well spent. It
enables the performer to completely vanish a coin from the
hand in which it was unmistakably placed. The spectator
actually sees the coin lying in the palm of the left hand, yet
when the hand is opened, the coin has apparently melted
away. Nor is it limited to one coin. Several coins may be
vanished singly.
The Method: The coins are picked up from the table, a coin
rack, or from the palm of a spectator's extended hand. With
the sleeves up and the hands empty, the performer takes
one coin between the thumb and index finger of the right
hand, holding the coin as near the edge as possible. This
scanty grip on the edge is important, as all the surface of
the coin possible should be exposed and well polished coins
should be used. Much of the effect is psychological and these
details are helpful.
What actually happens is this: the coin is really placed in the
palm of the left hand and, for a brief interval, the spectators
see it lying there, but it is never released from the grip of
the thumb and finger on its extreme edge. Strange as it may
seem, this fact does not dawn on the spectator. To his eye
the coin has either melted away or gone into a mysterious
pocket in the palm of the left hand.
The timing at this stage is the vital element. The instant the
coin is shown openly in the left palm, Fig. 1,
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the fingers of that hand begin to close over it, and when they
have closed to the point of screening the coin from view, the
middle, third and little fingers of the right hand are extended
full length under the curved fingers of the left,Fig. 2.

The three right hand fingers form a screen for the coin as
the right hand moves away with it. Without this screen, there
would be a ruinous flash of the bright coin, which is still held
in its original position by tile thumb and index finger, Fig. 3.
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As the left hand is slowly closed and extended, and the eyes
of the assembly are focussed on that point, the fingers of
the right hand are pushing the coin to a center palm. A
momentary pause allows the situation to be absorbed, then
follows the deliberate process of opening the left hand,
showing back and front, with fingers wide apart. The coin is
gone. And likewise, several coins are vanished one after the
other.
The stack of coins in the left hand can be produced in a fan
and showered into a glass after both hands have been shown
empty by the change over palm, or transferred to the
forkofthumb palm (See The Downs Palm), and after both
palms have been seen empty, reproduced from the air one
at a time.
As a vanish for a single coin, this is one of the best, and is
only equalled by a similar vanish by that modern master of
subtlety, Dai Vernon, which is simply titled A Coin Vanish.

A Coin Vanish--Reprinted from Greater Magic
Hold the coin between the extreme tips of the right thumb
and first finger, allowing as much as possible of it to be
visible. Place it on the palm of the left hand as shown in Fig.
1.
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Slowly close the left fingers, keeping them touching one
another and extended, the bend being made at the lowest
joints, so that they come to touch the back of the middle
joints of the right hand, as in Fig. 2.

The instant this position is arrived at, and not till then,
extend the right second and third fingers over the coin, the
movement being masked by the curved fingers of the left
hand, Fig. 3.

With the left finger tips still touching the middle joints of the
right fingers, move the right wrist forward, the left finger
tips and the middle joints of the right fingers acting as a
hinge, Fig. 4.
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The coin itself should now lie flat on the tips of the right
second and third fingers which are curved slightly toward the
palm.
Now move the right hand forward a little to the position
shown in Fig. 5

and complete the dosing of the left fingers on the palm. From
this position relax the right hand and let it drop slowly to the
side, but on no account make any movement of the right
fingers by palming the coin at this moment. In the
meantime, move the left hand slowly upwards and make the
motions of rubbing the coin away, finally opening it and
showing it empty.
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While your whole attention is focussed on this action of the
left hand, press the coin into the right palm and bring the
right hand up, pointing with the forefinger to the empty left
hand.
I cannot recommend too strongly that the student follow the
instructions given, for there is nothing in the entire realm of
coin sleights so deceptive. The whole action is based on the
optical illusion known as the persistence of vision.

The Pinch Vanish
Hold a small coin, such as a quarter or a nickel, vertically

and
by
its
between
the
forefinger
of
hand,
thumb being

thumb
the

on top. Hold

with

edges
and
right

the left hand

the fingers

pointing downward and palm toward the audience. Place the

coin directly in front of the left palm, Fig. 1, then slowly close
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the fingers over it.

When the coin is completely covered by the left fingers the
forefinger and thumb of the right hand snap together, the
edge of the coin against the forefinger sliding off in this
action so coin turns to a horizontal position. The coin is
withdrawn from the left fist clipped by its forward edge, Fig.
2,

by the pressed-together right thumb and forefinger. To the
spectators it appears that the coin remains in the left hand.
Try this in front of a mirror to get the full effect of this
deceptive illusion. Bring the two middle fingers up against
the lower side of the coin and quickly press it into the right
palm under cover of raising the right hand and immediately
snapping the fingers.
Work the left fingers as if crumbling the coin away, then
open them slowly to show the coin gone.
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Gone--Bill Simon
Here is a clever coin vanish which has a lot of possibilities.
It is one you will enjoy doing, because it depends on
misdirection rather than skill for its accomplishment.
Show a half dollar in your open left hand. Close the fingers
on it and turn the hand back uppermost. The left fingers then
make a rubbing motion as if they were crumbling the coin
away. Nothing actually happens, but this is done to lead the
spectators to believe that something is taking place. The
palm up right hand moves inward and underneath the closed
left hand to the sleeve. It grasps the arm just above the
wrist and pulls the sleeve back as far as it will go. This is a
natural move which is done to convince the spectators that
the coin will not vanish up the sleeve. Remark that the coin
is still in the left hand and open it, showing the coin again.
Once more close the left fingers over the coin and turn hand
over so the fingers will be underneath, but this time they
work the coin partially out of the fist until it is held by the
tips of the second and third fingers and heel of thumb, as in
Fig. 1.
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Watch your angles here. Keep the hand low so no one will
get a glimpse of the coin.
It will be found that when the coin is thus held it can be
released without any perceptible movement of the fingers.
Now comes a neat move.
The right hand passes underneath the left fist as before. As
it moves inward it brushes the coin from the left hand, Fig.
2,

and carries it back to the left wrist where it is held in finger
palm position and pressed fiat against the underside of the
left wrist. The action of stealing the coin is one continuous
move and is done to illustrate to a spectator how you want
him to hold your wrist. It is a clever bit of misdirection and
is not suspected.
Do not move the right hand--just turn it inward with its back
toward the audience and retain the hall dollar finger palmed
as you thrust your closed left hand forward so a nearby
spectator can hold your wrist. Apparently the coin is in the
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left fist, which the helper holds at the wrist, but actually it is
hidden in the right finger palm. Drop right hand to side.
To the onlookers it seems impossible that a coin could
escape under these conditions, and this is what makes the
feat so effective. It is this they remember long afterwards.
It seems to pack a bigger wallop because they assist in the
vanish.
After a proper build-up, slowly open the left hand to show it
empty.
This can be made into a complete vanish by merely disposing
of the coin in a convenient pocket while attention is on the
left hand.
By using a hook coin you can fasten the coin onto a helper's
sleeve when you grasp him by the arm to draw him nearer
to you, as you offer your wrist to be held. Or, hook it on your
own person and retrieve it later.
Or, just use a regular coin and rest the right hand on your
helper's shoulder as he holds your wrist, leaving the coin
there. The following is a unique way of reproducing it:Show
both hands unmistakably empty, then reach behind the
spectator's ear and produce the coin. As the right hand
reaches for the coin, it picks it up from his shoulder, carries
it back, and touches it to his ear as it is brought forward into
view. The effect on this one person is amazing, because he
sees your hand empty as you reach for the coin, and feels it
as you apparently produce it from his ear. Try itl
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The New Era Coin Go--Jimmy Buffaloe
First, let me describe the effect of this clever vanish so you
can better visualize its deceptiveness.
With his sleeves rolled high the wizard places a half dollar in
his left hand. He immediately opens his hand to show the
coin gone; in fact, both hands are shown with fingers apart,
front and back. There is no doubt about it, the coin has
completely disappeared. But reaching behind his left leg the
performer extracts the misslng coin. No trick coins and no
gimmicks. Sounds good? It is good!
Here's how: The half dollar is displayed in the right hand
between the first two fingers and thumb. The left hand is
held palm up and the fingers point directly toward the
spectators. Right hand places the coin on left palm but right
fingers and thumb still retain their grip on the coin. As the
left hand closes into a loose fist it is raised slightly and the
right hand moves inward quickly and deposits the half dollar
on the left wrist, Fig. 1.
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In this one continuous action the half dollar is screened from
view by the closing left fingers and if the left hand is held
about chest high the coin will be invisible as it lies flat on the
wrist.
Blow into the left hand as it is opened. Both hands are held
about chest high and seen to be empty, as in Fig. 2.

Be careful not to move the arms too much or the coin may
fall off the wrist. Now point fingers of both hands skyward
and the audience will observe the backs of the hands as in
Fig. 3.
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To give the onlookers another view of the empty hands drop
them to the sides. The left hand bends inward at the wrist
and the coin is held in position by the watch band at one
edge and the wrinkles at the heel of the wrist at the opposite
edge, Fig. 4.

As the left hand goes behind left knee the hand straightens,
releasing the coin, which is caught in the cupped fingers and
brought into view.
The vanish is just as effective without the watch band but a
little more skill will be necessary to retain the coin on the left
wrist. If a wrist watch is not worn the hands can only be
shown on both sides at chest height. Either way, this is a
beautiful and thoroughly mystifying coin vanish, well worth
the time necessary to master it.
Special attention should be given to angles; do not perform
this closer than six feet from the spectators.
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The Flyaway Coin--Frank Garcia
The following feat, although quite easy to do as far as skill
is concerned, will test your ability to act and misdirect. The
mystery depends almost entirely on subterfuge rather than
skill.
Effect: After showing a half dollar the performer places it in
his left hand and immediately tosses it into the air where it
vanishes. Both hands appear empty as they are seen with
the fingers wide apart.
The performer then makes a grab in the air with his left
hand, catching the coin. It is tossed toward the right hand
where it instantly appears at the extreme fingertips, creating
a very pretty effect.
You will not find this an effect with which you can create a
reputation for yourself as a sleight of hand artist. But it is a
nice bit of chicanery that can be used anytime, since it is
entirely impromptu.
Method: Show the half dollar in the right hand. Pretend to
place it in the left hand, but retain it classic palmed in the
right. Hold both hands shoulder high as you stand facing the
spectators. Make crumbling motions with the fingers of both
hands simultaneously. Suddenly raise the hands a few
inches and open them, pretending to toss the coin into the
air. Watch its invisible flight upward. Hold both hands with
the fingers wide open and do not try to hold the coin in the
palm. Just let it lie flat on the hand. This gives the hands a
very natural appearance, and since the palms are above the
eye level of the spectators the coin cannot be seen, Fig. 1.
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Keep your eyes firmly fixed on the nonexistent coin in its
upward journey, then pretend to follow its flight downward
again to a point directly in front of you. Exclaim, "There it
is!" and make a quick grab in the air with the left hand,
feigning to catch the coin. Simultaneously with this action
the right hand turns palm inward and transfers the coin to
the front finger hold (see Fig. 2, The Back Palm).
The left hand, supposedly holding the coin is about 12 inches
below the right hand.
"Watch it!"
Make a motion of tossing the coin upward from the left to
the right hand. Suddenly expose the half dollar at the
extreme fingertips of the right hand, by simply pushing it
into view with the thumb. The effect is that you caught the
coin with your left hand, then tossed it invisible into your
right hand, where it instantly materialized.
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The entire effect shouldn't require more than 15 seconds.

Behind the Back
Here is a method which may be used to vanish almost any
small object.
Stand with the body turned one quarter to the right and toss
a coin into the air a few times with the right hand, but
catching it as it descends with both hands. Each time the
coin is caught, drop both arms to the sides before raising
them to toss again. Both arms move up and down in unison
as the coin is tossed and caught. After the second or third
throw the hands drop to the sides as before and the right
hand tosses the coin behind the back into the left hand. At
first this may seem difficult, but after a few trials the knack
will come. It will be found that the hands almost come
together behind the back as the arms are dropped just prior
to the throw. Actually there is no hesitation when the coin
is tossed into the left hand; the toss is accomplished without
suspicious movement precisely at the moment the hands
drop down. The flight of the coin into the left hand is
concealed from view by the body. Just as the coin is caught
in the left hand the body turns so left side is toward the
spectators. The hands are immediately brought up as before
and the right hand tosses the nonexistent coin into the air.
The left hand has classic palmed the coin in its upward swing
and both hands appear to be empty-the spectators viewing
the back of the left hand and the palm of the right-fingers of
both hands are wide apart, Fig. 1.
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Stand in this position a moment as you watch the upward
flight of the invisible coin. It apparently fades into the air. If
the last move appears identical with the preceding ones the
illusion will be perfect. The spectators become used to seeing
the coin go upward after each toss and their eyes naturally
will go upward on the last throw if you have played your part
correctly.

The French Drop (Le Tourniquet Vanish)
One of the oldest methods known for vanishing a coin is this
one which is known as Le Tourniquet or French Drop
(literally, the Swivel or Twist). Although it is seldom seen
today it is good when properly executed.
With the left hand palm upward, hold a half dollar by its
edges between the tips of the left fingers and thumb, tilting
the rear of the coin up slightly so its face can be seen by the
spectators, Fig. 1.
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Bring the palm down right hand over the coin, the thumb
going underneath it and between the left thumb and fingers.
Lift up and close the right hand, pretending to take the coin
away from the left, but allow the coin to make a half turn
forward as it slides down to the base of the second and third
fingers of the left hand where it is finger palmed, Fig. 2.

Keep the left fingers together during this action or the coin
may be glimpsed by the onlookers. Move the closed right
hand to the right and downward and turn it fingers
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uppermost, keeping your attention fixed on it. Turn the left
hand back toward the spectators and point to the closed
right hand as it "crumbles" the coin away. Open the right
hand and show it empty.
This sleight is especially useful in vanishing a small number
of coins, and the action is exactly the same as for one, the
coins being held in a stack with each flat on top of the other.
When the coins fall into the left hand they make a jingle
which sounds as ioe they actually had been taken in the right
hand.
Whether you are going to vanish one or several coins you
should first actually take the coin(s) in the right hand using
the French Drop moves, then place the coin(s) on the table
momentarily, pull back the sleeves, pick them up and in
apparently repeating the moves, execute the sleight. The
action appears the same and the illusion is convincing.
The French Drop can also be employed to exchange one coin
for another. To use it for this purpose, have a coin hidden in
your right finger palm as you show another in your left hand.
Bring the right hand over and pretend to take the coin, but
execute the sleight and retain it in the left hand as the right
hand closes and moves away with its coin. The moves can
be used as a color change (by employing a copper and a
silver coin) or simply to secretly exchange a borrowed coin
for one of your own.
A group of silver coins can be made to change to copper by
employing these moves. The possibilities are numerous.
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The Reverse French Drop--Dr. E. M. Roberts
I have given this vanish the above name because the moves
resemble the regular French Drop, only they are reversed.
Actually this is not so, but I seem to get this impression.
Anyway, every trick must have some sort of a name, and
this is as good as any. It was devised by Dr. E. M. Roberts
of Amarillo, Texas.
Balance a half dollar on the balls of the two middle fingers
of the right hand as you exhibit it all around. Turn slightly to
the left and drop the right thumb on top of the coin, then
hold the left hand in a cupped position above the coin, Fig.
1.

Cover the coin with the left hand as in Fig. 2,
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the left fingers grasping the right thumb. Next, lower the two
middle fingers of the right hand away from the thumb,
keeping the coin on the tips of these two fingers, Fig. 3.

The closed left hand then moves backward off the extended
right thumb, supposedly taking the coin. (The coin balanced
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the right palm, Fig. 4, where it is
retained as that hand makes a few passes over the closed
left hand. (See Figs. 5 and 6, which are the rear and
spectators' view, respectively.)

Finally the left hand is opened to show the coin gone.
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A feint should be made first, by actually taking the coin in
the left hand using the moves described above, then in
apparently repeating the moves execute the sleight and
vanish the coin as described.
To make this a complete vanish drop the right hand to the
side and sleeve the coin using the Dr. Roberts' Method as
described in Chapter VII.

The Elusive Silver Dollar--Al Saal
A silver dollar or a coin of similar size is recommended for
this sleight, but some will find that a half dollar will work just
as well.
Stand with your right side toward the spectators as you
display the coin in the right hand. It is lying near the tips of
the two middle fingers in position for back palming. Turn the
left hand palm down in a cupped position over the tips of the
right fingers and, as you pretend to take the coin in the left
hand, back palm it in the right. This is accomplished under
cover of the left hand, Fig. 1.
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Move the closed left hand away, and after a brief pause,
open it to show it empty, then turn the palm of the left hand
toward the spectators. Move the right fingers back of the left
hand, and under cover of that hand bring the coin to the
front of the two middle fingers as you move the right thumb
to the rear of the left hand, then balance the coin on the tip
of the right thumb.
During this transfer the right hand turns over so its back is
toward the audience. The left hand is palm out with its
fingers horizontal, while the fingers of the right point
upward, but only for a moment, however, because the coin
is then clipped between the first and second fingers of the
left hand, Fig. 2.
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Now turn the right hand palm toward the audience, keeping
the fingers of the two hands in the same relative positions.
Then all in one movement reverse the left hand, bend the
second, third and fourth fingers of the right hand inward as
it turns over, and clip the coin from the left hand to the
second finger and thumb of the right hand and immediately
transfer it to thumb palm position. Move the left hand away
from the fight and show it empty once more. Reproduce the
coin in your favorite manner.
The effect is not easy to learn quickly. It will be necessary
to spend some time on each phase of the trick, paying
particular attention to angles and timing. Execute the moves
slowly at first, striving for correctness. The fingers must be
trained to do their part without fumbling!

The Wrist Watch Vanish--Royal H. Brin, Jr.
No, the wrist watch doesn't vanish, but it is used to vanish
a coin. Several tricks in print have employed a wrist watch
as a hiding-place for a coin but none has seemed quite
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satisfactory, as the handling has been awkward and
unnatural. This hiding-place is too good to be wasted with a
half-hearted effort, so here is a practical method of using it,
with all moves natural, smooth, and unsuspicious, for the
vanish and recovery of a coin.
A coin is apparently placed in the left hand, but really
retained in the right; the thumb palm, classic palm, Bobo
Vanish, or any equivalent vanish may be used. While gazing
at the left fist the right hand drops to the side and the coin
is allowed to fall onto the right cupped fingers. The right
hand now comes up and grasps the left wrist, thumb above
and fingers below, Fig. 1.

With the right thumb, indicate a particular spot on the left
wrist, saying that by pressing on that spot the magic is done.
At the same time move the hands toward the spectators,
and under cover of this larger motion the right fingers slip
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the coin underneath the wrist watch; it need only go about
half way under.
Count to three as you press with the right thumb on the
"magic spot," and at "three," the left hand opens to show
the coin has vanished. The right hand moves away to the
right, palm out, so it also can be seen to be empty. If you
are wearing a coat or even a long-sleeved shirt, drop the
hands downward to the sides so that the left sleeve will cover
the watch, and turn both hands around to show their backs.
The effect can even be done with short sleeves, by showing
only the palms.
To reproduce the coin, bring the hands together again, left
hand closed in a fist, the right hand grasping the left wrist
as before. As you count to three, moving the hands forward,
the coin is slipped loose by the right fingers and allowed to
rest on them. At the count of three, the left hand opens, but
is still empty. Look chagrined for a second, and then pretend
to remember that to make the coin return, the other wrist
must be pressed.
The right hand moves away to the right, carrying the coin
and closing into a fist. The left hand now grasps the right
wrist, and at the count of three the right hand is opened to
show the coin has reappeared.
I have used this quite a bit, and it makes an easy and
effective vanish and reproduction.
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The Pulse Trick--Glenn Harrison
Ever since Glenn Harrison showed me this trick in Denver a
few years ago, it has been one of my favorite bits of closeup
chicanery. The effect is new and different and possesses all
the essential elements of smart magic. It is intriguing to the
onlookers for the patter fascinates them, and at the same
time makes a perfect cover up for the one simple sleight.
Effect: The performer shows a silver dollar as he tells a
spectator that he is going to test his nervous system. He
asks the spectator to extend his right hand, palm down, then
taking the coin in his left hand, performer presses the pulse
of the spectator with the other, while the left hand goes
underneath the spectator's palm with the coin. The magician
explains that by pressing his pulse it sets up a nervous
reaction which prevents him from feeling the coin. Opening
his hand, the performer runs his fingers over his helper's
palm. "Pressing a little harder," continues the performer,
"your vision is affected also, and you are not able to see the
coin." Accompanying this remark the magician removes his
left hand from underneath the helper's and it is seen to be
obviously empty.
"But a strange thing happens if I touch a nerve up here at
your elbow and release your pulse again. Not only are you
able to feel the coin-you can see it as well." With these words
the performer brings his left hand into view from underneath
the spectator's hand and the missing coin is seen lying on
his palm.
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Here is one of the best reasons I know of for mastering the
back palm. This one secret move is perfectly covered by the
subtle misdirection and patter.
Method: Begin the experiment by showing a silver dollar. (If
you can back palm a half dollar it will work as well.) Place
the coin in your left hand using the same movements as you
would to retain it in the right hand, so when you apparently
repeat the same action a moment later, nothing will be
suspected. (The Slide Vanish is an excellent sleight for
accomplishing this effect.)
Approach a spectator as you tell him you are going to test
his nervous system. Casually place the coin into your left
hand, then toss it back into your right. Gesture with your left
hand as you ask the spectator to hold out his right hand.
Apparently place the coin back into your left hand but retain
it in the right. Then the right hand, which is palm down,
makes a movement toward the spectator's outstretched
hand as you exclaim, "No, turn your hand palm down."
(Spectator usually extends his hand palm up.) Back palm the
coin as you take hold of his wrist, your patter running
something like this: "Now if I press strongly on your wrist
like this, it sets up a strange nervous reaction. Then if I place
the coin against the underside of your hand like this....
(place your dosed left hand under his hand, then slowly open
it and rub your fingers over his palm).... you are not able to
feel it. And if I press a little harder on your pulse, your vision
is affected also, and you are not able to see it, either." With
these remarks slowly open your left hand, rub your fingers
across his palm, then bring the hand into view. Slowly show
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the left hand on both sides with the fingers wide apart. The
coin has disappeared.
"But," you state, "a peculiar thing happens if I touch a nerve
up here at your elbow.... (press a spot near his elbow with
your left hand).... and release your pulse; you are again able
to feel the coin, and also you are able to see it." Here your
actions must be perfectly timed with your patter. Beginning
with "and release your pulse," you do release his pulse with
the right hand, and at the same time your left hand, which
is palm up, comes straight down underneath his forearm to
a position directly under his outstretched hand, which you
have cautioned him to keep in this position throughout the
experiment. At the exact instant your right hand releases his
pulse it also releases the back palmed coin, which falls into
the left hand as it passes underneath on its way down to his
palm. There must be no hesitation as the left hand moves
down underneath the spectator's forearm. It merely passes
underneath the right hand, catches the coin as it falls, and
continues on down to the spectator's palm. Then you gently
press the coin against his down-turned palm, so that he is
able to feel it. Following this you reveal the coin, which ties
in with the patter.... "and also you are able to see it."
The spectator's right wrist masks the back palmed coin in
your right hand, and because all the attention is on the left
hand during the action the right is never suspected.
If there is one trick that goes over with the women, this is
it. It affords possibility for much comedy and byplay, and is
one hundred percent entertainment.
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The Cranium Vanish--Wallace Lee's Version
No, this is not a vanishing head trick but a trick where the
top of the head is used as a hiding place for a Vanished coin.
Since the coin must be secretly placed on top of the head
the trick is only practical to perform before children whose
eye level is lower than the top of the head.
Get a group of small-fry in front of you and show them a coin
in your right hand. Tell the children that you will place the
coin in your outstretched left hand three times, and on the
third time you want one child to grab the coin. Keep your
eyes on the left hand as you raise the right hand to the top
of your head. time you raise the hand find the exact spot
on top of your head where you can leave the coin. On the
third time place the coin on this spot, bring the hand down
and pretend to deposit the coin in the left hand. The child
grabs, but the coin is gone.
To get the coin back, hold your hands at your sides and let
the palms extend inward behind your back. With a backward
movement of the head the coin will fall into the hands behind
the back, and can now be produced from behind a child's
ear.
The only difficulty you might experience with this trick is that
occasionally you might not catch the coin as it falls from your
head. If this happens, feign surprise, look upward and
pretend that the coin fell from the ceiling.
As Wallace Lee says: "Aren't we devils?"
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Vanish with the Aid of a Handkerchief
Here is an oldie, the method of which can be used to vanish
not only a coin but any other small article as well.
Spread a handkerchief over the palm up left hand so one
corner will lie on the forearm. Show a half dollar in the right
hand, then place it between the thumb and first and second
fingers of the left hand, holding it vertically through the
cloth, Fig. 1.

With the right thumb and forefinger, pick up the inner corner
of the handkerchief and bring it forward over the coin, then
turn the left hand palm downward so the handkerchief hangs
down over the coin. Make some remark about showing the
coin again as you return the hands to their former positions.
The coin is again seen as in Fig. 1.
The right hand brings the inner corner over the coin once
more and as the left hand turns over it releases the coin
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which falls onto the cupped right fingers, the handkerchief
hiding this action from the audience, Fig. 2.

The left hand pretends to hold the coin through the center
of the handkerchief. Bring your fight hand up with its palm
toward the spectators, the forefinger pointing upward and
the second, third, and fourth fingers curled slightly to
conceal the coin from their view, Fig. 3.

(This subtle concealment, when sparingly used, serves as a
real convincer and can be used to good effect in many other
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tricks.) The right hand is brought up in this position as you
caution the spectators to "Watch."
Grasp one corner of the handkerchief with the right hand
and release your grip on its corner with the other hand. The
handkerchief floats down and hangs by one corner from the
right hand. Done properly, this is a very pretty effect
because the spectators expect the coin to fall to the floor.
Immediately flick the handkerchief with the right hand and
show the left hand empty. Grasp an opposite corner with the
left hand, spread it out between the hands and show both
sides of the handkerchief. The coin has vanished!
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The "Heads and Tails" Vanish--H. Adrian Smith
Effect: After showing several half dollars with the heads all
uppermost, the performer places the stack on the fingers of
his outstretched hand and closes the hand so that the coins
are pressed into the palm. When the hand is opened, the
coins are all found to have the tails uppermost. Repeating
the process, the performer asks a spectator to guess
whether the coins have the heads or the tails up. When the
hand is opened, the coins are found to have disappeared and
they are reproduced from behind the performer's knee.
Method: Four or five well worn coins are used. After showing
them to be heads up, square them and place the stack near
the tips of the second and third fingers of the palm up left
hand, which is held out flat with the fingers together, Fig. 1.

Hold the right hand palm up, fingers together and the thumb
parallel to the index finger and about an inch above it. Bring
the right hand over to the left at a right angle, the fingers of
the right going under those of the left and the right thumb
about half an inch above the coins, Fig. 2.
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With the aid of the right hand, which is brought up rather
smartly, close the fingers of the left hand, turning the stack
over into the left palm. The instant the closing movement
begins the right thumb is lowered onto the coins, holding
them in place as the left fingers close, thus preventing the
coins from making any noise. The right hand turns over in
this process as though to press the fingers of the left hand
firmly. Withdraw the right hand, then open the left hand,
showing the coins in reverse order, tails up.
During the repetition, all moves are identical with the above
except that at the exact moment the right hand fingers are
under the left to close the left hand, the thumb of the right
hand, which is directly above the stack, closes down upon
the coins and grasps the whole stack between the first joint
and base of the thumb, Fig. 3.
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The whole stack may thus be gripped quietly and with
certainty. The closing of the left hand is carried out, this time
minus the coins. The right hand moves away casually in a
horizontal position, swinging in a short arc as it drops to the
side. After the spectator ventures his guess, the left hand is
opened and the coins have disappeared. The reproduction
from behind the knee presents no problem requiring further
explanation.
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Vanish for Several Coins
Effect (a): Several coins are shown lying on the performer's
right hand. He dumps them into his left hand, the spectators
hearing them as they fall. A moment later the left hand
opens to show the coins gone.
Effect (b): Similar to the above except that the coins are
thrown one at a time from the right hand into the left. The
audience sees and hears each coin arrive, but when the left
hand is opened it is empty.
Method (a): Place a stack of coins on the right palm. Tilt the
fingers downward just enough for the coins to slide forward
so that they will lie in an overlapping row with the outer edge
of the forward coin at the second joint of the two middle
fingers, as in Fig. 1.

Turn the right hand inward and downward, apparently
dumping the row of coins into the cupped left hand held
below. The back of the right is toward the spectators, and
the back of the curled fingers of that hand rest momentarily
on the upturned left palm, Fig. 2.
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In sliding into position on the curled right fingers, the coins
make a distinct jingle and, since the hands are in close
juxtaposition at that moment, the illusion is perfect, both the
eye and ear being deceived. Lower the left hand a few inches
and close the fingers. Bend the second, third, and fourth
fingers of the right hand inward, holding the coins, and point
to the closed left hand as it then moves away to the left.
Keep your attention fixed on the closed left hand for a few
moments. Suddenly move the left hand upward, tossing the
non-existent coins into the air. Follow their flight upward
with the eye and you will be surprised how the spectators
will, too. The coins have vanished.
The coins are hidden in the right hand and must be either
reproduced or disposed of. The better plan is to quickly reach
behind the right knee, jingle the coins, and bring them into
view.
Method (b): Stand with your right side toward the audience,
holding the coins to be vanished in a stack at the base of the
middle finger. With the right thumb, push forward the top
coin, then throw it into the left hand. As the right hand
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throws the coin, the left moves in unison to the right and
catches it. The two hands come almost together in this
action. Repeat these moves with every coin except the last.
Instead of throwing it into the left hand the left hand tosses
all its coins back into the right hand. The right hand catches
and holds the coins as the left hand closes. There must be
no stoppage or slowing down of action as the coins are
tossed back. They are tossed back into the right hand
without breaking the tempo of movement. Since the right
side is toward the audience, the right hand acts as partial
cover for the coins as they are tossed back, it being in the
spectator's line of vision.
If the entire action is carried out rather smartly it appears
that the last coin is thrown exactly as the rest. The noise of
the coins flying back simulates the sound the last coin would
have made had it actually been thrown into the left hand.
Point to the closed left hand with the right forefinger
(second, third, and fourth fingers are curled inward holding
the coins) and finish as described in first effect.

A Trio of Vanishes--Ross Bertram
Here are three ways of vanishing a coin, each appearing the
same but each entirely different from the other in method.
They can be performed in the order given or separately. If
performed together each builds on the preceding one, the
spectators becoming more puzzled as each vanish is
executed.
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Number one: Turn your right side toward the spectators and
show the coin pinched flat between the tips of the right first
and second fingers. Hold the left hand palm down and close
it into a loose fist. Fig. 1

shows the two hands with the right hand about to push the
coin into the left fist. Move the right hand toward the left and
push the coin into the left fist. Once the coin is within the fist
the two fingers gripping it bend downward, carrying the coin
around the left thumb to the right thumb palm. Then extend
the fingers before bringing them, empty and separated, out
of the left hand, which proceeds to reduce the coin to
nothingness in the usual manner.
Number two:Hold the hands in the same position as in the
preceding vanish, with the coin between the tips of the first
two fingers of the right hand. Apparently repeat the same
moves as described in the first vanish except when the coin
enters the left fist it is transferred from its position between
the first two fingers of the right hand to the ball of the thumb
of the same hand. You must be careful not to close the left
fingers so tightly as to interfere with this action.
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With the back of the right hand toward the spectators slowly
withdraw the first two fingers of that hand. Careful attention
must be given

to angles at

this point in

order to keep

the
coin (which is

balanced

the tip of the

right thumb)

hidden

the

from

spectators.

on

Fig. 2 shows

the performer's
view of this action.

The

back of the right hand acts as a screen and conceals the coin
from view. Now bend the right thumb inward and press the
coin into finger palm position of the same hand. Curl the
second, third, and fourth fingers inward to hide the coin from
view and swing your right hand around so its palm is toward
the onlookers. The forefinger points upward in a gesturing
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manner as you caution them to watch what is about to take
place. The spectators see the hand as in Fig.

3,

and since it appears empty it is not suspected, so their
attention naturally returns to the closed left hand. Make
crumbling motions with the left fingers, and then open the
left hand and show both sides to prove that the coin has
disappeared.
Number three: The movements in this vanish appear the
same as the first two, but with this method the coin vanishes
entirely. Both hands are shown unmistakably empty at the
finish of the effect.
Take the same positions with the body and the hands as in
the first two vanishes. Hold the coin between the first two
fingers of the right hand as before and push it into the dosed
left hand and execute the same movements as described in
Number two, up to the point where the first two fingers of
the right hand transfer the coin to the tip of the right thumb.
Now the similarity ceases.
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Immediately after the coin is transferred to the right thumb
it swings inward toward the left wrist and tosses the coin
into the left sleeve. Just prior to this vanish drop your left
arm to the side and allow the sleeve to hang down as far as
it will go. Without further movement of your left arm bring
it up and proceed with the vanish. This slight advance
preparation will bring the sleeve well down over the wrist
and thus make the action of tossing the coin into the sleeve
an easy one. However, you will find in practice that the coin
need not be tossed-merely move the right thumb inward
toward the left sleeve and allow coin to tumble off into the
sleeve, Fig. 4.

This is done while the first two fingers of the right hand are
within the left fist. The left fist and the back of the right hand
screen this slight action from the spectators.
Withdraw the right first and second fingers from the left fist
as in the two versions. Make crumbling motions with the
left fingers, and then open the left hand and show it empty.
Show both hands back and front to prove the coin has
completely vanished.
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The transfer of the coin from the tips of the first two fingers
of the right hand to the ball of the thumb and then into the
left sleeve should be made without undue haste, but also
without interruption, the hands coming together for only a
moment for the depositing of the coin into the left fist.
Without presenting too great difficulty, this sleight demands
assurance and delicacy in its performance.
For additional methods of vanishing a coin see Chapter VI,
Cuffing and Chapter VII, Sleeving.
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Chapter IV Complete Coin Vanishes
Here is a collection of time-tested methods for vanishing a
coin completely. When I say "completely" I mean they can
be performed with the sleeves rolled up and both hands
shown unmistakably empty after the coin has vanished. And
the coin is not hidden in either hand.
Some of these vanishes now appear in print for the first time.
Most, if adroitly executed, are magician foolers. All can be
performed with a regular half dollar, and no apparatus is
used-just the coin and the two hands. Some of them can
even be done without a coat; in fact they are more effective
if performed that way.
The Bobo Complete Coin Vanish
Complete Thumb Palm Vanish
Knee-zy Vanish
Sucker Vanish
Pocket Vanish
With a Handkerchief No. 1
With a Handkerchief No. 2
With a Handkerchief No. 3
In a Spectator's Pocket (3 methods)
Bluff Vanish
Sucker Bluff Vanish
The Coin Fold
The Envelope Vanish
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The Bobo Complete Coin Vanish
This is merely a continuation of The Bobo Coin Vanish. At
the finish both hands are shown empty. The coin has
vanished completely.
Continue The Bobo Coin Vanish up to the point where the
right hand thumb palms the coin as it makes its first pass
over the closed left hand. It is at the beginning of the second
pass that the right hand disposes of the thumb palmed coin.
It is dropped in the outer left breast coat pocket as the hand
swings inward to begin its second pass, Fig. 1.

There must not be the slightest hesitation in getting rid of
the coin; the right hand continues to make a few more
passes before the left hand is opened and shown empty.
You will observe that each time the right hand makes a pass
over the closed left hand it swings back toward the left
breast coat pocket. Therefore it is a simple matter to drop
the coin in the pocket on the second pass. The hand must
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not hesitate when disposing ooe the coin; make each pass
smoothly, blending it into the without slowing down.
The breast pocket can be held open slightly by stuffing a
crumpled handkerchief in it beforehand. The right side is
toward the audience during the vanish, which shields the
getaway and conceals the move of dropping the coin in the
breast pocket. And don't forget to keep your eyes firmly
fixed on the left fist during the passes with the right hand
and the disposing of the coin.
Practice and understand all moves so that you can do them
automatically. Blend all moves into one complete action and
you will have a baffling coin vanish. This has fooled some of
the best posted magicians.
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Complete Thumb Palm Vanish
During the years I have been doing close-up magic I have
discovered many unique ways of vanishing a coin. Here is
one that is both easy and effective.
Proceed with the same moves as described in the Thumb
Palm Vanish up to the point where the coin has supposedly
been placed in the left hand; really it is thumb palmed in the
right. Right hand pulis up left sleeve slightly by grasping it
midway between the shoulder and the elbow. You will notice
that as the sleeve comes up the right hand moves inward
towards the left breast pocket. It is in this action that the
coin is dropped into the pocket.
This is a casual, offhand move, and appears quite natural.
You have apparently pulled up the sleeve to show that the
coin cannot go into it, but in this simple move you have
disposed of the coin in the breast pocket.
After the proper build-up open the hand to show it empty.
Show both hands--the coin has completely disappeared.

Knee-zy Vanish
Effect: A half dollar is held in the right hand. The performer
removes it with his left and slaps it against his left knee,
immediately reproducing it from behind his right knee with
his right hand. This move is repeated, but this time the coin
van. ishes after being taken from behind the fight knee.
Method: Show a coin in your right hand and apparently
remove it with the left, actually back palming it in the right
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hand instead. (Your favorite coin sleight may be
substituted.) Slap the non-existent coin against the left side
of the left knee and then produce it with the right hand from
behind the right knee.
Apparently repeat the same moves, but this time the left
hand actually takes the coin and holds it in the closed hand.
Slap the left fist against left side of knee as before and then,
quickly pivoting on the left foot, swing the body so the right
side will be toward the spectators. As you reach behind the
right knee to produce the coin, drop it in the left trousers or
coat pocket. Pretend to hold a coin in the right hand and go
through the motions of placing the coin in the left. Finally
reveal the vanish by tossing "it" into the air and showing
both hands empty.

Sucker vanish
Effect: The performer shows a half dollar and apparently
places it in his left hand, but the spectators see him remove
it and carry it to his pocket. They waste no time in telling
him where the coin is, but when he opens his hand the coin
is still there. The same moves are repeated. This time the
coin actually vanishes.
No better effect than this could be used to close a routine
of coin tricks. It is a dandy for the wiseacre and perfect for
the kids.
Method: Tell your audience that you will try to do the trick
very slowly and that you will give them an opportunity to
catch you. Warn them not to say anything, if they should see
how it is done, until after it is over. It will be difficult for
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them to keep from speaking up when they think they know
the answer. After that, it's too late!
Show a half dollar and hold it clipped between the first and
second fingers as you would to thumb palm it, Fig. 1.

Place the coin in the left hand and close the fingers over it.
Immediately remove it still clipped between the first and
second fingers, allowing what you do to be seen, but not
being too obvious about it. As soon as the spectators get a
flash of the coin, bend the fingers inward as if to conceal it
behind the hand.
Place the right hand in the trousers pocket, palm the coin
and remove the hand. The spectators will think you put the
coin in your pocket. Your two hands should be fairly close
together at this point; in fact, the extended fingers of the
right hand almost touch the closed left hand, Fig. 2.
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The spectators are sure that you slipped the coin into your
pocket--they do not suspect that you removed it again and
have it palmed.
Say, "I will now strike the back of my left hand three times,
like this." At this instant swing both hands to the right so the
palm of the right hand is toward the spectators, and drop
the coin from the right palm, catching it in the left hand. The
left fingers open slightly to admit the coin. (Fig. 3 shows the
performer's view of this action.)

The depositing of the coin in the left hand and the showing
of the right hand empty is all done in one move. The coin is
actually thrown a distance of three or four inches. It is
released from the right hand and caught in the left about
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midway in the swing from left to right. It cannot be seen if
the transfer is made as described. There must be no
stoppage or slowing down of action in this maneuver. The
hands are brought over to the right in one continuous
movement for the ostensible purpose of showing the right
hand empty before striking the left hand.
Allow the spectators to see the right hand empty then slowly
tap the back of the left fist with the right fingers counting,
"One; two, three!" Then say, "When I open my left hand the
coin will be gone." If someone doesn't speak up at this point
and say he saw you put it in your pocket, ask the spectators
if they noticed where it went. They will, of course, say it is
in your pocket. So you reply, "No, the coin is still here. It
hasn't disappeared yet." This is a stunner and prepares you
for the payoff!
The time, you actually vanish it. State, "You know, a great
many persons think that when I place a coin in my hand like
this.... (Pretend to place the coin in your left hand, but
actually palm it in the right. This time you must fool them.
The Bobo Vanish can be used to good advantage).... and
then place my hand in my pocket, like this, that I put the
coin there. (Place the hand in the right trousers pocket and
keeping the coin palmed, turn the pocket wrong side out to
show that it isn't there. Push the pocket back and leave the
palmed coin in the pocket.) However, that is not the case as
you can see. All I need do to cause the coin to disappear is
to Bloat on the hand." Open the hand and show it empty.
The coin has vanished completely.
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At first it may not seem possible to transfer a coin
indetectably from one hand to the other as the hands swing
from one side of the body to the other, but it can be done.
It is primarily a matter of timing and misdirection. Once the
secret move is completely mastered it can he done without
misdirection because the move is practically indetectable. I
have performed it hundreds of times before magicians and
not once has the move been detected. So what chance does
a layman have?
But with the added advantage of timing and misdirection the
effect is sure fire. Be sure to look directly at the spectators
as you speak to them and make the secret transfer. Then
you will have no trouble.
Timing and misdirection are important in performing any
trick, so keep them constantly in mind. The illusion of
complete disappearance must be perfect-make it so!

Pocket Vanish
This naturally follows Through the Pocket (a).
Place a half dollar on the right leg outside the trousers
pocket, holding it there with the right thumb. The right
forefinger pinches the cloth at the bottom of the coin, Fig.
1,
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and turns it upward, Fig. 2,

hiding the coin under the fold of cloth, Fig. 3.
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It will be observed that the right thumb retains its original
position on the coin, only now the coin is on top of the
thumb.
Place the left forefinger on top of the fold, retaining it as the
right thumb withdraws the coin and presses it into the right
finger palm, Fig. 4.

The right fingers are extended a moment in this action,
which conceals the coin from view as it is withdrawn. Coin is
in right finger palm as right hand quickly moves down and
right thumb and forefinger grasp cloth below the fold. (Fig.
5 depicts position of both hands at this point.)
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Right hand pulls cloth downward, showing the coin vanished.
The left hand slaps the right leg and the right hand reaches
into the trousers pocket for the coin. The right hand is
partially withdrawn, showing the half dollar lying at the base
of the fingers. Coin has apparently penetrated the pocket.
Immediately turn the right hand inward, allowing the coin to
fall back into the pocket. The right hand pretends to place
the coin into the left hand, which closes. The right hand slaps
the back of the left from underneath, as it opens. This action
apparently propels the invisible half dollar into the air, for
the eyes follow its upward flight. Both hands are then shown
empty.
The penetration and apparent removal of the coin from the
right trousers pocket blend in one uninterrupted operation.
Without pausing an instant the right hand seemingly
deposits the coin in the left and a moment later it vanishes.
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With a Handkerchief--Number One
A favorite vanish among coin conjurers is this old standby.
It is still a first-rate audience fooler, and best of all, it is not
difficult to perform.
Any size coin may be used to good effect. For better
understanding of all moves it is suggested that the feat be
rehearsed with the articles in hand.
Stand facing the spectators as you call attention to a half
dollar. Hold it vertically, about chest high, between the first
two fingers and thumb of the left hand. A man's handkerchief
is held in the right hand by one edge between the first two
fingers, while the third and fourth bend inward pressing a
fold against the palm, Fig. 1.

It will be found that when the handkerchief is held in this
manner, the thumb and forefinger remain free, thus being
in the necessary position to pick up the coin, which is what
actually takes place later. This grip also spreads the
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handkerchief considerably, affording more cover for the
secret steal.
The right hand, still holding the handkerchief as described
above, moves in front of the coin, then travels inward until
the center of the cloth is over the coin. At this stage the grip
On the handkerchief is released, allowing it to drape
naturally over the coin held in the left hand. Next, the right
hand grasps the coin through the handkerchief from above
and turns it over so the fingers of that hand point upward.
The coin will now be in view, as shown in Fig. 2.

Call attention to the fact that the coin is still there.
Apparently the foregoing moves are repeated, but this time
the coin vanishes.
The left hand takes the coin once more as described. The
right hand again goes through the motions of covering the
coin. This time, however, the right thumb and forefinger
snatch the coin from the left hand in the action of draping
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the handkerchief over hand. The right hand moves back
toward the upper breast coat pocket and quickly drops the
coin therein. The operation is fully shielded from the
spectators' view by the handkerchief, Fig. 3.

During the action of covering the coin the second time, raise
the left hand slightly and center your full attention on it. This
serves as a bit of misdirection and helps to conceal the
movement of the right hand as it deposits the coin in the
pocket. There should be no noticeable difference in the
second covering of the coin over the first, as actually both
are almost identical.
As soon as the coin falls into the breast pocket the right hand
releases its grip on the handkerchief and pretends to take
the non-existing coin through the center of the cloth. Both
hands quickly bunch up the handkerchief and toss it into the
air. As it falls the hands catch it and spread it out and show
it empty. The coin has faded away completely.
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With a Handkerchief--Number Two--Jimmy
Buffaloe
Effect: The wizard spreads a handkerchief on the table. With
his sleeves rolled high, he shows a half dollar and places it
underneath the center of the handkerchief where it is heard
to strike the table. The handkerchief is immediately jerked
away. The coin has vanishedf Both hands are positively
empty. Nothing is used but a regular coin and a pocket
handkerchief.
Method: Prepare for the trick by bunching up a handkerchief
and stuffing it in the right coat pocket. This holds the pocket
open slightly for what follows.
Stand with the table in front of you and spread a pocket
handkerchief on its top. The handkerchief should be of such
weight that a coin lying on the table could not be seen
through it. Pull back the sleeves and show a half dollar. The
left hand lifts the inner edge of the cloth and the right hand
goes underneath with the coin. The right fingers snap the
coin down on the table at about the center of the
handkerchief and immediately pick it up and back palm it.
The right hand then moves back to the right inner corner of
the handkerchief and grasps it with the fingers underneath
and the thumb on top. The left hand assumes a similar
position at the left inner corner, as in Fig. 1
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Suddenly the performer exclaims, "One, two, three-go!"
Quickly the handkerchief is jerked from the table, the right
hand moving back toward the right coat pocket and ropping
the back palmed coin therein, Fig. 2.
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Without hesitation pop the handkerchief between the two
hands and toss it into the air. As it descends it is caught,
opened and shown empty. The coin has disappeared.
It should appear to the observers that you merely jerked the
handkerchief from the table and threw it into the air. This is
all you apparently do.
At the beginning the spectators hear the coin strike the table
underneath the handkerchief, and are expecting to see it
lying on the table when the handkerchief is removed. They
are so bewildered by the unexpected vanish of the coin that
the action of the right hand goes unnoticed. The whole action
should be done in a smooth continuous manner, without
hesitation or fumbling.

With a Handkerchief--Number Three--Milton Kort
Begin the trick by showing a half dollar in the right hand and
a handkerchief in the left hand. Hold the right hand palm up
with the coin clipped between the tips of the first and second
fingers. The left hand drapes the handkerchief over the coin,
making sure coin will be at its center, then the left hand
grasps the coin through the cloth from above, with the
fingers at the front and the thumb at the rear. That is what
apparently happens, but actually the left hand grasps only
the center of the cloth as the right hand moves downward
and inward toward the left and tosses the coin into the left
coat pocket. Without hesitation the right hand continues in
an arc as it is brought up about chin height, the right
forefinger gesturing toward the spectators, as you caution
them to "watch!"
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After the left hand grasps the handkerchief by its center the
right hand is immediately brought downward in a
counterclockwise movement before it swings up to assume
the position described. As it swings around in this circular
movement it passes very close to the left coat pocket. As it
passes it tosses the coin into that pocket, Fig. 1.

To facilitate the coin going into the pocket, a handkerchief
can be wadded up and placed in beforehand. The pocket
then remains open and makes an easier target.
The coin should not be aimed at the pocket itself but at a
spot two or three inches above its opening, and should be in
a vertical position as it strikes the coat at this point. It then
falls easily into the pocket. The pocket opening presents a
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difficult target to hit but if the coin strikes the coat flatly
somewhere not too far above the pocket it will find its mark
automatically.
The act of bringing the right hand up to a point in front of
you as you direct the spectators to "watch" is a perfectly
natural one. Even though you should actually take the coin
in the left hand the right hand would still follow the same
movement as described to dispose of the coin. Try it before
a mirror, going through the action slowly until you are
thoroughly familiar with the course the right hand must
follow. Once you are familiar with it you will be able to
remove the right hand from underneath the handkerchief,
toss the coin into the coat pocket, and bring hand up for the
gesture without hesitation. It should be all one motion and
should appear that you merely grasped the coin through the
handkerchief with the left hand and then gestured with the
right forefinger as you commanded "watch."
When the right hand with the coin leaves the handkerchief,
the left is holding the handkerchief not directly in front of the
body but a bit to the left. Handkerchief must be held about
eight inches in front of the left breast coat pocket to mask
the flight of the coin. Although coin actually travels only two
or three inches before it enters the pocket it is completely
hidden in its flight by the handkerchief.
After cautioning the spectators to "watch," the right hand
grasps one comer of the handkerchief and flicks it into the
air. It is caught with both hands, opened and shown on both
sides. The coin has vanished without a trace.
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The effect is worth the necessary time to master it.

In a Spectator's Pocket
Who would suspect the magician of disposing of a vanished
coin in a spectator's pocket? Yet, this is exactly what is done.
In each instance the coin is secretly deposited in a helper's
breast coat pocket. Here are three methods.
Method (a): Display a coin lying in the right hand on the two
middle fingers in position for back palming. The left hand
turns palm down over the end of the right fingers and
pretends to take the coin, but it is back palmed with the right
hand. (See The Back Palm.) The left hand is closed while the
palm of the right hand appears empty. This should be done
right under the nose of the observer for the action that
follows. "Would you mind standing back a little," remarks
the wizard, gesticulating with the right hand. In this
movement the performer's hand nears the spectator's breast
pocket, and the coin is tossed therein, from the back of the
right hand, Fig. 1.
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The distance the coin is thrown depends on the skill of the
operator. Even if the spectator's coat is touched in this
tossing motion he does not notice it, or pays little attention
to it. The coin is disposed of in a natural movement,
gesturing for the spectator to move back.
Instead of actually tossing the coin into the spectator's
pocket you can deliberately drop it in from the back of the
hand as you give him a gentle push backward. If the
spectators should notice the move they would not see
anything wrong because they would see an empty palm as
the secret deposit was made.
This may seem dangerously daring at first, but experience
will bring confidence. Soon the subtlety can be executed with
nonchalance. The move will pass unnoticed if done smoothly,
without haste, but without delay.
Finally, the left hand is opened and shown empty.
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The vanished coin should not be immediately reproduced
from the spectator's pocket, but recovered later, in a more
subtle manner, after a few other effects have been
performed. In due course you direct the spectator to hold
his hands together in a cupped fashion over his heart while
you display another coin. Explain that you will cause the coin
to travel from your own hands to those of your helper so fast
the eye will be unable to follow it. Vanish the coin in your
best magical manner, but when the assistant opens his
hands they are empty. Apparently you have failed, but then
you remember, "Maybe the coin went so fast it missed your
hands altogether. Perhaps it is in your breast coat pocket;
would you please see." The spectator extracts the coin from
his pocket.
The entire effect is greatly enhanced if the original coin is a
borrowed half dollar. It is marked for future identification
and vanished as explained. A duplicate coin is magically
reproduced instead of the marked coin, and it in turn is
vanished. It is this coin that you attempt to pass into the
spectator's hands, and fail. Then when the spectator extracts
the missing half dollar from his pocket and identifies it, you
have a superb magical problem indeed.
Method (b): In this method the prestidigitator drops the coin
into the assistant's breast coat pocket from the right thumb
palm.
The coin is vanished in any manner that leaves it retained in
the right thumb palm. It is from this concealment that it is
dropped into a spectator's pocket. The performer requests
the spectator to move back a little so the others may get a
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better view. He gently pushes back the nearest observer
under this pretext, and disposes of the thumb palmed coin
in his pocket in the action.
It will be found that a coin in the right thumb palm protrudes
from the hand at the perfect angle for dropping it into an
onlooker's pocket. In this instance the coin is not tossed, but
merely allowed to fall into the spectator's pocket, as he is
given a gentle nudge backward.
The coin is later recovered using the ruse explained in
method (a).
Method (c) Wallace Lee Method.
After you have performed several sleights with a half dollar,
and the spectators are convinced you are using only one
coin, steal another from a clip underneath the coat, or from
a pocket, and keep it concealed in the right hand. Face a
spectator. Ask him to come a little closer, and as if to
encourage him, hook your right fingers over the top of his
outer breast coat pocket and gently pull him toward you.
The coin should be near the ends of the fingers and held in
this position by the tips of the first and fourth pressing
together against its edge, Fig. 1.
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As you, pull the spectator toward you, drop the half dollar
into his pocket, at the same time taking his hand and placing
it over his pocket, instructing him to keep it there so nothing
can get in.
During this action let the other coin be plainly seen in the
left hand. Since the spectator still sees the original coin he
is aware of no other, and he never dreams that a coin has
been loaded secretly into his breast pocket.
Announce that you will cause the coin to fly into his pocket
and caution him to hold his hand tightly over the pocket
opening lest you slip it in when he isn't looking. Vanish the
half dollar and pretend to cause it to penetrate the bottom
of his pocket. Tell him to see if the coin has arrived, and
while he is fumbling to get it out, either sleeve or pocket the
other one.
The trick takes boldness and plenty of it, but what a surprise
it creates!
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Bluff Vanish
All that is needed to perform this little feat is a handful of
change and a lot of nerve.
Effect: The wonder-worker takes a handful of change from
his pocket and removes one coin. The remaining coins are
returned to the pocket. The single coin is then caused to
vanish in a mysterious manner.
The secret of this effect depends entirely on your ability as
a magician to bluff your way through.
Let us suppose you have thoroughly baffled your audience
with some clever close-up chicanery. You have convinced
them that miracles can happen and they are ready to believe
anything. Now is the time to spring this vanish.
Method: If you carry your loose change in your left trousers
pocket you will always be ready to work this little effect;
otherwise prepare for it beforehand by placing a few small
coins in that pocket.
Remove these coins with the left hand and show them. Move
the coins about with the right fingers as if searching for a
particular one. Say something about needing a coin for your
trick. Suddenly remark, "Oh, this penny (or dime, or nickel)
will be all right." Pretend to remove one of the coins with the
first and second fingers and thumb of the right hand. Hold
the first two finger tips and thumb together as if they
actually held a coin. The left hand drops the rest of the coins
back into the left trousers pocket. Go through the motions
of placing the non-existent coin in the left hand. Show the
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right hand empty. After a bit of by-play open the left hand
and show it empty.
Performed at 'the right moment this vanish is just as
startling as the more complicated ones. I have used it for
years and can vouch for its effectiveness.
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Sucker Bluff Vanish--Milton Kort
Using the foregoing method, a sucker vanish can be worked
that is a real fooler to magician and layman alike. I'll wager
it will become one of your favorites.
Besides having a handful of coins, you must be wearing a
wrist watch with an expansion band.
Proceed as in the above vanish up to the point where the
non-existent coin is placed in the left hand. From here on
the effect differs greatly.
As you pretend to place a coin in the left hand, that hand
closes over the first two fingers and thumb of the right hand.
Then the right two fingers are quickly removed and placed
in back of the left hand. The right thumb is still within the
left fist as the first two fingers slowly move inward toward
the wrist. Place these two fingers between the hand and the
wrist and stretch the band a couple of times. This action
causes the band to visibly move on the top side of the wrist,
creating the impression that the coin is being inserted under
the band. Remove the right thumb from the left fist, then
show the right hand empty with a flourish. With considerable
ceremony open the left hand and show it empty.
Naturally everyone will suspect that the coin is hidden
underneath the watch band and it won't be long until
someone lets his suspicions be known. After some reluctance
remove the wrist watch and show it. If someone doesn't
want to examine the watch and take it apart I miss my
guess.
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The Coin Fold
Here is a useful method of vanishing a coin by wrapping it in
a piece of paper. Although the vanish is described using a
half dollar, any size coin may be used.
Method: From fairly heavy paper cut a piece approximately
five inches square. In an emergency almost any paper can
be used, even newspaper.
Hold the piece of paper in your left hand, about chest high,
the fingers on the front side of the paper and the thumb at
the rear. Show a half dollar in the right hand, then place it
under the left thumb slightly above center, Fig. 1.

Turn the left hand around and show the coin at this position
to the audience. Turn the paper back and, with the aid of the
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right hand, fold up the bottom edge to within half an inch of
the top edge, Fig. 2.
Crease the right side of the paper about a quarter of an inch
from the edge of the coin and fold it forward, Fig. 3.
Now fold the left side of the paper toward the front in the
same manner, Fig. 4.
Fold the top half inch edge down in front. To all appearances
the coin is securely wrapped in the paper, but actually there
is an opening at the top where it can escape at the proper
time, Fig. 5.
Turn the paper over so the opening will be downward and
hold it in the right hand between the fingertips and thumb,
Fig. 6.
To prove the coin is still within the paper you can allow
someone near you to feel it or you can tap the parcel on the
table or a glass.
When ready for the vanish loosen your grip on the paper and
the coin will slide from the opening into your hand where it
is finger palmed. Take the paper in the left hand and go to
your right pocket for a match. Leave the coin in the pocket
and bring out the match. Light it and set fire to the paper.
Before it burns up entirely place it on an ash tray.
Or, if you desire, you can tear up the paper with the coin still
finger palmed, then produce it according to the trick at hand.
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This vanish is especially startling and pretty when flash
paper is used. In this case, when the paper is ignited, both
the coin and paper seem to vanish in a burst of flame.
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The Envelope Vanish
A fairly heavy Manila paper envelope is prepared beforehand
by cutting a slot at the bottom right corner. With a pair of
scissors trim a small sliver of paper from the bottom of the
envelope. When the envelope is prepared this way the
opening will offer no resistance to the coin and it will fall
freely into your hand.
From a piece of paper the same color as the envelope, cut a
round piece the same size as the coin you intend to vanish
and paste it inside the,envelope at the bottom center, Fig.
1.

To perform: Show the envelope empty, then very slowly and
openly place the coin into it. Coin falls to the bottom of the
envelope where it is held with the fingers of the left hand.
Seal the flap and hold it by the ends with both hands. Raise
the left end of the envelope slightly so the coin will roll down
to the right corner. Hold it there with the right fingers and
thumb.
While talking to the spectators allow the coin to slip through
the slot into the right hand, Fig. 2.
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Hold the envelope in the left hand as you reach into your
right pocket for a match or cigarette lighter. Light the match
and hold it behind the envelope a moment as you call
attention to the coin (circle of paper) in the envelope. The
small piece of paper shows up as a shadow, creating the
impression that the coin is still within the envelope. Light the
envelope and as it burns the coin seems to melt away to
nothing. You have apparently burned the coin.
When searching for a method to vanish a coin do not
overlook cuffing and sleeving, Chapters VI and VII,
respectively. Then there are the hook and magnet coins.
And the method used in Coin To Key, is an old standby.

Chapter V Quick Tricks
The most practical and usable tricks are the kind that can be
performed on the spur of the moment with little or no
apparatus. Here are 27 of the most effective mysteries of
this variety that I have been able to gather together.
Through the Leg (2 methods)
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Rubbed Through the Leg
Through the Pocket (3 methods)
Through the Hand (3 methods)
Through a Handkerchief (2 methods)
Double Penetration
Pants Leg Miracle
Hall Dollar to a Quarter
The Charmed Coin
The Coin of Metamorphosis
Coin to Key
Change for a Half
Much from Little
The Topsy Turvey Coins
The Impromptu Mint
Smart Coin Trick
Smart Coin Trick: Impromptu Version
The Switchover
The Appearing Half
Coin Production from Two Cards
The Touch of Midas
One to Four One to
Six

Through the Leg
Effect: A coin placed in the fold of the pants leg, vanishes.
It is reproduced from behind the same leg, having
apparently penetrated it. Here are two methods.
Method (a): Show a half dollar and place it flat on the left
trousers leg, about six inches above the knee. Hold it in place
with the tip of the right second finger while the thumb of the
same hand pinches a small fold of cloth at the top edge of
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the coin and turns the coin over, downward. The coin is now
hidden in the fold of cloth with the tip of the right third finger
underneath it. Insert the tips of the left second and third
fingers underneath the fold of cloth just to the left of the
coin, in such a manner that the tips of the two thumbs will
be brought together outside the fold and directly above the
coin. Now move the hands apart with the thumbs pressing
against the edge of the crease in the cloth, and under cover
of an adjusting process, slide the coin out of the fold and
press it into the right palm with the aid of the right two
middle fingers. If the moves are made as described the
removal of the coin will be completely hidden by the back of
the right hand. Bring the thumbs together and again run
them along the edge of the fold. Finally allow the fold to fall
away. The coin has vanished. Produce it from behind the
right knee.
Method (b): Although this method makes use of the same
moves described in Pocket Vanish, the effect is entirely
different.
Show a half dollar, place it flat on the left leg about six inches
above the knee and hold it in place with the tip of the right
thumb. The right forefinger pinches the cloth at the bottom
of the coin and turns it upward; hiding the coin under the
fold of cloth. At this juncture the right thumb is underneath
the coin. (Refer to Figs. 1, 2, and 3, Pocket Vanish, for
comparable positions.)
Place the left forefinger on top of the fold, retaining it. As
this is done the right fingers straighten and the right thumb
withdraws the coin from the fold and presses it into right
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finger palm. The right hand immediately moves down and
grasps the cloth below the fold, between the thumb and
forefinger, then pulis it downward, showing the coin gone.
Slap the left leg with the left hand. Reach behind the left leg
with the right hand and produce the coin.
For best effect this must be performed briskly, with no
hesitation between moves. It appears to the spectators that
you have slapped a coin through the leg.
Follow this with Rubbed Through the Leg, next.

Rubbed Through the Leg
Here is a companion effect to the one described above.
Although both produce the same effect, they are
accomplished by different means. They are alike, however,
in that both are direct and convincing.
Effect: The right hand rubs a coin on the left leg and it
disappears. The same coin is produced from behind the
same leg with the left hand. Only one coin is used.
Method: The right hand flips a half dollar in the air a few
times. Bend over and apparently place the coin on the left
leg, but actually toss it into the left hand, Fig. 1.
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The right hand makes a rubbing motion on the leg and the
left hand produces the coin from behind the leg. Basically
that is what happens.
You may wonder how it is possible for a coin to be tossed
from the right hand into the left without anyone seeing it.
Well, it can be done, and it isn't as difficult as would be
imagined. I will try to break down every move so there will
be a thorough understanding.
First of all--the flipping business. This is most important; in
fact, the trick practically depends on it. What it does is to
focus attention on the coin so that when you suddenly bend
over to rub coin on the leg, the eye has to refocus for this
different position. It is at this instant that the coin is tossed
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into the left hand. The coin travels only a few inches, but it
is not seen because of the rapidity of its flight, and because
the eye has not had time to focus on this action.
The human eye is like a camera lens in that it has to focus
at a specific range for an object at that distance to appear in
sharp definition. For instance, if the camera lens is focused
at ten feet anything at twentyfive feet will be blurred. This
would hold true if the distances and settings were reversed.
To fully understand how the eye compares to the camera
lens in this matter, try looking at something nearby, then
suddenly shift your eyes and gaze at an object farther away.
Notice how it takes the eye a fraction of a second to refocus
on this new distance. It is on this brief time-lapse that the
secret of this effect is partly based. This phenomenon is used
to advantage by quite a few topflight magicians.
Now let's go back to the beginning. Show a half dollar and
flip it into the air a few times with the right hand. Suddenly
bend over and pretend to place the coin on the left leg a few
inches above the knee, but really toss it into the left hand.
The hands are in front of the left leg as this happens, and
the coin travels only a few inches. It is thrown from the tips
of the right fingers and when it strikes the open left hand
that hand is quickly placed against the left side of the leg.
The right hand makes a rubbing motion on the left leg, and
simultaneously the left hand moves up the left side of the
left leg, coming to rest in a natural position just below the
left trousers pocket. As the right fingers continue to rub the
left leg the fingers are slowly spread apart. Then the fingers
flick an imaginary speck off the leg and the right hand is
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seen to be empty. Slide the left hand down the back of the
leg and bring the coin into view.
A lot of words have been necessary to explain this feat, but
the mechanics are simple. Mostly it is a matter of timing.
Once this is understood the reader should have no difficulty
in mastering it. This trick has an astonishing effect when
smoothly performed.

Through the Pocket
This bit of close-up coin chicanery has been a favorite with
magicians for many years. It is one trick that can be
performed anytime with excellent results, as it is strictly
impromptu. Here are three methods.
Effect: A half dollar placed in the right trousers pocket is
caused to penetrate the cloth in a mysterious fashion.
Method (a): Call attention to a half dollar clipped flat
between the tips of the right first and second fingers, in
position for finger palming. Holding the coin thus, the right
hand enters the right trousers pocket. Immediately thumb
palm the coin while the left forefinger presses against the
outside of the pocket as if holding the coin. This action with
the left forefinger is a natural one and serves as a bit of
misdirection for the moves that follow. Withdraw the right
hand with the coin hidden in the thumb palm. Next, release
the coin from the thumb palm allowing it to fall onto the
cupped right fingers. It is then pressed flat against the right
leg as the left forefinger is taken away. At this moment the
right hand lies flat against the right leg, fingers pointing
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downward. The coin is hidden underneath the fingers which
press it to the leg.
The right thumb pinches a small fold of cloth behind the
upper portion of the coin. The right hand turns the coin over,
downward, forming the fold over the coin. Maintain this fold
with the left forefinger as the right hand moves away. Snap
the right fingers. Then grasp the cloth below the fold and
pull downward slowly, allowing the hidden coin to. come into
view. When the coin is about two-thirds the way out of the
fold, slide the left forefinger downward on top of it to prevent
it from falling to the floor.
Method (b): In this version the coin is visibly dropped into
the pocket, without the hand leaving sight of the audience.
Two identical coins are required. Have one finger palmed in
your right hand as you display the other between the tips of
your left forefinger and thumb. Reach across your body with
your right hand, hook the fingers in the left pocket opening
and hold it wide open while you slowly and deliberately drop
the coin from your left hand into that pocket. Be sure to
make these moves in such a manner that there will be no
doubt in the spectators' minds that the coin did actually
enter the pocket. Allow the finger palmed coin to drop on the
cupped right fingers, then press it flat against the left leg
and finish as described in the first version.
Because the coin is actually seen to drop into the pocket this
makes an excellent version to have on tap in case you have
to repeat the trick before the same group of spectators.
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Method (c) Dave Coleman Method.Show the coin in the left
hand. Execute The French Drop, as you pretend to take it
with the right hand. Place the right hand (apparently holding
the coin) in the right trousers pocket. The palminward left
hand is brought over and placed flat against the right hand,
which is still within the pocket. As this is done the coin is
secretly deposited on the leg where it is held hidden
underneath the left fingers. Actually the coin should be
between the tips of the fingers of the two hands. Turn both
hands over together, forming a vertical (and not a
horizontal) fold in the cloth. Remove the left fingers from the
fold, leaving the coin hidden underneath the cloth. The right
fingers facilitate this action by holding the coin through the
pocket until the left fingers are withdrawn. Retain this fold
with the tip of the left thumb as you remove the right hand
from the pocket.
With the right thumb above and forefinger below, grip the
coin by its edges through the cloth so its form can be seen.
Apparently the coin is in the pocket. Now, press the right
thumb and forefinger together which causes the coin to
emerge, apparently through the fabric, in an uncanny
manner. Catch the coin in the left hand as it falls from the
fold. Shake the trousers leg with the right hand and give the
last fading fold a flick with the forefinger.
The Pocket Vanish makes a fine follow-up trick. The two
effects complement each other and blend perfectly into a
nice routine.
First, perform the trick we are explaining: Through the
Pocket (a) or (c). Then explain that if a coin will come
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through the pocket it should penetrate back through the
cloth, into the pocket again. This you proceed to
demonstrate by performing the Pocket Vanish.

Through the Hand
There are many occasions when the magician needs a little
trick to perform on the spur of the moment--an incidental
effect that can be done quickly without special props. This is
just such an effect. I will describe three methods.
(a) Clyde Cairy Method.A half dollar is shown in the left hand.
The hand is then closed on the coin and turned over so the
back of the hand is uppermost. The fingers work the coin
partially out of the fist until it is barely held by the tips of the
second and third fingers and the heel of the hand, Fig.
1.

Care must be taken here lest the spectators glimpse the
coin. Hold the left hand rather Iow, and watch your angles.
Show the right hand empty and begin massaging the back
of the left hand with the fingertips. The right thumb is
underneath the left hand during this motion and prepares to
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steal the coin from the left hand. The right hand slows down
its rubbing almost to a standstill. Then the left fingers
release the coin so that it lies balanced horizontally on the
top of the right thumb, Fig. 2.

Suddenly lift up the right hand, then quickly bring it down,
slapping the fingers on the back of the left fist.
Centrifugal force causes the coin to leave the thumb as the
right hand is brought down on the left, the coin being
transferred from the thumb to the inside of the fingers, and
is slapped down on the back of the left hand. The right hand
is then taken away revealing the half dollar lying on the back
of the left hand. The right hand removes the coin and the
left hand is opened and shown empty. Apparently the coin
has penetrated up through the back of the left hand.
One of the first rules we learn in magic is never repeat the
same trick before the same audience. But there are
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exceptions to all rules, and this one can be broken providing
a different method is used to obtain the end result. The feat
may be repeated in a slightly different manner by using the
following version. The two versions blend perfectly.
Method (b): Show the left hand empty, close it into a loose
fist, and turn it over so the fingers will be underneath. Hold
the half dollar near its edge between the tips of the right
fingers and thumb. Press its milled edge against the back of
the left hand, Fig. 3.

Suddenly push the fingers of the right hand down over the
coin. The illusion is that the coin is pushed through the back
of the left hand. At this moment the coin is concealed behind
the right fingers, which rest momentarily on the back of the
left hand. Without changing the position of the right fingers
and thumb, quickly move the hand about six or eight inches
to the right, turning the left hand over and opening it at the
same time. As the spectators see the empty left hand, say
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"Nothing in the hand." Immediately swing the right hand
back to the left, tossing the coin into the left hand as it closes
and turns over. The right fingers assume the original position
on the back of the left hand, as you add, "One more little
rub and the coin goes right through."
Diminish the rubbing motion, finishing by separating the
fingers and giving the last rub with the tip of the middle
finger. This convincing move tends to show without saying
so that the coin has left the right hand. Move the right hand
aside as you open the left hand to display the coin.
In the first version the coin penetrates the left hand from the
inside out, while in the second version it penetrates from the
outside in.
Ross Bertram Method. Face the spectators as you show a
half dollar lying at the base of the first finger on your open
left hand, Fig. 4.

Place the left thumb on top of the coin and turn the hand
over and close the fingers. As the hand turns over the thumb
moves inward toward the body, carrying the coin with it.
Coin will now be outside the fist, clipped by its edge by the
thumb and base of the first finger, Fig. 5.
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Let's go over that again. Actually the hand turns over before
the fingers are closed. Begin by placing your thumb on top
of the coin as described above and turn the hand over. The
coin will then be lying horizontally on the side of the thumb,
which now moves inward, carrying coin with it as the fingers
close. These are the actual mechanics of the sleight, but to
the spectators it must appear that you merely closed your
hand and turned it over. The coin is now outside the fist and
completely hidden from the spectators' view by that hand.
Raise the right hand and hold it palm down over the left fist.
Call attention to the ring you wear on your left third finger.
Comment on its mystical powers and tell the spectators that
by rubbing it you can cause unexplainable things to happen.
Rub the ring with the tip of the third finger of the right hand
and while doing so edge palm the coin in your right palm. In
making this steal, pay special attention to hold the hands at
such an angle that the coin cannot be seen at any time by
the audience.
Lower the hands a few inches and place the right finger tips
on the back of the left fist, then make a massaging
movement. In this action release the coin from the right
palm and allow it to slide down the right fingers onto the
back of the left hand. Keep the right fingers together lest the
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spectators see the coin. Finally spread the right fingers
slightly and show the coin on the back of the left hand, it
having apparently penetrated the back of the hand.

Through a Handkerchief
There are methods in great variety for performing this trick.
Perhaps because the effect is simple and direct--and
because no special props are used. Since no special
preparation is required, the trick is a perfect one for closeup
impromptu work. Here are two methods-both appear
entirely different in effect.
Effect: A coin is caused to penetrate the fabric of a pocket
handkerchief in a baffling manner.
Method (a): Display a half dollar in your left hand, holding it
upright between the finger tips and thumb. With your right
hand, spread a borrowed handkerchief and drape it over the
left so its center covers the coin. Allow a spectator to feel
the coin through the cloth and verify the fact that it is still
there. With the aid of the right hand, the left thumb pinches
over a small fold at the base of the coin. This fold is to the
rear and is not seen by the spectators, Fig. 1.
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Say, "Let me show you that the half dollax is still underneath
the handkerchief." With the right hand, seize the front edge
of the handkerchief and lift it up, thus giving a brief view of
the coin, Fig. 2.

The right hand then returns the handkerchief to its original
position, as the left simultaneously tosses forward the back
half of the handkerchief. This subtle action causes all the
folds of the handkerchief to fall downward in front of the
coin, Fig. 3.
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At this point the coin is outside the handkerchief, and is held
in a horizontal position between the middle finger
underneath and the thumb on top, Fig. 4.

With the right hand, grasp the handkerchief a few inches
below the coin and pull downward as you twist it
counterclockwise, Fig. 5.
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Next, grip the handkerchief with the right second, third, and
fourth fingers while the forefinger and thumb press against
opposite edges of the coin. Finally, squeeze the coin into
view, and show the handkerchief undamaged.
Several astounding tricks utilizing this principle will be
explained in later chapters.
Method (b): Few close-up stunts have more eyeappeal than
this version. It is startling and different in effect.
Show the left hand empty, then hold it palm up as the right
hand spreads a white pocket handkerchief over it. The center
of the handkerchief should he over the palm and one corner
on the forearm.
Display a half dollar in the right hand, gripping it near its
edge between the middle finger and thumb. With the coin
thus held, it is placed over the center of the left palm on top
of the handkerchief, Fig. 6.
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The right middle finger and thumb retain their grip on the
coin as the left hand slowly closes over it. The left hand
opens again to give one more view of the coin, then it closes.
Immediately move the right hand inward and grasp the inner
corner of the handkerchief lying on the forearm. In this
movement the right hand thumb palms the half dollar. The
handkerchief affords cover for the coin as it is withdrawn
from the left hand and the back part of the right shields it
from view as that hand reaches back to grasp the inner
corner of the handkerchief.
The first and second fingers of the right hand pull the
handkerchief forward exposing the empty left palm, Fig. 7.
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Say, "Nothing in the hand." The coin is dropped into the left
hand as right returns the handkerchief to its original position
on the arm, Fig. 8.

It should appear that you merely uncovered the left palm
and then pulled the handkerchief back over it. As the left
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palm is exposed, be careful that the right hand does not pull
the handkerchief away entirely. A little pressure with the left
thumb on a fold of the fabric will prevent this happening.
Open the left hand to show the handkerchief empty as you
continue, "Nothing, that is, except the half dollar." Grasp the
corner of the handkerchief toward the audience and slowly
pull it away, showing the coin lying on the left palm.It looks
like real magic!
For a third method, see Perfected Coin Through

Double Penetration--Jimmy Buffaloe
Effect: A handkerchief is spread over the left hand by the
performer. Two half dollars are placed on the handkerchief
and hand is closed. Then the left hand is shaken and the
clinking of the two coins is clearly heard. The closed hand is
turned over so the corners of the handkerchief hang down,
thus forming a bag with the coins inside. A spectator verifies
that the two coins are still within the handkerchief by feeling
them through the cloth. Grasping the coins through the cloth
the performer suddenly yanks them through the
handkerchief. The handkerchief is shown unharmed.
Method: Although the spectators know of only two coins,
actually four are used. Two are in the left trousers pocket
along with a pocket handkerchief, while the other two are in
the right trousers pocket.
Begin the effect by removing the two coins from the right
trousers pocket and placing them on the table. With the left
hand, reach into your left trousers pocket, classic palm the
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two coins and bring out the handkerchief. It is shown
casually and then thrown over the palm up left hand, but
take care not to expose the two palmed coins.
Pick up the two coins from the table with the right hand and
hold them together as one between the first and second
fingers.
Pretend to place these two coins on the handkerchief but
thumb palm them instead. Immediately close the left hand
and rattle the two coins which lie on the palm underneath
the doth. This creates a perfect illusion that the two coins
were actually placed in the left hand on the handkerchief.
An alternate and preferred method of apparently placing the
two coins in the left hand would be to perform The Click Pass
(b). This gives a more perfect illusion because the second
coin can be heard to fall onto the first.
Now turn the left hand over so the folds of the handkerchief
hang down. Place the left thumb above the two coins and
open the left hand. The coins make a complete revolution in
this action and they are now underneath the center folds of
the cloth being held horizontally between the thumb
underneath and the fingers above. Next, remove the second,
third, and fourth fingers from the cloth and exhibit the
handkerchief and coins between the left thumb and
forefinger only, Fig. 1.
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The right hand, with the coins still palmed, grips the
handkerchief about half way down toward the four corners
and pulls downward with considerable force, forming a
pocket around the coins. Maintain this grip on the coins and
the handkerchief as you lower the left hand and raise the
right. The right hand now holds the handkerchief near its
corners from above, while the left, which grips the coins and
the handkerchief, pulls down from below. Release your grip
on the two coins and the center of the handkerchief with
your left hand, and if the above moves were made correctly
the coins will be held in the folds of the handkerchief without
danger of their falling out, Fig. 2.
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Remove the right hand from the handkerchief and grasp it
at the same point with the left hand. This leaves the right
hand free to reach into the right trousers pocket for a small
wand or pencil. The two coins are left in the pocket and the
wand is removed. Tap the two coins from underneath with
the wand a couple of times, causing them to jingle together
slightly, then place the wand aside.
If you like you can allow a spectator to feel the coins in the
handkerchief at this point. To do this, place the right thumb
on top of the two coins and the forefinger underneath the
cloth, and move the right hand forward. Pull back on the
handkerchief with the left hand as you do this and the coins
will be completely covered on top and bottom with the folds
of the cloth and you can offer them to be felt with safety.
Bring the handkerchief back to its original position. With the
aid of the right thumb and fingers, turn the coins into an
upright position behind the handkerchief Then with two or
three quick downward jerks, pull the two coins from the
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doth, the effect being that they are pulled through the
handkerchief. Show the coins in the right hand and toss
them onto the table. Exhibit the handkerchief unharmed.
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Pants Leg Miracle--Jimmy Buffaloe
Effect: Showing a half dollar, the performer places it in the
folds of his left pants leg. When the fold is pulled away a
moment later, a dime emerges. The half dollar has vanished.
Method: When you remove the half dollar from your right
trousers pocket have a dime concealed behind it. Call
attention to the half dollar and place it (with the dime
concealed behind it) on the left leg about six inches above
the knee. Hold it in position with the tip of the right third
finger, then using the moves described in method (a),
Through the Leg, form a fold over the two coins. At the
completion of this move the dime will be the outer coin. Place
the tip of the left forefinger on the dime through the cloth,
then as you move the right hand away, the half dollar is
withdrawn, under cover of the back of the right hand, and
pressed into the right palm. Snap the right fingers a couple
of times to emphasize the emptiness of that hand, then
grasp the cloth below the fold and pull downward slowly
causing the dime to gradually come into view.

Half Dollar to Quarter--Milton Kort
Effect: The conjurer displays a half dollar in his right hand
while showing his left hand unmistakably empty. He takes
the half dollar with his left hand and shows his right hand
equally empty. The coin is then returned to his palm up right
hand and the hand is seen to be holding only the single coin.
A spectator is requested to hold out his hand. The performer
turns his hand over and drops the coin into the spectator's
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hand, but when it lands in the spectator's hand it is seen to
have changed to a quarter. The performer then shows both
of his hands positively empty. Apparently a half has changed
into a quarter!
Method: Have a half dollar and a quarter in the right trousers
pocket. Place the right hand in the pocket, clip the quarter
by its edge between the first and second fingers so it will be
hidden underneath the hand (see The Back Finger Clip), and
bring the hand out showing the half dollar lying on the outer
joints of the first and second fingers, directly above the
hidden quarter, Fig. 1.

Or, if you prefer, you may secretly get the quarter into the
back finger clip position while asking for the loan of a half
dollar. At any rate, display the fifty cent piece as described,
with the hand held about waist high and the fingers pointing
forward and slightly downward.
Give the half dollar a couple of little tosses into the air,
causing it to turn over each time. This natural gesture tends
to give convincing proof that the hand is otherwise empty.
Keep the hand low as you make this and the following
moves.
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Show the left hand to be empty by spreading the fingers
wide apart and slowly turning the hand over a time or two.
Drop the arm to your side and shake it vigorously to show
that you have nothing concealed in your sleeve. Make no
comment on this fact as you do this, however.
Now comes the part that fools them all. Still keeping the
right hand low, point the fingers to the left as you bring the
left hand over and grip the half dollar in the following
manner: Press the left thumb against the edge nearest to
your body while the forefinger presses against the edge
farthest from it. As you grip the half dollar in this manner
extend the left second, third and fourth fingers underneath
the right fingers and clip the quarter between the tips of the
second and third fingers. Slide the half dollar off the right
fingers to the left, taking the quarter along underneath it.
The quarter protrudes upward from between the tips of the
left second and third fingers, but by lowering the half slightly
it covers the quarter completely. The left hand seems to be
holding only a half dollar. If you will stand in front of a mirror
while making these moves you will quickly discover the
proper position the hand and coins must be held to prevent
the spectators seeing the quarter.
Fig. 2
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shows the position of the half dollar in the left hand as seen
by the spectators. Because of the special angles necessary
to perform the trick it should not be done when the
spectators' line of vision is low. It is best when performed at
close range with only a few spectators viewing the trick from
a standing position.
Now slowly and deliberately show the right hand empty and
shake the arm as you did the left. Reverse the above moves
to replace the half dollar in its original position on the right
fingers. As this is done the quarter goes back to its back
finger clip position underneath the right hand. Except for the
half dollar, you have apparently shown both hands empty.
With the right hand, again toss the fifty cent piece into the
air a few times and contrive to have it fall in position for
palming. When you have it in the center of the palm, turn
the hand counterclockwise and close it. Hold the half dollar
in the palm and keep the fingers pointing slightly downward
as you do this so as not to expose the quarter. While making
the final dosing movement with the right hand, bring the
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quarter inside the fist with the aid of the thumb. These
moves should be blended into one continuous movementthat
of closing the hand.
Ask a spectator to hold out his hand. Reach out and drop the
twenty-five cent piece into his hand, then as you bring your
hand back, sleeve the half dollar. The sleeving move must
be made immediately after dropping the quarter into the
spectator's hand. All eyes will be on the quarter for a brief
moment, then they will return to your hands. By this time
the deed is done-the half dollar is up the sleeve and there is
no clue to the mystery of how the half dollar changed into a
quarter.
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The Charmed Coin
Here is a quick trick that is a real eye popper.
Effect: A half dollar is shown and tossed into the left hand a
few times. Suddenly the coin changes to a candy charm,
which is eaten by the performer.
Method: Begin with a candy charm (sold in the dime stores
and candy shops) up the right coat sleeve.
Show a half dollar and toss it back and forth from hand to
hand. This action convincingly demonstrates without saying
so that the hands are otherwise empty.
Display the coin in the left hand. While attention is on the
coin the right hand drops to the side allowing the charm to
fall from the sleeve. It is caught on the curled right fingers
and immediately finger palmed.
Take the half dollar from the left hand with the right, holding
it between the first two fingers and thumb. Toss it into the
left hand and close the fingers over it. Repeat this action a
couple of times. Pretend to toss the coin again, but throw
the charm instead. (See The Bobo Switch.) The coin is
retained in the right palm. Wave right hand mysteriously
over the closed left hand. Open the left hand and display the
candy charm. As this is done the right hand sleeves the coin.
Slowly remove the foil from the charm, letting it be seen that
the hands are otherwise empty. Eat the candy.
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After eating the candy, drop the right hand to the side and
retrieve the coin from the sleeve. Drop it in the pocket as
you remove your pocket handkerchief to wipe your hands.
The effect will be greatly enhanced if a coin the same color
and approximately the same size as the charm is used. If
the charm has a silver foil wrapper use a silver coin. If the
charm has a gold foil wrapper use a brass or bright copper
coin. Under these conditions the switch can be made more
slowly without fear of detection.
Instead of a charm a small cookie can be used.
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The Coin of Metamorphosis--Dr. E. M. Roberts
Numerous methods have been devised for causing one coin
to apparently change to another. Here is one which just
about tops them all for sheer effectiveness. AL though it
requires only about a minute to perform, it packs such a
terrific wallop it will be remembered long after other tricks
are forgotten.
Effect: A borrowed penny instantly and visibly changes to a
half dollar while held in the performer's right hand. Then the
coin is tossed into the left hand, and after a couple of
mysterious passes are made over it, changes back to a
penny. The penny is returned to its owner and the performer
shows his hands positively empty.
Method: Begin with a half dollar hidden in your right hand as
it hangs by the side. Ask for the loan of a penny and while it
is forthcoming get the half dollar into the Downs palm
position. Receive the penny with the left hand, then take it
with the right between the first two fingers and thumb, Fig.
1.

Swing the right hand upward to the right and exhibit the
penny as in Fig. 2,
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the half dollar being hidden behind the thumb. The
existence of another coin is not suspected since the right
hand appears empty.
Bring the forefinger down in front of the penny then back to
its original position, which action clips the coin between the
first two fingers as in Fig. 3.

The moves which follow happen in quick succession. The
right hand is brought up to the mouth and the coin is blown
upon, then returned to its original position to show the penny
has changed to a half dollar. As the right hand comes up to
the mouth and back again the penny is exchanged for the
half as follows:
With the aid of the right thumb move the penny down and
deposit it on the tip of the third finger, Fig. 4.
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Then bend the fingers inward, pressing the penny into classic
palm position with the tip of the third finger as the first two
fingers clip the half dollar from the Downs palm, Fig. 5.

Straighten the fingers, withdrawing the half from behind the
thumb, Fig. 6,

and exhibit the half clipped between the first and second
finger tips, Fig. 7.

The hand is held with the palm turned partly downward, in
which position the penny cannot be seen.
Figures 4 through 7 depict the moves which are performed
with the two coins in the moment it takes to raise the hand,
blow on the coin, and return the hand to its original position.
The action of removing the half dollar from the Downs palm
and pressing the penny into the palm is performed as the
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hand is brought up and returned to its former position.
Figures 4 and 5 show the moves that must be executed as
the hand is brought up to the mouth, while Figures 6 and 7
show the moves that are performed as the hand swings back
to its original place. When the hand has returned to its
original position it should be holding the half dollar between
the tips of the first two fingers as in Fig. 7. Then the first two
fingers revolve the half dollar round and round a few times,
indicating without comment that the hand is otherwise
empty. Actually, the right hand should be held about waist
height as the half dollar is shown. The penny cannot be seen.
With care you will be able to turn your right palm partially
toward the audience and keep the penny hidden. The thumb
bends down, holding the half dollar, and partly covers the
penny in the palm. Watch your angles. Try this before a
mirror and you will quickly realize the position the right hand
must assume. Of course, the safe position is as in Fig. 7 but
when you are performing this at dose range for only two or
three people more of the palm can be shown with safety.
Revolve the half dollar between the fingers and thumb as
described above, then apparently toss it into your left hand
but throw the penny instead. This is executed as follows:
Turn the body to the left and thumb palm the half dollar by
bending in the first two fingers with the coin and
straightening them. As the right hand al> proaches the left
it releases the penny from its palm (Fig. 8 shows the
performer's view of the right hand as it approaches the left
hand) and it falls into the left hand as it closes. The right
hand continues in its swing inward, passing over the left
hand and back to the upper left breast pocket where the half
dollar is released and allowed to fall into the pocket (See The
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Bobo Complete Coin Vanish for a detailed description of a
vanish using this principle.) Quickly move the right hand
outward again and brush it briskly over the left fist a couple
of times. The moves of tossing the penny into the left hand
in lieu of the half dollar, depositing the half dollar in the
breast pocket and brushing the right hand briskly over the
left fist must all be blended in one continuous movement,
without hesitation, yet without haste. Finally open the left
hand to show the penny. As you return it to its owner let
both hands be seen unmistakably empty.
Suggested Patter: "The penny, as you know, is made from
copper which is a soft metal, very susceptible to quick
changes in temperature. For instance, if I should blow on it
like this, it changes to a silver coin. However, if I should
squeeze it like this, it quickly changes back to its original
form and substance. But I'll let you in on a secret--actually
nothing happened. It was just an illusion."
The trick is particularly startling if performed with the
sleeves rolled up. And, of course, it can be done without a
coat providing you stuff a small piece of facial tissue,
Kleenex, in the shirt pocket beforehand to keep it open
slightly. But with or without a coat it is a real puzzler, even
to magicians.

Coin to Key--Courtesy J. G. Thompson's My Best
Effect: The performer shows a half dollar which he holds by
its edge between the thumb and forefinger ooe his right
hand, and the hand is seen to be otherwise empty. After
showing his left hand empty he places the coin on the left
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palm and closes his fingers over it. To satisfy the spectators
that the coin is still in the left hand he opens it slightly to
give them another view. Then he makes mystic passes over
the left hand and opens it to show a key. The coin has
completely vanished.
Method: The trick makes use of a clever concealment and an
old sleight combined with The Bobo Complete Coin Vanish.
It is especially puzzling because the key is actually much
larger than the coin, thus proving it could not have been
concealed behind it. Nevertheless the key is partly hidden
behind the coin at the beginning. The key must be of the
padlock or automobile lock variety. The head, or larger end
of the key, is covered with the half dollar, while the smaller
end (the end which goes into the lock) is covered with the
right thumb. The coin is held by its extreme edge between
the right thumb and forefinger as in Fig. 1,

the forefinger holding the key in place behind the coin and
thumb.
Stand with your right side toward the spectators as you call
attention to the half dollar, holding it as explained. Hold your
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left hand about shoulder high, with its palm outward, and
slowly and deliberately place the coin on its palm, Fig. 2.

Close the left fingers over the coin and key, being careful
that the smaller end of the key is not seen as this is done. If
you retain your grip on the coin and key until the left fingers
close over them you will be safe. Tell the spectators that at
this point most people think the coin has already vanished
but you would like to show that this is not so. Open the first
and second fingers of the left hand, giving the spectators a
partial view of the coin. The third and fourth fingers remain
closed to cover part of the coin and the key, Fig. 3.
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Close the two fingers again and turn the hand over so its
back will be toward the audience. With the aid of the left
fingertips work the coin partially out of the hand until it is
held at its extreme edge by the fingertips and the heel of the
thumb, Fig. 4.

"I will perform the feat in slow motion," you announce.
"Watch! Not a finger moves." Hold the left hand about
shoulder high and rest the tip of the right forefinger on its
back, Fig. 5.
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As you say "not a finger moves," slowly turn the left hand
over, which brings the coin to the front, hidden from the
spectator's view by the right hand. As the left hand turns
over take the coin by its edge between the right thumb and
forefinger, Fig. 6,

then slide the tip of the right forefinger downward slowly
across the closed left fingers. The right hand does not move
as the left hand turns over, and just as it completes its turn
the coin comes between the tips of the right thumb and
forefinger. The right hand then moves downward carrying
the coin with it as the forefinger is brought across the left
fingers as explained above. Perform this steal in front of your
mirror to appreciate its cleverness. Actually it can be done
quite slowly, and if properly executed there will be no visible
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movement of either hand. It is clean and indetectable.
Ostensibly you are demonstrating the fairness of your
movements but while so doing you have gotten possession
of the coin in your right hand.
"Now by making a few mysterious passes over my left hand
I will cause a peculiar transformation to take place. Watch!"
Move the right hand inward and outward, making a few
passes over the left fist, and under cover of this action
thumb palm the coin, then drop it into the upper left breast
pocket on the second or third swing inward. (See The Bobo
Complete Coin Vanish, for a detailed description of this
principle.) Finally stop the passes altogether, then open the
left hand and show the key. The half dollar has apparently
changed into a key!
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Change for a Half
Effect: The performer shows a half dollar which he slowly
places in his left hand. He closes the left fingers over the
coin, makes a few passes over the left hand, then opens it.
Instead ooe a half dollar he has change for a half-a quarter,
a nickel and two dimes. Nothing used but ordinary coins.
Method: No doubt you have guessed the secret. It depends
on the same concealment and moves described in the
foregoing effect. Instead of a key--a quarter, a nickel and
two dimes are hidden behind the half dollar at the beginning
of the trick. Care must be taken to prevent the coins from
"talking." Steal the half dollar out of the left hand as
described, dispose of it in the upper left breast pocket, then
open the left hand to show change for a half.
The same moves can be used to vanish a single coin, or to
cause a larger coin to change to a smaller one, or to a foreign
coin. As a transition effect you can cause a coin to change
to a thimble, a ring, a button, a coil of ribbon, etc. Such
"incidental'' effects often create more astonishment than
carefully planned program items. Change for a Half will serve
you well-learn it.

Much from Little--John Braun's Version
Effect: The trickster shows a nickel in his right hand between
the tips of the forefinger and thumb, and the hand appears
otherwise empty. After showing his left hand empty he
brings it over to his right hand for a moment. When the two
hands separate he is holding an English penny in his right
hand and a half dollar in his left. The nickel has vanished.
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Method: This clever mystery depends on an old method of
concealment which should be known to all coin workers.
Stick a bit of wax about the size of a small pea on the upper
side of an English penny or similar copper coin, and flatten
it out somewhat. Place a half dollar below this coin and hold
the two together horizontally between the right thumb and
forefinger. The extreme tips of the thumb and forefinger curl
around the two coins and press against opposite edges of a
nickel.
The nickel is in a vertical position and conceals the two larger
coins from view of the spectators. Fig. 1

shows how this looks from above, while Fig. 2

shows how it should appear to the spectators.
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Hold the right hand about shoulder height with fingers wide
apart as you point the face of the nickel directly toward the
onlookers. The hand appears to be holding only the five cent
piece. (Using this method of concealment even such a large
coin as a silver dollar can be concealed behind a dime.)
Angles are very important, so be sure to keep the larger
coins parallel with the floor at all times, otherwise the
spectators may get a flash of them.
Casually show your left hand empty without mentioning this
fact, then bring it up to the right hand so the left thumb tip
touches the flat side of the nickel and the tips of the second
and third fingers rest on the underside of the half dollar.
(See Fig. 3 for performer's view of this action.)

With the aid of the left thumb, slide the nickel back onto the
English penny and press it down onto the wax. At this point
all three coins are horizontal. Quickly separate the two
hands, taking the English penny and nickel between the tips
of the first two fingers and thumb of the right hand, holding
them vertically with the thumb pressing against the nickel at
the rear. The left hand grips the half dollar in like manner.
Hold the two coins in front of your chest with the hands
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about a foot apart. The nickel is hidden behind the English
penny and is held in place by the wax.
Bring the left hand down, even with the waist, and hold it
palm up with the half dollar resting on the fingers. Toss the
English penny onto the left palm so the nickel is on the
underside; the coin lies perfectly flat because the nickel fits
into the hollow of the palm. Immediately pick up the half
dollar with the right hand and toss it down again on top of,
and overlapping, the English penny. The sound of the coins
clinking together offers perfect proof that they are genuine,
and they are. But don't omit this one little point. It is
important. The effect is so startling and puzzling that the
spectators need final proof that everything is legitimate. The
two coins clinking together puts the final touch on this bit of
close-up chicanery.
Pocket the English penny and use the half dollar for your
experiment.

The Topsy Turvy Coins--Karrel Fox And Roy
Kissel
Effect: Five borrowed half dollars are placed in an
overlapping row on the performer's left hand so they
alternate heads up, tails up, etc. The wonder-worker pushes
the coins together and holds them in a stack between the
fingers and thumb of his right hand. He then releases them
one at a time, allowing them to fall onto the left hand. As
the coins fall they are seen to be all one way, i.e., all heads
up. Somehow they have mysteriously rearranged
themselves.
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Method: Borrow five half dollars and place them on the left
hand as described above. Call attention to the way the coins
alternate-every other coin being reversed. Push the coins
together slowly with the right fingers then hold them
between the thumb and fingers of the same hand. The right
fingers point downward and the coins are held in a stack by
pressure on their edges with the fingers and thumb, Fig. 1.
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Hold the left hand palm up a few inches below the coins as
the right hand drops them onto it one at a time. Allow the
bottom coin to fall naturally, releasing it with the fingertips
and the thumb. It lands on the left hand heads up. The
second coin is

released

the thumb only.

This causes the

coin to make a

half turn as it

falls

the

first, heads up.

the

third

onto

Release

coin

with

as

you did the first

so it does not

turn over and it

falls

onto

the

other two naturally-heads
up. Control the fourth coin so it will land heads up. Finally,
drop the fifth and last coin, allowing it to fall without turning
over, and it lands head up also, Fig. 2, for this action, which
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is the same move as used with the Okito Coin Box to cause
its bottom to turn over as it fails onto the left hand. The
move is a standard one and is known to all magicians who
use the Okito Coin Box. (For further details, see The Okito
Coin Box.)
Done at a quick pace the spectators will believe that the
coins rearranged themselves so they all faced one way.
Although the effect is not particularly 'astounding, it makes
a nice interlude between deeper mysteries.
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The Impromptu Mint--Jimmy Buffaloe
Effect: The performer goes to his pocket and brings forth a
nickel which he exhibits on his outstretched right hand. With
his left hand he shows a playing card on both sides and the
hand is otherwise empty. He brings the card over the nickel
hiding it from view. He immediately removes it. The nickel
has changed to a half dollar!
The magician quickly covers the half dollar for a moment.
When the card is removed the spectators see the nickel
again. The nickel is tossed onto the card and both can be
examined. No clue to the mystery will be found.
This makes a perfect transition effect. After doing a few card
tricks make a few remarks regarding the relation of money
to cards. Reach into your pocket for a nickel and proceed
with the effect.
Method: Have a half dollar and a nickel in the right trousers
pocket and you are ready to begin.
Remove any card from the deck and show it on both sides,
snapping it with the right fingers. Then hold it in the left
hand. With the right hand, reach into the right trousers
pocket, quickly back palm the half dollar and bring out the
nickel lying on the two middle fingers between the two outer
joints. The spectators see the nickel lying on the right hand
and the hand appears otherwise empty.
The left hand now brings the card over the nickel, hiding it
from view. Under cover of the card bend the middle fingers
inward, then outward again, pivoting the half dollar between
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the first and fourth fingers. (This is merely a reversal of the
regular back hand palm move. See Chapter I for a detailed
description of the moves.) At the completion of the move the
half dollar will have been brought from the back of the hand
(back palm) to the front of the hand (front palm), and
covering the nickel. Much care and precision will have to be
exercised here lest the coins "talk." Remove the card to
reveal the half dollar.
The above action takes but a moment, and it should appear
to the spectators that you merely passed the card over the
coin slowly.
The pasteboard is brought back over the right hand,
covering the half dollar. Under cover of the card the following
action takes place: The half dollar is not rotated this time
but held firmly by its edges between the first and little
fingers while the second and third fingers (with the nickel
resting on them) arch back, and as they straighten out again
they slide over the half dollar, which ends up in back palm
position. The card is taken away to show nickel again.
Hold the card tray fashion in the left hand. Turn the right
hand counterclockwise and close the hand into a loose fist,
which position puts the half dollar in easy thumb palming
position. Quickly thumb palm the half and toss the nickel
onto the tray as the right hand swings to the left.
Display the nickel on, the card for a second. While attention
is on the nickel sleeve the half dollar. Show the nickel and
card, then as you drop the nickel back into your right
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trousers pocket let the larger coin drop out onto the cupped
fingers and place it into the pocket with the nickel.
An alternate finish: Instead of sleeving the coin take the
nickel with the right hand and place it and the half dollar into
the pocket. In this case the card would not be shown on both
sides until after the nickel and the "evidence" had been put
in the pocket. You would hold the card rather suspiciously to
draw attention to it, then slyly turn it over and snap it with
the right fingers. Let them examine it if they wish. There is
nothing to find.
The reason for throwing the nickel onto the card is so that
you may silently show both sides of your right hand. This is
very necessary because the entire action takes place in such
a small area the spectators think the half dollar is near by.
But throwing the nickel onto the card at the finish, and
thumb palming the half dollar, eliminates all suspicion from
their minds.The effect is both startling and pretty.

Smart Coin Trick--Frank M. Chapman, Courtesy
The Bat
Try to figure this out before you read the explanation. It's a
beauty!
A borrowed half dollar is balanced on the tip of the right
forefinger. The left hand forms a fist around it. The right
hand is withdrawn and shown empty back and front, fingers
wide apart. Right hand removes a handkerchief from the
breast pocket, and holds it by one corner, Left hand is slowly
opened, palm toward spectators, fingers wide apart. The
coin has faded away!
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The handkerchief is taken by the left thumb and forefinger.
The right hand is again shown empty. The right hand then
catches opposite corner of the handkerchief and stretches it
out taut. The left hand lets go of its corner and is again
shown empty, back and front. The handkerchief is merely
drawn across the empty left palm in one continuous motion,
and the half dollar instantly appears on the palm.
It is a perfect piece of modern, impromptu magic. You'll like
this one a lot.
Method: First, balance the half dollar on your left forefinger
as in Fig. 1.

Now bring the left hand over it, and close the left fingers
loosely around the coin and the right fingers. Under cover of
the half-closed left fist, bend the right forefinger inward,
carrying the coin with it, Fig. 2.
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The coin goes around the base of the left thumb and the
right thumb slides it into position on the back of the left
wrist, Figs. 3 and 4.

The coin remains balanced on the back of the wrist. If you
are inclined toward nervousness, better push the coin
slightly under the edge of the coat cuff for security.
The right forefinger is then drawn from the left fist and the
right hand shown empty. Show the back and front with the
fingers wide open. Make every move deliberately. The
slower, the more effective it will be. Take the handkerchief
from the breast pocket, and hold it by one corner between
the thumb and forefinger. The left hand is slowly opened,
palm toward spectators, and the coin remains hidden on the
back of the hand, Fig. 5.
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Swing the right hand over to the left and place the corner of
the handkerchief held by the right hand between the left
forefinger and thumb. Hold the left hand steady. (Let the
right hand place the handkerchief in position.) The right
hand is shown to be empty once more, and now grasps an
opposite corner and stretches the handkerchief out taut. As
this is done the left hand turns slightly, allowing the coin to
fall off, and it is caught with the right, the action being
concealed from spectators' view by the handkerchief, Fig. 6.

Immediately release the comer from the right hand and
shake the handkerchief a few times. Show the left hand
empty, back and front, then hold it out fiat with the palm up.
Draw the handkerchief across the left hand and drop the coin
in the same action. As the handkerchief is drawn over the
left hand the coin mysteriously reappears.
Tuck the handkerchief back into your breast pocket and
return the coin.
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Impromptu Version--J. G. Thompson, Jr.
Smart Coin Trick is a very effective stunt, its one weak spot
being that there is no logical reason for using the silk.
Eliminate it, and you obtain an additional featurethat of
making the feat strictly impromptu.
To accomplish this, bring the coin to the back of the left hand
and give it an extra shove with the right thumb so that about
half of it slips under the edge of the coat sleeve.
In disclosing the vanish of the coin from the left hand, raise
the latter almost to a vertical position. Then move it slightly
to the left, turning the palm up and opening the fingers at
the same time.
If the combined moves just described are properly executed,
the coin will slide up your sleeve and permit the showing of
both front and back of the left hand.
At this point, suspicion will be centered on the right hand.
As you demonstrate its innocence, drop the left hand to your
side, whereupon the coin will drop onto your curled fingers.
Pretend to catch something from the air with your right
fingers and drop it into the left fist. When the left fingers are
opened, there is the coin.

The Switchover--Jimmy Buffaloe
Here is a clever method for magically producing a coin from
an ordinary pocket handkerchief.
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Effect: A handkerchief is shown on both sides and the
performer's hands are obviously empty. Taking the
handkerchief by its center he shakes it gently and out drops
a half dollar into the waiting hand below.
Method: Begin by reaching into your pocket with your left
hand for your pocket handkerchief. While the hand is in the
pocket get a half dollar into classic palm position, then bring
out the handkerchief and hold it by one corner between the
thumb and forefinger. Call attention to the emptiness of the
handkerchief as you pull it through your right hand a few
times, letting it be seen at the same ,time that the hand is
empty. Grasp the opposite corner from the one held by the
left hand between the right forefinger and thumb, and
stretch it out to show its front side to the audience. To show
the back of the handkerchief without letting go of the corners
the arms must cross each other and this is where a transfer
of the coin takes place.
As the right hand moves to the left it passes directly
underneath the left which releases the coin and drops it onto
the cupped right fingers, Fig. 1.
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The right hand continues without pause to the left, and the
back of the handkerchief is then seen by the audience. At
this point the arms have changed positions and the coin is
concealed in the right hand. This is a perfectly natural move
which is necessary to show a handkerchief back and front,
and is not suspected. After showing the back of the
handkerchief the arms are uncrossed and brought back to
their original positions as the front is shown again. Release
the corner of the handkerchief held by the right hand. Left
hand then throws the handkerchief over the right. Keep the
right palm away from the audience (so the coin will not be
seen) until it is completely covered with the cloth, then turn
it palm up.
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Reach over with your left hand and grasp the coin through
the center of the handkerchief, being careful that the form
of the coin is not seen through the cloth. Hold the
handkerchief, tent fashion, a few inches above your
upturned right hand and gently shake out the coin, Fig. 2.

Catch it in your right hand and show it to the spectators.
Although the explanation of the moves takes a lot of space,
the production actually requires about 10 seconds to
perform. The dropping of the coin from the left hand into the
right during the cross over of the arms is never suspected
because all you seem to be doing is showing the two sides
of the handkerchief.
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The Appearing Half--Jimmy Buffaloe
This effect employs The Switchover and produces the coin in
an entirely different manner. Although the sleeve could be
used to conceal the coin, The Switchover enables you to
produce the coin with the sleeves rolled up.
Effect: The performer's hands are seen to be empty as he
shows a handkerchief on both sides. He spreads the
handkerchief over his palm up left hand, and then doses the
hand into a fist, folding the cloth over with the fingers as
they close. The outer corner is given to a spectator to hold.
As the spectator holds the outer corner, the performer pulls
on his end and a coin emerges from the fist in a mysterious
fashion.
Method: Show the handkerchief empty by means of The
Switchover and transfer the coin to the right hand where it
is concealed in classic palm position. Release the left corner
of the handkerchief, show it empty, then spread the
handkerchief over it with the right hand, making sure its
center is over the palm. Spread the handkerchief over the
left hand so a corner will be lying on the forearm. The right
hand retains its grip on this corner as handkerchief is
adjusted into position. Slowly close your left fingers over the
handkerchief Ask a spectator to hold the outer corner of the
cloth, and to illustrate what you want done, release the inner
corner with the right hand and take hold of the outer
diagonally opposite corner, and hand it to the spectator. As
the right hand moves forward to pick up the outer corner it
passes directly over me left fist. The instant the right hand
is over the left fist it releases the half dollar which fails into
the left hand, the fingers opening slightly to receive it, Fig.
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1.

Without hesitating the right hand continues to the front
corner of the handkerchief as you pick it up and offer it to
the spectator.
The movement of the left fingers opening slightly is not
noticed since the eyes are following the right hand.
After the coin has been deposited in the left fist, and the
assistant is holding the outer corner of the handkerchief, the
right hand again takes hold of the corner lying on the left
forearm. Gently pull inward on this corner, and as you do so
the coin will slowly emerge from the left fist. The effect is
both startling and pretty.
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Coin Production from Two Cards
If my memory serves me correctly, this little gem appeared
in The Sphinx some years back. I have never met anyone
who has seen it. It is so good I would like to record it here
for the benefit of all. It is a nice thing to know when you
have to produce one coin, either at the beginning of a trick
or at the climax, after a duplicate coin has been vanished.
Effect: The prestidigitator shows two playing cards several
times, front and back, in the fairest possible manner. Placing
the two cards together he tips them downward and a coin
slips from between them.
Method: Begin with a half dollar classic palmed in the right
hand, and a deck of cards face down in dealing position in
the left hand. With the aid of the right hand, deal two cards
face up onto the table, and lay the deck aside.
As you pick up the two cards with the left hand allow the
palmed coin in the right to drop onto the curled fingers.
Transfer the two cards to the right hand, which turns palm
up and takes them by their inner ends between the thumb
(on top) and fingers (below) in such a manner the coin will
be covered by the cards, Fig. 1.
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With the left hand, remove the top card from the right,
holding it by one end. Show the faces of both cards as you
hold them about waist high. Now raise them to chest level
and show their backs. As you do this slide the coin inward
toward the palm (almost off the card) and display the two
cards held by their extreme ends, Fig. 2.

Now lower the cards to waist level and show their faces
again. As you lower the cards slide the coin back underneath
the right hand card so it will be completely hidden. Without
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hesitating a moment, place the right hand card diagonally
across the top of the left in such a manner the half dollar will
slide underneath the left hand card, where it is held by the
tip of the left second finger, Fig. 3.

With the right hand (which has never released its grip on its
card), slide the top card forward (paint brush fashion) off the
lower card, Fig. 4,

show its back, then turn it face up again and replace it in its
crossed position above the left hand card, Fig. 3. Retain the
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coin in position with the tip of the right second finger while
the left hand removes its card (duplicating the above action
as much as possible, Fig. 5),

shows its back, and returns it underneath the right hand card
AND coin. The coin is now between the two cards. And if you
have blended the moves together perfectly, no onenot even
a magician--will know of its presence.
The step is to produce the coin. This you do by holding the
crossed cards between the fingers and thumb of the right
hand (with pressure on the coin to hold it in place between
the two cards), then tipping them downward allowing the
coin to come into view from between the two cards, Fig. 6.
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Rest the edge of the lower card on the upturned left hand,
which stops the coin before it is entirely out from between
the two cards. This shows that the coin actually comes from
between the cards.
Another way of using this is to show the two cards front and
back as described, without producing the coin. The cards are
merely placed on the table in the crossed position with the
half dollar between the two. A second coin is vanished and
the top card is blown away, exposing the supposedly
vanished coin lying on the lower card.
A lengthy description has been necessary to give you these
moves. The actual performance of the effect takes only a few
seconds. All moves smoothly combine into a progressive
sequence. The appearance of the coin is both baffling and
pretty.

The Touch of Midas--Cardini
Effect: The conjuror shows his left hand empty and doses it.
A spectator touches his left wrist. When the hand is opened
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it contains a coin! The coin is removed. This procedure is
continued until four or five coins are produced.
Method: At the outset four half dollars are classic palmed in
the right hand. Call attention to your left hand as you show
it with fingers wide apart. Snap the fingers of the right hand
over the left as it closes. The snapping of the right fingers
shows without saying so that the hand is empty.
Laymen do not suspect that anything can be concealed in
the hand when the fingers are snapped. This disarming move
can be used many times when a coin is classic palmed.
While attention is on the closed left hand, drop the right to
the side and release one of the palmed coins, allowing it to
fall onto the cupped fingers. At first this may seem difficult,
but the following move facilitates the action. Bend the third
finger in and press it against the top coin in the palm, sliding
it downward from the rest about a quarter of an inch, Fig. 1.
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Relax the muscles in the palm slightly and this coin will fall
onto the cupped fingers as described above, Fig. 2.

With the coin resting on the fingers, bring the right hand up
and point to the left. Open left hand and show it empty.
Quickly drop the coin from the right fingers into the left hand
and close it. Immediately swing the right arm to the right
and pretend to catch something from the air with that hand.
The right fingers are dosed and the three coins in the palm
are hidden. The sudden action at the beginning of this
maneuver is sufficient misdirection to cover the coin as it is
caught in the left hand. Pretend to toss something toward
the left hand, then extend it slightly, asking a nearby
spectator to touch the wrist with his forefinger.
Illustrate by touching the left wrist with the right forefinger.
Say, "I have discovered a magic way of making money.
Watch!" Open the left hand showing a half dollar. During this
brief action the right hand has dropped to the side and a
second coin has been released from the palm and now rests
on the curled fingers.
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As the right forefinger and thumb remove the first coin from
the left hand the second coin is dropped therein. The left
fingers are partially closed which shields this action, Fig. 3.

The left hand quickly closes on the second coin, as the right
fingers flip the first one into the air. (See The Coin Flip.) The
right hand catches it and slaps it down on the back of the
closed left hand. Move the left hand toward your helper as
you ask him to take the coin from its back. While he is thus
occupied the right hand drops to the side again and the third
coin is dropped from the palm onto the fingers as before.
Have the spectator touch the left wrist as before. Then open
the hand showing the second coin. The right hand removes
it and secretly loads in the third one, as described firstly. The
left hand quickly closes over the third coin as the right
fingers flip the second into the air. Right hand catches it and
slaps it onto the back of the closed left hand. While the
spectator removes this coin from the back of the left hand
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the right prepares the last coin for loading. The spectator
again touches the left wrist and the hand is opened to
disclose the third coin. The right hand removes it and loads
coin number four into the left hand.
It is produced in the same manner as the first three were.
The entire series of actions should not require more than
forty-five seconds, and should run something like this: Left
hand shown empty and first coin loaded therein. Spectator
touches left wrist. Left hand opens to show coin. Right hand
removes it and loads second coin in the left as it closes. Right
hand flips the coin into the air and then slaps it down on the
back of the left hand. While spectator removes it and touches
left wrist, right hand drops to the side and gets the coin
ready for loading. This is continued until four coins are
produced.
Except for the first coin there is no necessity for hurried or
quick movements. Rather a rhythmic and synchronous
blending of all moves should be practiced. Therein, alone,
lies the success or failure of this effect.
The element of surprise in the appearance of each coin
serves as sufficient misdirection, and acts as cover for the
secret movements of the right hand.
The effect is worth the time necessary to master it.
Suggested Patter: Relate briefly the story of King Midas, and
how everything he touched turned to gold. But don't make
a lengthy harangue or give a lecture.
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One to Four--Cal Emmett
Effect: The performer removes a half dollar from his left
trousers pocket and takes it in his right hand. Then making
a tossing motion in the air he causes the coin to vanish. After
showing the hand empty on both sides he reaches into the
air and produces the half. He holds his left hand in a fist and
places this coin between the middle joints of the third and
fourth fingers. Reaching into the air again with his right hand
he produces a second coin, then places it in a similar position
between the middle joints of the left second and third
fingers. This is continued until four coins are produced and
displayed in the same fashion in his left hand. Each time he
produces a coin with his right hand that hand is seen to be
otherwise empty.
Method: Have four worn half dollars in the left trousers
pocket. Reach in with the left hand, finger palm three of
them, and bring the fourth out held visibly between the tips
of the forefinger and thumb.
Turn your left side toward the spectators and take the coin
in the right hand. Flip it into the air a couple of times in such
a manner it will be obvious that you have only the one coin.
Now, as you pretend to toss the coin into the air again, back
palm it. Show the hand empty on both sides, then reach out
and produce it again. (If the distance and angles permit, the
Downs palm could be employed instead of the back palm.)
After the coin is produced, display it vertically between the
tips of the right first two fingers.
Turn to the left and place the coin between the middle joints
of third and fourth fingers of the closed left hand (the thumb
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end being lower than the little finger end), which is held back
up and about chest high. As this is done the left thumb slides
one coin to the right from the finger palmed stack in the left
hand, into the right finger palm. (See Figs. 1 and 2, which
are front and rear views, respectively.)

Keep the right fingers together to cover the movement made
by the left thumb as it pushes a coin out of the thumb end
of the fist into the right finger palm. Be sure that you make
no movement with the left thumb until it is completely
hidden behind the right hand. As you separate the two
hands, point to the coin between the left fingers with the
right forefinger.
Under cover of turning to the right again, drop the right hand
to the side and back palm the coin in that hand. Show the
hand empty, then reach out and seemingly produce the coin
from the air. Display it as you did the first coin. Turn to the
left and as you deposit this coin between the middle joints
of the left second and third fingers, repeat the previously
described moves to steal a third coin with the right hand.
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Instead of back palming this third coin and producing it as
you did the first two, vary the procedure by simply producing
it without first showing the hand empty. Or, if you wish, you
can reach down behind the right knee and extract it from
there. Show this coin by flipping it into the air a time or two,
letting it be seen at the same time that the hand is otherwise
empty. Deposit it between the middle joints of the first and
second fingers of the left hand but do not steal the fourth
coin from the left hand. Retain it finger palmed for the time
being.
While showing the right hand empty, release the last coin
from the left finger palm, allowing it to lie fiat on the two
middle fingers near their tips. Turn to the left, close the left
hand into a tighter fist and as you raise it to a position about
shoulder high, maneuver the coin to a place outside the fist
where it is held by an extreme edge against the heel of the
hand by the tips of the two middle fingers. (Fig. 3 shows the
hand from the rear.)

Close the right hand into a fist but keep the forefinger
extended. Bring it up, back outward, to the left hand and
touch the edges of the three coins with the tip of the
forefinger, counting, "One, two, three." Turn the left fist
over, counterclockwise, which movement brings the coin to
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the front, but hidden by the right hand. As the left hand turns
over, take the coin between the tips of the right second
finger and thumb (after the fashion described in Coin to
Key), then open the left hand and point to its palm, saying,
"Nothing here."
Turn the left hand back toward the spectators again,
showing the three coins, adding, "Just three coins." Still
retaining your grip on the three coins, close the hand into a
fist and hold it as before. Under the guise of showing the left
hand on both sides you have stolen the fourth coin with the
right hand. Turn to the right and back palm the coin. Show
the hand empty, then produce it from the air and deposit it
in the left hand between the middle joint of the first finger
and tip of the thumb, Fig. 4.

If you are not proficient with the back palm you need not
show the right hand empty at all. And as a variation the coins
could be produced from different parts of the body instead
of from the air as described.
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One to Six--Jack Chanin
Effect: The magician removes a half dollar from his pocket
and displays it in his left hand, and the hand is seen to be
otherwise empty. He takes the coin with his right hand and
produces a second coin from the air with his left. Now he has
two coins --one in each hand. He places the right hand coin
between his lips and transfers the coin in his left hand to his
right. A third coin is immediately produced from the air with
his left hand and he again displays a coin in each hand. Each
time he produces a coin with his left hand, that hand is seen
to be unmistakably empty, except for the one coin. As he
produces the coins with his left hand he takes them with his
right and places them between his lips until six coins are
produced.
Method: All six coins are in the right trousers pocket at the
beginning. When you are ready to present the mystery,
reach into your pocket, classic palm five coins (Jack employs
his own Chanin Single Coin Production Palm, but I have
found the classic palm to be simpler and easier for most
magicians) and bring out the sixth, visible between the
fingers and thumb.
Take the coin in the left hand, and as you show it all around,
allow the spectators to see that you have nothing else in the
hand. Make no verbal comment on this fact-just show the
hand and coin in such a manner that everyone will have no
doubt that you are holding hut one coin. While you are doing
this, casually drop the right hand to the side, release one
coin from the palm, and hold it on the cupped fingers as
illustrated and described in The Touch of Midas. Turn your
body slightly to the left as you show the visible coin for the
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last time. Bring the right hand up to the left, then as you
swing to the right, take the coin from the left hand between
the tips of the right forefinger and thumb and drop the coin
from the curled right fingers into the left hand, Fig. 1.

Make sure the fingers of both hands are held together so the
spectators cannot get a flash of the secret transfer.
Pretend to see something in the air to your left. Reach out
suddenly with the left hand and produce the coin that was
hidden in that hand at the tips of the forefinger and thumb.
Face the spectators, hold the hands about chest high and
palm inward, and show a coin at the tips of the fingers and
thumb of each hand. Place the right hand coin between your
lips, then while showing the coin in the left hand again, drop
the right hand to the side, release another coin from the
palm and catch it on the curled fingers. Bring the right hand
up to the left hand and as you take the justproduced coin in
the right, secretly drop the coin from the right curled fingers
into the left hand exactly as you did before, Fig. 1.
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After taking the visible coin in the right hand, reach out with
the left hand and produce another coin from the air. Again
show a coin in each hand. Place the right hand coin between
your lips with the coin already there, and repeat the moves
until you have produced all six coins. Drop the coins into a
glass and continue with the trick at hand.
After mastering the production of the six coins you might try
this finish by way of variation: Instead of placing the last
produced coin between your lips with the others, hold it a
moment in the left hand, while you drop the five coins from
your lips into the palm up right hand. Now place the coin
from the left hand between your lips and hold the other five
coins in a stack by their edges between the tips of the fingers
and thumb of the palm up right hand. Execute The French
Drop or the Vanish for Several Coins (a), as you pretend to
take the five coins in the left hand. Keep your eyes on the
closed left hand as you remove the coin from between your
lips with the right hand. Fan the closed left hand with the
visible coin in the right hand, then open the left and show it
empty. The five coins have vanished.
To bring them back, do this: Remove the visible coin from
the right hand with the left and show it. Then take the coin
again in the right hand, and as you do so steal the five coins
between the tips of the left second and third fingers as
shown in Fig. 2.
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Swing to the right as you do this and curl the left fingers
inward, hiding the five coins. Show the single coin in the
right hand. Close the left hand into a fist and place this one
coin in it. Unknown to the spectators, the left hand now
contains all six coins. Pick up a glass with the right hand and
dribble the coins from the left hand into it one at a time to
mark the climax of the trick.
For another method of producing several coins, see The
Modern Miser.
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Chapter VI Cuffing Dr. E. M. Roberts' Method- Louis Tannen's Method
Have you ever accidentally dropped a coin, had it
accidentally land in your trousers cuff, and then speculated
on the miracles you might create if you could do this every
time?
To throw or toss a coin into the cuff with any degree of
certainty is to impossible. Unfailing accuracy is not easily
attained. However, there is a simple, practical method of
accomplishing this feat which can be mastered by anyone in
a short time. Here are two methods.
Dr. E. M. Roberts' Method: Stand fairly close to your
audience as you show them a half dollar. Turn slightly to
your left and place the left foot forward so its heel is about
even with, and about eight inches to the left of, the right toe.
Pretend to place the coin in your left hand but retain it
palmed in the right hand. The left hand is closed, pretending
to hold the half dollar. With the right hand palm down and
about waist high, reach out toward the nearest spectator in
a gesturing manner as you caution him to "watch."
Immediately drop the right arm down, pendulum fashion,
and swing it to the left, tossing the coin into the left cuff in
the action. Without hesitation bring the right hand up and
make a few passes over the closed left hand. Finally open it
to show the coin vanished.
The foregoing action is made easier with the thorough
understanding of the following preparation. Be sure the
trousers legs hang straight down. If there is the slightest
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break in them there will be danger of the coin glancing off
and falling to the floor. Sometime before attempting the feat
glance down and check the trousers legs. If they are not
hanging correctly seize an opportune moment and pull the
trousers up at the waist.
The coin is not tossed from the right palm. Instead, it is
dropped onto the cupped right fingers as the arm moves
downward,

and

thrown from

there.

not aim at

the

itself,

toss the coin

but

is

Do

cuff

so that it will

strike flatly
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left

trousers leg. This area is indicated in Fig. 1, and it lies
between the front crease and the inside center seam, not
higher than about 10 inches above the cuff. If the coin
strikes anywhere in this area, the fabric will give so that
there will be no rebound and the coin will slide smoothly
down into the cuff.

The tossing of the coin into the cuff must be done exactly at
the right moment. Timing is very important. Combine the
pretended placing of the coin into the left hand with the
gesture cautioning the spectators to watch the left hand. The
right arm then swings down naturally, tossing the coin into
the cuff. Without pause it is brought up to the left hand
where it makes a few passes, or the fingers are snapped a
couple of times.
To perform this method of cuffing without fear of detection
the spectators must be standing fairly close to you. (Not over
four or five feet away.) They can even be all around you and
they will not see the coin go into the cuff if you "cuff" it
properly. At such close range the human eye covers only a
small area and this area is above your waist. When the coin
leaves the hand it is below the waist and out of their line of
vision, and therefore cannot be seen. For this reason this
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method of cuffing cannot be performed with assurance
before a seated audience, or an audience at a distance.
The best coin to use for cuffing is a dark, dull-metaled coina
copper coin such as the English penny is excellent. It does
not reflect light as readily as a silver coin and is therefore
less likely to be observed as it travels into the cuff.
Not only can this method of cuffing be used as a vanish; it
may also be used for exchanging one coin for another. Here
are two methods:
Have a half dollar up your right sleeve, keeping the elbow
bent so it will not fall out. Call attention to an English penny
which you toss from hand to hand. This shows without
saying so that your hands are otherwise empty.
Hold it in your left hand momentarily and as you make some
remark about it, drop the right arm to the side and allow the
silver coin to slip out into the cupped right fingers. Quickly
press the coin into the right palm then reach over and take
the copper coin from the left hand. Grasp it between the
fingers and thumb, keeping the hand palm down so the other
coin concealed in the palm cannot be seen. Raise the left
hand and pretend to blow a few particles of dust from it. This
serves as misdirection for the following action: Drop the
right arm and toss the copper coin into the left cuff. Without
pause, bring the right hand up and deposit the half dollar in
the left, which quickly closes over it. Without calling
attention to the fact, let it be seen that the right hand is
empty. Pronounce the magic words, then open the left hand
to show the transformation.
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When working at a table there is practically no chance of
detection even if the spectators are seated and at a distance.
Here is the procedure:
Start with the silver coin already in your right palm. The
copper coin is lying on the table in front of you, a few inches
from the rear edge. With the right hand palm down, reach
out and slide the coin off the table toward you. Just as the
coin leaves the table it is tossed into the trouser cuff, its
flight being hidden by the table. The right hand then
continues on its swing upward to the left and places the
silver coin in the left hand. After a bit of byplay open your
left hand to show the change.
A variation to the above method: Start the effect with the
copper coin on the table and the silver coin in finger palm
position of the right hand. Pick up the copper coin and
pretend to toss it into the left hand, but throw the silver coin
instead. (See The Bobo Switch.) Then extend your right arm
toward the spectators and caution them to "watch" as you
did in the basic vanish method. Drop the right arm and toss
the copper coin into the trouser cuff, then swing it up and
make a pass or two over the closed left hand. Open your left
hand to show that the copper coin has changed to silver.
The foregoing method is clean and offers wonderful
possibilities for other effects.
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Louis Tannen's Method: In this version the coin is tossed into
the right trousers cuff in a manner similar to a method yon
might employ to vanish a hook coin.
Stand with your left side toward the spectators and toss a
coin into the air a couple of times with your right hand, each
time watching its flight upward. As the hand reaches its
lowest point prior to the third tossing movement it drops the
coin into the right trousers cuff, Fig. 2.

Immediately bring the right hand up and pretend to toss the
invisible coin into the air. Watch its flight upward with
amazement and the spectators will follow your gaze. The
coin has vanished into the air.
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The advantage of this method is that the left side is toward
the spectators and the body hides the coin as it is tossed
into the cuff.
After vanishing a coin by cuffing it you can either leave it
there or openly reproduce it from the cuff at any time. No
one will know how it got there.
Many combinations are possible by combining cuffing with a
complete coin vanish from Chapter IV. For instance, a coin
could be vanished by cuffing, then later reproduced after a
similar coin has been vanished. You vanish the second coin
completely, then after showing the hands positively empty,
reach down and apparently produce the same coin from the
cuff. If the first coin was a borrowed, marked half dollar, this
becomes quite a baffler when the identical coin is
reproduced.
Other effects should suggest themselves.
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Chapter VII The Art of Sleeving
Some observations on the subject
Delayed Action Sleeving
Improved Method
The "Pumpkin Seed" Vanish
Reverse "Pumpkin Seed" Vanish
The Catapult
Judah Method
A Unique Sleeving Move
The Throw
Kort Method
Kirk Stiles Method
A Method of Sleeving One of Several Coins
Dr. E. M. Roberts' Method
Loading
Switching
The Sleeve Pocket Tricks Using
Sleeving

The Art of Sleeving Some Observations on the
Subject
Before attempting sleeving in any form it is important that
the student understand that this type of chicanery cannot be
successfully performed while wearing just any kind of coat.
To sleeve with absolute certainty the sleeves must be of the
proper length and size. Of course, after you become
proficient in the art of sleeving you will find that it can be
done fairly well while wearing any coat. But to be sure of
yourself it is advisable not to attempt sleeving unless you
are wearing a coat with sleeves suited for the purpose. An
old or ill-fitting coat is not good. Chances are you have
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outgrown it and, no doubt, the sleeves are too small and too
short. It is not necessary that you have your coat tailored
for the purpose, although some magicians do keep this in
mind when they have their suits made. But any coat that fits
you correctly (remember, I said correctly) has sleeves the
proper length and size. The sleeves do not have to be extra
long or extra large, merely the correct length and of average
fullness at the wrist.
And remember, it is harder to sleeve while wearing a coat
which has the sleeves pressed with a crease in them, than
in one which has "rolled" sleeves. Pressing the sleeves with
a crease tends to flatten them out, thus creating a smaller
opening for an object to enter. Most of the better suits of
today come with the coat sleeves "rolled." A "rolled" sleeve
is the ideal type for sleeving.
There are certain types of sleeving that are difficult to
perform with the shirt sleeves down, and it is difficult and
risky to attempt sleeving while wearing a shirt with "French"
cuffs. Wear a shirt with regular cuffs, and if you intend
performing any effect utilizing the Dr. Roberts' Method it is
absolutely necessary that the right shirt sleeve be turned
back to above the elbow. This leaves plenty of room in the
coat sleeve for free passage of a coin, which is necessary in
performing his method of sleeving.
The majority of effects using sleeving can be performed with
the shirt sleeves down, but make certain that the coin goes
up the coat sleeve-not the shirt sleeve, for it may become
entangled in the folds ooe the shirt and be more difficult to
retrieve when that time comes. Try pulling the shirt sleeves
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up a little by grasping them at the top, inside of the coat at
the armpit. This will make the cuff fit snugly around the
forearm and permit cleaner passage for the coin.
A very convincing move to use immediately after a sleeving
operation and the subsequent showing of both hands,
involves the pulling up of the coat sleeve until it fits tightly
around the forearm. Then the shirt sleeve can be unbuttoned
and turned back, which permits the arms to be lowered and
shaken without fear of the coin making a premature
appearance. Do this without comment and the effect is
convincing. The spectators cannot imagine that you would
do anything so audacious as this if the coin had gone up the
sleeve.
This is not recommended for use every time a coin is
sleeved-just once in a while to allay any suspicion which may
arise.

Delayed Action Sleeving
Probably the most widely used sleeving method is embodied
in what might as well be termed "Delayed Action Sleeving."
Apparently place a coin in your left hand, actually retaining
it in the right. You can open the left hand and show it empty,
but you cannot display the other hand unless you do a
change over. Wouldn't it be cleaner to be completely rid of
the coin, yet be able to produce it at will?
Sleeving is the answer. After the apparent placing of the coin
in the left hand, hold it in the right. Then allow the coin to
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rest on the fingers near the tips, the hand, back up, being
held in a loose fist, Fig. 1.

The coin is only about an inch from the coat sleeve and a
slight forward jerk will send it up the sleeve. This movement
should be executed in connection with some natural gesture.
You can drop the coin into the sleeve as you point or raise
your arm to run your fingers through your hair, to take a
cigarette from your lips, or to tap the person near you on
the arm or chest, or to start a count of One, Two, Three,
gesturing as you do so, and so on. In this way your action
will appear natural and reasonable. With the coin safely up
the sleeve, you can open the left hand and show it empty.
When the attention turns to the right hand, you are in a
position to show that hand also.
To retrieve the coin, simply lower the right arm and hold
your hand in a cupped position. The coin will fall directly into
it.
This method requires practice, but it is well worth the effort,
as anyone who has seen Jarrow vanish a handful of salt or
loose tobacco will attest.
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Improved Method
After you become thoroughly acquainted with this method of
sleeving you will find that you can get a coin into the sleeve
without any forward movement of the right arm whatsoever.
The right forearm is held in a horizontal position with the
coin lying on the fingers near the tips as in Fig. 2.

The fingers then bend inward and enter the coat sleeve
opening as the arm is raised for some gesture as suggested
above. The coin merely tumbles off the fingertips into the
sleeve and there is absolutely no movement of any kind to
give you away.
It is this "delayed" variety of sleeving most magicians have
in mind when they think of sleeving. However, there are
other types not so commonly associated with this phase of
chicanery. One, which will be dealt with at length, because
of its effectiveness, is called, for want of a better name, The
"Pumpkin Seed" Vanish....

The "Pumpkin Seed" Vanish
This very descriptive title is slightly ambiguous. Actually it
refers to the method--not the article to be vanished.
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The action is instantaneous and consists of holding a coin in
one hand and "squirting" it up the sleeve under cover of
taking it in the other hand.
The actual mechanics are these: Hold a coin by the edges,
between the thumb and first finger of the right hand, and
cover it with the left hand as if about to take it in that hand,
Fig. 1.

Squeeze the thumb and forefinger together and the coin will
"squirt" from between the fingers and fly up the left coat
sleeve, the entire action being covered by the left hand.
Immediately close the left fingers around the right finger and
thumb, then remove the right hand slowly from the left with
the finger and thumb empty and separated, letting it be seen
that the right hand is empty. Snap the right fingers and open
the left hand, showing the coin has vanished.
Reach over with the right hand and pluck a non-existent coin
from a spectator's lapel, at the same time lowering the left
arm to your side and catching the coin in the left hand as it
drops out of that sleeve. Slap the invisible coin into the left
hand and show the genuine coin.
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This apparent plucking of the coin from the spectator's
clothing is perfect misdirection for retrieving the coin. The
movement of both hands must be synchronized, however.
One of the easiest items to sleeve in this manner is a coin.
It is best to start with a small one, either a penny or a nickel,
for the unmilled edge slips from between the fingers easily.
After mastering these, try a quarter
and finally a half
dollar.The coin should be propelled up the sleeve with such
speed and force, due to the "squirt" and a half-throw, that it
will not stop until it reaches the elbow. This takes some
practice to master. However, when the coin is up this far
(you can usually feel it stop at the elbow), there is less
danger of it falling out. You will soon learn to hold the arm
that secretes the coin with the forearm parallel with the
floor.

Reverse "Pumpkin Seed" Vanish--Ross
Bertram
In the regular "Pumpkin Seed" Vanish as described above,
the coin is "squirted" from the right hand into the left sleeve,
while in this method the coin goes into the right sleeve.
With the right hand palm up, display a half dollar, holding it
by its edges between the second finger and thumb, Fig. 1.
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Turn the right hand over, palm down, and pretend to place
the coin in the left hand which is held palm up, with the
fingers in a cupped position, to receive it.
Actually as the right hand turns over the second finger and
thumb quickly press together, "squirting" the coin inward to
the right and up the right sleeve, Fig. 2.

This is done immediately after turning the right hand over.
The right hand, without pausing, moves to the left and
pretends to deposit the coin in the cupped left hand, which
closes. Make crumbling motions with the left fingers, then
open the hand to show the coin has vanished.

The Catapult
A coin is resting on the left fingers and the right hand is
about six inches away, back up. Both hands move toward
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each other rather rapidly and the fiat surfaces meet with a
jar, which sends the coin shooting up the right sleeve, Fig.
1,

The left hand must be tilted downward slightly in order to
permit easy passage of the coin.
As soon as the right hand stops, resting on the left, it begins
a circular rubbing motion, which ends with the disclosure
that the coin has disappeared, the entire action appearing
as if the right fingers rubbed the coin out of existence.
Variation--Show the coin lying on the palm up left hand.
Bring the right hand over the coin, palm down, and place the
four fingers, held close together, in front of and against the
edge of the coin, hiding it from the spectators' view. As you
pretend to remove the coin from the left hand, quickly close
the right fingers, which action sends the coin into the right
sleeve. Now move the right hand away as if it really held the
coin, and conclude by opening the right hand a moment later
to show the coin vanished.
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Instead of the coin lying on the left hand as explained above,
it can be lying on the table near the edge closest to you,
then when the right hand pretends to remove it the coin is
propelled up the right sleeve as described and the vanish
concluded according to the trick at hand.
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Judah Method--Stewart Judah
Standing full face to the audience, hold both hands open
(palm up, with the tips of the fingers stretched out to the
front), and about two inches apart. Show a coin in the right
hand, and then toss it back and forth from one hand to the
other a few times. When the coin arrives back in the right
hand after a few tosses, place the right thumb on top of the
coin and pretend to toss it back into the left hand. Actually
the right thumb retains the coin as the left hand closes, Fig.
1.

Immediately move the right hand forward with its back
toward the spectators, passing it first over the knuckles of
the left fist, then inward, underneath the fist to the wrist
which is grasped with the right thumb and fingers, thumb on
top and fingers underneath. Under cover of this movement,
which is done to illustrate to a spectator how you want him
to hold your wrist, the coin is tossed into the left sleeve, Fig.
2.
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If this action is executed in a casual, natural manner the
spectators will be unaware that anything unusual had
happened.
Extend your closed fist toward a spectator with a request
that he hold your wrist as you have just illustrated. Explain
to the audience how difficult it would be for you to remove
the coin from the left fist without being detected. Then slowly
work the fingers together pretending to crumble the coin to
nothingness, and finally open the hand to show the coin
vanished.
A vanish of a coin performed under these conditions is
quite intriguing to the spectators and they are at a loss to
explain its disappearance.
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A Unique Sleeving Move--Ross Bertram
Stand facing the spectators as you show a half dollar held
flat and parallel with the floor between the left forefinger and
thumb, Fig. 1.

Close the right, back up, hand into a loose fist (actually the
first and second fingers are less curved than the other two)
and hold it about six inches to the right of the left hand.
Move the left hand toward the right and push the coin into
the right fist so it will lie flat on the cupped third and fourth
fingers near their tips, Fig. 2.

As you remove the right thumb and forefinger from the left
fist, allow the coin to tumble off the right fingers into the
sleeve, similar to the improved method described in Delayed
Action Sleeving. It will require a little practice to get the
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knack of this, but once acquired it can be done with
assurance every time. The right hand immediately turns
over and both hands are shown empty.
While the left hand is exhibiting the coin prior to its deposit
in the right fist, drop the right arm to the side, which action
allows the sleeve to hang all the way down over the wrist.
This slight preparation eliminates any awkward movement
later.
The vanish requires only a few seconds, and it appears that
you merely pushed a coin into the right fist then immediately
showed both hands empty.
The vanish is quick, startling and pretty.
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The Throw--J. A. Bowling
When the trick at hand requires several coins to be vanished
one at a time, the following method by Jim Bowling of
Houston, Texas serves the purpose admirably. It is
especially effective when used in conjunction with Bob
Kline's Copenetro (the effect where several coins appear
visibly in a tumbler-covered whiskey glass).
In the right trousers pocket is one coin. Yes, only one. That
is all that is needed. It is this one coin which is vanished over
and over, the number of times depending on the trick you
are performing. It can be used in many other effects, but
let's suppose you wish to perform the above named trick.
Hold the apparatus in your left hand. Reach into your right
trousers pocket and bring out the coin. Display it lying on
the two middle fingers. Bring the right arm up and make a
throwing motion toward Copenetro. As the arm is brought
up the hand closes into a loose fist and the coin slides off the
fingers into the sleeve. The action goes like this: After
showing the coin in the right hand turn that hand
counterclockwise as you close it into a loose fist. At the same
time raise the arm for the throwing motion. Just as the arm
is brought up, the wrist bends inward a bit and the tips of
the curled fingers enter the sleeve opening, Fig.
1.
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The coin automatically slides from the fingers into the
sleeve. Admittedly this is a bold procedure, but a logical one.
As you go through the throwing motion with the right arm
another coin appears visibly in Copenetro.
Drop the right hand to the side, retrieving the coin from the
sleeve, and reach into the right trousers pocket for another
coin. Bring the same one out and vanish it all over again in
the same manner. Continue ad infinitum.
A few minute's practice before a mirror will convince you how
natural the moves are. The sleeving action must take place
as the arm is brought up for the throw, not after it has been
raised. Do not hesitate as you sleeve the coin. Merely raise
your arm, allow the coin to fall into the sleeve, and throw.
Performed at a rather brisk pace the move is indetectable.
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Kort Method--Milton Kort
Turn the right side toward the spectators and show the coin
pinched fiat between the tips of the right forefinger and
thumb. Hold the left hand about shoulder high with its palm
toward the spectators. Place the coin in the center of the left
palm, Fig. 1,

and slowly close the fingers over it. It is now that the
invisible removal of the coin should be effected; and you
must be careful not to close the left fingers so tightly as to
interfere with this withdrawal.
As you turn the right hand toward the body
(counterclockwise) nip the lower edge of the coin between
the tips of the second and third fingers and bend them
inward, withdrawing the coin from the left hand. The coin is
concealed from the spectators by the back of the right hand
and the action of that hand turning over. At this moment the
end of the right forefinger should still be within the left fist.
(Fig. 2 shows a rear view of the hands in this position.)
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If the movement of the right hand is well executed, in the
manner just described, it will be impossible for the
spectators to see the coin at any moment during its
withdrawal.
With the hands in this position extend the two middle fingers
of the right hand enough to deposit the coin in the left
sleeve, Fig. 3.

Very little movement of these two fingers will be required to
do this, as a trial will show. The movement is indetectable
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because it is perfectly hidden by the back of the right hand.
Slowly withdraw the right forefinger from the left hand,
which then proceeds to reduce the coin to nothingness in the
usual manner.
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Kirk Stiles Method
This method accomplishes the same thing as the preceding
one, only in a slightly different manner.
Stand with your right side to the spectators and show a coin
held pinched flat by its outward edge between the tips of the
right forefinger and thumb. The open left hand should be
held about chest high waiting to receive the coin. As you
transport the coin toward the left hand, place the tip of the
little finger against the under surface of the coin, Fig. 1,

and retain it balanced there while the thumb and forefinger
let go of it.
As the right hand approaches the left, the coin becomes
hidden behind the fingers, therefore the movement of the
little finger cannot be seen. The little finger, with the coin
balanced on its tip, bends inward toward the palm while the
forefinger and thumb pretend to deposit the coin in the left
hand. As the left fingers close on the right forefinger and
thumb, the right little finger drops its load into the right
sleeve, Fig. 2,
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the entire action being covered by the back of the right hand
and the movement of making the pretended deposit in the
left hand. The moment the left fingers close over the tips of
the right forefinger and thumb the two hands are raised
slightly, which causes tile hidden coin to tumble off the right
little finger into the left sleeve. Practically no movement on
the part of the right little finger is necessary to cause the
coin to leave it and fall into the left sleeve. Actually the little
finger practically enters the left sleeve to drop its load.
Slowly withdraw the right forefinger and thumb from the left
fist and show the right hand empty. Make crumbling motions
with the left fingers, then open the hand and show it empty
also.

A Method of Sleeving One of Several
CoinsMilton Kort
The following method of sleeving one coin from a handful
should find many uses. Two effects using this method will be
described in the section, Tricks Using Sleeving.
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For the sake of clarity the method will be described using
four coins. However, any small number of coins either mixed
or all one size may be used.
Place a stack of four half dollars on the right palm at a
position just inward from the base of the first and second
fingers, Fig. 1.

With a slight movement of the hand allow the coins to fall
from their stacked position and lay in an overlapping row,
the original topmost coin near the heel of the hand, at the
left side of the palm, Fig. 2.

Close your fingers over the coins and you will find that the
innermost coin will be only partially covered by the third and
fourth fingers, Fig. 3.
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The spectators must not be aware of this fact. As you close
your hand, turn it over.
Now, by relaxing pressure on the innermost coin with the
third and fourth fingers and quickly moving the hand forward
slightly, this one coin will shoot up the sleeve. The
movement is made as you extend your hand and offer the
coins to a person near you to hold. Or, the coin may be
sleeved during the brief interval while attention is directed
to an object in the left hand. The actions of dosing the hand,
turning it over, and sleeving the coin are all combined into
one continuous movement. Actually it is the Delayed Action
Sleeving method applied while holding several coins. If you
have mastered the Delayed Action Sleeving method you
should have no trouble with this.

Dr. E. M. Roberts' Method
Here is a method of sleeving that is so good, so practical and
flexible I feel that it will become one of the most popular
methods. It is a feat of pure skill which, on the face of it,
seems absolutely impossible. Properly used it will puzzle the
initiated as completely as the veriest layman.
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The method of sleeving about to be described is a radical
departure from the general conception of this neglected
phase of sleight of hand. There are no extraneous moves to
telegraph your actions, such as the obvious finger snapping
a coin up the sleeve from an outstretched hand and arm.
Nor is there a tell-tale movement of the arm when the coin
is sleeved. The act of sleeving is made under perfectly
natural movements and when properly done it is impossible
to detect. To date, this is the finest method extant.
It is advisable to first master the mechanics of the sleeving
act itself, which will be described in detail, then proceed to
the methods of concealing the act by timing and
misdirection. The related factors, such as the position of the
hand, timing, gestures, etc., are very important and are to
be considered as the synchronizing element whereby all
efforts are blended into one indetectable move.
Now for the mechanics of the sleeving act itself. The right
hand will be used in the illustrations.
1. Place the coin on the inside of the tip of the third finger
as in Fig. 1.

2. Lower the thumb and place it on top of the coin as in
Fig. 2.
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3. Bring the second finger down and place it against the
forward edge of the coin as in Fig. 3.

4. Now remove the coin leaving the fingers in exactly the
same position as though the coin was still there, Fig. 4.

5.Press the thumb against the second finger and push
upward toward the first finger, causing the thumb to
slide off and above the second finger with a snap-like
action. (This should not be confused with the common
method of audibly snapping a coin up the sleeve.) This
method is entirely noiseless, because the coin is not
snapped but given a tremendous push with the second
finger. Fig. 5
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shows the fingers after the snap action. It will be noted
that the second finger moves only a fraction of an inch
but with terrific force. It is this force that propels the
coin up the sleeve.
6. Now place the coin back in the fingers as shown in Fig. 3
and repeat the above action. You will discover that the coin
can be propelled many feet through the air. The third finger
acts as a rest for the coin and is the guiding influence for
controlled direction on the flight of the coin up the sleeve.
The second finger pushes-the thumb generates the force. If
any other effort is brought into play, all is lost. Use only the
two fingers and thumb as designated. Under no
circumstances should there be any wrist movement, or
throwing or tossing motion to get the coin into the sleeve.
Only the push of the second finger is used to shoot the coin
up the sleeve.
The coin is not sleeved while the arm is in a horizontal
position as in most common methods, but while the arm
hangs naturally at the side.
Now let's consider the position of the hand as it hangs at the
side. The hand is perfectly relaxed and must be held so that
the wrist does not bend either inward or outward, but is
along the direct axis of the arm.
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Before attempting this method of sleeving take off your coat
and roll back the right sleeve as far as it will go. It must be
turned back to a position well above the elbow, otherwise
the coin will become entangled in its folds and be difficult to
extricate. Put your coat on again and you are ready to begin.
Hold the coin as described above and allow your arm to hang
loosely at your side. Fig. 6

shows the position of the hand and arm at the side as seen
from the rear.
With the arm in this position propel the coin up the sleeve
but make no attempt to keep it there. You will find that the
coin flies up the sleeve with such force it goes way above
the elbow, and it is not propelled with sufficient and proper
force unless it does go above the elbow. After you have
mastered the action completely you will be able to shoot it
as far as the sleeve of the coat will allow. As it falls from the
sleeve catch it on the curled fingers and repeat the action
again and again until you are thoroughly familiar with it.
At first you may experience difficulty in hitting the opening
of the sleeve with the coin, but with a little
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experimentingturning the wrist slightly right and left--you
will find the correct position to insure the coin going into
the sleeve every time.
Make no attempt to mask the action at this point. The
masking is accomplished by the aid of timing and will be
explained later.
Watch your actions as you stand before a mirror. Practice
sleeving the coin until there is no noticeable give away move
evident. It will take an hour or so for several days to become
thoroughly familiar with the action before you can do it
naturally and casually. Practice the mechanics over and over
until they become second nature. Not until you feel that you
have complete mastery over the move should you attempt
to proceed further.
Timing: Timing in magic has been defined as the proper
instant to execute a sleight, and in the matter of sleeving it
is most important. Once the mechanics have been mastered
you are ready to learn how to employ the timing to mask the
act itself.
Place the coin in proper position for sleeving. Now
synchronize the sleeving move with the action of raising your
arm. Actually the coin is sleeved while the hand hangs at
your side, not while the arm is being raised. Then before it
can fall out, the hand is raised so the forearm is parallel with
the floor. There is no need to raise it any higher, as the coin
cannot fall out with the arm in this position. After a
momentary pause any gesture may be used to show the
hand empty. Almost any ruse will suffice as misdirection if
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cleverly used. You can raise your hand to take a cigarette
from your mouth, to point, to rub the hands together, to
begin a count of One, Two, Three, etc.
One important advantage this method of sleeving has over
other methods is this: Anytime you wish, you may shoot the
coin up your sleeve as you raise your arm for any reason.
But you need not hold your arm in this horizontal position as
in former methods. You can drop your arm to your side at
any time and regain possession of the coin. This has never
been possible before. In former methods the performer had
to hold his arm horizontally at all times, otherwise the coin
would fall out. This is particularly annoying when one
accidentally drops a coin. The performer cannot pick it up
with the hand that has the coin concealed in that sleeve
because that coin would fall to the floor also. The performer
could never lower his hand below his elbow for any reason.
He could not remove a coin from the floor or the table unless
he did it with the other hand. When the arm is held in a
horizontal position for any length of time it becomes
suspicious looking, and consequently such a position should
be avoided. This method eliminates such problems, because
much more freedom of action is possible. A coin on the table
or floor can be picked up with the same hand that has the
coin in its sleeve! Merely let the coin fall onto the cupped
fingers and immediately palm it. Then reach down and pick
up the coin.
This method is especially useful when working standing at a
table. You can use one hand just as freely as the other.
Anytime you wish to show the hands empty merely sleeve
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the coin again as you raise your arm, then allow it to fall into
your hand when you wish.
A subtle use of this handling is as follows: Suppose you want
to do a switch or color change. Have an English penny and a
half dollar in the right trouser pocket. Reach in with the right
hand and palm the English penny. (You can tell the
difference by the unmilled edge of the copper coin.) Bring
out the half dollar and toss it onto the table. Immediately
drop the right arm to the side and sleeve the English penny.
Bring your hands up and rub them together.
Do this without comment, letting the hands be seen empty.
This natural gesture is used by a great many close-up
workers to call attention to the hands without verbal
comment. Drop the right arm to the side and gain possession
of the English penny. Hold it finger palmed as you reach for
the half dollar. Pick it up with the thumb and fingers and
pretend to toss it into the left hand, but throw the English
penny instead. (See The Bobo Switch.) Close the left hand
over the copper coin then bring the hand up and blow gently
on it. Simultaneously with this action drop the right arm to
the side and sleeve the half dollar. Bring the right arm up
and open the hand in front of you.
Open the left hand to show the transformation and toss coin
into the right hand. Toss coin back and forth a few times
letting it be seen that the hands are otherwise empty.
Adroitly executed, there is no prettier coin switch than this.
Not only can the method be used to vanish a coin; it can also
be used at any time as a clean-up move. If an. effect
requires one coin hidden in the hand at the beginning of a
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certain trick it would be best to sleeve the coin so the hands
could be shown unmistakably empty. A coin can be sleeved
from the hand that has a coin in its palm just as easy as
without the hidden coin. At the finish of a trick if there is a
coin that must be palmed or hidden in the hand in some
manner it would, in most cases, be best to sleeve the extra
coin, thus bringing the effect to a clean finish.
A careful study of the various methods described is
recommended to all lovers of dose-up magic. The time
devoted to this and the mastery of the different sleeving
moves will pay off in big dividends of mystery.
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Loading
No tricks are suggested in the following methods of loading
a coin into a sleeve. The methods are suggested as a
means of beginning or ending a given effect cleanly, and
are invaluable in the performance of many effects
described in other parts of this book. Other uses should
suggest themselves.
Beginning a trick with the hands unmistakably empty
oftimes adds tremendously to the effect about to be
presented. If the trick at hand requires an extra coin for its
execution, this coin might as well be hidden in one of the
sleeves, then secretly obtained at the proper time.
1. A Simple Method of Loading a coin into either sleeve is
as follows: Have the extra coin in either upper vest pocket
or held outside the pocket by means of a pencil or fountain
pen dip. By reaching under the coat to pull up the shirt
sleeves, or to obtain an article from the pocket, the coin can
be secured and dropped into the inside opening of the coat
sleeve. Just as the sleeve is pulled, the arm should be
crooked and the coin dropped.
2. A Method of Sleeving One of Several Coins, firstly
described, can be used as a means of secretly loading a coin
into the sleeve. Suppose you intend performing a trick with
several coins and for the sake of explanation let's say the
trick requires five coins, yet you want the spectators to be
aware of only four. Proceed as follows: Reach into your right
trousers pocket for the five coins. Bring them out and hold
them in the outstretched right hand. Do not call attention to
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the number, but as you hold them manage to get one near
the heel of the hand, which is proper position for this method
of sleeving. Ask a spectator near you to hold out his hand.
As he complies with your request close the hand and turn it
over. Then as you extend your arm to drop the coins into his
hand, sleeve one coin. Casually show both hands empty and
have him count the coins into your right hand. Toss the coins
into your left hand. Show the coins to the spectators on the
left and while attention is thus momentarily diverted, drop
the right arm to the side and gain possession of the coin
from the right sleeve.
You have shown without a doubt that you have only four
coins, yet in this action you have secretly obtained the extra
coin necessary for the performance of the trick in a clean,
indetectable manner.
3. The Dr. Roberts' Method of Sleeving can be put to good
use to sleeve one of several coins. The following procedure
has proven practical: Reach into the right trousers pocket
for the coins, getting one into classic palm position. Bring
them out and immediately drop all but the palmed coin into
the left hand. As you call attention to the coins, drop the
right hand to the side and sleeve the coin in that hand using
the Dr. Roberts' Method. Immediately bring the right hand
up alongside the left and count the coins into it from the left
hand.
The hands have been shown and the coins counted.
Everything seems fair and above board. The extra coin can
now be easily obtained any time you wish.
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4. The Delayed Action Sleeving offersa variation to the one
just described. To load a coin secretly in the sleeve proceed
as follows: Reach into the right trousers pocket for the coins,
getting one into classic palm position. Bring them out and
drop all but the palmed coin into the left hand. As you
gesture for a spectator to step closer to assist in the effect
or count the coins, sleeve the coin.
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Switching
An excellent method for switching one coin for another by
sleeving has already been described, using the Dr. Roberts'
System. To this and the ones to be detailed later, I would
like to add the following:
Suppose you wish to exchange a half dollar for an English
penny or a similar sized coin. Have the copper coin finger
palmed in the right hand and a half dollar lying on the table.
Show a handkerchief on both sides then throw it over the
right hand. Pick up the half dollar with the left hand and carry
it underneath the handkerchief. Under cover of the
handkerchief drop the silver coin into your right sleeve while
the left fingers push up the copper coin. Bring the left hand
from underneath the handkerchief and grasp the copper coin
through the cloth, from above, with that hand. The change
can be shown immediately or later, depending on the effect
you wish to produce. If you wish to affect an immediate
transformation merely turn the left hand over to bring the
copper coin into view. Both hands and the handkerchief are
then shown empty. As the right hand drops to the side to
return the handkerchief to the hip pocket the coin is caught
in that hand as it falls from the sleeve and placed in the
pocket with the handkerchief.
If the trick being performed requires a delayed
transformation, grasp the copper coin through the cloth with
the left hand and show the right hand empty. Wad up the
handkerchief and lay it aside. When the proper time comes,
unfold the cloth to show the English penny.
Sleeving can be used as a means for exchanging a borrowed
coin for one of your own. To make such a switch proceed as
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follows: Sometime before you intend asking for the loan of
a coin get the duplicate into right finger palm position. You
can do this by casually placing your right hand in the right
trousers pocket at a time when the action would receive no
attention. However, this is a minor problem. Ask for the loan
of a coin and receive it with the right hand between the first
two fingers and thumb. Execute The Bobo Switch, as you
pretend to toss the borrowed money into the left hand. As
you fix your attention on the duplicate coin in the left hand,
sleeve the other in the right sleeve using either the Delayed
Action or Dr. Roberts' Method. Then proceed with the trick
at hand.
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The Sleeve Pocket
A practical means for keeping a coin readily available for any
length of time is the sleeve pocket. This is simply a small
pocket sewed inside the lower part of the sleeve. It should
be stitched on three sides, the one nearest the elbow being
the "mouth," Fig. 1

A coin (or other small object) placed therein cannot fall out
while the hand is being used normally. But, if the arn is
raised, say, to scratch your head, the coin will emerge into
the sleeve proper. When the arm is dropped, it will fall into
your hand.

Tricks Using Sleeving
Sleeving is no panacea, but when judiciously used it offers a
powerful means of increasing the effect of many tricks. As a
rule it is not wise to use sleeving in your opening feat. The
sleeves are more likely to be suspected then. Use it later
when everyone is satisfied that the sleeves are playing no
part in your mysteries. And don't overdo it. Include only one
or two such effects in an entire routine.
PenetrationMigration
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Transposition
Devaluation
Inflation
Transformation
Dime and Penny for the Wiseacre
A Novel Vanish and Reproduction
The Vagabond Coins
Splitting the Atom
Change for a Dollar
The Stratosphere Quarters
The World's Fastest Coin Vanish and Reproduction
Die to Dime
Almost a Transposition (3 methods)

Penetration
Effect: The performer is seated on one side of a table, with
a spectator either to his right or at the opposite side. He
shows a coin and taps it on the table. The spectator places
his hand on top of the Performer's and presses downward.
This apparently forces the coin through the table, for the
hand is shown empty and the coin is produced from beneath
the table with the other hand.
Method: Sit at a table with the left forearm resting on the
edge. Show a small coin and hold it fiat between the right
forefinger and thumb, Fig. 1
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Extend the other fingers and the coin will be hidden from the
spectator as you tap it on the table.
Show it again and tap it once more. Then ask the spectator
to place his hand on top of yours. Regardless of how he does
this, jerk your hand from beneath his and say, "No, not that
way. Turn your hand the other way." Move your hand inward
in this gesture and toss the coin into the left sleeve, Fig. 2.

A little experimenting will help you decide on the correct
position to take at the table for accomplishing this move.
The right hand moves inward only a few inches, tosses the
coin in the left sleeve and returns to its original position on
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the table. It is held exactly as if it still held the coin. (A clever
ruse, suggested by Frank Garcia, can be used here.
Immediately remove your left arm from the table and drop
it to the side, gaining possession of the coin. Carry it
underneath the table to the exact spot occupied by the right
hand above the table. Pretend to tap the nonexistent coin on
the table with the right hand while the left hand does the
actual tapping underneath. Properly synchronized the
illusion is perfect. Apparently the right hand still holds the
coin!) Have the spectator place his hand on top of your hand
again and press downward. Just as your hand is pressed flat,
snap the coin against the underside of the table with the left
hand. Have spectator lift his hand from yours, then show
yours empty. Produce the coin from beneath the table.
If a borrowed, marked coin is used the effect will be much
greater.

Migration
Effect: The performer places a borrowed, marked half dollar
in his left hand. Showing his right hand unmistakably empty
he closes it into a fist. Two spectators hold his wrists to
prevent the use of the sleeves. Despite these precautions
the coin is caused to travel from the left hand to the right.
Only one coin is used.
Method: Here again the sleeves play a vital part in the
mystery. Borrow a half dollar and have it marked for future
identification. Receive it in your right hand. Pretend to place
it in the left but retain it palmed in the right. Ask a spectator
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near you to step forward and assist in the effect. When you
single out a particular person all eyes will be upon him, and
it is during this momentary diversion that you sleeve the coin
in the right sleeve. As the spectator comes forward have him
stand on your left and hold your left wrist. The reason for
this, you explain to the spectators, is that so many people
accuse you of using your sleeves and that you would like to
eliminate this possibility from their minds. During this
explanation let it be dearly seen by all that the right hand is
empty. Say nothing about the emptiness of the hand, just
use it in gesturing in such a way that there will be no doubt
as to its innocence. Ask a second spectator to step up, and
as you point to the spot where you want him to stand, allow
the coin to fall from the right sleeve and catch it on the
curled fingers. Then extend your right arm and have him to
hold your wrist in the same manner as the other spectator.
The feat is accomplished as far as the sleight of hand goes.
All that remains is to announce that you intend causing the
borrowed coin to fly from the left hand to the right hand with
such tremendous speed it will be impossible to follow.
Call attention to the seemingly impossible conditions under
which you have subjected yourself. Caution each man to
hold tightly onto your wrists, then go through the necessary
hocus pocus as you pretend to make the coin pass. Slowly
open your left hand and show it empty. Allow a moment for
the spectators to speculate as to whether the coin will be in
the right hand or not. Then open it as dramatically as
possible to show the coin in that hand.
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Dismiss your helpers and return the coin. Have it identified
by the owner as being the same coin originally loaned you.
Second method: The effect of this version is identical with
the one except a duplicate coin is used.
Commence the trick with one half dollar already up the right
sleeve. Show a second half dollar and toss it from hand to
hand. Ask a spectator to step forward and stand at your left.
While the coin is in the right hand place the thumb on top of
it and pretend to toss it back into the left hand. Close the
left hand, and as you illustrate how you want your helper to
hold your wrist, toss the coin into the left sleeve. (For a full
description of this sleight see the Judah Method.) Show the
right hand empty. Then ask a second spectator to step up,
and as you direct him where to stand allow the coin to fall
from the right sleeve and catch it in the right hand. Keep the
coin in classic palm and hold hand palm down. Extend your
arm for him to h01d your wrist. Just before he takes hold,
close your right hand into a fist. Finish as in the preceding
effect.

Tricks Using Sleeving
Transposition--Dr. E. M. Roberts
The following is just about the cleanest method of causing
two coins to change places that I have yet run across. The
handling is so fair and above board that the ultimate effect
is unfathomable.
Effect: The wizard spreads a colored handkerchief on the
table and places a copper coin on its center. About a foot
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away to the right he spreads a white handkerchief and places
a silver coin on its center. He then shows both hands empty
and begins the experiment. The copper coin is wrapped in
the dark handkerchief and given to a spectator to hold. The
silver coin is wrapped in the white handkerchief and given to
a second spectator to hold. At command the coins are
caused to change places. The spectators unwrap their
respective coins themselves to disclose the transposition.
All moves are clean, fair and natural. And no trick coins are
used.
Requirements: Two pocket handkerchiefs, one white and
one colored. Two half dollars and an English penny.
Working: Despite the apparent impossibility of the sleeves
playing a part in this feat, they are responsible for much of
the trickery. The Dr. Roberts' Method of Sleeving is the first
means used to accomplish the mystery. The duplicate half
dollar is the second aid to deception.
Have the three coins in the right trousers pocket and the
handkerchiefs lying on the table. Begin the trick by unfolding
the colored handkerchief and spreading it on the table in
front of you. Show the white handkerchief and spread it on
the table a little to the right of the other one. Reach into the
right trousers pocket and palm one of the half dollars. (You
will be able to detect a half dollar by its milled edge.) Bring
the other two coins out, holding them at the fingertips of the
palm down hand. Take the copper coin with the left hand
and hold it in the same manner as you place the two coins
on the center of their respective handkerchiefs. (The copper
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coin goes on the colored handkerchief while the silver coin
is placed on the white.)
As you do this, say, "Two handkerchiefs and two coins. On
the center of the colored one I'll place this colored coin, while
on the center of the white handkerchief I'll place this white
coin. The reason for this is so that it will be an easy matter
for you to keep track of the two coins. You can associate the
copper coin with the colored handkerchief and the silver coin
with the white handkerchief." While saying this, casually turn
the two coins over, showing their reverse sides. Turn the
copper coin over with the left hand and the silver coin over
with the right hand. You still have the extra half dollar
palmed in the right hand.
The action of turning over the two coins proves without
comment that they are ordinary and at the same time gives
the hands something to do.
Take a step backward so all may see the position of the coins
and the handkerchiefs. As you step away from the table get
the palmed half dollar in the Dr. Roberts sleeving position
and sleeve the coin. Immediately raise the hands and rub
them together in a warming up action. Then gesture with the
left hand toward the copper coin saying, "Remember the
position of the two coins. The copper coin is on the colored
handkerchief." Gesture with the right hand as you say, "And
the silver coin is on the white handkerchief." This action
demonstrates the fairness of the situation, implanting the
position of the two coins in the minds of the spectators
before you begin, and at the same time shows that both
hands are empty.
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As you step back to the table, drop the right hand and catch
the coin on the cupped fingers as it falls from the sleeve,
then classic palm it. Reach over and pick up the English
penny between the fingers and thumb of the right hand. Say,
"Here's the copper coin." Pick up the handkerchief by its left
border with the left hand. At the same time drop the right
hand and sleeve the copper coin. As you raise your arm to
prevent the coin from falling out of the sleeve swing the left
hand over to the right and throw the handkerchief over the
right hand. The sleeving action must be synchronized with
the action of the left hand picking up the handkerchief.
Without hesitation the left hand moves to the right, and as
the right hand comes up the handkerchief is thrown over it.
Just as the handkerchief covers the right hand, that hand
quickly pushes up the silver coin so its form is seen by the
spectators. This is the only crucial move in the trick so
practice it until you can do it naturally and without hesitation
or haste. Blend the movements of the two hands together in
one smooth continuous action. Done as described, it appears
that you merely picked up the copper coin with the right
hand and threw the handkerchief over it with the left.
Allow the form of the coin to show through the handkerchief
a moment, then grasp coin through the doth, from above,
with the left forefinger and thumb. Remove the right hand
from underneath the handkerchief with its palm toward the
spectators, fingers wide apart. Make no comment as you do
this. The spectators see both hands empty at the same time
and assume the form they see in the handkerchief to be that
of the copper coin. (Actually it is the silver coin. The copper
coin is in the right sleeve.) Daintily, and with the aid of the
fingers of both hands, fold the coin over a few times,
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covering it with several folds of doth. This is done as a
precaution against a spectator discovering the fact that an
exchange has been made. Finally hand the bundle to a
spectator on your left to hold.
Ask him if he can feel the coin. Caution him to hold it tightly.
If you have performed the exchange smoothly, no one will
suspect that it is a silver coin and not a copper coin which is
wrapped in the colored handkerchief.
As you step back to the table, drop the right hand and
retrieve the copper coin from the right sleeve, immediately
classic palming it. "And here," you say, "is the silver coin."
Pick it up with the right hand. At the same time the left hand
removes the white handkerchief from the table. The same
moves are used for this switch as were used for the first one.
Drop the right arm, sleeve the coin, and as you bring up the
hand throw the handkerchief over it. By the time the hand
is completely covered the copper coin should be at the
fingertips. It is taken to be the silver coin by the spectators.
Grasp it through the fabric from above with the left hand and
remove the right from beneath the handkerchief and show it
empty. Fold this coin into the handkerchief slowly and
neatly, just as you did the one. Hold the bundle in the left
hand. As you reach across the body to hand it to a spectator
on the right to hold, drop the right arm, retrieve the silver
coin from the sleeve and drop it in the right coat pocket. The
action is completely hidden by the body.
The spectators think the copper coin is wrapped in the
colored handkerchief and the silver coin in the white.
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Actually the opposite is true. All moves have been so clean
and fair that nothing unusual is suspected.
The trick is now over as far as you are concerned.
Recapitulate what has been done. Caution each spectator to
hold his coin tightly and explain that you intend causing the
coins to change places. In your best magical manner
command the two coins to change places. Clap your hands
together, wave the magic wand, snap your fingers, or
pronounce some gibberish. At any rate, announce that the
change has taken place. Have both parties remove the coins
from the handkerchiefs to verify this statement.
From the spectators' viewpoint you have caused the
transposition of the two coins under impossible conditions.
They will have no solution to the mystery.

Devaluation
Effect: The performer shows his hands empty except for a
half dollar. The left hand is turned palm down and the half
placed on its back. Then he passes his right hand over the
coin and it instantly changes to a quarter. The hands are
shown unmistakably empty except for the quarter.As with
many effects in this book, this is not new. However, it is not
generally known. It was shown to me by Harold Agnew of
Oakland, California. He credits it to Tenkai. Regardless of
who it belongs to it is a beautiful effect that, when performed
correctly, looks like genuine magic.
Method: At the start of the experiment have the quarter
already up the right sleeve. Keep the ann crooked so the
coin won't fall out as you show a half dollar in the right hand.
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Hold the half at the fingertips and turn the hand around so
the spectators can see that there is nothing but the half in
the hand. Slowly show the left hand empty in like manner,
then hold it palm downward, about chest high, with the
fingers pointing forward. Flip the half dollar into the air with
the right hand and place it on the back of the left. Show the
right hand empty once more.
Turn your attention to the half dollar on the back of the left
hand as you say, "Watch the half dollar." With the
pronouncing of these words drop the right hand to the side,
retrieve the quarter from the right sleeve, and hold it classic
palmed. This takes but an instant and is done as you direct
attention to the half dollar. Bring the right hand up, holding
it palm clown with the fingers pointing to the left as you
move it toward the left hand. Move the hands toward each
other rather rapidly until the palm of the right hand is
directly above the back of the left hand. Stop the hands with
a jerk. This sends the half dollar into the right sleeve, Fig. 1.

The right hand immediately drops the palmed quarter to the
back of the left hand, then moves away to the right to reveal
the quarter lying on the exact spot previously occupied by
the larger coin. Turn the right hand over and show it empty,
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then take the quarter with the right hand and show the left
empty also. There is no clue to the change. It happens quick
as lightning.
To facilitate the coin going into the right sleeve you might
try raising the hands slightly as they are brought together,
and lowering the thumb side of the left hand a trifle. The half
dollar can't miss. It just slides off the back of the left hand
into the right sleeve. This raising and tilting movement will
be unnecessary once the moves are thoroughly mastered.
You will find that with a little practice you will be able to send
the half dollar into the right sleeve simply by stopping the
movement of the two hands suddenly. The move is so
beautiful it is surprising even to you!
Be sure your right side is toward the spectators as you
perform the actual sleeving move. If this precaution is taken
the flight of the half dollar into the right sleeve will be amply
covered by the right hand and arm.

InflationFollow-Up to Devaluation
An old rule says, Never repeat a trick. But there are
exceptions to all rules, and this rule is no exception.
The end result of this feat is identical with Devaluation--the
preceding trick--but since the moves are slightly different
the two make excellent companion effects.
Suppose you have just performed the change and the half
dollar is still up your right sleeve. To change the quarter back
to the half dollar do this: Show the quarter and the hands
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freely, then let the quarter lie on the left palm. As you show
the quarter once more, drop the right hand, catch the half
dollar as it fails from the sleeve, and palm it.
Here the similarity in moves ends. Quickly move the hands
toward each other, stopping them suddenly just as the right
palm arrives over the left palm. This sends the quarter flying
into the right sleeve. Immediately place the two palms
together and turn the hands over so the left hand will be on
top. To do this the hands will have to be revolved, the palms
acting as a pivot. The right hand is now palm up below the
left hand, and the left hand is palm down above the right.
Keeping the left side of the left hand pressed against the
right, raise the thumb side of the hand, book-fashion,
revealing the half dollar lying on the right palm.
The main difference in this change over the preceding one is
the twisting action of the hands immediately following the
sleeving action. Do not hesitate after bringing the hands
together. Continue the action by promptly revolving them to
bring the palm of the right hand uppermost.
Reveal the half dollar on the right palm as described.

Transformation
Effect: "A nickel is made from a rather soft metal," remarks
the performer. "In fact, it is so soft that if I take it in my left
hand and blow on it, it immediately becomes so malleable
that I can, by slapping it onto my right hand, flatten it out
like a pancake." While pronouncing these words the
magician shows his hands empty except for a nickel. This he
places in his left hand and then shows his right hand empty.
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After blowing on the coin he slaps it down onto his right
hand. When he raises his left hand the nickel has apparently
flattened out as he said, for there on his right hand is a half
dollar. The nickel has vanished.
Method: The "Pumpkin Seed" Vanish is responsible for most
of the trickery in this change. There are two ways of
beginning the effect. Either have the half dollar up the right
sleeve when you display the nickel in the right hand, or get
it there as you ,remove the nickel from the pocket by using
the Delayed Action Method. (A full description of this
technique has already been given under Loading.) At any
rate, you have a half dollar in your right sleeve as you toss
a nickel back and forth between the two hands, showing
without comment that the hands are otherwise empty.
Take the nickel in the right hand, holding it by its edges
between the index finger and thumb. Bring the cupped left
hand palm down over the nickel and pretend to take it in
that hand. At the instant the nickel is covered press the right
index finger and thumb together, "squirting" the nickel into
the left sleeve ("Pumpkin Seed" Vanish). Close the left hand
as if it held the coin and show the right hand empty. Explain
that by blowing on the coin you can soften it up to a
malleable state. Bring the left hand up and blow into the fist
from the thumb side. While attention is thus diverted, drop
the right hand to the side and catch the half dollar as it falls
from the sleeve. Move both hands toward each other
simultaneously and bring the palms of the hands sharply
together. This action, you explain, "flattens out the coin like
a pancake." Lift the left hand to show the half dollar lying on
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the right. Apparently the nickel has "flattened" out to a
larger coin.
You can quit here or change the fifty-cent piece back into
the nickel as you prefer.
If you wish to change it back to the five-cent piece do this:
Allow a moment for the spectators to realize what has
happened and that you have nothing else in your hands.
Drop the left hand, retrieving the nickel from the left sleeve,
and hold it finger palmed. Show the half dollar in the right
hand, holding it parallel with the floor between the tips of
the index finger and thumb--the thumb on top. Bring the left
hand up to waist level, hold it palm down, and close it into a
loose fist. Push the half dollar into the left fist but steal it out
again as you execute The Tunnel Vanish. The finger palmed
nickel will not interfere with this move. Blow into the left fist
again, then open it to show the transformation. At the exact
instant that you open the left hand, sleeve the half dollar in
the right sleeve using the Delayed Action Method.
Sometimes I make a third change by doing Devaluation. I'll
guarantee that the three changes performed in a sequence
will leave the most blase‚ audience goggle-eyed!
Variation
The "Pumpkin Seed" Vanish serves as a clever device in
many transition effects. Using the method described above
you can change a coin to a ring, a ball, a thimble, a pipe, a
pack of cigarettes, or any other small object. Merely have
the article up your right sleeve at the beginning. Show a coin
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in the right hand. Do The "Pumpkin Seed" Vanish as you get
rid of the coin in the left sleeve. Drop the right arm, catch
the article as it falls from the sleeve in the hand, then bring
the two hands together suddenly as if slapping the coin onto
the right hand. Remove the left hand to show the article lying
on the right hand.
Many unusual and startling changes can be accomplished in
this manner. Try it.
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Dime and Penny for the Wiseacre--Al Saal and
Milton Kort
Most magicians are interested only in entertaining the
general public with their magic. But there are others whose
specialty is performing tricks designed especially for the
bewilderment of their brother wizards. Among these are
such men as John Ramsay of Scotland, and the late Dr.
Samuel Cox Hooker. Quite a number of our contemporary
dose-up workers are also experts in this field.
Nowadays, with so many secrets of magic available from
magic and novelty shops throughout the country, more and
more people are becoming more and more familiar with the
workings of our onceguarded art. That clever contrivance,
The Dime and Penny, is now almost public property. The
following version is purposely contrived to baffle those who
know the workings of the mechanical set. This version makes
use of a genuine dime and penny, plus a clever sleeving
move.
With the two coins in your right trousers pocket you are
ready to begin. Let's suppose you are working the trick for a
few magical friends. Tell them that you have just purchased
a dime and penny outfit and that you would like to
demonstrate it. Reach into the pocket, getting the two coins
between the tips of the right index finger and thumb. Bring
them out together, with the dime concealed behind the
penny. Begin tapping the edge of the Penny on the table as
you ask your audience if they have seen the new version of
the effect. They will, of course, say that they haven't. Finally
release the dime allowing it to fall to the table. Properly
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handled, it will look as though you had a nested set and that
you jarred the clime loose. This action of dislodging the dime
is familiar to all magicians who own the outfit, and it builds
them up for what is about to come.
Explain that the only trouble with the original effect was that
the larger coin had to be placed over the smaller one and
that a tell-tale sliding move was necessary so the two coins
would nest. In the new version, you tell them, the dime goes
ON TOP of the penny and no sliding movement is necessary.
This throws the wise guy completely off the track. Place the
penny in the palm of the right hand, then take the dime from
the table and place it ON TOP OF and overlapping the inner
edge of the penny. Close your hand so the tip of the third
finger presses against the surface ooe the two coins and turn
the hand over. Turn the hand back and open it to show the
two coins once more. The small coin is still on top of the
larger one. Place the tip of the third finger back on top of the
two coins as you again close the hand and turn it over.
Now comes the part that fools them all. While the hand is
back up, press against the dime with the tip of the third
finger, sliding it toward the wrist and away from the penny.
The penny then falls inside the cupped fingers. Explain to
the spectators that in the new version someone can even
hold your hand and the trick will still work. In a logical way,
extend your hand toward a nearby spectator for him to hold.
As you do this relax the pressure on the dime with the third
finger and it will fly into the sleeve. (See A Method of
Sleeving One of Several Coins.) Work the fingers a little as
if nesting the coins, then turn the fist over for the spectator
to hold. After a brief moment have him release his hold on
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your fist. Then open it to show the penny. The dime has
vanished but everyone will think it is in the penny. As you
hand them the penny to look over tell them to notice the
precision workmanship. It won't take long for someone to
discover that the penny is genuine and that they have been
hoodwinked. Then it's too late.
If, however, you are working the trick for the layman, say
nothing about using trick coins, just work it as described,
then give the penny to someone as a souvenir.
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The Vagabond Coins--Milton Kort
The Kort Method of Sleeving One of Several Coins,
previously described, is employed in this trick to cause four
half dollars to pass from one hand to the other.
Method: Prepare for the trick beforehand by placing five half
dollars in the right trousers pocket.
Reach into the pocket for the five coins. Palm one as you
bring them out. Toss four into the left hand and immediately
sleeve the fifth in the right sleeve, using the Delayed Action
Method. Hand the four coins to a spectator and show both
hands empty. Have him count the coins into your right hand.
Show the left hand once more and slowly count the coins
into it yourself. Extend the left arm slightly to show the four
coins to the spectators on the left. At the same time drop
the right arm and gain possession of the sleeved coin. Move
the left hand toward the right and apparently toss the four
coins into the right hand. Actually you execute the Utility
Switch as you retain one coin and throw the other three.
Immediately show four coins in the right hand, three just
received from the left hand, and the other which was already
there. At this point you have four coins lying on the open
right hand and one hidden in the left hand. Show the four
coins to the spectators on your right. Showing the coins first
to one group of spectators, then another group, creates a
logical excuse for tossing the coins from one hand to the
other.
Close the left hand and hold it in front of you as you
maneuver one of the four coins in the right hand into
sleeving position. (The coins should lie in an overlapping row
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with the innermost coin at the heel of the hand.) As you close
your hand and turn it over, the inner coin is held only slightly
by the tips of the third and fourth fingers. Ask a spectator to
hold out his hand. Thrust your right arm forward and relax
pressure on the innermost coin. This will cause it to fly into
the right sleeve. Count the coins one at a time into his
waiting hand. There are only three. Direct your attention to
your left hand and open it to show that one coin has arrived
there. While attention is on the left hand, drop the right hand
and catch the coin as it falls from the right sleeve. Reach
over and pretend to take the coin from the left hand with the
right. Show the coin at the right fingertips while the left hand
retains its coin finger palmed. Point to the coin at the right
fingertips with the left hand as you say, "One coin has
passed." Place the right hand's coin in the left hand, being
careful that the two coins do not touch. Otherwise they
would "talk" and give away the presence of the extra coin.
Apparently the left hand holds just one coin. Actually it
contains two.
Take the three coins from the spectator in your right hand,
and get one in sleeving position as you close the hand and
turn it over. Say, "In my right hand I have three half dollars."
Look over to the left hand and add, "While in my left ! have
only one." Before attention can return to the right hand
thrust it forward and say to your helper, "Count these." As
you extend your arm, sleeve the inner coin. Drop two into
his hand and show your .hand empty. "Where did the coin
go? Why over to my left hand, of course." Open the left hand
and show two coins. While showing the two coins in the left
hand, drop the right and regain the sleeved coin. Toss one
of the two into the right hand as you again execute the Utility
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Switch. Show two coins in the right hand, one just received
from the left hand, and one which was already there. Place
these two coins in the left hand. The left now contains three
coins while the audience thinks it holds only two.
Have the spectator return the two coins to your right hand.
Show them again and close the hand, getting one coin into
sleeving position. Repeat the preceding moves to cause the
third coin to pass. Open the right hand and show one coin.
Drop it into the spectator's hand. Open the left and show
three coins. Say, "Three coins have passed." As you show
the three coins in the left, drop the right hand to the side
and retrieve the sleeved coin as before. Bring the right hand
up and toss into it two of the three from the left hand, again
executing the Utility Switch. Show three coins in the right
hand, one which was already there, and two which arrived
from the left hand. Repeat, "Three coins." Place them in the
left hand along with the one already there. Four coins are
now in the left hand, but the audience know of only three.
Take the single coin from your helper and vanish it in the
same manner as you did the others. A better plan would be
to vanish it in a different way, so execute The Throw vanish,
to sleeve the last coin. Open the left hand and show that the
coin has arrived. A nice touch is to allow the coins in the left
hand to jingle together just as the right vanishes the last
coin.
To get rid of the sleeved coin, get possession of it by
dropping the right hand. Hold it classic palmed as you
remove the four coins from the left hand. Drop all five into
the right pocket.
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Change for a Dollar--Dr. E. M. Roberts
Even more startling and puzzling than the foregoing splitting
effect is this one in which two half dollars change to a dollar
bill.
The handling is identical with the restoration part just
described (changing the two quarters to the half dollar),
except a bill is used instead of the half dollar.
Prepare for the trick by folding a dollar bill and concealing it
in the right palm. The bill and halves could all be together in
the right trousers pocket and the bill palmed as the halves
were brought forth. In this case a small blob of wax would
already be on one of the halves. At any rate, show a coin in
each hand, holding each at the fingertips with the backs of
the hands toward the spectators. Transfer the coin from the
left hand to the rear of the coin in the right and press the
two together. Raise the left hand to blow on it as in the
preceding effect. During this brief bit of business, which
serves as misdirection, drop the right hand and sleeve the
two halves (Dr. Roberts' Method). Then as you raise the right
hand bring the bill to the fingertips and begin unfolding it.
When you return your attention to the right hand the bill is
practically unfolded. Finish unfolding it with the aid of the
left hand. Exhibit the dollar bill and show the hands
otherwise empty.
The change is a pretty one.
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The World's Fastest Coin Vanish and
Reproduction--Dr. E. M. Roberts
One of the fastest and most baffling coin vanish and
reproduction tricks in existence is this one by Dr. Roberts.
Turn your right side to the spectators, show a half dollar held
vertically by its edge between the tips of the right second
finger and thumb, and place it flat against the palm of the
left hand, which is stretched out, palm toward the audience,
Fig. 1.

Now execute The Bobo Coin Vanish as you pretend to retain
the coin in the left hand. At the completion of this sleight the
left hand will be dosed (apparently holding the coin) and the
coin hidden in the right hand. While looking directly at the
left hand, drop the right hand to the side and sleeve the coin
in the right sleeve, utilizing the Dr. Roberts' Method. Without
any undue delay, raise the right hand and place the tip of its
forefinger against the heel of the /eft hand at a position just
inward from the tip of the dosed left little finger, and with a
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circular motion, massage the heel of the hand. As you do
this say, "By rubbing the heel of the hand in this fashion the
coin disappears." Beginning with the little finger, slowly open
the left hand a finger at a time and show it empty. Show
both hands empty at the same time by holding the fingers
wide apart and turning the hands over slowly a time or two.
The coin is gone.
To bring it back proceed as follows: Drop the right hand to
the side, catch the sleeved coin on the cupped fingers, and
say, "To bring the coin back, all we have to do is close the
hand, tap it on the back, rub the heel of the hand again, and
the coin returns." Slowly close the left hand and turn it back
toward the spectators. Bring the right hand up and tap the
back of the left fist with the right fingers. As this is done the
coin is loaded into the left fist. These are the actual
mechanics: With the coin lying on the cupped fingers, bring
the right hand up rather fast to tap the left fist. As the right
hand nears the left fist the (right) fingers open and the coin
is tossed upward, and it is caught in the left hand which
opens slightly to receive it, Fig. 2.
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The right fingers immediately tap the back of the left fist
once. The left hand is turned over and the right forefinger
repeats the rubbing movement on the heel of the left hand;
then the left hand is slowly opened, a finger at a time,
showing the coin lying in the palm. Tilt the left hand slightly,
causing the coin to slide off into the waiting right hand
below.

Almost a Transposition--Stewart James and
Milton Kort
Effect: The performer displays a penny in his left hand and
a dime in his right. As he closes his hands on the two coins
and holds them some distance apart, he announces that he
will cause the coins to transpose themselves. Opening his
hands a moment later he shows the transpositionthe penny
is now in his right hand, but in his left hand he holds not the
dime that was expected, but two nickels!
Method: At the outset, have a dime and a penny in the left
trousers pocket and two nickels and a penny in the right
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trousers pocket. Announce a trick with a dime and penny.
Thrust both hands into the pockets, and while pretending to
search for the necessary money, finger palm the two nickels
in the right hand at the base of the third finger, and hold the
penny between the outer two joints of the second finger.
Remove both hands from the pockets and show the dime
and penny in the left hand, but keep the three coins in the
right hand concealed. (The right hand does not appear
suspicious when the coins are gripped as just described.)
Hand the dime and penny from the left hand to a spectator
to look over. Don't tell him to examine them. Just say, "Look
these over, please," or some such thing. While he looks over
the coins, drop the penny from the right hand into the left
coat sleeve. (Just do it casually and it won't be noticed.)
Show the left hand empty back and front, then have the
spectator place the dime and penny in your hand. Ask him if
he noticed the dates on the coins. When he replies that he
didn't, dump them back in his hand. While he is checking the
dates drop the left hand to the side, let the sleeved penny
drop into the hand and finger palm it at the base of the third
finger.
Now take the two coins from the spectator-the dime with the
right hand and the penny with the left, holding them
between the tips of the forefingers and thumbs of the two
hands which are about chest high and palm uppermost (the
fingers curl inward naturally hiding the finger palmed coins).
Explain that you are going to cause the two coins to change
places. Very slowly bring the hands together and slide the
two coins across each other, ending with the dime between
the tip of the left forefinger and thumb, and the penny in the
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same position in the right hand. Smile and say that there
was no trick to that because they were able to see you do it.
(Or, you could use the old wheeze as you ask the spectators
if they wish the coins to transfer visibly or invisibly. When
they say "visibly," make the exchange as described.) "Now,"
you say, "I will do it by magic. I will cause the one cent to
change places with the ten cents." (Do not use the words
"dime" and "penny." This is important, as you wiI1 see in a
moment.) As you close your hands and turn them back
uppermost, bring the two coins inside the fists and balance
them on the pads at the ends of the middle fingers, in
position for executing A Method of Sleeving One of Several
Coins.
Ask the spectator who looked over the coins to hold out his
hands. As he does so thrust your two hands forward,
sleeving the dime in the left sleeve and the penny in the
right sleeve, and drop the finger palmed penny from your
left hand into his right hand and say, "Here is the one cent."
Then as you drop the two finger palmed nickels from your
right hand into his left, add, "And here is the ten cents." Turn
both hands over and show them empty.
Retrieve the sleeved coins and dispose of them in the
pockets while the spectators are examining the penny and
nickels.
Second Version
In this version the climax is slightly different.
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In your left pocket you have a dime and a penny, but in your
right pocket you have ten pennies. All ten are brought out
concealed in the right hand as you show the dime and penny
in the left. Proceed as in the first version by secretly loading
one of the ten pennies into the left sleeve while the dime
and penny are in the spectator's hands. You sleeve the dime
in the left sleeve as in the first method, but you do not sleeve
the penny in the right sleeve. It is merely added to the nine
already in that hand. At the finish you dump the "one cent"
(penny) from the left hand and the "ten cents" (ten pennies)
from the right into the spectator's hands.
Third Version--Milton Kort and Robert Ungewitter
In this version you hold a duplicate dime in the right hand,
instead of the two nickels. At the climax you show an actual
transposition by dropping a penny from the left hand and a
dime from the right hand.
For a fourth version, using mechanical coins, see Almost a
Transposition by Stewart James.

Copper and Silver Transposition--Milton Kort
Effect: The performer shows two coins -a half dollar and an
English penny. He puts the copper in his left hand, holds the
silver in his right hand, then commands them to change
places. The copper coin is slapped onto the table with the
right hand. Then after making a mysterious pass over his
left hand, he opens it, showing the silver coin. The coins
have changed places!
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Method: The effect depends on standard sleights plus an
ingenious loading move for its accomplishment.
Show the two coins and place them on the table-the English
penny on the left and the half dollar on the right. Pick up the
copper coin with the right hand and pretend to place it in the
left hand but retain it palmed in the right. Say, "Copper coin
in the left hand." Close the left hand as if it held the coin and
turn it over, palm down. Take the silver coin from the table
with the fingers and thumb of the palm down right hand.
Thumb palm the coin as the hand closes. (The copper coin
is in the classic palm and the silver coin is in the thumb
palm.) As the right hand closes over the half dollar state,
"And the silver coin in the right hand." Hold the fists back
uppermost and about a foot apart.
To the spectators it appears that you are holding a copper
coin in your left hand and a silver coin in your right. Actually
both are in the right hand.
As you command the coins to change places rap the knuckles
of both hands on the table. Release the copper coin from the
right palm, allowing it to rest on the closed fingers, then
open that hand and slap the copper coin onto the table. As
you do this say, "The copper coin has jumped over here to
my right hand."
To show the silver coin in the left hand do the following: With
the right hand palm down and the fingers pointing to the
left, bring it over and touch its fingertips to the back of the
left fist, Fig. 1.
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Turn the left hand over, counterclockwise, and as you do so
open the left fingers slightly and drop the coin from the right
thumb palm into the left hand, Fig. 2.

Without hesitating, the left hand continues turning until it is
palm up. The right hand, with its fingertips still pressed
lightly against the back of the left fist, moves forward to
facilitate this action. At the completion of this move the right
hand is palm up with its fingertips pressed upward against
the underside of the left fist, Fig. 3.
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Slap the back of the left fist once with the right fingers and
immediately open the left hand, showing the silver coin. Toss
it onto the table. "And here is the silver coin."
If the loading move is made in an even, unhurried manner
it appears perfectly natural. Make the move as you lock
directly into the eyes of the spectators and say the last
words, "And here is the silver coin." Ostensibly you have
merely made a mystic pass around the left fist but in this
action you have imperceptibly dropped the coin into the left
hand.
Master this move and you will have a clever subterfuge
which can be used effectively with other small articles as
well. I have seen Milton Kort use this move to load dice and
small balls into his left hand, with great effect.
Actually, it is a utility move with many uses.
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Copper and Silver Transposition--Second
Method Stewart Judah
With the exception of the final move, the handling in this
version is identical with the one just described. Instead of
employing a sleight to load the half dollar into his left hand,
Stewart Judah utilizes a move that is not only completely
deceptive but entirely natural as well.
Proceed as in the first version up to the point where you
have apparently placed the English penny in your left
handactually you have it concealed in the right hand, classic
palmed. And you have just taken up the half dollar with the
same hand, the half being held in thumb palm position. The
fists are backs up and about a fact apart. Emphasize the
position of the coins: "Copper in the left hand-silver in the
right."
Go through whatever business that appeals to you as you
pretend to make the coins change places. Keeping the right
hand back up, open it and drop the copper coin onto the
table. Now as the left hand moves over to the right, that
hand turns palm up, the left hand opens and the palms are
slapped together. Quickly turn the left hand back to the left
and palm up, exposing the half dollar briefly on the right
palm. Instantly slap the coin onto the left hand, which in turn
tosses it onto the table. The effect is that you opened your
left hand, slapped the coin onto the right, then back onto the
left. The action is perfectly natural as a trial will show.
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Copper and Silver Transposition--Third
Method Arthur Punnar, By permission of
Hugard's Monthly
The effect of this version is the same as the first two but the
method is entirely different.
Method: Show an English penny and a half dollar on the
table. Pick up the penny with the right hand and pretend to
place it in the left, but retain it classic palmed instead. Close
the left hand and turn it back uppermost. Take up the silver
coin with the palm down right hand and as you apparently
close the fingers over it, back palm it and hold it outside the
fist where it can not be seen when the back of the hand is
uppermost. Now release the penny from the palm, allowing
it to rest on the two middle fingers inside the fist.
Ask the spectators, "Which hand holds the penny; which
holds the half dollar?"
After the spectators reply correctly open the hands and
announce, "The half dollar is now in the left hand and the
penny is in the right." Move the hands toward each other.
Then as you open them and turn them palm upward, bring
the back of the right hand over the palm of the left as in Fig.
1.
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At this point the penny is visible in the right hand (which is
still holding the half dollar back palmed) and completely
shielding the left palm. Release the back palmed half so it
will drop onto the left palm and separate the hands. The
coins have changed places since the copper is now seen
resting in the right hand while the silver is lying in the left
hand.
In performance, the action of the hands coming together,
turning, opening and separating coalesces into one graceful
and natural gesture.
Alternate procedure: Have a duplicate penny palmed in the
right hand. Pick up the penny from the table and deliberately
place it in the left hand. In the action of closing that hand
and turning it over, sleeve the penny. Take up the half dollar
with the right hand and proceed as described.

Copper and Silver Transposition--Fourth
Method Ross Bertram
Ross Bertram, who is one of the finest coin manipulators I
know, has some excellent ideas on how to transpose an
English penny and a half dollar. Here is one of his pet
routines which combines the transposition of the two coins
with a couple of surprises. It is a routine for the connoisseur!
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The performer shows an English penny and a half dollar and
apparently repeats the same moves three times in
succession. The first time, the coins transpose themselves.
The second time, one travels from one hand to join the coin
held in the other hand. And the last time, when the hands
are opened they are empty. Both coins have vanished!
Working: Show an English penny and a half dollar and place
them on the table about a foot apart, the penny on the left
and the fifty cent piece on the right. Pick up the copper coin
with the right hand and place it on the palm of the left hand.
Then take the silver coin in the right hand and hold it in the
same manner. Call attention to the position of the two coins
as you slowly close your hands and turn them over.
Ask a spectator, "Which is which?" or, "Where is the penny?"
If he names their correct positions say, "That's right." If he
calls the position of the coins wrong say, "You were not
watching." In either event, open your hands and show the
coins again, this time lying on the fingers. The penny rests
on the left second and third fingers with its left edge
protruding slightly toward the index finger, so that it can be
nipped between the index and second fingers a moment later
when the hands close. The half dollar is displayed in the right
hand resting on the index and second finger with its edge
extending slightly toward the third finger, so it can be nipped
between the second and third fingers. Fig. 1
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shows the correct position of the coins on the hands.
Close the hands and turn them over. As this is done the
fingers make the following movements: The left index finger
presses down on the edge of the English penny, levering it
up. It is then clipped by its lower edge between the index
and second fingers. A similar action takes place with the
right hand as it closes. The third finger presses down on the
edge of the half dollar so it can be nipped between the
second and third fingers. In the action of closing the hands
and turning them over, the coins are nipped as mentioned.
By pressing the fingertips to the palms the coins will be
forced through the fingers to the outside of the fists. They
will still be held by the same fingers but will be gripped by
their opposite edges. The move is accomplished
simultaneously with both hands, and must be made in the
action of closing them. If executed as described the move
cannot be detected. Now, unknown to the spectators, the
coins are outside the fists. (Fig. 2 shows a view of the hands
seen from below.)
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Hold the hands about a foot apart and keep the middle joints
of the fingers pointing down or resting on the table. This will
conceal the protruding coins from view of the spectators.
As a gesturing movement, swing both hands upward
together, bringing the underside of the fists just close
enough together for the coins to be transferred-the penny
from the first and second fingers of the left hand to the first
and second fingers of the right hand-the half dollar from the
second and third fingers of the right hand to the second and
third fingers of the left hand. And the hands return to the
table. (The performer's view of the transfer is shown in Fig.
3.)

This action takes but a fraction of a second and is made
during a gesture as you direct a spectator near you to
"watch."
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At first this move will seem awkward, mainly because it is so
foreign to the average coin move. However, with a little
practice the knack of transferring the two coins undetected
will come. The transfer must be made quickly and timed
exactly with your words to the spectator. There is a certain
tempo and grace of movement that serves as misdirection
for the maneuver. Master the transfer first, then practice the
timing.
As you return the fists to the table, draw the coins into their
respective hands, then turn the hands over. Open the left
hand and say, "Here is the half dollar." Open the right hand
as you say, "And here is the English penny." Turn both hands
over and slap the coins onto the table.
Offer to repeat the experiment.
Put the half dollar on the palm of the left hand and the
English penny on the palm of the right hand. Close the hands
and turn them over as before. Pretend to hear someone say
that the coins have already changed places. Open the two
hands and show the coins again, resting on the fingers in
preparation for the transfer move. Remind the spectators
that the left hand contains the half dollar, and the right, the
English penny. As you close the hands nip the coins as
before, and as the hands turn over, the coins are transferred
to the outside of the fists. (They are now held outside the
fists in exactly the same manner as in the first effect.) Bring
the hands together as in the first experiment, but instead of
exchanging the coins only the English penny moves. It is
taken with the left hand by its edge between the second and
third fingers. Both hands return to the table. Both coins are
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now held by the fingers of the left hand-the half dollar
between the first and second fingers, and the English penny
between the second and third fingers.
Draw the penny into the hand and press it into the palm.
Draw the half dollar into the hand and allow it to rest on the
closed fingers. Hold the hands about a foot apart and about
six inches from the table. Gesture with the left hand as you
say, "Remember, the silver coin is here." Keeping the left
hand palm down, open it and snap the half dollar onto the
table. Since the spectators see only the half dollar and the
hand appears otherwise empty, they naturally assume that
the English penny is still in the right hand. Slowly pick up
the half dollar with the same hand and as you close it into a
loose fist allow the half dollar to rest on the fingers.
Gesture with the right hand and say, "And here is the copper
coin." (Actually the right hand is empty.) Make a tossing
motion with the right hand toward the left hand. Release the
English penny from the left palm so it will fall onto the half
dollar with a decided CLINK. Open the right hand and show
it empty. Then open the left, revealing the two coins, and
allow them to fall to the table.
Now comes an apparent repeat of the same moves but this
time the spectators get a surprise, for the coins mysteriously
vanish.
Here's how: Put a coin on the palm of each hand as before.
(It makes no difference which hand holds what coin.)
Caution the spectators to again remember the positions of
the coins. Close the hands and turn them over. Hold them in
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a loose fist, the coins resting on the cupped fingers. Ask a
spectator near you to hold out both hands. As he does so
extend your arms and sleeve both coins simultaneously, one
coin going in the left sleeve and one going in the right sleeve.
(See Kort Method of Sleeving One of Several Coins.) Make
motions with the fingers of both hands as if crumbling the
coins to dust. Turn the hands over as you make the final
crumbling motions with the second fingers and thumbs.
Open the hands widely and show them empty. Both coins
have vanished. This comes as a genuine surprise, since the
spectators were expecting another transposition.
The sleeved coins can be retrieved by dropping the arms to
the sides at an opportune time and catching the coins on the
cupped fingers as they fall from the sleeves. Thrust both
hands into the pockets in search for another article for the
trick and leave the coins.

Guess Which Hand--C. James Mclemore
I think the average magician would welcome the opportunity
of obtaining the secret of a trick that had been a pet of
another magician for over three decades. Here is just such
a trick. It has been performed by "Jim" McLemore literally
thousands of times, under every conceivable condition, until
it has reached a state of perfection seldom found in tricks.
This is the first time it has been explained to anyone.
Here is the effect: The performer reaches into his pocket
with his right hand, takes out a handful of coins, selects one
and returns the rest to his pocket. He seats himself directly
in front of a seated spectator, with any number of persons
gathered around, looking on at all angles, and asks the
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seated spectator to watch his hands and try to guess which
hand holds the coin.
The performer takes the coin in his right hand, closes both
hands into a fist, holds them about a foot apart and asks the
spectator to touch the hand he thinks is holding the coin.
The spectator is never right, or always right-at the discretion
of the performer. The routine is continued for six or eight
guesses, then the spectator is permitted two guesses. Still
he fails to find the coin unless the magician desires. When a
final choice is allowed the spectator fails to find the coin in
either hand because it has vanished.
The routine may be varied for comedy and effect according
to the skill of the performer and the existing circumstances.
Required: A handful of coins (including two matching
pennies) in the right trousers pocket. Although any size coins
up to a quarter can be used, the trick will be described using
pennies.
Phase One
Working: Since the over-all effect is best with the assistance
of a woman, choose one who you think might be receptive
to the trick and seat her directly in front of you. Remain
standing for the time being as you speak to her. "I want to
prove to you that most people need glasses." If she is
wearing glasses say, "Oh, I see you wear glasses. Well, you
should have them changed. They seem to be a little weak
for you. Now I want you to be very frank with me-just like a
child would be-and if you see me do anything tricky or wrong
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and are able to catch me, please say so immediately." Turn
to the surrounding spectators and say to them, "Now don't
any of you people help her a bit-I'm only fooling her-you'll
see what I'm doing easily.
"This is a trick I learned a few days ago and I'm not very
good at it yet. First, let me get a coin." Remove the coins
from your right trousers pocket, and as you go over them
with your left fingers move one penny into right finger palm
position, remove the other with your left hand and as you
return the remaining coins to your pocket retain the
duplicate penny finger palmed in your right hand. "See this
penny? (Show coin in left hand.) I'm going to take it in one
hand, close my hands, and I want you to touch the hand you
think holds the coin. Are you ready? Let's go."
Hold the visible penny in the left hand in position for
executing The French Drop. Bring the right hand over and
pretend to take it in that hand. Execute The French Drop
(the finger palmed coin in the right hand in no way prevents
this action), close the hands and hold them backs uppermost
and about a foot apart. (A penny is in each hand.) Have her
touch one hand. Regardless of which one she touches say,
"No, you are wrong, it's in this hand." (Optional: "I told you
needed glasses.") Keep the hand she chose closed and open
the other hand and show the coin.
If she touches the right hand, keep it closed and show the
penny in the left hand. If she chooses the left hand keep it
closed as you open your right and show a coin in it. In either
case you can, by employing this stratagem, prove her wrong
by showing the coin in the other hand.
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Now if she touches your right hand and you show the coin in
your left you are in position to repeat the trick immediately.
But if she chooses your left hand and you show the coin in
your right you have to vary the procedure slightly by
pretending to return that coin to your left hand before
repeating the trick. To do this, show the coin in your right
hand and reach over and pretend to take it with your left. As
you do so retain the right coin finger palmed in that hand
and display the one in the left hand that was already there.
This is not difficult as a trial will show.
Repeat the trick two more times showing her wrong each
time as described. The surrounding spectators will be
enjoying the proceedings, and that's what you want.
Phase Two
"Well, I see you missed every time. I forgot to tell you that
I am a mindreader as well as a crook-I mean, magician-so
by reading your mind I can foretell the future and, believe it
or not, even if you try to miss you are going to win the three
times. That is the law of averages for a blind person.
Because, as I explained, you are fundamentally blind, and
so if you touch my hand often enough, and since the coin is
bound to be in one of them, you ought to win half the time.
Now on account of my being a great mathematician it stands
to reason that since you have missed three times you ought
to win three times. See if you can keep from winning."
Repeat the moves three more times, allowing her to win
each time by opening and showing a coin in whichever hand
she chooses. By this time she will be getting more and more
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exasperated with herself and the situation will become
funnier each time she guesses.
Phase Three
"Let's try it again." Slowly repeat the same moves until she
discovers that you are using two coins. If she doesn't catch
on after three or four more trials, hold your fists close
together and open first one then the other until it dawns on
her that there must be two coins. Sometimes they become
so befuddled you almost have to deliberately expose the
two.
After she discovers that you have an extra coin say, "Oh, I
see you have discovered that I have two coins. Well, I told
you I was just learning the trick and I find it easier to fool
you by having a coin in each hand. In that way I can make
you think you won or lost as I please. If I want you to win I
simply open the hand you touch and show that coin. But if I
want you to lose, I merely open the hand you did not touch
and show you a coin in it. You have such little confidence in
yourself since you know you are blind-at least
subconsciously you know you are blind--that you forgot to
make me open the hand that you touched. Then I simply
reached over with my right hand and touched the fingers of
my left hand and started the trick over again. That just
shows you how weak-minded or weak-eyed we can be."
Phase Four
"To convince you of your eye trouble, I am going to repeat
the trick for you, but this time with one coin. (Lay one coin
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aside, but make sure it stays in plain view.) Honest now,
only one coin." Show both hands with fingers wide apart,
then take the single coin in your left hand as you continue.
"Now, I'll take the coin again but no matter which hand you
touch you will miss."
This stage of the routine requires that the coin be back
thumb palmed in your right hand, which is accomplished as
follows: The palm up left hand is holding the penny between
the tips of the first two fingers and thumb, Fig. 1.

Note that in this position the coin is hidden from the
spectator by the cupped right fingers. As you pretend to grab
the coin with the right hand, raise both hands slightly, move
the left hand to the right and deposit the coin in the crotch
of the right thumb, Fig. 2;
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then without hesitation close both hands into fists and hold
them palms uppermost and about a foot apart. Normally the
fingers stop when they reach the coin, so it is a very sensible
thing to do when making the back thumb palm to start
curling the right fingers down against the left forefinger, thus
creating the illusion that the right hand travelled the same
distance that it normally had before when you simply
reached and pretended to take the coin.
Let's go over that again. Bring both hands together as in Fig.
1. Now as you deposit the coin in the back thumb palm of
the right hand, raise both hands slightly (to cover this
move), close them into fists and separate them as described.
At first reading, this move may sound a little difficult, but it
isn't. If the move is made fairly quickly it will appear that
you took the coin in your right hand. But even if the
spectator thinks you left the coin in your left hand the effect
is not changed, because she is still trying to guess which
hand holds the coin.
Back thumb palm the coin as described and have her touch
either hand. If she touches your left open it and show it
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empty. The instant you do this, bring the back thumb palmed
penny into the right fist. A quick snap of the wrist will
accomplish this as you open the fingers slightly to admit the
coin, then close them. After showing your left hand empty
open your right hand and show the penny in it.
If she touches your right hand, open it and show it empty,
then give her a second choice. As she turns her attention to
your left hand and touches it quickly bring the back thumb
palmed penny into the right fist as described, then after
showing the left hand empty, open the right hand and show
the coin in it. Actually you can give her two chances to win
and she will lose. No matter which hand she chooses she
loses-entirely under your control.
Repeat this three or four times, then let her discover that
you are hiding the coin behind your right hand. Just keep
doing it over slowly until she catches on.
Phase Five
"Oh, well, you caught me again, but I must explain to you
how I should have done the trick." Take the coin from the
left hand with your right, visibly making the back thumb
palm and continue with the patter. "Now you know where
the coin is so I'll let you guess. If you touch my right hand I
open and close it quickly (do so) and you don't see the coin
because it is hidden behind my hand. Then when I give you
a second choice and you look over to my left hand-boy, oh,
boy,-I'm sure watching your eyes-I make this move with my
right hand." Look over to your right hand and crudely
demonstrate how you throw the penny into that hand. "Then
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after I show that the coin isn't in my left hand, I open the
right hand and show it there. Confusing, isn't it?"
After the exposé you apparently continue in the same
manner but still you fool her. "I'll do it again and I want you
to watch closely so you will see how I do it. You see, I take
the coin in my right hand.... (execute The French Drop as
you pretend to take the coin in your right hand, but retain it
in your left).... and hide it on the back of that hand (make a
movement with the right fingers as if you were back palming
a coin). But if I want to-instead of throwing the penny into
my right hand--I can throw it all the way across into my Left
hand, like this." Make a motion of tossing a coin from the
right to the left hand, open the right hand and show it empty
on both sides, then open the left and show the coin in it.
Properly done, it appears that you did actually throw a coin
from one hand to the other.
"Well, I see you didn't see the coin go across, so I'll do it
again." Execute The French Drop again, leaving the coin in
your left hand.
time go through the same moves but
actually take it in your right hand. Alternate taking it with
your right hand and leaving it in the left three or four times.
After this she will be completely bewildered.
Phase Six
"Well, I'm going to give you one last chance, after which I'll
stop, but to make things easier for you I'll let you make two
guesses." Hold the coin in your left hand as before. Take it
with your right and immediately snap it up the right sleeve
as you close and separate the hands. Whichever hand she
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touches, open it and show it empty, then give her a second
choice. When she touches the other hand open it also and
show it empty. The coin is gone and the trick is over.
Summary
When taking the coin in Phase One of the trick, you will, of
course, execute The French Drop. When you are making the
spectator miss, you simply open the hand she did not touch,
which proves to her that she missed. Then, regardless
whether she chooses the right or left hand, bring the hands
together with a natural sweeping motion and replace the left
hand coin back at the fingertips of that hand, retaining the
right hand coin finger palmed, and start over again. Do this
three times.
In Phase Two you repeat the same moves as used in Phase
One, but allow her to win each time by opening and showing
a coin in whichever hand she touches. Do this three or four
times.
In Phase Three the same moves as used in Phases One and
Two are repeated over and over, slower and more obvious
each time until she discovers that you have two coins. After
this place one coin aside and offer to repeat the trick with
the single coin.
In Phase Four you can, by virtue of the back thumb palm,
show either hand empty and actually allow a second choice
if you wish. While showing the left hand empty the back
thumb palmed coin is tossed into the right palm and finally
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shown in it. Do this three or four times, then let her discover
that you are hiding the penny behind your right hand.
In Phase Five you continue with The French Drop; alternate
leaving the coin in the left hand and actually taking it in the
right hand until she is completely befuddled. And she will be
if you do your sleight of hand well.
In Phase Six duplicate the preceding moves as much as
possible as you take the coin in your right hand and sleeve
it as described.
The moves to accomplish the different phases of the trick
are, in the order used: The French Drop (first three phases),
the back thumb palm (Phase Four), The French Drop again
(Phase Five), and finally the sleeving move (Phase Six) to
vanish the coin.
The trick has some elements of exposure in it because you
do expose the duplicate coin, but that is so unimportant it is
hardly an exposure at all. Then you increase the excitement
by letting the spectator discover how you are hiding the coin
behind your ear hand. Of course this is a sleight of hand
principle, but the back thumb palm is used so infrequently
in magic that it is the basis of no actual trick that I know of.
If it should be used in other manipulations it would not be
suspected after this exposure. The French Drop and the
sleeving are not exposed, and if you would rather not expose
the back thumb palm just carry on two or three times as
described without exposing it, then proceed with the phase
of the routine.
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The sleeving move can either be made as described or The
"Pumpkin Seed" Vanish can be used. To do this you would
have to show the coin in your right hand, then "squirt" it up
the left sleeve as you pretended to deposit it in the left hand.
If you wish, you can do what I have seen the originator do
many times--cuff the coin, then remove your coat and
permit yourself to be searched.
The only difficult move in the entire routine is the back
thumb palm, and that can be quickly mastered. Actually the
move is made under a grabbing movement of the hands and
is quite easy to cover. Showmanship and window-dressing
amount to 99 percent of the effect.
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Quarter and Half Dollar Transposition After a
version which appeared in Ireland Writes a Book
This trick, the brainchild of Laurie Ireland, is one of the most
novel effects of its kind I have ever run across. Glenn
Harrison showed me a version of it, to which I have added a
few ideas of my own. The composite version follows.
General effect: A quarter and a half dollar change places a
couple of times in a unique manner. Finally the half dollar
changes to two quarters.
Requisites and Preparation: You will require three quarters
and a coin clip to hold one coin. The clip can be either of the
magic shop variety or simply a paper clip. Fasten the clip to
the lining of the coat just underneath the lower right side, in
such a position that the right hand can easily steal a coin
from it while the arm hangs naturally at the side. Place one
quarter in the clip, one in the right trousers pocket, and one
with some change (but no half dollars) in the left trousers
pocket.
Working: Thrust both hands into the pockets, classic palm
the quarter in the right pocket in the right hand, and bring
out the loose change in the outstretched left hand. Do this
as you remark that you need a quarter and a half dollar for
your experiment. With the fingers of the right hand (which
is held back toward the audience) search through the coins
in the left for the necessary coins. Finding only a quarter,
remove it with the right first two fingers and thumb and
return the remaining coins to the left pocket. Ask for the loan
of a half dollar. When it is proffered take it with the left hand,
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then place the two coins on the table with the half dollar a
few inches to the left of the quarter. Drop the right hand to
the side and transfer the palmed quarter to finger palm
position.
Pick up the half dollar and toss it into the left hand. This is
what you pretend to do. In reality, you execute The Bobo
Switch and throw the finger palmed quarter instead. At the
completion of this sleight you will have a quarter in the left
fist and a half dollar finger palmed in the right. To the
spectators it should appear that you merely picked up the
half dollar with the right hand and placed it in the left.
Without pausing a moment, take up the quarter with the
right hand and hold it vertically between the first two fingers
with the thumb resting at the lower inside edge of the coin,
Fig. 1.

This is exactly the same position you would put the coin in if
you were about to execute the back finger clip. Show first
the quarter in the right hand, then the left fist and say, "Here
is the quarter, and here is the half dollar. Right?" Before the
spectators can answer and turn their attention back to the
right hand, lower that hand, back palm the quarter and push
the half dollar forward from its finger palm position to a new
position at the outer joints of the first two fingers. The
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change is instantaneous. The quarter appears to transform
itself visibly to a half dollar. The hand is held about waist
level, with the fingers pointing slightly downward so as to
conceal the fact that a quarter is clipped between the first
two fingers and underneath the hand. With the half dollar
lying on the fingers as just described there is no danger of
the spectators getting a flash of the edge of the quarter, Fig.
2.

Simultaneously with this action open the left hand and show
a quarter there. The quarter and half have changed places.
Many words have been necessary to describe this first
transposition adequately, but in actual practice the series of
moves blend into one and happen so fast it is impossible for
the spectators to follow.
Offer to repeat the trick.
Place the quarter from the left hand on top of the half dollar
in the right hand, holding them in place with the tip of the
right thumb. Then show the left hand empty. Remember to
keep the right fingers pointing slightly downward to conceal
the hidden quarter. Now bring the left hand over to the right
and grasp the fifty cent piece in the following manner: Hold
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the left hand palm up, and as you grip the forward edge of
the large coin between the tips of the thumb on top and
forefinger below, extend the left fingers underneath the right
fingers and clip the hidden quarter between the tips of the
left second and third fingers, Fig. 3.

Now swing the left hand upward and to the left, curling the
last three fingers inward hiding the quarter from view, and
display the half dollar and quarter in the two hands as shown
in Fig. 4.

Lower the left hand, press the quarter into the palm and rest
the half dollar on the curled fingers. Bring the right hand
over to the left and pretend to rub the twenty-five cent piece
into the left arm. Palm the quarter as you swing the right
arm over to the left and rub the tips of the fingers on the
coat sleeve near the elbow. As you do this say, "The quarter
goes down the sleeve into the left hand." Release the quarter
from the left palm, allowing it to fall onto the half dollar lying
on the fingers, and immediately rattle the two coins. Show
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the quarter and half in the left hand and place them on the
table-this time with the quarter on the left. At this juncture
the extra quarter is palmed in the right hand.
Say, "I will do the trick once more, especially for you. Turn
your body slightly to the right and as you speak these last
three words to the spectators on your right, drop the right
hand and quickly steal the quarter from the clip underneath
the edge of the coat, and hold it finger palmed. Two quarters
are now hidden in the right hand--one in the palm and one
in the finger palm. Turn to the front again, pick up the
quarter from the table with the right hand and toss it into
the left hand. Permit the spectators to get a flash of this coin
before you close the hand. Take up the half dollar with the
right hand and as you go through the motions of tossing it
into the left execute The Bobo Switch and throw the finger
palmed quarter instead. The sound of the thrown quarter
striking the one in the left hand enhances the illusion that
the half dollar was thrown. The deception is further
heightened by immediately rattling the two coins.
Apparently the left hand holds a quarter and a half dollar.
Actually it contains two quarters. While rattling the two coins
in the left hand the positions of half and quarter in the right
hand must be reversed. To do this, drop the right hand to
the side and as you close the hand, get the half dollar into
the position shown in Fig. 5.
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The half dollar is raised up on the middle fingers against the
heel of the hand and the quarter drops onto the base of the
fingers, then the half dollar slides down and is pressed into
the palm. The jingling of the coins in the left hand will cover
any noise made by this move. Now ask the spectators if they
all remember that a half dollar and a quarter are in the left
hand. Then as you say, "We will now make the quarter fly
up the sleeve," reach over with the right hand and produce
the quarter from the left elbow. "Now what do we have in
the hand?" If they say, "The half dollar," you say, "The fifty
cents?" "That's right." Open the left hand, show the two
quarters and give them to the spectator from whom you
borrowed the half dollar in the first place. Dispose of the half
dollar as you place your quarter in your pocket.
The repetitions are cumulative in effect, making the trick
more puzzling each time. Using borrowed coins also adds to
its effectiveness.

The Curious Nickel--Thomas H. Bearden
The performer extends both hands toward a spectator,
showing a nickel lying on the right palm and the left hand
empty. He closes his right hand on the nickel and allows the
spectator to hold both wrists. In spite of this precaution
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against trickery, the right hand is opened a moment later
and shown empty, and the left is opened to show the coin
has passed to that hand.
The effect is repeated under the same conditions and the
nickel peregrinates to the right hand.
Placing the nickel in his left hand the performer takes a
rabbit's foot from his pocket and touches his left with it.
When he opens that hand the coin has vanished. Both hands
are shown absolutely empty except for the rabbit's foot. He
closes his left hand and again touches it with the rabbit's
foot. As he opens it the nickel is seen to have mysteriously
returned.
Requirements: Two nickels exactly alike, a rabbit's foot or
some similar token (in an emergency almost any small
article will serve the purpose), and the ability to sleeve a
coin.
Working: Begin the effect with the rabbit's foot in the right
trousers pocket and one of the nickels in the left sleeve.
Keep the left forearm parallel with the floor as you toss the
other nickel from hand to hand. Finally, extend both hands
toward a spectator with the five-cent piece Lying on the right
palm. Have him take it and look it over. As he does this drop
the left arm to the side and catch the other nickel on the
cupped fingers as it falls from the sleeve. Then bring the
closed left hand up to the same height as the right. Take the
coin back in the right hand. Close the hand, turn it over and
hold it in a loose fist with the nickel resting on the fingers.
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As you ask the spectator to hold both wrists, thrust both
hands forward and sleeve the coin in the right sleeve.
Make a motion with the right hand as if tossing the nickel
toward the left hand. While your wrists are still being held,
slowly open the right hand and show it empty. Now slowly
open the left to show that the nickel has passed to it.
Since the trick is apparently finished the spectator will be
less watchful. Take advantage of this by dropping the right
hand to the side and regaining the sleeved nickel.
Offer to repeat the trick.
Show the nickel in the left hand, pointing to it with the right
forefinger. Slowly close the left hand and turn it over. Do the
same with the right hand. As you again extend your arms
for the spectator to hold your wrists, sleeve the coin in the
left hand in the left sleeve. Make a throwing motion with the
left hand toward the right as before, then open the left and
show it empty. Slowly open the right hand and display the
nickel back in that hand. Let it be clearly seen that both
hands are empty except for the nickel. (The other one is up
the left sleeve.)
Take the visible nickel in the right hand, holding it in position
for The French Drop. Pretend to take the nickel in the left
hand but retain it in the right. The left hand is closed. Say,
"In my pocket I have a magic rabbit's foot." Reach into the
right trousers pocket for the rabbit's foot. Leave the nickel
and bring out the rabbit's foot and show it. Comment briefly
on its mystical powers, then tell the spectators that by
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merely touching the left hand with it the nickel will
disappear. Stroke the left hand with the rabbit's foot, then
open it and show it empty. Without comment show the right
hand empty with the exception of the rabbit's foot. "It's all
in the rabbit's foot," you say, as you thrust it up close to a
spectator's face. As you do this drop the left arm to the side
and quickly retrieve the sleeved nickel in the left hand. Raise
the closed left hand and say, "Once again I touch my hand
with the rabbit's foot and the nickel returns." Dramatically
open the left hand to show the nickel has returned.
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Two Pennies On The Leg--J. G. Thompson, Jr.
Here is a close-up quickie that should find favor with a great
many magicians. It is easy, effective, and requires no
advance preparation. Because of a clever bit of misdirection
it can be repeated with safety--even for magicians.
Effect: While seated, the performer shows two pennies and
puts them on his left leg about six inches apart. The outer
one is taken in the left hand and the inner one in his right.
At command, the coin in the left hand is caused to pass over
to the right. The left hand is opened and shown empty. Both
coins are shown in the right hand.
Method: The trick is equally effective performed seated or
standing. If no chair is available, merely stand on the right
foot while you raise your left leg and place the pennies on it.
It should not be difficult to balance yourself for the short
period necessary to perform the trick. If you are near a wall
or table you can lean on it slightly while you stand on one
foot.
Show two pennies and put them on the left leg about six
inches apart. Cover the inner one with the back of the left
hand. Pick up the outer one between the fingertips and
thumb of the right hand, holding it flat near its edge so most
of the coin will be visible. Pretend to place it in the left hand
but retain it in the right as follows: Press the edge of the
penny against the left palm and as that hand closes, slide
the right fingers down over the coin so it will be hidden
behind the ends of the fingers. Do not attempt to palm the
coin but merely hold it in this fashion as the right hand
moves away and the left hand closes. Properly done, the coin
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appears to be in the left hand. Immediately draw the penny
inward so it lies on the curled fingers. This leaves the
forefinger and thumb free to pick up the second coin.
When the left hand closes the inner coin will be exposed.
Without hesitation the following actions take place
simultaneously: Raise the left fist and blow into it at the
thumb end while the right forefinger and thumb pick up the
inner penny. It is important that these two actions be carried
out together, not separately. Draw the penny into the right
fist and hold the fists about a foot apart. Gesture with the
right hand, then with the left as you say, "A penny here and
a penny here. Right?" Before a spectator can answer, say,
"No, nothing here." Open the left hand and show it empty,
then say: "Both are here." Slowly open the right hand and
show both coins in that hand.
The blowing into the left fist as the right hand picks up the
second coin serves as a distracting element. It is
impossible for the spectators to concentrate on both
actions at once. The blowing business is the key to the
trick. Without it the trick would fool no one. But performed
as described it is guaranteed to baffle layman and magician
alike. You must remember not to perform the trick too fast
or too slow, but in a smooth, even tempo. Learn to blend
all moves together in one harmonious whole and you will
have a trick that will be a delight to perform. It is so easy,
yet so baffling.
Once you have the trick thoroughly mastered you may feel
sale in repeating it several times without fear of detection.
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The Inseparable Pair
Although the end result of this effect is the same as the one
that follows the handling is entirely different. Since both
versions require two coins, they can be worked together or
as companion effects.
Effect: Showing two coins on the table, the performer picks
up one in each hand, then closes the fingers over them. He
crosses his arms at the wrists and opens his hands to show
a coin in each, then closes them again and turns them over.
To further convince the spectators, he releases the coin from
his left hand and allows it to fall on the table. Picking it up
again with the same hand, he releases the coin from his right
hand and allows it to fall, picking it up immediately with the
same hand. The hands are held far apart while the left hand
makes a tossing motion toward the right. A coin is heard to
arrive in the right hand. Left hand is opened and shown
empty, then the right is opened to show both coins.
Method: Show two half dollars and place them on the table
about six inches apart. Pick up a coin with each hand and
display them for a moment lying on the palms. Then close
the hands, turn them over and cross the arms at the wrists.
With the arms still crossed at the wrists, turn them palm up
and open both hands, showing a coin in each, Fig.
1.
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Close the hands and turn them over again, still keeping them
crossed. As this is done, the fingers of the right hand should
press its coin firmly into the palm and held it there. This is
just a "get ready" move in preparation for what is to follow.
Both hands are closed and appear the same, but the coin in
the left hand is held loosely, while the coin in the right is
held securely in the palm.
To show that each hand still contains a coin, swing both to
the left, opening the left hand as you do so. This allows that
coin to fall to the table, Fig. 2.

Pick up the coin with the left hand, but, instead of closing
the fingers over it, hold it clipped between the finger tips and
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the base of the hand. (Fig. 3 shows how the coin is held as
viewed from underneath the hand.)

At this point the hands should be quite close to the table, so
that the coin is not visible to the spectators. Just be sure this
is viewed from above and not from a low vantage point.
Arms remain crossed at the wrists.
Open the right hand as the arms are swung to the right, but,
instead of dropping the coin from that hand, hold it palmed
and release pressure on the other coin, which falls to the
table. There is no visible movement as the left hand releases
its coin, because it is synchronized with the opening of the
right hand. It appears as though you dropped the coin from
the right, Fig. 4.
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Apparently you have dropped first one coin, then the other.
Actually the same coin was dropped both times. Properly
executed, this subterfuge is a perfect illusion. Left hand is
still closed, but empty. The right hand has the coin palmed.
Uncross arms and pick up the coin from the table with your
right fingers and thumb. Close the hand into a loose fist,
allowing the coin to rest on the fingers directly underneath
the other palmed one. Hold the hands some distance apart,
then move the left fist quickly to the right a few inches in a
tossing motion. An instant later release the coin from the
right palm, permitting it to clink down on the one Lying on
the fingers. Open the left hand and show it empty, then show
both coins in the right.
Apparently you have tossed the coin from the left hand
invisibly through space into the right.
Do not underestimate the effect of this last movement. Fix
your attention firmly on the left fist as you go through the
tossing motion with it. Turn your eyes quickly to the right
hand as that hand allows its two coins to come audibly
together.
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The effect is a good one.
As a variation, the same moves can be utilized to obtain a
penetration effect. To accomplish this, proceed as described
up to the point where the right hand has just picked up the
coin which was secretly dropped by the left. Carry the right
hand underneath the table to a point directly below the left
hand, which is held a few inches above the table top.
Announce your intentions, then suddenly open the left hand
and bring it down noiselessly, flat on the table. A fraction of
a second later release the coin in the right palm permitting
it to fall noisily onto the one Lying on the fingers. Turn the
left hand over and show it empty. Rattle the two coins in the
right hand as you bring it up and toss the coins onto the
table.
Royal Brin performs this trick with a copper and a silver coin.
How? Simple! He uses that double faced coin which shows a
silver coin on one side and a copper coin on the other. (See
Copper and Silver Transposition, for a description of this
coin.) He holds the gimmicked coin copper side up in his left
hand. Using the same moves just described he drops the
same coin twice-once as a copper coin, once as a silver coin.
The illusion of apparently showing the two coins is much
more convincing when this subterfuge is employed. The only
precaution necessary is to be sure the surface on which you
drop the coins is a soft one, otherwise the fake coin will
sound very unnatural. Special care will also have to be
exercised in controlling the fake coin so it will land proper
side up each time. However, that is a simple matter.
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Coins in the Teeth
Equally as mystifying as the preceding trick, but much more
showy, is this trick with two coins.
Effect: The performer shows a coin in each hand. The left
hand's coin is placed between the teeth. The right hand's
coin is tossed into the left, then the coin between the teeth
is dropped into the right hand.
This is repeated.
For the third time he shows a coin in each hand and places
the coin held by the left hand between his teeth. The right
hand's coin is placed in the left hand which closes over it.
Taking the coin from between his teeth he places it in the
left hand also, it being heard to fall onto the other one
already there, audible proof that both coins are actually in
the left hand. Yet a moment later the magician opens his left
hand and shows it empty. The missing coins are produced
by the right hand from behind the knee.
Method: This depends mainly on the Click Pass (b). The rest
is window dressing.
Stand facing the spectators as you show a half dollar in each
hand, holding each upright at the tips of the fingers. Place
the left hand's coin between the teeth, then deposit the right
hand's coin in the left. Now, drop the coin from between the
teeth and catch it in the right hand.
Repeat the entire procedure.
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Apparently repeat for the third time by placing the left hand's
coin between the teeth. Turn slightly to the left and go
through the motions of putting the right hand's coin in the
left, but retain it classic palmed instead. Close your left hand
as if it actually held a coin. Keep the back of the right hand
toward the spectators as you remove the coin from between
the teeth with the fingers. Execute The Click Pass as you
pretend to place this second coin in the left hand. Because
of the sound created by The Click Pass the spectators believe
both coins to be in the left hand when actually both are
classic palmed in the right.
After pausing a moment for effect, open the left hand and
show it empty. Reach behind the right knee for the two
coins. Rattle them as you bring them into view and toss them
onto the table.
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The Drop Pass Jimmy Buffaloe
Effect: The magician shows two coins and places them on
the table about a foot apart. He takes the right hand coin in
his left hand in such a manner there is no doubt that the coin
is actually in that hand. The remaining coin is taken in his
right hand. Holding the hands some distance apart, he opens
his left, showing it empty. At this instant the missing coin is
heard to join the other in the right hand, which is then
opened to show the two coins.
Method: A clever new sleight is responsible for the trickery
in this two coin puzzler. Begin by showing a half dollar in
each hand. Slap them onto the table so they will lie about a
foot apart, then rest the fingertips of both hands on the table
behind the coins. Keeping the left hand palm down, reach
across and pick up the coin on the right as follows: Holding
the hand in a loose fist, place the base of the thumb on top
of the inner edge of the coin and press this edge to the table
as the outer edge is lifted by inserting the nail of the second
finger underneath it. Push the tips of the two middle fingers
under the outer edge so the coin will stand upright on its
edge. Grip the top edge of the coin between the tips of the
two middle fingers and heel of hand. (Fig. 3, The Inseparable
Pair.) The hand is closed and from the spectators' viewpoint
appears perfectly natural. Apparently the coin is within the
hand. Actually it is outside the fist and can be instantly
released by slightly relaxing the two middle fingers.
Immediately after the left hand has picked up the coin on
the right as described, and before it returns to its former
position, the right hand prepares to reach for the coin on the
left. In its journey to the coin on the left, it passes
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underneath the left hand (as it is being withdrawn to its
original position), which drops its coin, and it is caught on
the cupped right fingers, Fig. 1.

Both hands are moving together-the left hand inward to the
left, and the right hand outward to the left. Pick up the coin
on the left with the right hand, and as the hand is brought
back to its original position, transfer the coin Lying on the
cupped fingers to the palm, then allow the one just picked
up to rest on the cupped fingers. Close the right hand into a
loose fist and hold the hands far apart. The instant the left
hand is opened and shown empty, release the coin in the
right palm permitting it to fall onto the other one with a
"clink." Open the right hand showing two coins.
Follow this with The Hippity Hop Half, next

The Hippity Hop Half--Jimmy Buffaloe
Two coins are on the table. The performer puts one in his
left hand, then takes the other in his right. (And the right
hand is seen to be holding only one coin.) Both hands are
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turned over and slapped on the table. Apparently there is a
coin underneath each palm, but when the hands are lifted
none is under the left--both are under the right.
Method: Call attention to the two coins on the table-they are
about a foot apart. Pick up the left coin with the right hand
and pretend to put it in the left hand, but retain it palmed in
the right. Close the left as if it held the coin, then rest the
knuckles on the table. Take the remaining coin with the palm
down right hand, and under cover of the action of moving it
a few inches to the right to do so this is what takes place:
The instant the right hand picks up the coin from the table,
back palm it (a simple matter, since the hand is in a loose
fist and the action is covered by the back of the hand), then
drop the palmed coin onto the cupped fingers. Turn the hand
clockwise as you open it out flat, stowing a coin lying on the
two middle fingers (this is taken to be the coin just removed
from the table). It should appear that you merely picked up
the second coin with the right hand, which you then turned
palm up to show the coin. Keep the right hand very close to
the table, then release the back palmed coin allowing it to
rest on the table underneath the fingers, Fig. 1.
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(Obviously, the trick must be performed on a cloth covered
table or on a rug.) Move the hand forward slightly so the
coin on the table will be covered by that portion of the fingers
between the knuckles and middle joints. Because the right
hand appears very natural and to all appearances holds only
one coin, the belief is further strengthened that the other
coin must be in the left hand.
Close the right fingers over the visible coin, being careful not
to expose the one underneath the hand. The position of the
right hand at this juncture is shown in Fig. 2.

Quickly turn over both hands simultaneously and slap them
palm down on the table. As this is done the coin held by the
right hand is brought down with an audible clink onto the
one resting on the table. Lift both hands simultaneously,
showing that the left half has apparently hopped over to join
the one on the right.

Rapid Transit Royal--H. Brin, Jr.
Effect: Showing two coins, the performer places one in his
left hand, closes it and turns it over. The second coin is put
on the back of the left hand. The right hand is then closed
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into a fist and held some distance from the left. A spectator
moves the outside, visible coin from the back of the left fist
to the back of the right fist. As this is done, performer
explains that when this coin is moved the other follows it. To
prove this, he opens his left hand. It is empty. The missing
coin is found in the right hand.
Method: Call attention to two coins on the table, and for the
sake of explanation let's call one A and the other B. Pick up
A and place it on the palm of the left hand. The right hand
now takes the second coin (B), and puts it on the back of
the left, which closes and turns over for the purpose.
However, it is in this action that coin A is sleeved in the right
sleeve. This is accomplished in a manner similar to the one
described in Inflation. The exact mechanics are: After taking
coin B in the right hand, turn slightly to the left and move
both hands toward each other. Bring them to a halt
suddenly. This causes the coin A lying on the left palm to
shoot into the right sleeve. (This specific action is concealed
from view by the back of the right hand.) Immediately close
the left hand and turn it over so coin B may be deposited on
its back. As you separate the hands let it be clearly seen that
the right hand is empty.
Face the spectators, and as you remind them that one coin
is inside the fist and the other on top, drop the right hand to
the side, retrieving coin A as it falls from the sleeve. Keep
your eyes on the left hand so the spectators' attention will
also be focused there. Now bring up the right hand, close it
into a fist and hold it back up about a foot from the left fist.
Ask a spectator near you to move the visible coin B from the
back of the left hand to the back of the right.
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When this is done, announce that the concealed coin passes
invisibly from one hand to the other when the visible coin is
moved. Open the left hand and show it empty. Then to show
that coin A has arrived in the right hand, the following little
flourish is effective: Toss B upward from the back of the right
hand, then turn hand over and open it, allowing coin B to
strike A when it is caught. Leave the right hand extended for
a few seconds so it can be seen that both coins are there.
Pausing thus adds to the effect of the unusual climax.
Of course, it is obvious that a somewhat similar effect can
be obtained without sleeving, by merely retaining A in the
right hand when apparently placing it in the left, by use of
the many sleights for the purpose. However, the method just
described has these two advantages:
1.
The spectators actually see coin A resting on the palm of the
left hand and thus know that it was really put there
2.
The right hand is seen to be empty after both coins have
been deposited, which gives further proof of fairness of
procedure.
The sleeving move is easy to do and is justified by those
strong points.
The trick works equally as well with almost any size coins,
but the effect is enhanced if coins of contrasting color are
used, such as a half dollar and an English penny, or a half
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dollar and a Chinese coin. Or, instead of B being a coin, it
could be a small magnet or rabbit's foot. If a rabbit's fact
were used you could explain that the transportation was due
to the potency of the rabbit's foot. It's funny, but people like
to believe such things.
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Winged Silver (A basic method using an extra
coin.)--Nelson C. Hahne
The principle used in this coin migration effect is almost as
old as magic itself. It has been used in various forms by
magicians for so long it is considered basic and standard.
The trick will first be described in its original form, then in
its improved version. Although any small number of coins
may be used, four seems to be ideal.

Effect: Four coins pass one at a time invisibly from one hand
to the other.
Method: You will require five half dollars for the feat,
although the spectators are aware of only four. Either borrow
the four coins from the spectators or provide them yourself.
In each case you must secretly obtain a fifth coin and conceal
it in the right palm. There are numerous ways of doing this.
A simple plan would be to palm the extra coin as the others
are brought from the pocket. If you intend borrowing the
four coins, casually place the right hand in the trousers
pocket and palm the fifth coin while you ask for the loan of
the others and wait until they are forthcoming.
Having obtained the four coins one way or another, display
them in the palm up left hand with the forward coin lying at
the base of the two middle fingers in readiness for finger
palming. With the aid of the right fingers, move the coins
about slightly, calling attention to the number four. Go
through the motions of tossing the coins into the right hand,
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but toss only three of them, the forward coin being finger
palmed. Turn the left hand inward and over as you do this
so as not to expose the coin held in the left finger palm.
Show four coins in the right hand, three just received from
the left and one which was already there. (See the Utility
Switch.) The coins are transferred from the left hand to the
right under the pretext of showing them to the spectators on
the right. In fact, every time this move is made it must be
done apparently as an excuse for giving the spectators on
the right a better look at the coins. Display them in the right
hand for a moment, then toss them onto the table (or give
them to a person near you to hold).
The Utility Switch accomplishes two things--it enables you
to show both hands in a fair manner, and to emphasize the
fact (?) that you have only four coins. Correctly executed,
the spectators will be unaware of the extra coin finger
palmed in your left hand.
Pick up one of the four coins from the table with the right
hand, and as you show it, raise the left to about waist level,
keeping its back toward the spectators. Turn slightly to the
left and go through the motions of throwing the coin from
the right hand toward the left, but retain it classic palmed in
the right. The actual mechanics used to accomplish this are
as follows: Display the coin in the right hand, holding it
between the tips of the index finger and thumb, then in the
action of raising the hand for the pretended throw, place the
tips of the two middle fingers against the coin and press it
into the palm. Make the throw with the right hand, then
make a grab in the air with the left hand, pretending to catch
the coin. Immediately open the left hand and show the coin.
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Now you must simulate taking the coin from the left hand
with the right. This is done as follows: When you open your
left hand the coin will be lying at the base of the two middle
fingers. Hold the left hand in front of you with the fingers
pointing to the right. Place the right fingers (which are held
close together) against the front edge of the coin and the
thumb against the inner edge, hiding coin from view.
Pretend to carry away the coin between the right fingertips
and thumb, simultaneously turning the back of the left hand
toward the audience. Retain the coin finger palmed and point
to the right hand as it moves away. Turn the right hand palm
up, close it into a loose fist, then open it, showing the half
dollar Lying on the palm (which is the one that had been
there all the time).
Immediately transfer the coin from the palm to the fingers
and flip it into the air, catching it in its descent. This serves
as misdirection, enabling the left hand to shift its coin from
the finger palm to the classic palm. It is then held in a loose
fist with the fingers downward. Push the right hand coin into
the left fist from the thumb end, allowing it to rest on the
fingers. To the spectators it appears that you merely took
the coin in the right hand, flipped it into the air, then
replaced it in the left hand. Unknown to the spectators, there
are now two coins in the left hand (one in the palm and one
Lying on the fingers)--they believe it contains only one.
Pick up coin number two from the table with the right hand
and hold the hands far apart. Go through the motions of
throwing this coin toward the left hand as you did the first,
but palm it instead. Left hand immediately releases the coin
in its palm, permitting it to fall with a "clink" onto the one
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lying on the fingers. The move produces a perfect illusion of
the coin actually being thrown into the hand. Turn the left
hand palm up and open it, showing the two coins. (One is
still palmed in the right.)
Execute the Utility Switch as you apparently toss these two
coins into the right hand In reality you retain one finger
palmed in the left hand as you throw the other. Immediately
show two coins in the right hand, one just received and the
other which was already there. While the right hand displays
the two coins to the spectators on the right, transfer the coin
in the left hand from finger palm to classic palm, keeping the
back of the hand toward the audience. Hold the left hand in
a loose fist as before and replace the two coins from right
hand, being sure they go on the curled fingers, directly below
the palmed coin.
Take the third coin from the table with the right hand and as
you repeat the moves of apparently throwing it toward the
left hand, release the coin in the left palm permitting it to
clatter down on the two resting on the curled fingers. Turn
the left hand palm up and open it, showing three coins.
Again execute the Utility Switch as you apparently toss these
three coins into the right hand. Actually, you retain one
finger palmed in the left hand as you throw two. Show three
coins in the right hand, two just received from the left and
one which was already there. Again shift the finger palmed
coin in the left hand to classic palm position as you exhibit
the three coins in the right. Place them back in the left hand
as you did the others, the coins going on the curled fingers.
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Three coins have now passed magically into the left hand.
One remains on the table. To conclude the trick properly you
must dispose of this last coin as you pretend to pass it into
your left hand, so that at the finish you can show that you
have only four coins. To do this, proceed as follows: Pick up
this last coin from the table with the right hand and turn
slightly to the left. Hold it between the tips of the first two
fingers and as you go through the motions of tossing it
straight up into the air, thumb palm it. As you follow its
invisible flight upward, lower your right hand to the breast
coat pocket and drop the coin in it. Keep your eyes firmly
fixed on the non-existent coin, following its descent. Just as
it apparently nears the left hand, release the palmed coin so
it will fall on top of the other three resting on the fingers.
Rattle the coins in the left hand, then show the right hand
empty. Open the left hand and show the four coins. The
hands are otherwise empty and there is no clue to the
mystery.
Although it has taken a great many words to describe this
trick in detail, actually it is quite simple. The transmission of
each coin from the right hand to the left is accomplished
through the repetition of the same moves over and over.
If, for some reason, you prefer not to get rid of the last coin
in your pocket as explained, you may palm it in the right
hand as you did the others, then, as a clean-up move,
execute the Utility Switch by tossing three of the four coins
into the right hand. The spectators see four coins in the right
hand and naturally assume that there are no more. Finally
toss the four back into the left hand and place all five into
the pocket.
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Improved Version
The moves in this version are identical with the ones just
described, except an additional smaller coin is used. This can
be almost any coin, such as a quarter, a Chinese coin, a gold
coin, or an unusual pocket piece. It is not concealed from
the spectators but used openly along with the others and,
because of it, a more puzzling effect is created. For the sake
of explanation, let's say the extra coin is a Chinese coin. You
will still need five half dollars, one of which must be kept
concealed from the audience as in the original method.
Begin the feat by showing four half dollars and the Chinese
coin in the left hand, one of the halves being in position for
finger palming. The fifth half dollar is concealed in the right
palm. Perform the Utility Switch as you toss three of the half
dollars and the Chinese coin into the right hand (retain the
fourth in the left finger palm). Show four halves (one of
which was already there) and the Chinese coin in the right
hand, then toss them onto the table.
Explain that the Chinese coin will be used as a magnet to
draw the others to it. Pick up the Chinese coin and push it
into the left fist so it lies on the curled fingers as in the above
method.
The trick continues from here exactly as in the first version;
that is, you take the first half dollar from the table and as
you pretend to toss it into the left hand, palm it. As this is
done, release the half dollar in the left palm, letting it fall
audibly onto the Chinese coin. Open the left hand and show
that the half has arrived. Go through the motions of tossing
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both coins into the right hand, but do the Utility Switch, and
throw only the Chinese coin. Immediately show a half dollar
(which was already there) and the Chinese coin in the right
hand. Place both back in the left hand and continue these
moves until all four halves have passed into the left hand.
Adding the Chinese coin to this ancient trick not only
enhances the mystery but usually confuses those who are
acquainted with the secret of the old method.
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The Flying Eagles
Effect: Three coins leave the right hand to join three in the
left hand, one by one, in a convincing manner.
Method: Borrow six half dollars, or, to save time you may
have six of your own ready. Better, have four of your own
and borrow two, giving the impression you have no more of
your own. A seventh coin is concealed in the right palm. Take
the six coins in the left hand and move them about with the
right fingers while you call attention to the number. This
natural action draws all the attention to the six coins.
Pick up three coins between the fingertips and thumb of the
right hand and place them in a row on the table to your right,
then take the remaining three in the same manner and put
them in a row on your left. With the palm down right hand,
take up one of the coins from the row on the left and drop it
into the left hand, counting, "One." As you reach for the
previous coin allow the palmed coin to fall onto the cupped
fingers. Pick up the second coin and drop it AND the hidden
coin in the left hand, counting, "Two." Turn the right hand
palm up and gesture toward the third coin, then pick it up
as you say, "And one more makes three." Drop it into the
left hand on top of the others.
The right hand group of three coins is taken in the right hand
in the following manner: Pick up the first one and press it
into the palm, counting, "One." Take up the second and
third, counting, "Two, three," and hold them on the cupped
fingers. You now have four coins in the left hand and three
in the right. Hold the hands some distance apart and
command one coin to pass from the right hand to the left.
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Make a slight throwing motion with the right hand toward
the left, then keeping the right hand palm down, open it,
allowing two coins to tumble to the table, counting, "One,
two." (One is still palmed in the hand.) Open the left hand
to show four coins, then count them onto the table to your
left. Go through the same set of movements to cause the
previous coin to pass. Add the concealed coin as you count
the five coins back into the left hand. Show the last coin
openly in the right hand, then as you go through the motions
of throwing it toward the left, sleeve it, using The Throw
method. Display an empty right hand, then open the left,
showing all six coins. You can get rid of the sleeved coin later
at an opportune moment by dropping it into your pocket, or
immediately as you count the six coins from your left hand
onto the table.
Variation
One of the easiest and most effective coin transposition
effects I know is this one which was shown to me by Señor
Mardo during the S. A. M. Convention at Denver m 1949.
It is similar in effect to the preceding version but eight coins
are used-four copper and four silver.
Working: Arrange four copper coins in a vertical row on the
table. Parallel with this row, and about five or six inches to
the right, place four half dollars. With the right hand, pick up
one copper coin and as you pretend to place it in your left
hand, palm it in the right. Close the left hand into a fist and
turn it thumb side up. Keeping the right hand palm down,
gather up the remaining copper coins and insert them part
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way in the top of the left fist, then allow them to sink into
the fist. Apparently the left hand holds four copper coins.
Actually it contains only three, the fourth being concealed in
the right palm.
Now as you pick up one of the silver coins with the right hand
and place it on top of the left fist, say, "Every time I remove
a silver coin from this row and add it to the copper coins
(allow silver coin to sink into left fist, then take up the
remaining three with the right hand) a copper coin travels
over to take its place." Open the right hand and spread four
coins on the table, three silver and the copper which you had
palmed previously. Open the left hand, and as you spread
the three copper and one silver on the table, call attention
to the fact that one copper and one silver have changed
places.
Go through the same motions three more times until all the
copper coins are lined up on the right and all the silver coins
are lined up on the left.
One of the nicest things about this routine is the method.
Only one sleight is necessary to perform it-that is the one
that retains the copper coin in the right hand.
Even though the mystery makes use of only one sleight it is
best to vary your methods. Instead of beginning as
described, do this: With the left hand, pick up the four
copper coins and arrange them in a row in the palm up right
hand. Show them, then as you turn the right hand over
retain one coin classic palmed and dump the other three into
the left hand, which immediately closes and rattle them.
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Proceed as described.
For retaining a copper coin in the right hand the three times
execute the following three vanishes: Simple Vanish, Drop
Vanish, and The Tunnel Vanish, or any three different
vanishes from Chapter III.

Three and Three
Because of its simplicity, this has become one of my favorite
"coin pass" effects. I hope it will become one of yours, too.
Effect: Three coins pass one at a time from the left hand to
join three others held in the right hand.
Method: Show six half dollars, then place them on the table,
in two parallel rows, three on the left and three on the right.
With the left hand, pick up a coin from the left row and put
it squarely in the palm of the palm up right hand; then take
the remaining two and place them slightly forward of the
first one. Show the three coins, then toss the forward two
into the left hand, retaining the inner one classic palmed.
Immediately rattle the two in the closed left hand and say,
"Three half dollars."
Keeping the right hand palm down so as not to expose the
coin in its palm, gather the right hand row of three coins and
allow them to rest on the cupped fingers. Say, "And three
half dollars here." With the backs of both hands toward the
audience and both held far apart, make a tossing motion
with the left hand toward the right and release the coin from
the right palm allowing it to fall onto the three on the fingers
with a "clink." Open the left hand, show the two coins, and
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put them on the table to the left. Open the right hand
showing that the coin has arrived, then place the four coins
on the table to the right.
With the right hand, pick up one of the two coins from the
left row and pretend to place it in the left hand, but retain it
palmed instead. Take the second coin and go through the
motions of placing it in the left hand also, but execute The
Click Pass (a) instead. Because of the sound created by The
Click Pass the spectators believe the left hand to contain two
coins. Actually it holds only one, the other being palmed in
the right. Gather the four remaining coins from the table
with the right hand, and hold them on the cupped fingers as
before, as you say, "Four coins here," then gesturing with
the left hand, add, "and two coins here." Keep the hands
some distance apart as you repeat the tossing motion with
the left hand, and as you do so allow the coin in the right
palm to drop audibly onto the other four resting on the
cupped fingers. Open the left hand and show one coin. Put
it on the table to the left. Open the right hand and show five
coins. Place them on the table to the right.
Pick up the single coin from the left and apparently place it
in the left hand, but retain it in the right palm. With the right
hand, gather the five coins from the table and hold them on
the cupped fingers as before. The spectators think you have
one coin in your left hand and five in your right. Actually,
however, all are in the right, while the left is empty. Tell the
spectators to watch the last coin as it travels across to the
right hand. Repeat the tossing motion with the left hand,
then open it and show it empty. Open the right hand, show
the six coins and dump them onto the table.
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Practice releasing the palmed coin in the right hand to
coincide with the throwing motion of the left. Herein lies the
effect of the trick.
The real beauty of this little mystery is that a different move
is used to cause each coin to leave the left hand and pass
into the right. For this reason it is practically impossible to
follow.

Chinese Money Mystery
Effect: The performer places eight pennies on a table, four
in each of two vertical rows. Beginning at one end of the two
rows and using both hands, he picks up a coin from each row
simultaneously. To show that everything is fair, he tosses
the two coins back on the table and again picks them up,
one in each hand. He gathers the two in exactly the same
manner, throws them to the table, takes one in each hand
as before and continues in this manner until none remain
Although he should have four pennies in each hand, when
he opens his hands, he holds all of the coins in the left and
none in the right. Just eight coins are used.
Method: The trick is performed more easily on a soft surface,
such as a rug or sofa. A towel or a piece of heavy cloth can
be spread on any hard surface for performing the effect. If
the trick is performed on a hard surface, the coins bounce
too much when thrown from the hands.
Lay two rows of four coins on the table, or floor, parallel with
each other and vertical, the rows being about four inches
apart. Any even number of coins can be used in the trick,
but eight seems to be just right.
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Call attention to the fact that you have two rows of four
coins. Show your hands empty, close them into a loose fist
and then turn them backs up. Start at the inner end of the
two rows and work outward. Use the thumb and second joint
of the first finger of each hand to pick up the first two coins,
Fig. 1,

which you grasp simultaneously and then throw quickly to
the table, saying, "Two by two." Pick them up again; a coin
in each hand. Keep the coins from view, holding them
between the thumb and forefinger at the middle joint, Fig.
2.
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Say, "Two by two," as you pick up the two in the same
manner and apparently throw them to the table. However,
both coins are thrown from the right hand and none from
the left. The hands swing downward in an arc with the
thumbs pointing inward toward each other. As the fists are
raised in preparation for the throw they are held the same
distance apart as are the two rows of coins. Then as they
move quickly downward they swing toward each other in the
arc and both coins are released from the right hand the exact
instant the hands are closest to each other. They continue
on downward without hesitation, finally coming to rest on
the table, a fist at the inner end of each row of coins. The
illusion is that a coin came from each hand. Properly
executed, the deception is so perfect it is impossible for the
closest observer to detect that this was a fake throw and
that both coins came from the same hand. When the throw
is made correctly the coins will land a few inches apart, one
on the right and one on the left.
Pick up the two coins just tossed to the table, one in each
hand, which places three in the left hand and only one in the
right. At this point the spectators think that you hold two
coins in each hand. Four coins remain on the table.
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Continue picking up pairs and throwing only the ones in the
right hand until all have been so handled. At the finish of
these actions you will have seven coins in the left Frank
Drobina's Coin Routine hand and one in the right. Each time
you pick up a pair of coins and throw them to the table say,
"Two by two."
Hold the hands far apart, then gesture with the left hand as
you ask, "How many coins do I have here?" The answer will,
of course, be "Four." "And how many here?" (indicating the
right hand). The answer will again be "Four." "Apparently
this is so," you say, "but actually they are all here." As you
say this, open the left hand showing the seven coins.
Simultaneously turn the right hand palm down, open it and
rest the finger tips on the table, the single coin being classic
palmed. Before the spectators are able to count the coins in
the left hand, quickly turn the right hand palm up and toss
the coins into it. Immediately throw them back into the left
hand, which then tosses them onto the table.
An alternate finish is this: Hold the fists far apart as you
pretend to toss the four (?) coins from the right hand
invisibly into the left. Follow the flight of each coin with your
eyes until only one remains in the right hand. As you pretend
to toss the last coin, accidentally (?) drop this one to the
table. Apologize for fumbling on the last coin, pick it up with
the LEFT hand, then open it to show all eight coins. Open the
right hand and show it empty.
The trick works best with small coins, such as pennies. It is
most effective if done with the small Chinese coins with the
square holes, but be sure they match.
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If you can procure same old Chinese coins at a coin dealer's,
you will have the added advantages of glamour and antiquity
to work into your patter for the trick.
If you work the trick on the floor, spread a white pocket
handkerchief on the rug first. This not only dresses the trick
but makes the coins easier to see because of the contrast.

Frank Drobina's Coin Routine--Frank Drobina
Several years ago, while attending the Texas Association of
Magicians Convention in San Antonio, Texas, I saw this
effect for the first time. Although the routine makes use of
simple, actually elementary sleights, it is a real baffler, and
is calculated to puzzle the keenest observer, whether layman
or magician.
To make this book complete I felt that I must have Frank's
routine, but when I wrote him he replied that he couldn't do
the trick justice without demonstrating it in person. He said
he would be glad to teach it to me on our first meeting. Time
went by, and to make a long story short I had to make a
special trip into Flint, Michigan to get the full working details.
So, it is with great pleasure that I now present Frank
Drobina's Coin Routine.
Effect: Five coins pass through the air from one hand to the
other, invisibly.
Time: Five to seven minutes.
Requirements: Six small coins, dimes preferred.
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Preparation: Place the six coins in the right trouser pocket
sometime before you intend doing the trick.
Sleights: A thumb palm that is a little different from the one
explained in Chapter I. With this one the coin lies at a right
angle to the hand and thumb, and is pressed into the fleshy
part of the hand at the base of the thumb, being held in this
position by its edges, Fig. 1.

With the coin thus concealed, there is more freedom of
movement than with the regular thumb palm. The hand
appears very natural and the thumb does not lie flat against
the hand in a tell-tale fashion.
Whenever the thumb palm is mentioned in this routine it
refers to the one just described.
Phase One
Reach in the pocket, thumb palm one of the coins, and
remove the other five. Toss the five dimes into the left hand
and jingle them, then toss them back and forth a few times,
letting it be seen that the hands are otherwise empty.
Keeping the back of the right hand toward the spectators,
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place the five coins onto the table. Move them about with
the right fingertips as you call attention to the number.
With the right fingers, slide two of the coins to the left a
few inches. Now there are two coins on the left and three
on the right.
The following business is designed to confuse the spectators.
Look first at the left hand then at the right hand as you say,
"This is my left hand and this is my right." Keep the backs
of both hands toward the spectators and move them back
and forth as you call attention to each hand. "I'm going to
place two coins in my left hand." Pick up the two coins from
the left side of the table and drop them into the left hand,
closing it immediately. Pick up the remaining three coins
with the right hand and close the fingers over them.
"Remember, this is my right hand and this is my left hand."
Slap all of the coins (except the palmed coin) onto the table
and draw the hands away. Five coins are seen. Again call
attention to the two hands as you repeat, "Don't forget, this
is my right hand and this is my left. If I turn around, this will
be my left hand and this will be my right hand. Right?" They
will agree. You say, "No, no, this will always be my left hand
and this will always be my right hand." So you point to each
hand again to get them straight.
Pick up the two dimes with the right fingers and thumb and
drop them into the cupped left hand. Place the two coins
over on the left side of the hand at the base of the first
finger, and simultaneously, drop the palmed dime so it will
land on the opposite side of the hand at the base of the third
and fourth fingers, Fig. 2.
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The coins are placed in this position in preparation for the
move. If the left hand is held as described there will be no
need to hurry in closing it. The cupped fingers prevent the
extra coin from being seen. Close the left hand slowly and
let your eyes travel to the other three coins on the table.
Pick them up and hold them in a row on the right fingers,
the outer one Lying on the tip of the forefinger in readiness
for the thumb palm, Fig. 3.

As you close the right hand press the dime into the thumb
palm with the right forefinger. "Remember, this is my right
hand and this is my left. Let's assume I placed three coins
in my left hand and two coins in my right hand, but actually
how many do I have (look back and forth from hand to hand,
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finally stopping on the right hand).... in this hand?" They will
answer "Two." You say, "No, I mean actually in this hand."
(Shake the right hand again.) The spectator, thinking he was
mistaken, will correct himself and say, "Three." You say,
"No, no." Drop the three coins from the left hand onto the
table and slap down two with the right hand, keeping the
extra dime hidden in the thumb palm. "Don't try to guess."
Pick up the two coins with the right fingers and thumb and
drop them into the left hand, but do not load in the extra
coin. Remove the remaining three from the table with the
right hand and close the fingers over them. Repeat your
question, "How many coins do I have in my right hand?" He
will answer, "Three." You say, "Actually!" He will change his
mind and reply, "Two." Slap the five coins onto the table to
show two in the left hand and three in the right hand, as you
say, "No. Stop guessing!" By now he is thoroughly muddled.
Regardless of his reply set the stage for the phase and give
him another chance.
"Look, it seems like I'm confusing you in some way. Let's do
this one at a time so you won't get mixed up." With the right
forefinger, slide one of the two dimes over with the three,
making four on the right and one on the left.
Phase Two
Pick up the single coin with the right fingers and thumb and
throw it into the left hand, immediately closing the fingers
over it. "Did you see it?" Open the left hand and show the
dime. Remove it with the right hand and toss it back as you
repeat the question. "Did you see it?"
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Open the left hand and as you remove the dime with the
right fingers and thumb drop the palmed coin at the same
time so it will fall at the base of the third and fourth fingers.
Clip it between those two fingers and turn the hand back
toward the spectators, holding it about shoulder high. (In
case the coin does not land in the correct position merely
bend the fingers inward slightly and retain it where it does
land.) Show the dime lying on the end of the right forefinger.
Draw the right hand back, press the dime into thumb palm,
and make a throwing motion toward the left hand. The
palming of the coin in the right hand takes place as the hand
is drawn back for the throw. As the right hand pretends to
throw the coin, the left hand closes. Then open the left hand
to show that the dime has arrived. Remove it with the right
hand as you say, "It goes right through and doesn't hurt a
bit." (The reason you remove this coin from the left hand is
to give you a chance to add the palmed coin when you
replace it a moment later.) The right hand drops the dime
back into the left hand and adds the palmed coin at the same
time. As the right fingers and thumb place the dime in
position on the left side of the hand the palmed one is
dropped so it will land at the base of the third and fourth
fingers. This not only prevents the two coins from clinking
together-it puts them into position for the move. Close the
left hand over the coins keeping them in their original
positions and turn the back of the hand toward the audience.
Hold the left hand about shoulder height as before as you
reach for another coin with the right.
Repeat the throwing motions with the right hand and thumb
palm the dime. Follow the flight of the invisible coin over to
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the left hand with your eyes. Relax the left hand slightly,
allowing the upper coin to fall onto the lower one with a
decided "clink," as you exclaim, "Did you hear it?"
Acting very surprised, open your left hand to show the two
coins. Remove them with the right fingers and thumb and
show the left hand empty. As you place the two coins back
into the left hand drop the palmed coin also. Drop the two
on the left side of the hand and the single coin about an inch
away on the right side of the hand in preparation for the
move.
Take another coin from the table and pretend to pass it into
the left fist, but thumb palm it as before. Follow its flight to
the left hand and allow the upper single coin to fall down
onto the other two making a "clinking" sound. "Did you hear
it? You can always hear it, but never see it. You see, I throw
curves and as they go by I grab them very quickly."
"Anybody can throw them like this." Pick up another coin and
actually throw it into the open left hand so everyone can see
it. Reach over with the right hand and remove the coin,
simultaneously dropping the palmed coin so it will land at
the base of the left third and fourth fingers. Close the left
hand and hold it with its back toward the audience, about
shoulder height. "Look," (put the coin in the right hand on
the table and point to the back of the left fist) --"see the
scars! That's where they go through." Pick up the coin again
with the right hand, keeping the palm turned down. (Of
course, there is no coin in the thumb palm now.) As you tell
them to watch the fourth coin turn the right hand over so
they can see clearly that you have only the single coin. (It
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lies on the tip of the forefinger.) Pretend to toss this coin into
the left hand but thumb palm it as before. Open the left hand
to show the coin has arrived. Each time a coin is caught in
the left hand allow the coins to "clink" together. This helps
create the illusion you are striving for. Dump the four coins
into the right hand and rattle them, then place them on the
table. (One dime is concealed in the right thumb palm.)
An easy, careless handling of the right hand at all times will
convince the most skeptical spectator that the hand is
empty.
Phase Three
Allow a moment for the spectators to grasp what has
happened, then pick out a person near you and tell him you
will throw the last coin into his hand. As you reach for the
four coins on the. table allow the thumb palmed coin to drop
onto the cupped fingers. Pick up the coins and give them to
him to hold. Keep talking to him as you drop the coins into
his hand. Ask him if he is right or left handed, or move him
from one side to another. The spectator believes he has four
coins, but actually he has five. Caution him to hold the coins
tightly as you pick up the last dime from the table with the
right hand. Tell him it won't hurt a bit. Pretend to throw the
dime, but thumb palm it instead.
Quickly ask him if he felt it go in. If he says, "No," say,
"Oh, so you're not feeling so well." If he says, "Yes," say,
"Oh, so you're feeling pretty good." At any rate, have him
open his hand. He will have five coins. Point to the coin
farthest away from the others as you exclaim, "There it is!"
Phase Four
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Take the five coins from your helper and thank him for his
assistance. Place the five coins onto the table. (A sixth is
thumb palmed in the right hand.)
Pick out another spectator (one wearing a coat), and as you
move him back load the thumb palmed coin into his outer
left breast pocket. (See In a Spectator's Pocket (b).) Tell him
you intend passing a coin by magic into his closed left hand,
but he will have to imagine the coin flying through spaceyou
usually throw it so fast no one can see it.
Pick up one of the coins from the table and as you go through
the motions for throwing it toward him, thumb palm it as
you did the coins. Follow its invisible flight with your eyes,
and as it nears his hand have him make a quick grab for the
coin. Suddenly shout, "Now!" Regardless of how he grabs
tell him he did it wrong. He grabbed either too high, too low,
too fast, or too slow.
"You didn't do it right. You missed the coin and it fell into
your pocket."
Ask him to reach in his pocket and remove it. Take it and
place it on the table with the rest. (One coin is thumb palmed
in the right hand.)
Phase Five
Tell the spectators that same of them may doubt that the
coin that went into your helper's pocket was the same one
you started with. So to convince them, you will have a coin
marked. Allow someone to select and mark one of the dimes.
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As this is being done drop the right hand to the side and let
the thumb palmed coin drop onto the curled fingers. When
the coin has been marked receive it in the right hand and
hold it between the forefinger and thumb. Now, direct
everyone's attention to your left trouser pocket as you turn
it inside out with the left hand. While you are doing this, the
right hand thumb palms the marked dime and drops the
other one onto the table. (The Bobo Switch can be
substituted for this move.) This is done apparently to give
you an extra hand to help show the pocket. Handle pocket
with both hands as you call attention to its emptiness, no
holes, etc. Turn the pocket back, then take the supposedly
marked coin from the table and slowly and deliberately drop
it into the pocket. Have someone verify that the coin is
actually in the pocket by allowing them to feel it through the
fabric. After everyone is satisfied, back up a little so they
may have a better view. Allow the thumb palmed coin to fall
onto the curled right fingers and place it flat against the leg
outside of the pocket. With the right thumb pinch a fold of
cloth above the coin and turn it downward over the coin
concealing it from view. (For a more detailed description of
this move see Through the Pocket (b).) Go through a rubbing
motion as you bring the dime into view. Show that the coin
did not make a hole in your trousers, then have it identified.
It is the same coin!
The moves in this routine are so worked out that you will
always be a step ahead of the spectators. Throughout the
routine there are certain points that are designed to upset
any solution which may begin to form in the minds of the
spectators.
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In Frank Drobina's hands the routine never fails to make a
vivid impression on all who see it.

Four Coins to a Glass Described by Arthur
Buckley
I rate this as one of my best coin illusions. Ever since I first
read the "Coins to Glass" in Tommy Downs' book way back
in 1908, I have been fascinated with the possibilities this feat
offers. Other ways of performing the trick have appeared in
The Sphinx and some in The Linking Ring under my name,
but I consider this method my best.
The illusion: Proceed to gather four silver dollars, one by
one, from the air, dropping them into an empty drinking
glass held by the left hand. Pour the four coins from the glass
onto the open right palm, and then set the empty glass
aside. The four coins are tossed from the right palm into the
open left palm and spread out by the fingertips of the right
hand for all to see plainly that there are just four coins. The
left hand is closed on the four coins. The fingers of the right
hand pick up the glass by its rim. Gaze at the closed left
hand, give it a little shake, and then look toward the glass.
A coin is seen and heard to fall into the glass. Place the glass
on the table in plain view. Toss the coins from the left hand
into the open palm of the right. Spread them so that it can
be seen there are but three. Toss the coins from the right
hand to the left hand and again spread them to assure there
are three. The left hand is closed on the three, and the glass
is picked up by the fingertips and thumb of the right hand.
The drama is re-enacted and another coin is seen and heard
to fall into the glass. These moves are repeated for each of
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the remaining two coins, and they pass the same way as the
first two coins, falling visibly into the glass held by the right
hand. After the fourth coin has fallen into the glass, the left
hand is slowly opened, and it is unmistakably empty.
These are the sleights required to perform this beautiful coin
illusion:
The production of four or five coins at the fingertips, one at
a time, from the Downs palm position, as in Figs. 1, 2, 3,
and 4.

The thumb palm, either hand, Figs. 5 and 6.
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Tossing a coin or coins from the right hand into the left and
retaining one coin, and repeating these moves from left hand
to right hand, as in Figs, 5, 6 and 7.

(Instead of retaining a coin each time in the thumb palm, it
can be retained in the finger palm as described in the Utility
Switch.)
Palming a coin and holding a glass by its rim with your
fingertips and thumb, and releasing the coin at the desired
instant so that it falls into the glass, as in Fig. 8.
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Holding a coin in the left hand and releasing it so that it will
fall from your left palm into your handkerchief pocket, the
fall of the coin completely concealed by your left arm.
Reviewing these sleights in the order given: The production
with the five coins held in the crotch of the thumb as shown
in Fig. 1. (This is the Downs palm.) The fingers close, the
ball of the second finger pressing lightly against the top four
coins, and not against the bottom coin, the third finger
passing beneath the bottom coin, Fig. 2,and doing so in a
manner that permits it to be concealed by the thumb until
the moment arrives for its appearance at the fingertips.
When the coin has been carried past the tip of the thumb,
the second finger releases it, and the thumb instantly
presses it near the rim against the third fingertip, giving a
startling reality to its sudden appearance at the fingertips. I
have not hitherto revealed this very important detail of this
sleight for producing coins at the fingertips, from the Downs
palm, and I trust you may profit by its explanation. The
figures are viewed from a side angle for explanatory reasons.
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As each of the four coins is produced, it is allowed to fall into
the glass held in the left hand. No one has the slightest
reason to suspect that another coin remains hidden.
The four coins are spilled from the glass into the right hand
to join the fifth. The glass is placed aside. The right thumb
secretly retains one coin as the right hand turns the four
coins back into the left palm; the coin retained in the right
hand being thumb palmed, Fig. 5. This is best accomplished
by bending the first finger around and over the edge of the
coin, whereupon it is pressed against the fork of the thumb
which easily presses down upon it to hold it securely but
lightly in place. (Figs. 5 and 7 are the same as seen from the
side and front.) The fingertips can easily spread the four
coins in the left palm without danger of exposing the thumb
palmed coin in the right hand, or imparting any suspicion of
same to the onlookers. The right hand takes up the glass,
and in doing so shifts the retained coin to the classic palm,
Fig. 8. The left hand closes on the four coins, and the right
hand releases the palmed coin, and it falls into the glass.
The right hand places the glass on the table.
The left hand turns over to spill out the coins as the right
turns palm up to receive them; and the left thumb retains
the coin resting against the left palm, and only three coins
are spilled on the right palm. The fingers of the left hand
spread the three coins on the right hand. The right hand
turns two of the three coins back into the left hand, and thus
produces a perfect illusion of showing only three coins in the
hands. The right hand with the thumb palmed coin reaches
for the glass, and in doing so the coin is dropped
momentarily onto the fingertips, then pressed into the palm.
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The little drama of pretending to pass the coin from the left
hand to the glass is enacted, and the coin is allowed to fall
from the right palm into the glass. The moves as described
are repeated for the third coin. When only two coins are left,
one in the left hand known to the audience, and one in the
right hand unknown to them, the left hand is brought up,
with the arm bent at the elbow. The hand is about eight
inches above the handkerchief pocket. As a trial will reveal,
the coin may be released and will fall unseen by the audience
into the pocket. The left hand is not immediately opened,
the arm being first extended away from the body, and the
fourth coin falls into the glass. The left hand opens, thus
completing a beautiful illusion.

Four Coins to a Glass--Second Version
Although the effect of this routine is similar to the one just
described, the moves are entirely different. In fact, the
sleights necessary for its performance have already been
described in preceding pages.
Method: Begin the experiment with a drinking glass on the
table and four half dollars concealed in the right palm.
Execute The Touch of Midas as you produce these one at a
time, and drop them into the glass. If you prefer, you may
have the coins already in the glass and start from there.
Take up the glass from the table with the right hand and
empty the four coins into the palm up left hand, then set the
glass on the table. Call attention to the number of coins, then
square them up in a stack. Pick up the stack of coins by their
edges between the right second finger and thumb. Show the
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left hand empty on both sides, and as you replace the stack
of coins in the left hand execute The Bottom Steal which
action secretly puts one coin in the right palm. Immediately
close the left hand on the three coins as you reach for the
glass with the right hand. Pick it up by the rim between the
fingertips and thumb (see Fig.
8, preceding version
appended here)

and hold it some distance from the left hand. Make a slight
throwing motion with the left hand toward the right and
instantly release the coin in the right palm, allowing it to fall
into the glass. Place the glass on the table, then open the
left hand showing three coins.
Count them into the right hand. Pretend to toss all three
back into the left hand but retain one palmed in the right. As
the two coins arrive in the left hand they clink together and
it is impossible to detect the fact that only two coins were
thrown. Take the glass in the right hand as before and repeat
the throwing motion with the left hand to effect the passage
of the second coin into the glass. Put the glass on the table,
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and open the left hand to show two coins which are then
placed on the table.
Silently show both hands empty front and back. Do The Click
Pass (a) as you apparently return both coins to the left hand.
At the completion of this sleight there will be one coin in the
closed left hand and one concealed in the right. The sound
of the two coins striking each other as this move is executed
offers convincing proof that the left hand does actually
contain two coins. Pick up the glass with the right hand and
again go through the motions of passing a coin into it. Allow
the palmed half to clatter down into the glass, then set it on
the table. Open the left hand showing one coin.
Take the coin in the right hand, holding it by its extreme
edge between the tips of the forefinger and thumb. Hold it
high so all may see, and while pretending to replace it in the
left hand, perform The Tunnel Vanish which sleight retains
coin in the right hand. Keep the left hand closed as if it
actually held the coin. While reaching for the glass with the
right hand, get the coin into the palm, then take up the glass
and hold it as described. Hold the hands far apart and repeat
the same set of movements to effect passage of the last
coin. Finally open the left hand and show it empty, then pour
the coins from the glass into the left hand, letting it be plainly
seen that there are only four.

The Traveling Centavos Reprinted through the
courtesy of The Sphinx Publishing Corporation
After returning to the States from a trip below the border I
found I had a pocket full of Mexican coins, among them
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several 20 Centavo Pieces. A handmade, leather dice cup
was also brought back. Playing around with the 20 Centavo
Pieces and the dice cup, the following routine was born. A
20 Centavo Piece is a copper coin about midway between
the size of a quarter and a half dollar, but I see no reason
why quarters or half dollars cannot be used. In an
emergency an opaque plastic or metal tumbler, as used in
bathrooms, will serve instead of the leather cup.
Effect: On the table in front of the performer is a dice cup.
Showing his hands empty, the performer picks up the cup
and dumps a few coins onto his right hand. The coins are
placed on the table-there are four.
The dice cup is shown empty and the right hand picks up a
coin and makes a tossing motion toward the cup. The coin is
heard to arrive in the cup. This is continued until all four
coins pass one at a time into the cup. The passage of each
coin is accomplished by a different move.
Method: Although the spectators know of only four coins,
actually five are used. These are in the leather dice cup on
the table at your left. If the cup is unlined and has a wider
mouth than bottom, it will not only be easier to handle but
the sound of the coins as they arrive in the cup will be more
distinct.
Show the hands empty without calling attention to the fact.
Take up the dice cup with the left hand and empty the five
coins into the palm up right hand. Replace the cup on the
table upside down. The right hand places the four coins in a
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row on the table to the right of the cup. The fifth coin is
retained hidden in the palm. The right hand removes one
coin from the table and places it on the open left hand at
finger palm position. (This is at the base of the two middle
fingers where it can be retained later.) The remaining three
coins are arranged in an overlapping row, extending inward
toward the palm. Right hand with its concealed coin in the
palm points to the coins on the left hand as you call attention
to the number-"Four."
These are apparently tossed into the right hand, but the
forward coin is retained in finger palm position. The exposed
right hand shows four coins, one which was hidden in the
palm and the other three just received from the left hand
(the Utility Switch).
The left hand picks up cup as the right hand places its four
coins in a row on the table. The back of the left should be
toward the audience as it grasps the cup near the bottom.
The cup is picked up in this position and turned mouth
toward spectators allowing them to view the inside. Because
of this position the cup can be shown all around-to the
spectators on the left and to the ones on the right. The coin
remains concealed by the curled fingers and is not seen from
any angle except from the rear, Fig. 1.
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As the right hand picks up the first coin from the row on the
table the cup is turned mouth upwards and allowed to slide
down between the fingers and thumb of the left hand, then
the hand turns clockwise with the cup revolving between the
thumb and forefinger, remaining upright and assuming the
position shown in Fig. 2.

Back of the left hand is toward the audience.
The right hand makes a tossing motion toward the cup and
palms the coin. The left immediately releases its coin from
finger palm position, and it falls audibly into the cup. Shake
the cup vigorously so all can hear that the coin has arrived.
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Turn toe cup counterclockwise and dump the coin onto the
fingers of the right hand. The cup is tipped inward for this
action and you are turned slightly toward the left. The extra
coin palmed in the right hand will not be seen. The right hand
flips the coin just received into the air a couple of times,
catching it on the fingers each time, but be careful that the
two coins do not clink together in this action. (See The Coin
Flip.) This subtle move shows without saying that the right
hand is otherwise empty.
Holding the visible coin between the first finger and thumb
of the right hand, lower the hand slightly so that the coin in
the palm will slide down to finger palm position. (Fig. 3
shows how the two coins are held at this point.)

Bring the left hand up, holding the cup tilted slightly to the
right to facilitate the following move: Toss both coins
together from the right hand toward the cup. The visible coin
is aimed at the mouth of the cup and goes into it as the other
lands on the cupped fingers of the left hand. Be sure to
release both coins simultaneously and you will have no
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difficulty. Fig. 3 shows the position of the two coins in the
right hand immediately before the throw, while Fig. 4

shows the left hand after the throw, with one coin lying on
the cupped fingers and the other entering the cup.
Turn the left hand clockwise and let it assume the position
shown in Fig. 2. Rattle the coin in the cup so it can be heard.
Pick up a second coin from the table with the right hand and
make a tossing motion toward the cup. Palm the coin as
before as the left hand releases its coin, which falls into the
cup onto the other coin, and both are then rattled.
Apparently dump both coins from the cup into the right hand
but retain one in left finger palm as the two slide across the
cupped fingers. As the two coins slide across the fingers of
the left hand one is retained and the other one falls into the
waiting right hand, Fig. 5.
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Rattle the two coins in the right hand as the left hand again
allows the cup to assume an upright position. The right hand
openly drops its two coins into the cup, which is then shaken
vigorously. One coin is in finger palm position, Fig. 2, and
the right hand is empty.
The right hand picks up the third coin and seems to toss it
invisibly into the cup. Actually, the coin is palmed as before
while the left hand releases its coin so that it falls into the
cup. The three are rattled in the cup to convey the idea that
one actually did pass.
The left hand turns the cup mouth toward the onlookers and
empties the three coins onto the table. Cup is then placed
upside down to the left of the coins. The right hand picks up
the three coins and places them onto the open left hand, one
going in finger palm position. Call attention to the three coins
and toss two of them into the right hand, retaining one in
finger palm. The right hand shows three coins, two just
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received from the left hand and the third which was hidden
in the palm (the Utility Switch). As the coins are shown in
the right hand, the left picks up the cup from the table and
shows it empty as in Fig. 1. Cup is again allowed to assume
position as shown in Fig. 2. The right hand daintily drops its
three coins into the cup, one at a time. The cup is shaken,
rattling the three coins therein. A fourth coin is concealed in
the finger palm.
The right hand takes up the last coin from the table and
repeats the same set of movements as it pretends to toss
the coin into the cup. The coin is palmed and the left hand
permits the finger palmed coin to fall onto the three in the
cup. As the left hand rattles the coins in the cup, drop the
right hand and shift the coin in that hand to finger palm
position As the right hand takes the cup from the left hand
it presses its coin against the outside of the cup near the
bottom and dumps the four coins from the cup onto the
table. The right hand appears quite empty in this action.
Set the cup on the table mouth up, and return the fifth coin
from the fingers to the palm while reaching for one of the
coins on the table. Place this coin in finger palm position on
the open left hand and the other three overlapping it inward
toward the palm. Toss the three innermost coins into the
right hand, retaining the forward one in finger palm position.
Show four coins in the right hand, three just received and
one which was already there (the Utility Switch). Place these
four coins on the table in a row as the left hand picks up the
cup and shows it empty as in Fig. 1. (One coin is finger
palmed.) Cup assumes position as in Fig. 2 as the right hand
picks up the first coin from the table. Apparently toss it into
the cup as described, but palm it and release the coin from
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the left hand so that it falls into the cup. The right hand picks
up the second coin and visibly drops it into the cup. The third
coin is removed from the table, it and the one concealed in
the right hand are dropped together into the cup as one. Just
toss them together, that's all. Finally, the right hand takes
the last coin and flips it into the air. The left hand catches it
in the cup and the cup is placed on the table.
The last part of tossing the coins back into the cup is just a
"clean-up" move. It gets rid of the extra coin nicely and puts
a finish on the effect at the same time.
Master this trick and you will have one of the prettiest and
most baffling of all coin transposition effects. There is a
certain rhythm or poetry of motion to the moves which you
will enjoy-even for yourself!
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Miracle Coins to the Pocket Glenn Harrison
This ingenious feat of magic won its inventor, Glenn
Harrison, a prominent coin manipulator of Denver, first prize
in the sleight of hand contest at the Society of American
Magicians' Convention in 1949.
The method used to accomplish the effect is not one which
will be quickly adopted by many magicians, and for this
reason it will be more of an exclusive item for those who do
go to the trouble to prepare for the trick. Those who do use
it will find that they have one of the most baffling feats
possible with coins, one that will create a veritable sensation
whenever shown.
Effect: The magician shows three silver dollars and a glass.
The coins are marked for identification while the glass is
placed in the empty right coat pocket. Taking one of the
dollars, magician places it in his left hand and announces his
intention of causing the coin to pass up the left sleeve,
across the body, then into the glass in the coat pocket. No
sooner does he make this declaration than the coin is heard
to arrive in the glass. The second, and finally the third are
treated in like manner, each apparently going up the sleeve,
across the body, then down into the glass where they are
heard to arrive. A spectator is permitted to remove the glass
from the performer's pocket and examine the coins. They
are the marked coins!
The effect appears exactly as described. Only three coins are
used. They are the ones which were marked at the
beginning, and they are the ones which finally appear in the
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glass. The sound of the coins arriving in the glass one at a
time is actually created by the coins themselves.
Sounds impossible? It looks just as impossible as it sounds.
Presented as described, the feat is calculated to baffle all
who see it, magicians and laymen alike.
Method: Besides the three silver dollars you will need a glass
as used to serve Old Fashions, and a coat prepared as
follows: Take your coat to a tailor and have him make a flat
tube of cloth long enough to reach from the breast pocket to
the right pocket. The material for this tube should be of a
soft variety, such as a rayon the same as, or similar to, that
used in the lining of dress coats. After making this tube and
pressing it flat it should be a little wider than the diameter
of a silver dollar. The breast pocket will have to be altered,
making it "funnel" shaped. One end of the tube is fastened
to the bottom of the breast pocket, then it follows the inside
of the coat around the back and down to the right coat
pocket where it enters near its top. About an inch of the tube
should protrude inside the pocket from the body side. It is
this tab that is placed over the rim of the glass when it is put
in the pocket. The tube is fastened to the coat by its top
edge as it goes around the back of the coat. (See Figs. 1, 2
and 3 for detailed construction of pockets and tube.)
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When constructed as described, the tube serves as a slide or
passage-way for the coins as they travel from the breast
pocket to the side pocket. Almost any single breasted coat
can be altered for the trick. A double-breasted coat
sometimes fits too tight and because of this the coin may
hang up in the tube enroute to the side pocket. If this should
happen you can loosen the coin and speed it on its way by
merely shrugging the shoulders.
Warning: Do not attempt this trick with half dollars. They are
not heavy enough. After a coat is thus prepared, experiment
with it to determine to your utter satisfaction that it will not
fail when put to actual use. The tube may require an
additional adjusting after it is installed in the coat, to give it
the right slant.
Working:Show the three silver dollars and the glass. If you
live where silver dollars are readily procurable you might
begin the trick by borrowing the coins. In any event, have
them marked for identification by three different spectators.
Show the glass empty and as you place it in the right side
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pocket adjust the end of the tube over the rim so it will hang
on the inside.
Take one of the silver dollars from a spectator and
apparently place it in your left hand, but retain it thumb
palmed in the right hand instead. Say, "I will cause the silver
dollar to pass up my left sleeve, across my body, then down
into the glass in my right pocket." Suiting the actions to the
words, pass your right forefinger along your coat sleeve,
across the chest, then gesture toward the right pocket, being
careful not to let the hand get too close to the pocket lest
someone suspects you of dropping the coin in the pocket. As
the hand passes across the breast pocket the coin is dropped
in it, then without hesitating it continues on its way as you
indicate the route the dollar will take in its journey to the
glass. Pay no attention to your actions as you do this, but
look directly at the spectators. Timed right, the dollar will
arrive in the glass about the time you have completed your
movements of showing how it will travel, Fig. 4.

Open your left hand and show it empty.
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Take the second coin from the spectator and repeat the
above described movements of causing it to pass into the
glass in the pocket. For the third coin, instead of dropping it
in the breast pocket, leave it thumb palmed while you go
through the motions used for causing the first two to pass
into the glass. Wait for the sound of the coin arriving in the
glass, but it doesn't come. After a moment of suspense,
accompanied by the proper facial expressions, reach under
the left side of the coat and apparently extract the coin from
the body. Say, "Occasionally the coin strikes a rib, which
makes the trick much more difficult and much more painful."
This usually gets a laugh.
Pretend to replace the dollar in the left hand but thumb palm
it in the right instead. Then, as you repeat the moves of
indicating the path the coin will travel, drop it in the breast
pocket. After the coin is heard to arrive in the glass, show
the left hand empty, then the, right. Have a spectator reach
into your pocket and remove the glass. The markings on the
coins are verified, proving that they are the same ones.
The only crucial move in the entire routine is the act of
disposing of the thumb palmed coin in the breast pocket as
the hand passes it. It is vitally important that this be
thoroughly and completely mastered. The trick is too good
to expose through carelessness and insufficient practice.
Strive for a perfect illusion!
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Chapter VIII Coins Across
Without a doubt some of the most puzzling effects possible
with coins are those of the transposition and "passe-passe"
variety. Tricks of this nature seem to hold a special
fascination for most spectators. How a magician can cause
coins to travel from one place to another is completely
beyond their comprehension.
In this chapter you will find many unique and different
effects of this nature, all worthy of your consideration. All
are time-tested and with the exception of one, they are
strictly impromptu.
The effect of the first four tricks is the same--the
transposition of a copper and a silver coin--but each
method is entirely different.
Copper and Silver Transposition--Milton Kort
Second Method--Stewart Judah
Third Method--Arthur Punnar
Fourth Method--Ross Bertram
Guess Which Hand
Quarter and Half Dollar Transposition
The Curious Nickel
Two Pennies on the Leg
The Inseparable Pair
Coins in the Teeth
The Drop Pass
The Hippity Hop Half
Rapid Transit
Winged Silver
The Flying Eagles
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Three and Three
Chinese Money Mystery
Drobina's Coin Routine
Four Coins to a Glass
Four Coins to a Glass: Second Version The
Traveling Centavos
Miracle Coins to the Pocket
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A Novel Vanish And Reproduction
Here is an ingenious method of vanishing and reproducing a
coin which was shown to me by the late Paul Rosini. Although
it makes use of the sleeves it does so in such a subtle
manner they are never suspected.
The only advance preparation necessary is to have a small
wand or pencil in the upper left vest or shirt pocket. And you
must be wearing a coat.
Stand facing the spectators as you show them a half dollar
in your right hand. Pretend to place it in your left hand but
retain it palmed in your right. Keep the left hand closed as
you say, "In my pocket I have a magic pencil." (This remark
is necessary before making the following actionotherwise the
spectators' suspicions would he aroused.) Reach under the
coat with the right hand and quickly drop the palmed coin
into the top opening of the coat sleeve. Keep the left arm
bent at the elbow and the coin will fall only that far. Bring
out the pencil and show it. Say, "If I tap my left hand with
the magic pencil the coin will vanish." Suit the action to the
words as you touch the left fist a couple of times with the
pencil. Slowly open the left hand to show the coin vanished,
Let it be seen that BOTH hands are unmistakably empty
except for the pencil, before proceeding.
Raise the pencil up high as you suddenly exclaim, "Look!
Here it is on the pencil." During this brief bit of action drop
the left arm and catch the coin in the hand as it falls from
the sleeve. Bring the left hand up dosed. Tap it with the
pencil as you say, "I'll put it back in the hand so you can see
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it." As dramatically as possible open the left hand to show
the missing coin. "There it is!"
George Kaplan makes excellent use of this principle in an
effect called "The Kaplan Coin Transposition," which is
described on page 447 of Hugard's Magic Monthly. I urge
you to investigate it.
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Tricks Using Sleeving
Splitting the Atom Dr. E. M. Roberts
Effect: A borrowed half dollar instantly and visibly changes
to two quarters.
Method: Before asking for the loan of a half dollar, have two
quarters classic palmed in the right hand.
When someone offers a half dollar, take it in the palm down
right hand between the fingers and thumb. Display it for a
moment, then, as you bring the left hand up in front of you
as if you intended tossing the half into it, drop the right hand
to the side and sleeve the coin (Dr. Roberts' Method). Raise
the right hand and quickly transfer the two quarters to the
fingertips, displaying them fanned. After receiving the half
dollar in the right hand it is a natural move to drop the arm
in preparation for an intended toss. The left hand should be
brought up and held in front of you at the same instant the
right hand is lowered. Center your attention momentarily on
the left hand then on the right hand as the two quarters are
brought into view.
When you take the borrowed half in the right hand, quickly
get it into the Dr. Roberts' sleeving position. Then the instant
the hand reaches its lowest level the coin is propelled up the
sleeve. (The two palmed quarters in no way interfere with
this move.) Of course, the forearm will have to be raised to
prevent the half dollar falling from the sleeve. Once the half
dollar leaves the hand the fingers are free to bring the two
palmed quarters to their tips. This they do as the hand is
brought up. By the time the right hand is even with the left,
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it should have the two quarters displayed in a fan. The
intended throw is interrupted and the two coins are seen in
the right hand. Drop them singly into the left hand and show
the right hand empty.
When performed at an even, unhesitating tempo the effect
is beautiful to behold. It appears that you visibly split the
larger coin into two smaller ones.
If you care to change the two quarters back to the half dollar,
the method about to be described will do the trick.
Otherwise, you can get rid of the sleeved half dollar by using
this stratagem: While showing the two quarters in the left
hand, drop the right and gain possession of the sleeved half.
Hold it thumb palmed, then raise the hand and take one of
the quarters between the tips of the thumb and first and
second fingers. In the action of pulling back the left sleeve
slightly, drop the thumb palmed half dollar into the outer left
breast pocket. The left hand repeats the same action with
the right sleeve, for effect. This move of disposing of the half
dollar in the breast pocket is similar to the one used in the
Complete Thumb Palm Vanish.
To change the two quarters back to a half dollar do this:
Have a small blob of magician's wax on the lower button of
the coat or vest. While showing the two quarters in the left
hand get the sleeved half into the right hand by dropping
that hand. Then hold it classic palmed. Secure the blob of
wax on the tip of the right second finger. Then take one of
the quarters from the left hand and as you display it
momentarily, press the wax to its back. You are now showing
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a coin in each hand. Place the left hand's quarter in the right
hand, BEHIND the other quarter, and press the two together.
The exchange of the two quarters for the half dollar is made
during the following brief action: Raise the left hand and
blow a few imaginary dust particles from it. At the same time
drop the right hand and sleeve the two quarters. The wax
holds them together as one coin, thus preventing their
rattling. Immediately raise the right hand and drop the half
dollar into the left hand. Show the right hand empty.
Return the borrowed half dollar with the left hand. As you do
this drop the right, catch the sleeved coins as they fall from
the sleeve and dispose of them in the right coat pocket.
Dr. Roberts tells me that he is often approached by someone
who has witnessed the first part of the experiment-the
splitting process-with two quarters, wanting him to put them
together. For this reason he always carries a blob of wax on
a button, and a half dollar handy. He is then ready to
perform the restoration process at any time.
When a trick is performed under these conditions it packs a
greater wallop than if it had been performed in a planned
routine.

The Stratosphere Quarters Dr. E. M. Roberts
Effect: The performer shows four quarters which he places
in a row on the table. Nothing is concealed in either hand.
Picking up one of the quarters with the right hand he tosses
it into the air where it vanishes. The remaining three coins
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are caused to disappear in a like manner. After tossing the
last coin into the air he shows his right hand empty. Making
a grab in the air with his left hand he produces the missing
money.
Method: Once again the Dr. Roberts' Method of Sleeving
plays a big part in the mystery. Besides the ability to perform
this method of sleeving you will need four duplicate quarters.
Actually, however, you will need only seven quarters in all;
the eighth is borrowed from a spectator. The reason for this
will soon be apparent.
Prepare for the trick in advance by sticking a small blob of
wax on one side of three of the seven quarters. Cut a piece
of waxed paper about an inch wide and four inches long. On
it place the three waxed coins. Fold the paper
accordionfashion, and place it in the right trousers pocket.
Wedge the other four quarters between the prongs of a
safety pin and fasten it underneath the left side of the coat,
in a position for the left hand to steal later.
Seize a favorable moment, separate the three quarters from
the paper and bring them from the pocket. Place them
waxed side down in a row on a table. As you remove these
three quarters from the pocket remark that you need four
for the trick about to be performed, and ask for the loan of
a quarter from a spectator. Place it at the right end of the
row of three quarters already on the table. This subtly
throws anyone off the scent of the correct solution.
Borrowing a quarter emphasizes the "impromptu'' nature of
the effect, and this is the impression you wish to create.
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Stand with your right side toward the spectators as you pick
up with your right hand coin number one from the left end
of the row. Pretend to toss this coin into the air, and as you
go through a throwing motion with the hand, classic palm
the coin with the waxed side away from the palm. Repeat
this operation with coins number two and three. Each time
a coin is apparently thrown into the air the eyes follow its
invisible flight. Each time a coin is vanished it is pressed into
the palm to become fastened to the others by means of the
wax. The left hand is seen empty as it moves more or less
in unison with the throwing motions on the right hand. The
three quarters are now stuck together in the right palm.
As you reach for the last (unprepared) coin with the right
hand, steal the four quarters from underneath the coat with
the left hand. This is accomplished by placing the fingers
underneath the coat and forcing the stack from the pin by
pressing against their edges with the thumb from outside
the cloth. The coins fall onto the cupped fingers. Go through
the motions of tossing the last coin into the air with the right
hand and press it into the palm onto the waxed side of the
third coin. As you watch the invisible flight of the last coin
upward, drop the right hand to the side and sleeve the stack
of four coins using the Dr. Roberts' Sleeving Method. All four
coins are propelled up the sleeve as one. Raise the right
hand so the coins will not fall from the sleeve. Then turn it
palm toward the audience as you say, "Oh, no! (If there are
any magicians in your audience they will be thoroughly
mystified at this point, because they will think you are
concealing the coins in the palm.) Not here, but here." As
you pronounce these last words suddenly make a grab in the
air with the left hand. Then show the quarters in that hand.
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Pour the coins into the right hand and let it be clearly seen
that these are the only coins you have.
Keep the right arm bent so the sleeved stack will not fall out.
Toss the coins back into the left hand. With your left side
toward the spectators count the coins one at a time onto the
table. While this is being done drop the right hand, retrieve
the waxed stack from the sleeve, and drop it into the right
coat pocket.
Pick up one of the four quarters from the table and return
it to the spectator from whom it was borrowed at the
beginning of the trick.
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Die to Dime Kirk Stiles
Here is a one-hand change of a die to a dime, ring, or any
other object small enough to be concealed under the curled
third and fourth fingers.
Have the die and dime in the right trousers pocket. Reach
in, finger palm the dime at the base of the third and fourth
fingers and bring out the die, visible at the fingertips, and
toss it onto the table. Pick it up with the aid of the first two
fingers and spin it on the table a couple of times, which
action shows without saying that it is ordinary, and at the
same time gives the right hand a natural, empty
appearance.
Take up the die between the tips of the right first two fingers
and thumb as in

Fig. 1, and hold

the hand palm up

in

a

position

some six or eight

inches

below

your chin and a

similar distance

from your chest. Blow on the die, then under cover of a
flourish, the die is sleeved and the coin shown. To
accomplish this change, begin by holding the hand as just
described. Turn the hand palm inward and lower it, then as
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you bring it up and swing it to the right, sleeve the die. The
forefinger snaps between the thumb and second finger,
which acts as a channel and directs the die up the sleeve.
(This move is quite similar to the Dr. Roberts' Method
described elsewhere in this chapter. If you are familiar with
it this sleeving move with the die will be simple.) Before the
die has a chance to fall out of the sleeve the arm is raised
and the hand (still closed) turned palm upward. Every move
except the forefinger snap should be done slowly and
deliberately. As soon as the die is gone the fingers begin a
snapping movement and the hand is returned to its original
position near the chin. Blow on the hand, then open it to
reveal the dime.
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Chapter IX Coin Classics
Gathered together in this chapter are the coin classicstricks
that have stood the test of time. Even though some of them
are centuries old they are still being performed today.
Together with these mysteries you will discover many new
effects by contemporary magicians which, in my opinion, are
also classics.
Coin Through a Ring (2 methods)
Silver or Copper Extraction (3 methods)
Copper Penetration
The Expansion of Texture—Expanded!
The Gadabout Coins
The Three Coin Trick (3 methods)
The Bent Penny
Silver Extraction
The Ghost of a Coin (2 methods)
Coins Through the Table (4 versions)
Magical Filtration of Four Half Dollars
The Sympathetic Coins (several versions)
The Coin Roll
The Downs Coin Star
Roll Down Flourish with Four Coins
Downs Eureka Pass
"Eureka" Routine
Rattle Box Routine
Thieves and Sheep
Just Pretend
The Free and Unlimited Coinage of Silver
Coins and Cards
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Coin Through a Ring
Almost every close-up worker is familiar with that oldie, the
Coin Through a Ring, which requires a gimmicked coin for its
accomplishment. Now comes a new method which depends
on a trick fold in the handkerchief instead of a trick coin.
Both methods will be described.
First, the original method: A coin is placed in the center of a
handkerchief, then the four corners are gathered together
and pushed through a man's finger ring. The ring is pushed
up snugly against the coin and a spectator holds the bunched
together corners of the handkerchief. Under these conditions
it does not seem possible that the ring could be removed
from the handkerchief since it would be virtually impossible
to slip the ring over the coin. Nevertheless this is exactly
what the performer does do.
This seemingly impossible feat is accomplished through the
use of a folding coin. Begin the experiment with the fake coin
concealed in your right hand. Borrow a pocket handkerchief,
a man's ring, and a half dollar. Spread the handkerchief on
the table and lay the ring nearby. Take the borrowed coin in
your right hand and switch it for the folding coin (see The
Bobo Switch) as you pretend to toss it onto the center of the
handkerchief. (Be sure the table is cloth covered, otherwise
the dull thud of the fake coin striking the table will give you
away.)
Gather up the four corners of the handkerchief and pass
them through the ring, watching your angles so that the
concealed coin will not be discovered. Slide the ring down to
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the coin and have a spectator hold the four corners of the
cloth bunched to gather in his hand, Fig. 1.

Call attention to the fact that the half dollar is much larger
than the ring, and for this reason it cannot slip through the
ring. Announce that while the four corners of the
handkerchief are being held you will attempt to remove the
ring.
Take the ring and coin in your hands, and under cover of
them fold the coin, slide the ring off, and allow the coin to
return to its original shape. Place the ring on the table, then
take the handkerchief and unfold it and remove the fake
coin. (Care should be taken to keep the flat surface of the
fake coin toward the spectators, to better conceal the
grooved edge.) Apparently by mistake, place the coin in your
pocket. Leave it there and remove the other one as you
notice your error. Return it and the other two articles to their
owners.
If you would rather not keep the borrowed coin concealed in
your hand all during the trick you might favor this handling.
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Have the fake coin concealed in your right hand while you
borrow the three articles necessary for the trick. Have
someone near you hold the ring for a moment while you do
the following: Throw the handkerchief over your right hand,
take the borrowed half from the spectator with your left hand
and carry it underneath the handkerchief. Under cover of the
cloth, drop the borrowed coin in your right sleeve while the
fingers push up the fake coin. Bring the left hand from
underneath the handkerchief and grasp the fake coin
through the fabric from the outside with that hand, then
remove the right hand. Do not make a display of showing
either hand empty; just let this fact be seen as you proceed
as described.
After removing the ring from the handkerchief and returning
it, drop the right hand to the side and retrieve the sleeved
coin. Remove the coin from the handkerchief and return the
latter. Switch the fake coin for the genuine coin, then give it
back to its owner.
Now, the new method: After borrowing a ring, a
handkerchief, and a half dollar, give the ring to a spectator
to hold while you proceed to place the coin in the
handkerchief in the following manner: Hold the coin upright
between the tips of the left forefinger and thumb. Throw the
handkerchief over the coin with the right hand. Then, with
the aid of the right thumb, obtain a tiny pinch of cloth with
the left thumb at the base of the coin at the rear, Fig. 2.
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Now grasp the top edge of the coin at X through the cloth
between the tips of the first finger and thumb of the right
hand and turn the coin back on top of the left thumb, the
thumb nail acting as a hinge. The small fold of cloth must be
retained as the coin assumes a horizontal position. This will
be facilitated if you will press the coin inward against the tip
of the left thumb as you turn it back. While the right
forefinger and thumb hold the coin in place, slide the left
thumb inward and secure a new hold on the inner edge of
the coin (at X) between the thumb on top and the forefinger
underneath, Fig. 3.
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With the right hand, raise the front edge of the handkerchief,
briefly exposing the coin. Now as the right hand returns the
front edge of the handkerchief to its original position the left
hand is lowered and the portion from the left forearm falls
forward also. This simultaneous action should appear to the
spectators as though you merely raised the front portion of
the handkerchief to give them another view of the coin. In
spite of the fairness of the procedure the coin is now outside
the handkerchief, being covered by a fold of cloth at the rear,
Fig. 4.

Twist the handkerchief a few times, then request the
spectator who is holding the ring to take the coin while you
relieve him of the ring. Say, "I'll take the ring while you hold
the coin." Do not fear detection here. I have performed this
trick hundreds of times and no one has ever suspected a
thing unusual or tried to examine the fold. (The action of
folding the coin in the handkerchief takes but a moment, and
it is done in a casual manner while you are leaking and
speaking to the spectators.) Caution the spectator to hold
tightly to the coin. While the coin is thus being held you have
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your hands free to push the four corners through the ring.
Slide the ring down to the coin, then take all from him. Grasp
the handkerchief just below the ring and show it all around.
If you have made the fold with care and twisted the
handkerchief properly, the clothcovered coin will appear
exactly the same on both sides.
Have the spectator take the four corners and hold them
together in one hand while you take the cloth-covered coin
in your hands. Point out the fact that the coin is larger than
the ring and that it would be impossible to remove the ring
from that end of the handkerchief. Cover the coin and ring
completely with your hands and quickly work the coin from
the fold of the cloth, explaining that the only way to remove
the ring would be to first remove the coin. Bring the coin into
view and hold it in one hand as you slide the ring off the
handkerchief with the other. Return these two articles to
their owners. Then take the handkerchief, unfold it, show it
undamaged and return it.
The handling just described is especially suited for
performing the trick for only one person, but when there are
more than two persons the following presentation is far
superior:
Proceed up to the point where the ring is placed over the
handkerchief and pushed down against the coin. Take the
handkerchief from your helper and have two others assist
you by holding a corner in each hand with the handkerchief
spread out between them, the ring being on top, Fig. 5.
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Under cover of the hands work the coin from the folds of the
cloth, thus freeing the ring. The moment it is free take the
hands away, exposing the coin and ring lying on the
handkerchief as in Fig. 6.

The effect is very startling and puzzling.
Although the two methods of performing the trick do not
appear exactly the same, they are for all practical purposes
the same. In the original version using the gimmicked coin
only the ring is removed from the handkerchief; the new
method not only accomplishes the same effect but has the
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additional feature of being a penetration as well. Actually two
mysteries in one!
With both methods in your repertoire you will be well
equipped to present the mystery on any occasion, whether
you have the folding coin with you or not. If you have to
repeat the trick before the same group of people you can
use the real money method. A good magician should not
have to make excuses for not being able to perform any one
of his mysteries.
In this book you will find a variety of methods for the tricks
described.

Silver or Copper Extraction
Effect: Showing a copper and silver coin in his right hand,
the magician wraps them in a borrowed handkerchief. A
spectator verifies that the coins are actually in the
handkerchief by feeling them through the cloth. A second
spectator is given absolutely free choice in choosing one of
the coins. Whichever one he names is actually removed,
leaving the other still wrapped in the handkerchief. Here are
three methods.

a) Stewart Judah Method
Borrow a handkerchief and hold it in your left hand while you
show an English penny and a half dollar in your right hand.
Hold the coins between the fingertips and thumb of the palm
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up hand The silver coin is underneath and protrudes from
the rear of the upper coin a quarter inch, Fig 1.

It is necessary to hold the coins exactly in this manner to
facilitate the move.
Now as you throw the handkerchief over the coins, raise the

right
hand
about chest

high,

the

pointing

fingers

upward. With

the left hand,
grip the top edge of the copper coin
(through the handkerchief) between
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the tip of the forefinger in front and the thumb at the rear,

Fig. 2, and lift the handkerchief up and away from the right

hand. Fig. 3

shows the performer's view of the two hands and
handkerchief at this point. (Notice that the right thumb holds
the silver coin against the fingers.) Lower both hands
together, the right hand going behind the handkerchief to
assume the position shown in Fig. 4,
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then the copper coin is placed flat on top of the silver coin
lying on the right fingers, Fig. 5.

Transfer the coins and handkerchief to the left hand, holding
them so that the thumb will be on top and the forefinger
underneath. Now grasp the cloth a few inches below the
coins with the right hand and pull inward, stretching the
handkerchief taut between the two hands, Fig. 6.
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Have a spectator feel the two coins through the fabric. Owing
to the position of the handkerchief the outside silver coin is
covered by a fold of cloth from underneath and feels like it
is on the inside. relax your grip on the handkerchief with
your right hand, allowing the handkerchief to hang down
from your left.
Ask a spectator to choose a coin and tell him whichever one
he names you will extract from the handkerchief. Let's
suppose he names silver. (I have found from experience that
most people will choose the half dollar.) Again grip the
handkerchief with the right hand a few inches below the
coins, then with a series of little jerks with the left hand,
bring the silver coin into view, apparently through the cloth.
Grip the copper coin through the fabric with the left fingers
and thumb and turn the hand palm up so the handkerchief
will drop down around the hand, bringing the copper coin
into view.
As mentioned above most people will choose the half dollar,
but in case this doesn't happen you will have to proceed
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differently. If the copper coin is named you will have to
continue from Fig. 5 as follows: With the left hand, grip both
coins by their inner edges between the forefinger on top and
thumb below, lift them up and away from the right hand,
turning them upright and holding them about chest high,
Fig. 7.

Move the right hand underneath the handkerchief and grip
both coins together at their lower edges between the
forefinger and thumb of the palm up hand, Fig. 8.
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With the left hand, grasp the lower front edge of the
handkerchief and lift it up and back over the right forearm,
showing the copper coin, Fig. 9.

The spectators are given only a brief look at the coin and the
absence of the silver coin is never noticed since it is
supposedly behind the copper one. Both hands move
together simultaneously as you quickly release the edge of
the handkerchief with your left hand and immediately lower
your right hand, permitting all the folds of the handkerchief
to hang down in front of the coins. The position at this point
is the same as shown in Fig. 5, except the silver coin is now
within the handkerchief and the copper coin lies on the
fingers underneath. Adroitly executed, this subtle switch is
undetectable. To all appearances the two coins are still
inside the handkerchief. Actually the copper coin is now
outside, covered by the cloth.
Transfer the coins to the left hand and grip the
handkerchief with your right a few inches below the coins.
Gradually work the copper coin into view as firstly
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described. Finally show the silver coin in the handkerchief
and the latter free from damage.

b) Orville Meyer Method
Proceed as in the Judah method up to the point where the
coins are covered with the handkerchief. Then as you take
the copper coin through the cloth between the tips of your
left forefinger and thumb, thumb palm the silver coin in your
right hand. Lift the copper coin up and away from the right
hand. Fig. 10

shows the performer's view of the two hands and
handkerchief at this point. In the action of stroking the
handkerchief a couple of times with the right hand, leave the
half dollar behind the folds of the cloth, gripping it by the tip
of the left thumb, Fig. 11.
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Now lower the hands to the position shown in Fig. 5 and
proceed as described.
c) A third method popular with coin workers for stealing the
silver coin and placing it outside the cloth is to back palm
it as follows: Hold the coins as in Fig. 1. Spread the
handkerchief with the left hand and throw it over the
right so its center covers the two coins. Grasp the
forward edge of the copper coin through the
handkerchief, between the left forefinger underneath
and the thumb on top. Immediately back palm the silver
coin with the right hand. With the left hand, lift the
copper coin and handkerchief away from the right,
giving the spectators a brief view of the empty palm, Fig.
12,
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ci)
then move the right hand behind the folds of the
handkerchief. The moment the right fingers are hidden
behind the handkerchief the back palmed half dollar is
brought to its original position on the front of the
fingers, Fig. 4, and the handkerchief-wrapped copper
coin is laid flat on top of the half as in Fig. 5. The effect
is then continued as described in the first method
explained.
Regardless of the method you choose (I alternate between
the three) for stealing the silver coin from the handkerchief
and getting it underneath the copper coin, the balance of the
moves are the same.
Sometimes, however, I resort to an equivoque and simply
remove the silver coin, which I always get outside the
handkerchief by one o£ the methods just described. I ask
the spectator which he prefers-the silver or the copper. If he
names the silver coin I remove it by extracting it as
described. But if he names the copper coin I tell him to hold
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the handkerchief, then I remove the silver, and he has the
coin he asked for. He still thinks he had a free choice, for I
have not told him I would remove the coin he named.
The equivoque enables you to eliminate one move that
might, under certain circumstances, prove objectionable.
Magicians, working for each other, like to stress the
"absolute free choice" angle in various tricks. But to the
layman, the broad effect is all that counts, and for him it is
just as good the simple way.
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Copper Penetration
This makes an excellent "follow-up" trick for Silver or Copper
Extraction. In fact, the two go so well together I seldom
perform them separately. They are topnotch foolers.
Effect: Two coins are shown, one copper and one silver. The
copper is given to a spectator to hold while the performer
wraps the silver coin in a borrowed handkerchief. A spectator
then holds the silver coin through the cloth in one hand and
the bunched together corners in his other hand, the
handkerchief being stretched out horizontally between them.
Taking the copper coin, the performer causes it to vanish.
The exact instant the coin vanishes it is heard to strike the
silver coin as it arrives in the handkerchief.
Method: To perform this startling feat you will require two
English pennies (or two other copper coins of the same size)
and one half dollar. One of the copper coins must be in your
left coat pocket.
Suppose you have just performed the effect of removing
either of two coins from a borrowed handkerchief. Hand the
handkerchief to a spectator to remove the remaining coin.
Apparently this is done so he may see for himself that there
is only one coin remaining in the handkerchief. Actually it is
done so you may steal the copper coin from your coat pocket
with your left hand. Since all attention will be on the
spectator's actions as he removes the coin, casually place
your left hand in your pocket, finger palm the copper coin,
then remove the hand.
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Have someone hold the copper coin used in the previous
trick while you take the silver coin and hold it vertically
between the tips of the forefinger and thumb of your left
hand. Keep the second, third and fourth fingers curled
inward, covering the finger palmed copper coin. Spread the
handkerchief with your right hand and throw it over your left
hand so its center covers the half dollar.
Now you need someone to hold the coin through the
handkerchief. If possible, choose a lady because her reaction
adds considerably to the over-all effect. As you offer her the
coin and handkerchief to hold, transfer them to your right
hand as follows: With the right forefinger and thumb grip the
right edge of the silver coin through the cloth, Fig. 1,

then curl the second, third and fourth fingers around the
handkerchief just below the coin.
Release your hold on the silver coin with your left hand and
press the copper coin into the right finger palm (a fold of
cloth will be between the coin and the right curled fingers,
Fig. 2,
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then remove the left hand from underneath the
handkerchief. Have her take the silver coin through the
fabric by its edge between her thumb (on top) and
forefinger. Caution her to hold it tightly, then release your
grip from the copper coin, but keep your fingers curled
around the handkerchief and slide your hand to the right. Do
not lower your right hand as you do this but keep it on the
same level as her right hand. The moment the right hand
moves away from the copper coin, grip the handkerchief
with the left hand at the exact spot just vacated by the right.
Say, "Will you also hold this end with your left hand?" Since
you are holding the bunched together corners with your right
hand and gripping the portion just below the silver coin with
your left, she can only take the handkerchief at the spot
between your two hands, Fig. 3.
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Before taking your hands away say, "Hold the handkerchief
and coin tightly. Don't let go with either hand until I tell you.
When I say 'Go!' release the coin with your right hand." Then
as a safety measure repeat your instructions something like
this: "Don't forget, hold both ends tightly. When I say 'Go!'
let go with this hand." (Touch her right hand.) "But hold
tightly with this hand." (Touch her left hand.) Most people
are willing and anxious to cooperate, but if your instructions
are not thoroughly understood, assistants from the audience
can certainly ruin a trick. In this case if she should let go of
the wrong end the copper coin would fall to the floor and
spoil your trick. So be sure there is no misunderstanding of
your instructions. The lady should be holding the
handkerchief between her two hands as shown in Fig. 4.
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With your right hand, take the copper coin from the
spectator who has been holding it for you and say, "Here is
the copper coin." Then to the lady, "You are holding the
silver coin inside the handkerchief. Do you feel it?" She will
reply that she does. Then say, "Watch the copper coin!"
Pretend to place it in your left hand but retain it palmed in
your right. Go through the motions of tossing the coin
toward the handkerchief with your left hand as you exclaim,
"Go!" The moment she releases her grip on the silver coin
with her right hand the weight of the coin will cause that end
of the handkerchief to drop and the copper coin to clink down
on top of it, creating a very startling effect, Fig. 5.
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Take advantage of this surprise by disposing of the palmed
coin in the right pocket.
I cannot recommend this and the preceding trick too highly.
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The Expansion of Texture--Expanded!
Robert-Houdin called the great-grandfather of this pretty
feat "The Magical Filtration of Five-Franc Pieces." A still later
version of the trick, "The Expansion of Texture," was said to
be the masterpiece of the celebrated L'Homme Masque, and
is described on page 240 of Downs' The Art of Magic. The
routine described here is a combination of the two preceding
tricks, Silver or Copper Extraction, and Copper Penetration,
and follows closely the version taught by that archhierophant
of sleight of hand, Dai Vernon, in his lectures a few years
ago.
Requisites and Preparation: Two matching copper coins, a
half dollar, and a pocket handkerchief.
Have one of the copper coins finger palmed in your left hand,
the other copper coin and the half dollar in your right
trousers pocket, and the handkerchief in your breast coat
pocket.
Working: With the right hand, remove the half dollar and the
duplicate copper coin from the pocket. Show them, then as
you pretend to toss them into the left hand execute the
Utility Switch, retain the copper coin finger palmed and
throw only the half dollar. Left hand immediately shows two
coins, the half dollar that just arrived from the right hand
and the copper coin which was already there. Toss the coins
onto the table as the right hand removes the handkerchief
from the pocket.
Pick up the silver coin with the left hand and hold it vertically
between the fingers and thumb as the right hand covers it
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with the handkerchief. Grasp the right edge of the coin
through the cloth with the right forefinger and thumb and
give it a half turn inward, then secure a new grip on the inner
edge of the coin with the left forefinger and thumb. With the
right hand, lift the front portion of the handkerchief, giving
the spectators a brief view of the coin inside. Left hand now
gives a slight shake and the handkerchief falls around the
coin, but the coin is now in an outside fold. (This is the same
move as used in the new method of the Coin Through a Ring,
this chapter.)
Pick up the copper coin from the table with your right hand
and slowly place it inside the handkerchief alongside the
silver coin. However, a thickness of cloth separates the two
coins (one inside, one outside).
Have a spectator hold the bunched together corners of the
handkerchief while you retain your grip on the two coins and
the center of the cloth. Ask, "Which coin shall I
removecopper or silver?" Regardless of which coin is named
you remove it as follows: (Remember, the silver coin is in an
outside fold, the copper coin is inside the handkerchief, and
the duplicate copper coin is finger palmed in your right
hand.) If the silver coin is named, remove it. But if the
copper coin is chosen, which seldom happens, pretend to
extract it, and show the copper coin which you had
concealed in your right hand. Pretend to work it back into
the handkerchief, then extract the silver one (which was in
an outside fold), explaining that one is as easy to remove as
the other. Have the spectator remove the copper coin from
the handkerchief.
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Offer to repeat the trick.
Hold the half dollar vertically between the forefinger and
thumb of your right hand (duplicate copper coin concealed
in finger palm position) as the left hand covers the coin with
the handkerchief. Now as you grip the half dollar through the
fabric with the left hand, secretly hold the copper coin
directly below it with the same hand. As a spectator is
directed to hold the silver coin by its edge, the right hand
gathers in the four corners and the copper coin is released
and falls to the bottom of the little bag thus formed.
When the spectator has taken hold of the silver coin with his
right hand, with your left hand grasp the handkerchief where
the copper coin rests, as the right hand gives the four
gathered corners of the handkerchief to the spectator to hold
in his left hand. Handkerchief is held horizontally between
the spectator's hands, the copper coin resting in the folds
between his hands. Instruct the spectator to hold the
handkerchief corners tightly in his left hand-and touch his
left hand so he understands. Pick up the copper coin with
your right hand. Pretend to transfer it to the left hand
(Standard Vanish), then bring the left hand down smartly
onto the handkerchief held by the spectator, opening hand
as it touches handkerchief, and knocking coin end of
handkerchief from spectator's right fingers, causing the two
coins inside the handkerchief to clink together with startling
effect. Apparently the copper coin has passed back into the
handkerchief to rejoin the silver.
If the spectator has been instructed to hang on tightly to the
corners of the handkerchief in his left hand he will be
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astonished to find two coins in the handkerchief. As you
bring up the right hand to gesture toward the handkerchief
in telling spectator to unwrap it and take out the coins,
sleeve the extra coin palmed in the right hand.

The Gadabout Coins
In January 1950 The Linking Ring carried an effect called The
Alleurian Coins, by George F. Wright. It appealed to me, so
I experimented with it-making a change here and there, and
came up with the routine which follows. The easy sleights
are described in the foregoing chapters. The effect is simple
and direct, and the routine is so designed that the performer
will always be one jump ahead of the spectators.
Effect: In this bit of hocus pocus the wonder-worker calls
attention to three half dollars on the table. He places two of
these in his left hand, and the third goes in his pocket.
Opening his left hand he shows three coins, one having
apparently traveled from the pocket into the hand. This is
repeated three times. Finally the coins vanish altogether
leaving both hands entirely empty.
Method: Four half dollars are required. All four coins are in
the right trousers pocket at the beginning. Place the right
hand in the pocket and finger palm one coin as the other
three are brought forth and placed on the table in a row. Say
something about these coins having been so closely
associated for so long a time they have great affinity for each
other. The right fingers and thumb pick up the first coin and
toss it into the left hand, which closes on it. The left hand
opens again as you say, "One half dollar."
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The right fingers and thumb remove the second coin from
the table and toss it into the left hand with the first, as you
add, "Two half dollars." Slowly close the left fingers over the
two coins. Open the hand again to show the two coins. The
right hand removes the two coins from the open left hand
and fans them, being careful that the finger palmed third
coin is not seen. Place them back in the left hand, adding
the finger palmed coin. There is nothing fancy here, just drop
all three together and close the hand around them.
Reiterate, "Two half dollars."
"The third coin I shall place in my pocket." The right hand
picks up the last coin from the table and apparently places
it in the right trousers pocket. It is not left there, however,
but is brought out again, finger palmed. Gesture with your
closed left hand, as you exclaim, "Watch!" Drop the coins
from the left hand onto the table one at a time, counting,
"One, two, three." Apparently the third coin has passed from
the pocket into the left hand.
"I will do it again," you say. The right hand again places two
of the three coins into the left hand, one at a time. Close the
left hand slowly over the two coins. Open it again, as you
remark, "Just two coins." These are apparently tossed into
the right hand, but one is retained in left finger palm
position. The exposed right hand shows the two coins, one
of which was hidden in finger palm position, and the other
just received from the left hand. (See Utility Switch) "Two
half dollars," you repeat.
One coin remains concealed in the left hand as it closes into
a fist. The right hand places its two coins on top of the left
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fist, and slowly allows them to sink down in the hand. The
right hand is shown empty. The audience knows of only two
coins in the left fist, but actually there are three. Right hand
picks up the third and last coin from the table and places it
in the pocket, as you say, "Once again I will place the third
half dollar in my pocket." Remove the right hand from the
pocket with the coin hidden in the finger palm. "But, do you
think it will stay there? No!" you state, as you look at the
closed left hand. "It has returned to the fold." Slowly and
deliberately the left hand releases its three coins, one at a
time, allowing them to clatter onto the table, as you count,
"One, two, three! Puzzling, isn't it?" The left hand is empty.
The right hand places the three coins onto the open left
hand, one going in finger palm position. Execute the Utility
Switch as you toss two of them into the right hand, retaining
one finger palmed in the left. The right hand displays three
coins, two just received from the left hand, and one which
was concealed in finger palm. "Very remarkable coins," you
say.
Toss them onto the table. (One coin is still finger palmed in
the left hand.) "The most remarkable coin of the three is this
one." Pick up one of the coins from the table with the fingers
and thumb of the right hand, and press its edge against the
back of the left hand, Fig. 1.
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"Watch it!" Apparently push the coin through the back of the
left hand. This is done by holding it loosely, and merely
pushing the fingers down over the coin. Gradually the coin
disappears from view, and, at the same time, the fingers of
the left hand close slowly. The coin is now hidden behind the
fingers and thumb of the right hand, Fig. 2.

Open the left hand, letting the duplicate coin be seen. "It has
mystical powers." Right hand finger palms its coin.
Close the right hand into a fist over the coin there. Left hand
then places its coin on top of the right fist. The second coin
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is picked from the table and deposited along side the first.
Both are allowed to sink down into the right fist.
"Once more," you say, as you pick up the last coin from the
table with the left hand, and place it in the left pocket leaving
it there. "Again the coin returns to the fold," you remark, as
you show the right hand containing the three coins. Count
them onto the table, and show the hands empty, without
calling attention to them verbally.
Three times you have placed a half dollar in your pocket.
Three times the coin returns to join the other two. Now
comes the startling surprise.
After showing the three coins on the table, pick up one with
the right hand and apparently place it in the left, but, in
reality, retain it in the right hand classic palmed. Close the
left hand as if it really held the coin.
Pick up the second half with the right hand, and repeat the
firstly described maneuver of apparently placing the coin in
the left hand, but execute The Click Pass (b), retaining it
palmed in the right with the first. Close the left hand which
apparently holds the two coins-actually it is empty. Both
coins are in the right hand.
The right hand then removes the last coin from the table,
executing The Coin Flip for effect. Right hand then carries
this coin to the pocket, leaving it, AND the two which were
palmed. Wave right hand over left, and snap fingers. Open
left hand and show it empty. The halves have vanished. For
a different climax see Routine No. 14.
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The Three Coin Trick--Milton Kort
Effect: Three coins are shown and vanished one at a time.
Two are reproduced in the performer's hands, while the third
is found in a spectator's pocket.
Working: Show three half dollars and give them to a
spectator to held. Take one of them from him with your left
hand, then as you pretend to take it with your right, toss the
coin into the right sleeve. (See The Catapult.) Make
crumbling motions with your right hand, then open the hand
and show it empty.
Take a second coin from your helper with your right hand.
Execute The "Pumpkin Seed" Vanish as you pretend to place
it in your left hand. Go through the motions of crumbling this
coin away with your left hand, then open it and show it
empty. Now you have a coin up each sleeve.
Take the third coin from your assistant with your right hand.
Perform The French Drop as you apparently take it in your
left hand. Keep the left hand closed as if it actually held the
coin and turn the right hand palm toward the spectators with
the second, third, and fourth fingers curled over the coin and
the forefinger pointing upward. This is done as you simply
gesture and caution the spectators to "Watch." (See Vanish
with the Aid of a Handkerchief for a full description of this
subtle concealment.)
Make crumbling motions with the left hand, then open it and
show it empty. As things now stand, you have vanished
three coins--one is hidden in the right sleeve, one in the left
sleeve and one is finger palmed in the right hand.
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Explain to the spectators that you will now attempt to bring
the three coins back. Show the left hand empty on both
sides, then slowly close it and turn it back uppermost. Bring
the right hand palm down over the back of the left fist, and
under cover of tapping the back of the left hand and turning
it over, load the coin from the right hand into the left using
the method described in the first version of Copper and
Silver Transposition.
Open the left hand to show that one coin has returned. Take
it in your right hand and as you do so, let your left drop to
your side and catch the coin that was in the left sleeve, and
hold it finger palmed. Now bring the palm down left hand up
to about waist level and form it into a very loose fist. Bring
the right hand with its coin (which is held between the tips
of the fingers and thumb) over the left fist and rest the lower
edge of the coin on its back.
Pretend to push the visible coin through the back of the left
hand by suddenly sliding the right fingers down over the
coin. (This is the same move described in method (b),
Through the Hand, except a coin is already in the left hand.)
The instant the right fingers are brought down over the coin,
close the left fingers, then turn the hand over and open it to
show the coin that was already there. The illusion is that you
pushed a coin through the back of your left hand.
(This method for apparently causing a coin to penetrate the
hand belongs to John Ramsay of Ayr, Scotland.) At the
completion of this move a coin will be hidden in your right
hand and an exposed coin in your open left hand.
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Tap the spectator on the chest and say, "I'll bet you thought
the coin wouldn't penetrate my hand," or words to that
effect. As you do this, drop the coin from the right hand into
his upper breast coat pocket. (More nerve than skill is
required to perform this loading operation, but once the
knack is acquired it is easy.)
Take the coin from the left hand with the right hand, show
it, and as you pretend to return it to the left hand, sleeve it
in the left sleeve by executing The "Pumpkin Seed" Vanish.
The left hand is closed, apparently holding the coin. Show
the right hand empty, which convinces the spectators that
the coin must actually be in the left.
After a brief pause, open the left hand and show it empty.
As you do so, drop the right hand and retrieve the coin from
the right sleeve, then reach up and apparently pluck coin
from the spectator's left ear. The effect is that you placed a
coin in your left hand, caused it to vanish, then immediately
reproduced it from your assistant's ear.
While producing this coin with your right hand, drop your left
hand to your side and catch the coin from that sleeve. A
moment later produce it with your left hand from his right
ear. Have him remove the third coin from his pocket which
climaxes the routine to excellent effect.
Second Method
The effect is practically the same as the one just described
except one of the coins is a hook coin. Show the three coins
and give them to a spectator to hold. If you will let him hold
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the stack of three coins between the tips of his fingers and
thumb, with the hook coin on the bottom, there will be no
danger of him discovering the gimmicked coin. Take the top
two coins one at a time and vanish them as explained. Then
take the hook coin in your right hand and perform The
French Drop, retaining coin finger palmed in that hand as
the closed left hand moves away. Place your right hand on
his back, and as you draw him a little closer for a better look,
hook the coin on his coat. Now open your left hand and show
it empty, letting it be seen that your right hand is also
empty.
The trick now proceeds exactly as the first version, but
instead of having him remove the third coin from his pocket,
you show your right hand unmistakably empty, then produce
the coin from behind his back.
Third Method
This version requires an additional two coins. As you begin
the trick have one finger palmed in each hand, the other
three coins in a convenient pocket.
Have a spectator step forward to assist you, and while
moving him about directing him where to stand, load a coin
in each of his two side coat pockets. Remove the three coins
from your pocket and hand them to him to hold.
Take the coins from him one at a time and go through the
same routine described in the first version, up to the point
where you have just performed the penetration of the coin
through the left hand. At this point you will have an exposed
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coin in your left hand and a coin hidden in your right. Tap
him on the chest with your right hand and drop the coin from
that hand into his breast pocket. Now take the visible coin
and vanish it completely, using The Bobo Complete Coin
Vanish. Show both hands unmistakably empty then have the
spectator take the coins from his pockets. Each coin will
come from a different pocket, thus creating a very strong
effect.
At the completion of this routine you will have a coin in your
own breast pocket (which you leave there) and one up each
sleeve. These last two can be retrieved easily and disposed
of in the pockets while the spectator is removing the three
coins from his pockets.
Still other variations are possible by combining the moves in
different combinations.

The Bent Penny
It is an accepted fact that audience participation tricks are
always sure-fire. This one is no exception. Because of the
unusual climax the trick is much more effective when
performed with the assistance of a lady.
Effect: The magician borrows a penny and gives it to a lady
to hold tightly in her hand. After a bit of byplay he announces
that the penny has vanished. The lady opens her hand. The
penny is still there, but apparently she held it too tight
because it is now badly bent.
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Method: Quite a bit of fun can be had in the performance of
this little trick, especially if you borrow the penny from a
man and give it to his wife to hold.
Prepare for the trick beforehand by bending a penny. This
can be done by placing it about half way in a vise and with
the aid of a pair of pliers bending the protruding half slightly.
Have the bent penny finger palmed in your right hand as you
ask for the loan of a penny. Receive the penny in your left
hand. Then pick it up with your right fingers and thumb and
toss it back a couple of times while talking.
Ask a lady to hold out her right hand, then place the penny
in it with your left hand. Tell her to close her hand and as
she does so assist her with your hands. Suddenly notice that
she is holding it wrong. Have her open her hand. Take the
penny with your right fingers and thumb and execute The
Bobo Switch as you pretend to toss it into your left hand.
Throw the bent penny instead and hold it between the tips
of the fingers and thumb (a small portion of the bent penny
will be visible but not enough to tell that it is bent), while
you hold the borrowed penny in finger palm position in your
right hand.
Close the right fingers as tightly as possible over the coin
and direct her attention to that hand as you illustrate how
you want her to hold the coin. As you take the penny from
her and show her how to hold her hand say, "No, you're not
holding it right. Let me show you. Hold your hand tightly like
this." Although the right hand actually contains the borrowed
penny, it appears to be empty as a trial will show, Fig. 1.
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No one suspects that you would be so bold as to try to
conceal a coin in your right hand while showing it so freely
as you illustrate how you want her to hold hers.
Have her hold out her right hand again and deliberately place
the bent penny in it. Keep it covered with your fingers as
you assist her in closing her hand. Caution her to hold the
penny tightly so it would be impossible for you to remove it.
Ask her if she can still feel it. When she replies that she can,
tell her to squeeze it a little more. Finally snap your fingers
and announce that the coin has vanished from her hand. She
will, of course, deny this because she can still feel the penny.
She doesn't know it is bent because it is impossible to tell
the difference while holding it tightly.
Pretend that something has gone wrong. Have her open her
hand to see what is the matter. When she discovers the bent
penny she will be quite surprised. Say, "No wonder I couldn't
make the penny disappear. You held it too tightly. Look, you
have bent it." During this momentary surprise drop the
borrowed penny in your pocket. Let her keep the bent penny
as a souvenir.
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Silver Extraction--Dr. Boris Zola
Effect: After showing a silver coin, the magician gives it to a
spectator to hold tightly in his hand. He then lights a match
and moves it in a wide circle around the spectator's hand,
claiming that the heat from the match will soften the silver
enough to enable him to remove it. The match is discarded,
then the performer extracts a small nugget of silver
apparently through the back of the spectator's hand. The
spectator opens his hand. What he now holds appears to be
a coin but it is entirely transparent. Apparently the magician
did exactly what he said he would do-remove the silver from
the coin.
Requirements: A silver coin, a plastic coin to match, a wad
of tin foil about the size of a pea, and a packet of matches.
Working: Have all together in your right pocket and you are
ready to begin. Reach into the pocket, finger palm the plastic
coin, and bring out the silver coin between the tips of the
fingers and thumb. Comment on the peculiar quality of the
silver in the coin as you toss it into your left hand a few
times. Ask a spectator to hold out his right hand. Pretend to
toss the silver coin back into your left hand as you make this
request but execute The Bobo Switch, throwing the plastic
coin instead.
The instant you receive the plastic coin in your left hand
close the fingers over it and turn the hand over, then
immediately open it again, keeping the coin pressed to the
underside of the fingers with the thumb. (The coin should be
as near the tips of the fingers as possible without actually
showing.) Put the plastic coin in the spectator's right palm,
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keeping it covered with the fingers, then ask him to close his
hand. Assist in closing his hand with the fingers of your two
hands, then hold his fist a few moments as you caution him
to hold tightly. If you make the switch in a casual, natural
manner while talking to him, he will not suspect anything
unusual. It's the boldness of the procedure that is so
disarming
Say, "In my pocket I have a match." Reach into the right
pocket after the matches. Quickly press the ball of foil into
the crotch of the two middle fingers, grasp the packet of
matches and remove the hand from the pocket. Hold the
hand so there is no danger of the foil being seen. Open the
packet, remove a match and strike it. Say, "I do not intend
burning you. I just want to pass the match around your hand
in this manner to warm up the silver content of the coin."
Begin passing the lighted match around his hand in a wide
circle so as not to burn him, then say, "When the silver gets
soft enough I can remove it."
Blow out the match and toss it in an ash tray. As you move
your right hand back to a position just above his, place the
thumb tip on the ball of foil and roll it out to the tips of the
fingers, keeping it hidden for the time being. "I believe I can
remove the silver now." Place your right fingertips on the
back of his fist and execute a circular rubbing motion with
them. Suddenly bring the foil into view as you exclaim, "Here
it is!" Hold the ball of foil in your right palm and have him
open his hand. He will be holding the plastic coin, much to
his surprise.
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Occasionally someone may want you to put the silver back
into the coin. If you should have such a request merely use
a Wallace Lee gag as you explain that to do this you would
have to go into a dark room. This seems to amuse the
spectators and gives you an excuse for not complying with
the request.
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The Ghost of a Coin
This unusual audience participation trick is always well
received. Two versions are given, both time-tested.
Effect: While being tightly held in a spectator's hand, a half
dollar changes to a glass disc.
Requirements: A half dollar and a glass disc the same
diameter and thickness. Go to a glazier and have him cut
several glass discs each the size of a half dollar. The glass
should be as nearly the thickness of a half dollar as possible.
The kind of glass that is used in small picture frames is
usually about right. And the discs should not be polished just
have the sharp edge taken off. When prepared in this
manner the rough edge makes the disc feel more like a real
coin. Since you may break or lose one occasionally it would
be wise to have a supply on hand.
Working: At the outset both the glass disc and the half dollar
are in the right coat pocket. The metal coin is in the main
part of the pocket while the glass disc is in the little match
compartment. Reach into the pocket, finger palm the glass
disc and bring out the silver coin visible at the fingertips.
Approach a spectator and ask him to assist you with your
experiment. Say, "How good are you at holding on to
money?" Regardless of his answer, state, "Here is a half
dollar." Toss it into your left hand a few times. "Would you
mind holding out your hand?"
With this request, execute The Bobo Switch throwing the
glass disc instead of the coin. The instant the disc strikes the
left hand, close it. Then without hesitating turn the hand
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over, open the fingers, and hold the disc pressed against the
underside with the thumb. (A good switch in coin magic can
be compared to a good top change in card magic. It isn't the
move that is so important, it's the misdirection which hides
the move.) Learn to make the switch in a casual, natural
manner, and don't look at your hands when the critical move
is made. Look directly at the spectator as you ask him a
question. A split second later make the switch. But you are
not through yet. You must hold his attention for a few
seconds until you get the disc in his hand and his fingers
closed over it.
As you place the disc in his hand keep talking to him but say
nothing about the half dollar. If you mention the half dollar
he may immediately question whether the article he feels is
a half dollar or not. Say, "Do you feel it? Do you think I can
remove it while you are holding it?" To these questions he
will naturally reply, "No." After placing the glass disc in his
hand hold your left hand so it can be seen to be empty. The
half dollar is actually palmed in your right hand but if that
hand is held naturally and is used to assist in closing his
hand, it will not be suspected. He will have only one logical
conclusion: he is holding the half dollar.
Say, "I'll cause the half dollar to disappear from your hand."
Keep your right hand palm down as you snap the fingers
over his fist and exclaim, "It's gone!" He will deny that the
coin has vanished from his hand. Say, "Don't tell me you still
have it." He will let you know that he still feels it. Ask, "What
are you holding?" He will reply, "A half dollar." Pretend that
something must have gone wrong. Ask him to open his hand.
The moment he does, sleeve the half dollar in the right
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sleeve. When he sees the glass disc lying in his hand he will
be surprised. A moment later he will look at your hands. He
will see nothing because they are empty, and he has no clue
to the mystery.
There are few close up coin mysteries more puzzling than
this. It is always an unfathomable mystery to the layman
how something he is holding in his own hand can be made
to disappear or change.
Second Method Wallace Lee
To present this version, hold the glass disc concealed in the
left palm and the metal coin plainly visible in the right hand
in correct position for back palming. Ask a spectator to open
his hand widely. Apparently take the coin from your right
hand into your left and place it on the spectator's palm.
Actually a switch is made as follows: Cover the coin on the
right fingers with the palm down left hand, Fig. 1,

and under cover of the left fingers, back palm the coin with
the right hand. Close the left hand on the glass disc and as
it moves away, turn the right palm down and bring the coin
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to the palm. Place the glass disc in the spectator's hand and
finish as in the first method.

Coins Through the Table
One of the finest tricks of close-up coin conjuring is this
classic attributed to Han Ping Chien. It ranks with such
oldtimers as The Miser's Dream, The Cap and Pence, and The
Sympathetic Coins. Until recently not too much has been
generally known about the trick, since its secret has been
closely guarded by a few top-notch performers.
Effect: The magician shows eight half dollars and one
quarter. He arranges these in two parallel rows on the table
so that there are four halves in the left row and four halves
and the quarter in the right row. He picks up the row of four
coins with his left hand and the row of five with his right. He
shows the coins again, then places his right hand underneath
the table. Opening his left hand suddenly, he brings it palm
down on the table and the four coins are heard to arrive in
his right hand underneath the table. He raises his left handthe four coins have vanished. Bringing his right hand from
underneath the table he pours from it all nine coins. Four
coins have apparently penetrated the table top!
No duplicate coins are used and the trick can be done while
surrounded.
Method: The success of the trick hinges on one ingenious
move, and the important element in its execution is timing
rather than skill.
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Seat yourself at a table and show the nine coins, then place
four halves in a vertical row on the table. Parallel with this
row and about three or four inches to the right place the
remaining coins, the quarter occupying a position at the
inner end, Fig. 1.

Explain that the reason you add a quarter to the right row is
to differentiate between the two groups of coins. Stress the
fact that there are four half dollars in the left raw and four
half dollars AND a quarter in the right row, making five
altogether in that particular row.
Starting at the outer end of the left row pick up the four
coins one at a time with your palm down left hand, then turn
the closed hand so the back of the fist rests on the table. Do
the same thing with your right hand. Turn the left hand palm
down and slap its four coins on the table, saying, "Four."
Quickly arrange these in a row again, then pick them up one
at a time as before and rest the back of the fist on the table.
Slap the five coins from the right hand on the table in exactly
the same manner as you say, "Five." Arrange them in a row
so there is no doubt about the number, then pick them up
again one at a time. As each half dollar is taken up it is
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pressed into the palm and held there. The quarter is taken
up last. The reason for this will soon be apparent.
Both groups of coins are shown again in the following
manner: Slap the four coins from the left hand onto the table
as you did the first time and say, "Remember, there are four
coins in my left hand." Begin at the inner end this time; pick
up the four coins and hold them together outside the fist
between the tips of the fingers and the heel of the hand.
(Fig. 2 shows the correct grip on the coins as seen from
below.)

To facilitate getting the coins into this position pick them up
as follows: Keep the left hand palm down as you pretend to
pick up the first coin. The coin is not actually removed from
the table but its forward edge is lifted by inserting the tips
of the curled fingers underneath it. Slide this coin forward
onto the second coin. Lift these together in the same fashion
and push them forward onto the third coin. The same moves
are repeated to pick it up, then the three are pushed forward
onto the last coin. All four are levered up to a vertical
position with their edges resting on the table. With the coins
in this position it is a simple matter to grip them as shown
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in Fig. 2. Keep the hand close to the table to conceal the
coins protruding from the underside of the fist.
Now comes the crucial move. Turn your right hand palm
downward and drop its five coins onto the table. At least,
that is what you appear to do. Actually you retain the four
half dollars palmed and drop the quarter only which falls
onto the four coins which are released from the left hand as
it turns fingers upward and swings to the left. The right hand
is brought palm down on the exact spot occupied by the left
hand, and to the spectators it appears that you merely
moved your left hand away as you slapped the right hand
down on the table, Fig. 3.
This is the only difficult move in the entire trick and it must
be executed with the utmost precision. Lift the right hand
exposing the five coins and say, "And don't forget, there are
five coins here."
Place your right hand underneath the table and deposit the
four half dollars on your right knee as you adjust yourself a
little closer to the table. This is a bold move but it is never
suspected. Bring the right hand back to the top of the table
and gather up the five coins. Display them in the palm up
hand as you state your intention of passing the coins through
the table. Slowly close the fingers on the coins and carry the
hand under the table and pick up the four coins from the
right knee.
Turn your attention now to your left fist, which supposedly
contains four coins, and bring it to the center of the table.
Open it suddenly exclaiming, "Watch!" and bring it palm
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down onto the table. At the same instant the right hand,
which is underneath the table, allows the four coins to drop
audibly onto the others in the palm, the sound enhancing
the illusion of the coins having actually passed through the
table.
Lift the left hand and turn it palm up to show that the coins
have vanished, then bring the right to the top of the table
and dump out the nine coins.
Second Version
The effect of this version is exactly the same as the one just
described except the four coins from the right hand are not
secretly placed on the knee. They are merely retained
palmed in the right hand as the crucial move is made where
the four coins are secretly dropped from the left hand, then
all nine coins are carried underneath the table and the trick
is concluded as in the first version.
Of course, this method is not quite as clean as the first since
the right hand cannot be shown empty before taking up the
last four coins from the table, but it is offered here as a
variation.
Third Version
In this version you use eight quarters and one half dollar.
These are placed on the table in two rows as in the first
version, with the half dollar occupying a position at the inner
end of the right hand row.
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Proceed as in the first version by picking up the left row with
the left hand. Take up the right row with the right hand,
beginning with the half dollar. Press it into the palm, then
hold the four quarters in the loose fist. Bring the left hand to
the center of the table and open it, displaying the four
quarters. Then as you explain that you intend to pass these
four coins through the table, carry the right hand underneath
the table and place the four quarters from it on the knee
(retain the half dollar palmed).
While you are talking bring your right hand back to the top
of the table. Say, "Remember, there are four coins here."
Turn the left hand over and slap its coins on the table. Pick
them up as in the first version, holding them outside the fist
as in Fig. 2. Turn your attention to your right hand and as
you say, "and there are five coins here," drop the four coins
from your left hand and swing it away, and slap the right
hand down on top of them. Lift the right hand showing four
quarters and a half dollar. Apparently they all came from the
right hand.
After letting it be seen that the right hand is empty, pick up
the five coins and carry them underneath the table. Pick up
the four quarters from the knee and hold them above the
others in the palm of the hand. Conclude as in the first
version.
Fourth Version Stewart Judah
Here is probably one of the best versions of all. It is by that
master of subtlety, Stewart Judah, and has several
superior points in its favor.
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The effect is the same in this version, except six pennies and
one nickel are used.
Method: Place the six pennies in two parallel rows about four
inches apart, then add the nickel to the outer end of the right
hand raw. Explain that the reason you use seven coins is
because seven is a lucky number. There are seven days in
the week, and seven has been a mystical number since time
immemorial.
Working inward, the right fingers and thumb pick up the
nickel and place it on top of the outer penny. These two coins
are placed on top of the second penny, and finally the three
are placed on top of the inner penny. Simultaneously the left
fingers and thumb pick up the left row, working from the
outer coin inward. At the completion of this action there will
be three pennies in your closed left hand, while the other
three pennies and nickel are held vertically between the
thumb and first two fingers of the right hand, the nickel
being
to the fingers. (This is important.) No pretense is
made of concealing the four coins in the right hand from the
spectators.
The left hand is vertical as it rests on the table, thumb
upward. A few inches to the right is the right hand, back up,
pressing the edges of the four coins to the table top. Tap the
edges of the four coins in your right hand on the table a few
times as you say, "I think you will agree that the table top
is quite solid, and it is just as solid from underneath." Move
the right hand underneath the table and leave the three
pennies on the leg. (To facilitate this, place the stack of four
coins on the leg, then lift off the top coin, the nickel.) Without
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too much hesitation move the right hand on to the center of
the table and tap two or three times with the edge of the
nickel. To the spectators it appears that you first tapped the
top of the table with the four coins, then tapped the
underside of the table with the same coins.
Bring the closed right hand to the top of the table. The
spectators are unaware that it contains only the five cent
piece. Place the right hand about six inches to the right of
the left fist. Both fists are thumb up. Pound the right fist on
the table as you emphasize, "Yes, the table is quite solid."
Hold the nickel rather loosely in the right fist so that it will
slip down to the lower part of the fist underneath the little
finger. The pounding aids in getting the coin into this
position.
"Remember, I have three pennies in this hand." So saying,
move the left hand slightly to the right and slap down its
three coins. Turn the left hand palm up so the spectators can
see that it is empty but make no comment on this fact.
Gather up these three coins but do not remove them from
the table. Immediately the right hand moves to the left and
slaps its nickel to the table. The left hand releases its three
pennies as it quickly turns fingers upward and moves to the
left to make way for the right hand. The left hand closes and
the right palm comes down on top of the three pennies.
Properly executed, it appears that you slapped down three
pennies from your left hand, then repeated the same action
with your right. The right hand now turns palm up and the
spectators assume the three pennies and nickel they now
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see are the ones that were originally held in that hand. The
left hand is closed and empty.
An important point to remember is to slap down the coins
from both hands at the same spot on the table. The hands
are close together and the left hand merely moves away
from the right as it comes down on the table with the four
coins it supposedly holds. Practice the move until even you
cannot detect the fact that the three pennies did not come
from the right hand, and you will have nothing to fear. When
smoothly done the illusion is perfect.
Pick up the three pennies and nickel with your right hand
and as you place it underneath the table take the three
pennies from the leg. All the coins are now in the right hand.
Bring the left hand, apparently containing three pennies, to
the center of the table. Open it and slap it palm down on the
table. Immediately rattle the coins in the right hand
underneath the table. Lift your left hand from the table to
show that the three pennies have vanished. Bring up the
right hand and pour from it all seven coins.
Regardless of the version you choose, practice it well and
you will have one of the finest table tricks in existence.
For still another version, see Coins Through the Table.
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The Magical Filtration of Four Half Dollars-Al
Baker
This trick, by Al Baker, is considered by most magicians a
close-up classic. A book of this kind would not be complete
without it.
The plot is of the simplest nature-four half dollars are passed
one by one through the table top from the left hand to the
right. No duplicate coins are used.
The trick must be done while you are seated at a table and,
before making any mention of doing a trick, a little
preparation has to be made. With your right hand grip the
cloth of the left leg of your trousers at the seam midway
down the inside of your thigh and pull the loose part over
onto your right thigh, at the same time pressing your knees
together. This can be done easily under cover of adjusting
your chair. The cloth will thus form a flat surface onto which
you can safely drop a coin and from which you can just as
easily take it again, with no one being any the wiser.
This done, you are ready either to borrow four half dollars or
to produce four of your own, which you drop onto the table
in front of you. Casually rub your hands together so that all
can see you have no other coin, but for goodness sake don't
say anything about your hands being empty or about what
you propose to do.
Passage of the First Coin
Hold your right hand out flat and palm upwards. Pick up one
coin with the left hand and drop it onto your right palm,
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counting one. This coin must lie in the exact position for the
classic palm so that by merely contracting the hand the coin
will be retained there.
Pick up the other three coins one by one and drop them
successively into the right hand, letting the second fall a little
in front of the first and the remaining two in line toward the
tips of the fingers, in an overlapping row, as in Fig. 1.

Hold the left hand palm upwards with the fingers curled and
turn the right hand over just above it, apparently dropping
all four coins into it, but really retaining the one in the right
palm as explained above. Let the right hand rest
momentarily on the edge of the table, drop the palmed coin
onto your improvised servante and immediately make an
outward brushing movement with the backs of the fingers
on the table top as if removing some particle of dust.
Now for the first time announce what you will try to do, that
is, to pass the coins through the table top. Make some
remark about the texture of the wood, that you are not sure
the experiment will succeed, and again brush off the surface.
Show your right hand empty, holding it flat, palm upwards,
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and fingers pointing straight to the front. Thrust it straight
under the table up to the bend of the arm, lean forward,
bend the hand inwards from the wrist and pick up the coin
you dropped onto your lap.
Close your left hand, turn it over and open it, letting the
three coins fall on the table underneath it. Press downwards,
pretending great exertion, then say, "One coin has passed."
Lift the left hand and show three coins only; bring the right
hand from under the table, flat and palm upwards, and show
the coin lying on it.
Passage of the Second Coin
Drop the coin from the right hand about four inches from the
edge of the table and in line with your trousers servante, rub
your hands together and make some remark such as, "Well,
one went through, let's try another." Pick up one of the three
with the right hand at the tips of the thumb and fingers
counting, "One," the second coin under the first, counting,
"Two," and the third under these two counting, "Three," Fig.
2.

Hold the left fingers curled and apparently drop the three
coins into that hand; really push off the upper two coins only,
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retaining the third with the tip of the thumb against the first
joints of the fingers, as in Fig. 3.

Without pausing, move the right hand back towards the
fourth coin and, apparently, pick it up by sweeping it to the
edge of the table, really letting it fall onto your little servante
under cover of the fingers and, turning the hand upwards,
show the coin you retained at the tips of the thumb and
fingers.
Properly timed, this move makes a perfect illusion. Above
all, do not hurry, just act naturally and the spectators seeing
only one coin in your right hand will be convinced that there
are three in your left. Let the coin lie on the palm of your
outstretched right hand and thrust that hand straight
forward under the table just as you did the first time. Lean
forward, pick up the dropped coin, turn the left hand,
dropping its coins on the table underneath it and, at the
same moment, let the two coins in the right hand clink
together. Lift the left hand, showing two coins only, and
bring the right hand up with two coins lying on it.
Passage of the Third Coin
Lay the four coins on the table thus:
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A

D

B

C

the two rear coins, B C being about six inches from the edge
of the table. With the right hand pick up D C, one at a time,
clicking them together, then with the left hand pick up A and,
in apparently picking up B, sweep it off the edge of the table
onto your trousers servante and hold the left hand with the
fingers curled as before.
Show the two coins lying on your outstretched right hand
and thrust it straight under the table as before. Lean forward
and secure the coin from your trousers servante. Turn the
left hand, letting its one coin fall on the table beneath it. Rub
this hand on the table as if forcing a coin through and let one
coin in the right hand clink against the other. Lift the left
hand showing one coin only and bring the right hand up flat
with three coins lying on it. Throw the coins on the table.
Passage of the Fourth Coin
Pick up one coin with the left hand and drop it into the right.
Then turn the right hand over the cupped left hand and
apparently drop the coin, really retaining it in the right palm.
With the right hand slide one coin to the edge of the table
and pick it up. Place this coin on another, draw them both to
the edge of the table and pick them up but this time drop
the palmed coin onto your trousers servante. Put the two
coins on the third and pick up all three, drawing them back
to the edge of the table as before. Turn the hand and show
the three coins lying on it, silent but convincing proof that
the fourth coin is in the left hand.
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Place the right hand under the table in the same manner as
before and, leaning forward, pick up the coin from your lap.
Hold this coin edgewise between the right thumb and
fingers. With the left hand pretend to place the coin it is
supposed to hold edge downwards on the table and then
press it flat with a sharp click, and really do this with the
coin in the right hand under the table. If the movements are
properly timed the illusion is so perfect that the spectators
are forced to believe the coin is really under the left hand.
Rub the table with the left hand, then raise it showing the
table top bare. Bring the right hand up with the four coins
lying on it and toss them onto the table.
It should be carefully noted how subtly the coin which is to
pass is secured at a different point in the routine each time;
if the moves are done neatly and naturally, without hurry,
they are undetectable. Mastery of this trick will go a long
way towards convincing the student of the vast importance
of timing and misdirection in conjuring.
An alternate method for passing the fourth coin through the
table is offered by Frank Garcia. It is as simple as it is
ingenious.
By the time you have passed three coins through the table
the spectators will usually be watching you like hawks.
Therefore the move for causing the fourth coin to penetrate
the table needs to be a very clever one.
Here is Frank's method:
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Pick up one of the four coins from the table with your right
hand and slowly and deliberately place it in your left palm.
Slowly close the left fingers over the coin, then turn the hand
fingers downward. Take the remaining three coins in your
right hand, and as you place the hand underneath the table,
deposit one coin on your right knee.
Move the left toward the center of the table and raise it a
few inches. Just as you are about to bring it down on the
table, stop suddenly and look at the spectators. Smile slyly
and say, "You probably doubt that I still have a coin in my
left hand." With these words open the left hand and slap its
coin onto the table. Pick it up again and hold it outside the
fist by its edge between the tips of the fingers and the heel
of the hand in the same manner as shown in Fig. 2.

The left hand is back up and held close to the table and the
coin cannot be seen. Now slap the two coins from your right
hand onto the table as your left hand drops its coin and
moves away. (See Coins Through the Table, for a detailed
description of this move.) Apparently you slapped first one
coin, then three onto the table. Move your left fist away to
the left as you pick up the three coins from the table and
display them in your palm up right hand. Close the fingers
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slowly over the coins, then carry them underneath the table.
As you do so, quietly pick up the coin from your right knee.
Move the left hand to the center of the table, open it and
slap it palm down onto the table. At the same instant click
the coins together in your hand which is underneath the
table. Turn the left hand palm up and show it empty. Bring
up the right hand and pour the four coins from it onto the
table.
The method for passing the last coin through will baffle the
closest observer.
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The Sympathetic Coins
Here is one of the oldest and best close-up coin tricks of all
time. Almost every magician who does intimate magic has
one or more versions in his repertoire. Several versions will
be described on the following pages, but to better acquaint
the reader with it in its pure and simple form I would like to
give the original Yank Hoe method which was first described
in T. Nelson Downs' The Art of Magic.
Effect: The performer borrows a handkerchief and four half
dollars. He spreads the handkerchief on the table and places
a coin on each of its corners. The coins are covered
alternately with two squares of paper, then they are placed
over the two coins at the outer corners. The two visible coins
are caused to pass one at a time to one of the papers. Finally
the last coin vanishes from underneath its paper, to join the
others underneath the other paper.
Requirements: A pocket handkerchief (preferably one of a
dark color so the coins will show up by contrast), four half
dollars (which you borrow and have marked), and two pieces
of stiff paper (the quality used for magazine covers is about
right) about four inches square.
Working: Stand behind a table, spread out the handkerchief
and place a half dollar on each corner. Show the two pieces
of paper freely and hold one in each hand between the
thumb on top and the fingers below. Explain that the
experiment you are about to present is more of an optical
illusion than it is a feat of magic. This explanation is
necessary to account for the moves you are about to make
with the squares of paper.
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Cover the two front coins with the squares of paper and call
attention to the fact that the two back coins are visible.
Shift the papers to the two rear coins, leaving the two
forward coins in sight.
Move the papers to cover the coins at the front left corner
and right rear corner, showing the other two in position.
Now cover the right front and left rear coins, reminding the
spectators that each time you cover two coins, two others
remain visible.
While talking and looking directly at the spectators, pick up
the right front coin and hold it underneath the paper with
the fingers. To facilitate this move press down on the left
edge of the coin through the paper with the right thumb.
This causes the right side of the coin to lever up slightly,
permitting the tip of the third finger to be inserted beneath
it. The coin is then held against the underside of the paper.
Now comes the crucial move. Retaining your right hand in
the same position, move the left paper up and hold it directly
above the square held by your right hand. immediately move
your right hand away, with its piece of paper and coin, a few
inches to the right, and drop the paper from your left hand
directly on the spot where the outer right coin is supposed
to lie. Then move the right hand over to the left and place
its paper over the coin at the front left corner, releasing the
coin at the same time. Be careful that the two coins do not
clink together and give you away as you do this.
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The most difficult part of the trick is now over but the
spectators think the trick hasn't begun. Pick up the coin from
the left inner corner of the handkerchief with your right
hand, then lift that corner with your left hand, the fingers
well underneath and the thumb above. Show the coin
plainly, then place it underneath the handkerchief and push
it forward toward the front left corner. This is what you seem
to do. In reality, you place the coin between the tips of your
left first and second fingers (back finger clip) the moment
the right hand is out of sight, then without hesitation move
the hand forward to the left outer corner. Now, with a slight
upward movement of the fingers one coin will be thrown
upon the other, causing an audible "clink." Apparently you
have pushed the coin through the fabric.
Remove your right hand from beneath the handkerchief,
show it empty, then lift the outer left paper, showing the two
coins. Without pausing, bring the paper back to the left rear
corner, release that corner and take the paper from your
right hand with your left hand. Properly done it is impossible
to get even the smallest flash of the coin between the fingers
because the paper is placed under the left thumb before the
fingers are removed from underneath the corner of the
handkerchief. The two coins are uncovered and the paper
placed in the left hand all in one continuous move.
The instant the left hand takes the paper from the right
hand, that hand moves up, picks up one of the coins and
drops it onto the other. (This makes room for the third coin
which will be added momentarily.) Now replace the paperthis
time with a coin underneath-over the two coins, making
three coins under that paper.
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Repeat the above movements with the coin from the inner
right corner, then raise the paper and show the three coins.
As the paper is returned the fourth coin is added.
At this point the spectators are convinced that there are
three coins under the left paper and one under the right.
Actually all four are under the left paper and none is under
the other. In order to pass the last coin you vary the
procedure. Bend over and pretend to blow the last coin
across, then lift the right paper to show the coin vanished.
Raise the left paper to show all four coins there.
Various ruses have been devised for passing the last coin,
but the above method is time tested.
Second Version
Besides the four borrowed half dollars you will require an
additional one of your own. Have this one concealed in your
left palm while you spread the handkerchief on the table and
place the four coins on its corners. Cover the coins in the
same way as before but do not remove the outer right coin.
Leave it under the paper. Add the palmed coin to the outer
left one as you cover it for the last time before actually
commencing the trick.
Proceed from here as in the first version up to the point
where you have brought three coins under the left paper and
secretly added the fourth. Lift the paper from the outer right
corner, then vanish it using a method from Chapter IV.
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Because of the secret use of an extra coin in this version it
is safe to repeat the trick before the same audience,
especially if you employ

The Al Saal Stratagem
Instead of repeating the move of placing the coin between
the left first and second fingers as it is carried under the
corner of the handkerchief, you might try this move of Al
Saal's which appeared in The Sphinx for November, 1937:
As you place the coin beneath the cloth back palm it with
your right hand, then as you remove that hand from beneath
the cloth place the left paper over the right hand. This move
does not have to be hurried because the hand appears quite
empty. Now as you turn the right paper over to show its
other side, transfer the coin to the front finger hold where it
will be concealed between the fingers and the paper. You are
now in position to continue the effect
The move just described is one of continued motion and is
perfectly covered in the action of turning the paper over to
show its other side.
Third Version
One of the most popular versions of today employs pennies
and playing cards. Perhaps the reason for this is that the
trick is a little easier to perform with pennies. They are not
as difficult to conceal in the hands or under the cards and
there is less danger of an accidental give-away clink as a
coin is secretly added to the one at the outer left corner. And
as a rule a white handkerchief is more readily available than
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a colored one. If playing cards are not handy, business cards
can be used.
Pennies and cards can be used in either of the first two
versions, the only difference being that when the right hand
steals the penny from the outer right corner it is clipped by
its edge (back finger clip) between the first and second or
second and third fingers (whichever is the most convenient),
then the trick proceeds exactly as was described using half
dollars.
Suggestion: If you will work the trick on a soft surface you
will find it easier to lever up the penny at the right corner in
preparation for stealing it.
Some performers get down on their knees and perform the
trick on the rug. It appears much more impromptu this way.
Fourth VersionThe Changing Change Stewart James
Effect: Same as the first version except four coins of
different values are used.
Requisites and Preparation: A half dollar, two quarters, a
nickel, and a dime in your right trousers pocket.
A folded opaque handkerchief in your right coat pocket, and
a dime.
A billfold containing two bills in your left hip pocket.
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Presentation: Stand behind a cloth covered table, place your
hand in your right coat pocket, finger palm the dime and
remove the handkerchief.
Reach over with your left hand and take the handkerchief by
one extreme corner between the tips of the forefinger and
thumb, allow it to unfold and display it palm toward the
audience.
While showing the left hand and handkerchief freely, place
the right thumb on top of the dime and slide it down near
the tip of the fingers. Hold the handkerchief in front of your
chest, then with your right hand, grasp the cloth near the
corner held by your left hand and as you do so leave the
dime. Hold it hidden behind the handkerchief with your left
thumb, then slide your right hand along the edge of the cloth
to the opposite corner, stretching it out between the two
hands. Make the secret deposit of the dime behind the
corner and the stretching out of the handkerchief one
continuous move. The handkerchief is now held by its
extreme corners between the tips of the forefingers and
thumbs, the dime being hidden behind the left thumb, Fig.
1.
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Give the handkerchief a flick, extend your arms, then draw
it back toward you with your hands barely clearing the table
top. As you do this, deposit the dime on the table so it will
be covered and will lie about midway between the inner and
outer left corners. Release your grip on the handkerchief and
smooth it out.
Take out your billfold, extract the two bills from it and drop
them on the center of the handkerchief. Do not return the
billfold to your pocket but place it on the table some distance
to your left. This is merely to eliminate the couple of times
the hand would approach the pocket-once to replace the
billfold and once to take it out again to return the bills.
Neither action is essential and might be considered
suspicious, and might thus make the routine less clean cut.
Thrust your hand in your right trousers pocket, palm one of
the quarters (it is easy to locate one of the quarters because
of the difference in the size of the coins), bring out the others
at the finger-tips and toss them into your outstretched left
hand. Spread them about with the tips of your right fingers,
calling attention to their values. As you show the coins and
move them about, get the quarter into position for finger
palming. Execute the Utility Switch as you retain the quarter
finger palmed and toss the nickel, dime, and half dollar into
your right hand. Apparently show the same four coins in your
right hand. Actually the quarter was already there. All seems
fair.
Immediately pick up the bills with your left hand so they will
lie across the fingers, hiding the finger palmed quarter.
Holding the bills in this position permits the hand to assume
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a natural position and the reason for doing so is immediately
apparent. With your right hand, place the four coins at the
center of the handkerchief in this order:
50¢

5¢

25¢

10¢

Draw off the top bill with your right hand, then hold a bill in
each hand between the fingers underneath and the thumbs
on top. (A quarter is concealed underneath the left bill.)
Cover the half dollar with the left bill and the nickel with the
right bill, lift the two coins underneath the bills and move
them out about half way toward the two outer corners of the
handkerchief.
Cover the quarter and dime in the same manner and move
them to the corners nearest you.
Cover the half dollar and nickel again and move them to the
outer corners and leave the bills on top of them. This is what
you apparently do. In reality, you steal the nickel with your
right hand while your left leaves its quarter with the half
dollar. Be careful that the two coins do not clink together as
you do this.
From this point on, the effect is the same as the original
version except for the different size coins used, and because
of this fact the trick is very puzzling, especially to the
informed.
The state of things at this juncture is this: Underneath the
bill lying at the outer left corner of the handkerchief are two
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coins--a half dollar and a quarter. The nickel that the right
bill is supposed to cover is now finger palmed in your right
hand.
Pick up the quarter from the left inner corner of the
handkerchief with your right hand, then lift that corner of
the cloth with your left hand. Place your right hand
underneath the handkerchief (with its visible quarter and
finger palmed nickel) and move it up the left side of the cloth
to where the dime lies. As you explain that you will cause
the quarter to penetrate the fabric and join the half dollar,
leave the quarter and nickel on the table and pick up the
dime (which has been lying on the table from the time the
handkerchief was spread on the table), then move the hand
on up to the outer left corner and give that corner a little
upward kick with the fingers, causing the two coins under
the bill to clink together.
Draw your right hand back to the left inner corner of the
handkerchief, and place the dime between the left first and
second fingers (back finger clip), then remove the right
hand. Pick up the bill from the outer left corner of the
handkerchief to show the half dollar and quarter.
Bring the bill back to the left inner corner of the
handkerchief and take it with your left hand, fingers
underneath and thumb on top. Return the bill to its former
position, leaving the dime underneath it.
Take up the visible dime from the right inner corner with
your right hand and carry it underneath the handkerchief.
Leave it on the table and finger palm the nickel, then move
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the hand on up and click the coins together as before. Place
the nickel between the left first and second fingers, then
remove the right hand and lift the right bill showing a half
dollar, a quarter, and a dime.
Bring the bill back to your left hand which replaces it (with
the nickel underneath) back over the three coins. Now all
four coins are under this bill, but the spectators believe the
nickel to be under the right bill. Explain that you will pass
the five cent piece the hard way. You will pull it down
through the cloth, move it across, and shove it up through
the cloth again to join the other three coins. Put your right
hand under the left side of the handkerchief, finger palm the
dime, then move the hand underneath the right bill. As you
move the hand back to the left bill, finger palm the quarter.
This makes for better timing and you can be sure that the
coins will not "talk" as they might if you tried to secure them
both at once.
Pick up the left bill with your left hand, revealing the four
coins together. Simultaneously remove your right hand from
beneath the handkerchief and bring your left hand back and
place the bill in your right hand, covering the finger palmed
coins.
Pick up the right bill with your left hand to show that the coin
is actually gone from beneath it, then place the bill in your
right hand underneath the coins and bill in that hand. Take
up the billfold and return the two bills to it with the coins in
between. This is natural and leaves your hands empty with
nothing on the table but the four coins and the handkerchief.
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Suggestion: Have two quarters and a dime in your right
trousers pocket and another dime finger palmed in your right
hand. Show the handkerchief and as you spread it on the
table leave the dime as explained. Reach into your pocket,
finger palm one quarter and bring out the other quarter and
dime and toss them into your left hand. Tell the spectators
that you need two more coins. It doesn't make any
difference what you get (even foreign coins or tokens) as
they require no duplicates.
All four coins may be borrowed if you are sure of getting a
quarter and dime that will look like yours.
For a fifth version see The Sympathetic Coins by Milton Kort.

The Coin Roll
This age-old flourish was a favorite with coin men long
before the days of Downs.
With the right hand closed and back uppermost, show a large
coin pinched flat between the tips of the thumb and outer
side of the knuckle of the forefinger, and protruding as much
as possible, Fig. 1.
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Push the coin up slightly and release it with the thumb,
permitting the coin to be balanced on the back of the
forefinger between the knuckles and the middle joint as in
Fig. 2.

Raise the second finger and bring it down on the right edge
of the coin causing it to assume a temporary position
pinched flat between the first and second fingers, Fig. 3.

Without hesitating, the coin is allowed to fall onto the back
of the second finger and the same action is continued until
the coin is pinched in a vertical position between the last two
fingers.
At this stage of the flourish you may reverse the process,
thus bringing the coin back to its starting position, or better
still, allow the coin to slip between the last two fingers onto
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the tip of the thumb which is brought underneath the hand
to receive it. It is then carried balanced flat on the ball of the
thumb back to its starting place and the same set of moves
repeated as many times as you wish.
Several variations are possible with this beautiful flourish.
Some performers can keep two or more coins going at the
same time with both hands simultaneously.

The Downs Coin Star
This is more a feat of digital dexterity than a trick of magic.
It is generally credited to T. Nelson Downs who used it
primarily in his close-up work.
Because the coins are balanced on the tips of the fingers and
thumb it is important that large, heavy coins be employed.
The feat is made easier and more sure-fire through the use
of a little wax on the coin that is balanced on the thumb.
(See Note at end.)
Hold the right hand palm upward with the fingers extended
and well apart. Show five coins in your left hand, then
balance them on the ball parts of the thumb and four fingers
as shown in Fig. 1.
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Turn to the left and pretend to dump the five coins into your
left hand, but retain them in your right. To accomplish this,
turn the right palm toward the body, bend the fingers inward
and snap the coin on the tip of the thumb down onto the one
on the tip of the forefinger. As the fingers thus curl inward
one or two coins will usually clink together; this combined
with the noise of the two balanced on the forefinger and
thumb snapping together creates the illusion, by sound, of
the coins actually falling into the left hand, Fig. 2.

Close the left hand as if it actually held the coins, then turn
back facing the spectators and drop the right hand to the
side at a position just out of sight behind the right hip.
Center your complete attention on your closed left hand,
then open it suddenly and bring it palm against the chest as
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if throwing the coin through the body. Turn the left hand
palm toward the spectators, showing it empty.
While this is being done, the right hand, which is holding the
coins flat-wise between the fingers, moves further behind
the body as if catching the coins as they penetrate the body,
and opens as shown in Fig. 1. The most difficult part of this
move is getting the original coin back on the tip of the
thumb. This can be facilitated by pointing the thumb and
forefinger upward and separating them first, then the others
are extended and the hand brought into view with the five
coins balanced on the tips of the fingers and thumb in the
form of the original star.
Note: It is generally known that some of our top magicians
do not always employ standard procedure in the
presentation of certain effects. They have their own pet
methods--methods known only to themselves. This is one
reason why one magician is often mystified by another.
T. Nelson Downs guarded well his pet method for performing
The Coin Star because it has never before appeared in print.
Although it is possible to perform the trick with ordinary
coins after a considerable amount of practice, there is always
a chance of failure. A good magician-a magician with a
reputation to uphold-does not wish to take chances. He
cannot afford to miss! The trick must work every time!
The fact that Mr. Downs employed an aid other than skill in
the performance of this trick was suspected by many but
actually known to few. In September, 1951 I had the
privilege of examining some of Mr. Downs' effects, which are
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now in the hands of C. R. (Bud) Tracy. Among the gadgets
and gimmicks I noticed a clip holding six dollarsize palming
coins. Two of these were well-worn and smooth. One of
these two was specially prepared by having a shallow cavity,
the size of a dime, on one side, Fig. 3.

In this hollowed out place was a bit of wax, now green with
age. Discovering this I realized, here were the very coins
that Downs used for performing the Coin Star! And this
prepared coin was the one he placed on his thumb! Because
of the wax the coin would safely adhere to the thumb and
not fall off during the critical move of the trick. But you may
wonder, why the indentation. Why wouldn't any coin do,
providing it had a bit of wax on it? The reason for the cavity
is twofold. First, the wax could be spread around the cavity,
thus affording better adhesion to the ball of the thumb than
a single ball of wax. Second, a coin thus prepared could be
handled quite freely, manipulated, or stacked with the other
coins without fear of sticking to them.
I am told that Mr. Downs would sometime flip the coins into
the air after performing the feat to show the absence of
trickery. The prepared coin always landed wax-side down,
therefore appearing quite ordinary.
As mentioned earlier, this prepared coin stood out slightly
from the rest because it was smoother in appearance. The
spectators were unaware of a sixth coin which matched the
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prepared coin in appearance. On certain occasions after
executing the Coin Star, Mr. Downs would switch the
prepared coin for the extra, unprepared one, then the coins
were shown freely without any preparation whatsoever. A
clever bit of subtlety!
A trapeze artist can do his act without tape on his wrists or
rosin on his hands, but WHY TAKE CHANCES! Use a little wax
and play safe.

Roll Down Flourish with Four Coins
Hold a stack of four coins in your right hand between the tips
of the first and third fingers, with the tip of the second finger
resting against the outer edges and the tip of the thumb
against the opposite inner edges, Fig.1.

Lower the thumb until it touches the inside of the outer joint
of the third finger, then with a slight pressure on the two
inner coins with the thumb, separate them a bit from the
other two coins. Hold them in this position momentarily with
the thumb and first and second fingers, while the third finger
adjusts itself up against the tip of the thumb. Now by raising
thumb and lowering the third finger the four coins will
separate, a pair rolling out between the thumb and
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forefinger, and a pair rolling out between the second and
third fingers, Fig. 2.

Next, the little finger is brought up so its tip will be touching
the side of the second finger and its back pressed against
the edge of the outer coin. Simultaneously the thumb is
lowered and its tip placed against the in side of the outer
joint of the third finger which then presses against the edge
of the rear coin, Fig. 3.

The fingers are then separated, causing the coins to roll out
and assume the position depicted in Fig. 4.
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Besides practice, a considerable amount of feel and balance
is required to execute this flourish with precision.

Downs Eureka Pass
This beautiful vanish and reproduction of several coins was
devised by that master coin manipulator, T. Nelson Downs.
Effect: The magician shows four coins. Taking them one at
a time in his right hand, he causes them to disappear by
apparently tossing them into the air. After showing his hand
empty back and front he proceeds to reproduce them one at
time.
Procedure: Show four coins (of a size you can easily back
palm) and place them on a nearby table. Standing with your
left side toward the audience, pick up one of the coins with
your left hand and place it between the tips of the right
forefinger and thumb. Keep the palm of the right hand
toward the spectators, and as you go through the motions
of tossing the coin upward into the air, back palm it. As soon
as the coin is out of sight behind the right hand, remove the
little finger from the lower edge, then hold it clipped in an
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oblique position between the first and second fingers. (See
The Back Finger Clip.)
Take up a second coin between the forefinger and thumb of
the left hand (which is held back toward the spectators) and
place it between the same fingers of the right hand. As this
coin is placed in position, it is natural for the left second,
third, and fourth fingers to go behind the right fingers. Under
cover of the right fingers, and the action of placing the
second coin between the right forefinger and thumb, seize
the coin from behind the right fingers between the tips of
the left second and third fingers as in Figs. 1 and 2,

which are front and rear views, respectively, then separate
the hands with the first coin concealed in the left hand.
Actually the right hand is raised slightly to give the audience
a better view of the coin it holds while the left hand moves
inward toward the body and points at the right hand.
Under cover of pretending to toss the second coin into the
air with the right hand, back palm it, then hold it in the back
finger clip as you did the first. While reaching for the third
coin with the left hand, edge palm the first coin, (See The
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Edge Palm.) Then as you place this coin in the right hand,
steal the second one from behind the right fingers in the
same manner as you did the first. Continue these moves
until three coins are edge palmed in the left hand and one is
back palmed in the right hand.
The second part of the routine consists of showing the right
hand empty on both sides, then reproducing the coins one
at a time with that hand. To accomplish this, a reversal of
the foregoing moves must be executed. After vanishing the
last coin with the right hand, show it empty on both sides by
performing the front and back palm. Finally, reach up into
the air and produce the coin between the forefinger and
thumb.
While doing this with your right hand you must ready a
second coin with your left hand by removing it from the edge
palm and holding it clipped between the tips of the second
and third fingers. Bring your left hand up to your right to
remove the just produced coin, and as you do so, deposit
the coin from the left fingers between the first and second
fingers of the right hand in the regular back finger clip. The
left hand moves away visibly bearing the just produced coin,
and drops it onto the table.
Repeat the same set of moves to reproduce the remaining
three coins.
If you wish you may vary slightly the method of reproducing
the last coin. After you have produced the third coin and
deposited the fourth coin to the back of the right hand,
instead of showing that hand empty in the orthodox fashion
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of the front and back palm, do this: Turn the right hand over
to show its back, and as you do so transfer the coin to the
Downs Palm (behind the thumb), then turn the hand over
showing the palm and produce coin in the fashion described
here.
Downs considered the "Eureka" Pass one of his prettiest and
most puzzling feats--an opinion shared by most coin
manipulators.

"Eureka" RoutineArthur Punnar
The following routine employs Downs' Eureka Pass and Roll
Down Production of Four Coins in a novel combination of
effects.
Procedure: Stand with your left side toward the audience
and show four coins (dollars or halves) held in a fan between
the left forefinger and thumb. Take one of the coins with
your right hand, flip it into the air and catch it. Extend your
right arm, close the fingers over the coin, then as you slowly
turn your hand over, back palm the coin so it will be outside
the first. The movement required to revolve the coin into
position is hardly suspicious and should simulate a
pulverizing action.
Keeping the fingers together, turn the right hand around and
open it. The empty palm now faces the audience with the
coin in the familiar rear pinch between the first and second
fingers. Both sides of the hand have been shown empty
without the usual tricky manipulations.
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Let's go over that again. The coin, you recall, is outside the
fist, the back of the hand toward the audience. Before the
hand is opened the tips of the thumb and first finger meet
and when the hand is opened the thumb makes a circular
rubbing motion against the finger to "annihilate" the last
particle before the hand is shown empty.
The effect is truly magical.
Bring the left hand over to the right, and while placing a
second coin between the tips of the right forefinger and
thumb, the last three fingers of the left hand pass to the
back of the right hand and seize the coin held there between
the second and third fingers, alter the fashion of the
standard Eureka Pass. As the hands separate, after placing
the second coin in position for its vanish, you transfer the
first coin to the edge palm. Follow the same procedure to
vanish the second and third coins.
The fourth coin, alter being maneuvered into the finger hold
outside the fist as firstly described, is then "worked" into a
rear thumb palm. The foregoing position is probably the
most convenient one to accomplish the back thumb palm,
then the action of vanishing all four coins will appear
practically identical. Separate the fingers, thus indicating
that at no time were the closed fingers used to conceal the
coin. (With practice, the thumb can be almost fully extended,
resulting in a convincing acquitment.)
The first part of the routine is now finished. At this point you
have three coins edge palmed in your left hand, and one coin
hidden behind your right hand in the back thumb palm.
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The first phase of the experiment consists of reproducing
the four vanished coins, which is done in an entirely different
manner from the Downs Eureka Pass, firstly described. After
a suitable pause, make a short upward thrust with your right
hand, at the same time relaxing your grip on the coin and
closing the hand into a fist. This causes the coin to fall into
the hand which is then opened and the coin shown.
Display the coin between the tips of the forefinger and
thumb, then bring the left hand up to take it. In the action
of doing this the right second and third fingers clip the edge
palmed coins and carry them away as you quickly swing your
body to the left. As you finish the turning movement of your
body the back of your right hand should be toward the
audience (with the three coins held between the tips of the
curled middle fingers) and pointing to the coin held in the
left hand. Do not attempt to palm the coins; if the second
and third fingers are sufficiently curled the coins will be well
concealed. Center your complete attention on the visible coin
in your left hand as you maneuver the three coins in the
right hand so they will be gripped by their edges between
the tips of the first three fingers and thumb.
As you swing back to the right, quickly execute the Roll
Down move with the three coins so that only the space
between the forefinger and thumb is vacant. Place the coin
held by the left hand between the forefinger and thumb of
the right, thus signifying the completion of the effect.
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Rattle Box RoutineStewart Judah
An effective routine for small intimate groups is this
easytodo mystery by magicdom's master of subtlety,
Stewart Judah.
Effect: The mystery is in two parts. From a small wooden
box, the performer removes a Chinese coin, which he shows
and places in full view on the table. He then asks for the loan
of a coin from a spectator, who marks it for future
identification and drops it into the box. The performer never
touches this coin. The box is shaken, proving the spectator's
coin still inside, then it is placed on the table. Picking up the
Chinese coin, performer drops it into an opaque tumbler,
which he holds in one hand a few inches above the table as
he places his other hand underneath the table. He
commands the coin to penetrate the table and pass into his
hand as the glass is brought suddenly down onto the table.
He brings up his other hand, shows the Chinese coin and
tosses it onto the table.
In the second phase of the mystery the spectator's coin is
caused to travel invisibly from the box to the glass. Taking
up the box in one hand and the tumbler in the other he holds
them some distance apart. He shakes the box again to prove
that the coin is still there, then commands it to pass into the
glass, where it is heard to arrive. The box is opened and
shown empty and the coin dumped from the tumbler into
the spectator's hand, who identifies it as his own.
As the ads would say--no duplicate coins and no difficult
moves!
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Requisites and Preparation: A rattle box, a Chinese coin (or
any unusual coin), and an opaque tumbler such as the plastic
variety used in the bathroom.
The rattle box containing the Chinese coin is on the table
and the tumbler nearby.
Working: With the right hand, pick up the rattle box and
shake it, causing the coin inside to rattle. Open the box and
dump the coin into your left hand. Show it to a few nearby
spectators, then place it on the table in full view. Ask for the
loan of some small coin such as a nickel or a quarter and
have it marked for future identification, then permit the
spectator to drop the coin into the box. As you return to the
table tilt the box slightly so the coin will slide out into your
right hand, close the box, shake it (causing the rattle in the
double bottom to sound), then place it in full view on the
table. Apparently the coin is still in the box. Actually it is
finger palmed in your right hand.
Pick up the Chinese coin with your right hand and the
tumbler with your left hand. Show the tumbler empty, then
toss the Chinese coin into it. This is what you pretend to do.
In reality you execute The Bobo Switch as you retain the
Chinese coin finger palmed and toss the spectator's coin into
the glass instead. Don't try to be fancy here. Make the switch
as simple and natural as possible and no one will suspect an
exchange. After rattling the coin in the glass, place it on the
table. If the switch has been made properly the spectators
will be convinced that the Chinese coin is in the tumbler.
Actually it is hidden in your right hand and the spectator's
coin is in the tumbler.
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State, "I will now cause the Chinese coin to penetrate the
bottom of the glass and pass through the table into my
hand." Suiting the action to the words, move your right hand
underneath while the left hand raises the glass a few inches
above the table. "Listen!" As the left hand brings the tumbler
down onto the table the right hand snaps the coin against
the underside of the table. "Did you hear it?" Bring the right
hand up, show the coin and toss it onto the table, saying,
"Here it is." Although you have not shown the tumbler empty
(it still contains the spectator's coin) it will not be suspected.
Pick up the glass with your left hand and the box with the
right hand as you announce your feat. "I will now cause the
coin to leave the box (shake box, rattling it), describe an arc
in the air and land in the glass." As you speak these words
indicate the passage the coin will take with your eyes. Shake
box again and exclaim, "Here it goes! Watch it!" Pretend to
follow the flight of the non-existent coin as it leaves the box,
flies upward through the air, then downward into the glass.
The instant your eyes reach the glass lower it suddenly,
causing the coin inside it to jingle, thus creating the illusion
that the coin was actually caught in the glass. Open the box,
show it empty and place it aside. Rattle the coin in the glass
as you walk over to the spectator and damp it into his hand.
He identifies it as his own.

Thieves and SheepMilton Kort and Stewart
James
Here is a new version of an ancient trick. Originally it was
worked with paper wads. A method using wooden blocks
appeared on the magic market a few years ago, also a new
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version by Stewart Judah, called "The Alibi Twins," which
makes use of two little figures and five imitation cookies.
Effect: Relating a story about two thieves and some sheep,
the performer shows two nickels and five pennies, which he
places on the table in a row. His hands represent the two
barns, the two nickels represent the thieves, and the five
pennies represent the sheep. He takes up a nickel in each
hand, then alternating with each hand, he picks up the five
pennies so that alter all have been removed from the table
he has one nickel and two pennies in his left hand and one
nickel and three pennies in his right. The coins are returned
to the table, then picked up again according to the story. But
when he opens his hands he shows the two nickels together
in his left hand and the five pennies in his right.
Working: Sit at the table and secretly place two pennies on
your right leg, which should be underneath the table. Borrow
five pennies and two nickels. Arrange the pennies in a
horizontal row in front of you near the edge of the table, with
a nickel at each end. Begin the trick by saying, "A little
mystery with five pennies and two nickels. The story concens
two notorious thieves-represented by the nickels, who are
out to steal the five sheep-represented by the pennies. My
hands will be the two barns into which the thieves sneak in
an effort to steal the sheep."
Holding the hands palm downward, take up a nickel in each
hand and say, "While the sheep herder is away the thieves
creep into the barns. Then each thief takes a sheep." Pick up
a penny with your right hand, then take the one with your
left hand. Alternate hands in picking up the pennies until
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there are none left on the table. You will have one nickel and
two pennies in your left hand and one nickel and three
pennies in your right. "The thieves are about to make their
get-away when they hear the sheep herder returning.
Quickly, they put the sheep back." Starting with your right
hand, replace a penny on the table, then put back one from
your left hand, and so on alternating hands, until all five
pennies are back on the table in a row. Finally place the two
nickels back in their original positions at the ends of the row.
Lower your hands to the chair and hitch yourself a little
closer to the table. While doing this, steal the two pennies
from your right leg with your right hand, and hold them
finger palmed at the base of the third and fourth fingers.
Bring your hands to the top of the table and continue your
story. "After the sheep herder leaves, the thieves again
sneak into the two barns to steal the sheep." Pick up a nickel
in each hand as before and hold the one in the right hand
outside the fist between the tips of the fingers and the heel
of the hand as described in Coin to Key, Fig. 4. As you say,
"Remember, there is a robber in each barn," bring your fists
up together in a gesture and pass the nickel from the right
fist to the left fist after the fashion described in the Fourth
Method, Copper and Silver Transposition.
Now you have both nickels in your left hand, two pennies in
your right. Both hands are back up, and as you begin picking
up the five pennies in the same order as before, state, "Each
thief steals a sheep." Place the tips of the right first two
fingers over the penny at the right end of the raw and slide
it off the edge of the table toward yourself and take it in your
hand. Apparently do the same thing with your left hand, but
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slide the penny at the left end of the row off the table into
your lap instead. Repeat the same moves as you take the
coin legitimately with your right hand, then slide the one
off into your lap with your left hand as you pretend to take
it in that hand. Take the remaining penny honestly in your
right hand.
The spectators now think you have a nickel and two pennies
in your left hand and one nickel and three pennies in your
right. Actually the left hand holds only the two nickels (as
already explained), while the right holds the five pennies
(two others are in your lap). "The sheep herder, sensing
something wrong, returns again. But when he looks in the
first barn he finds all the sheep." Open your right hand,
showing the five pennies. "And when he looks in the second
barn he finds the two thieves all by themselves." Open your
left hand, showing the two nickels. At an opportune moment
pick up the two pennies in your lap and pocket them with
the coins on the table.
A slightly different version using a trick coin can be found
here under the same title.

Just Pretend Stuart Cramer
A trick that requires simple sleights is usually favored by
most magicians because such a trick allows the performer to
concentrate on presentation and showmanship. The
following trick, although not very difficult, requires careful
timing and misdirection to put over successfully. Properly
done it is a classic.
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As the spectators see it: With his sleeves rolled up, the
magician shows a fifty-cent piece, places it in his left hand,
then gestures with his right, showing unmistakably that the
coin is actually in the closed left hand. He then makes a
magic pass around his left hand, explaining that he is
drawing the coin out of the hand. Pretending to hold the
invisible coin in his right hand, he throws it away and his
right hand is seen to be empty. The left hand is opened and
it is seen to be empty also.
Saying that the trick would not be complete unless he could
bring the coin back, the magician pretends to pluck the coin
from the air with his right hand, then pretends to put it back
in his left. Another magic pass is made around his left hand
and when it is opened a moment later the coin is seen to
have returned.
Required sleights: Three sleights are used, and all three are
blended together into one continuous movement. The first
involves the secret removal of the coin from the left fist; the
second, getting the coin into The Downs palm and holding it
there while you make a gesture of throwing it away and
showing the right hand empty; and third, secretly putting
the coin back into the left hand after it has been shown
empty. These moves will be explained in detail.
Working: Turn back your sleeves and stand with your body
turned slightly to the left as you display a half dollar between
the tips of the right fingers and thumb. Hold your left hand
chest high, palm toward the audience, and say, "I will tell
you exactly how this trick is done, but I assure you, you
won't believe me. First, we will place the coin in the left
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hand." Bring the right hand over to place the coin in the left
hand but push it between the left thumb and the base of the
forefinger as in Fig. 1.

The back of the right hand conceals this action from the
spectators, and to them it appears that you merely placed
the coin in the palm of the left hand. Fig. 2

shows the left fist with the coin hidden in a back thumb clip.
Move the right hand back to the right so it will be palm
outward as you gesture, Fig. 3,
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and say, "And now we start to pretend. But first, we must
make a magic circle around the hand, like this." With a
circular motion, pass the right hand around the left fist, Fig.
4,

and as you do so, steal the coin. The actual mechanics are
these: Move the right hand, palm down, over the top of the
left fist and scoop the coin from the back of the left thumb
with the right fingers as it makes a circular pass around the
left hand, Fig. 5.
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Immediately after making the mystical pass and stealing the
coin, say, "And now we pretend to draw the coin out of the
fist." You are still turned slightly to the left and your left fist
is held stationary at all times. An actual drawing, or pulling,
motion is made, as though the fingertips, which never go
near the left hand, were really trying to magically draw the
coin out of the left hand. Under cover of this motion, which
is a combination of an arm and finger movement, the coin is
worked into the Downs palm. (See The Downs Palm.)
This is the most difficult part of the manipulation, but it has
the advantage of being covered by the motion of the right
hand feigning to draw the coin out of the left fist. Just keep
on pretending to pull it out of the left hand (and this is
exactly what you tell the audience you are doing!) until you
get the coin into the Downs palm position. The best way to
do this is to use the thumb to push the coin between the first
and second fingers, Figs. 6 and 7,
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then bend them inward and place the coin behind the thumb
so it will be horizontal with the floor, Fig. 8.

After the coin is Downs palmed make one more drawing
motion, only slower, and say, "After we pretend to draw the
coin out of the hand, we pretend to throw it away."
Accompany these words by turning the body to the right and
making a throwing motion with the right hand with a wrist
action. (To prevent the spectators getting a flash of the coin
as you swing right, place the tip of the thumb and forefinger
together momentarily.) Follow the flight of the nonexistent
coin as you pretend to toss the coin to your right, Fig. 9.
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Special attention should be given to the footwork to make
the turn a graceful one. As you turn your body to the right,
take a short step to the right with the right foot, while the
other goes up on its toes.
After pretending to toss the coin away with your right hand,
reverse the foot and body movements and assume your
original position, that is, your body turned slightly to the left.
Your left hand is closed and the back of the right is toward
the audience.
Say, "Now if we have pretended well enough and used our
imagination to the fullest extent, we will find that the coin
has really flown away." After all movement has ceased, turn
your gaze toward your left hand and slowly open it. Turn the
hand over several times, showing it back and front with the
fingers wide apart.
Pause a split second after showing the left hand empty, then
before the spectators' attention returns to the right hand,
raise it, back outward and forefinger pointing partly upward
in a gesture, and say, "The trick would not be very good if
we were not able to get the coin back, so...." And with these
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words, turn again to the right (using the same body and foot
movements as before), extend your right hand palm toward
the audience (with the coin hidden in the Downs palm) and
pretend to pluck an imaginary coin from the air, saying,
"....we simply pretend to pluck the coin out of the air, like
this...." (Do not produce the coin; do exactly what you tell
the spectators you are doing --pretend to pluck a coin from
the air.) "....and pretend to put it back into the hand...."
As these words are spoken, turn back to the left and go
through the motions of placing an imaginary coin in your left
hand, Fig. 10.

Left hand is open and obviously empty as the right draws
away. Continuing, say, "....like that." On the words, "like
that," repeat the motion of pretending to put a coin in the
left hand, but this time you really DO drop the coin from the
thumb palm into the left hand, Fig 11,
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which immediately closes over it.
"Then we make another magic pass around the hand." Move
your right hand around your left but keep it clearly away
from that hand. Turn to the audience and say, "And since we
have been pretending all along, naturally the coin is right
there in the fist where it has been all the time." With these
last words, slowly open your left hand to disclose the coin
lying on the palm.
For best results perform the trick with a borrowed, marked
coin.
In essence the trick is a coin vanish and reproduction, but
with the proper presentation and showmanship it becomes a
beautiful little drama that is guaranteed to make a profound
impression on magician and layman alike.

The Free and Unlimited Coinage of Silver
This is the nonpareil of after-dinner tricks and smartly
worked has a bewildering effect. Mr. Downs saw it performed
by an itinerant conjurer in a Viennese café, and was so
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charmed that he purchased the secret and included it in his
book The Art of Magic.
Effect: A half dollar is exhibited in the performer's hand. A
spectator is asked to select one of the objects on a dinner
table. The coin disappears and is found under the object
selected. A number of objects on the table are lifted in turn,
and under each one a coin is found.
Requisites and Preparation: Four half dollars, three of which
are palmed in the right hand at the beginning of the
experiment.
Working: The conjurer calls attention to three objects on the
table, say a napkin, a salt cellar and a cruet. In handling the
objects he slips a coin under each, a la the cups and balls.
One of the three objects is selected, and the performer,
holding a half dollar in the right hand, apparently takes it in
the left hand, and, holding this hand above the article,
commands the coin to pass under it. The left hand is shown
empty, and the performer lifts up the article with the right
hand, revealing the coin. He takes this coin in the left hand
and in replacing the article the coin in the right hand is
introduced underneath. In the same manner coins are found
under the other two articles, and there is always one coin
palmed in the right hand. The performer, by the mere act of
lifting up any article on the table, for the ostensible purpose
of showing that there is nothing under it, can introduce a
coin under it by the mere act of replacing the article. The
production of coins under six or seven articles will be
sufficient.
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Coins and Cards Glenn Harrison Courtesy The
Sphinx Publishing Corporation
This is a pet trick of that well-known manipulator Glenn
Harrison, from Denver, Colorado. Although the general
effect is not new to magicians, the misdirection and
complete surprise make it unique. The surprise comes when
the spectators, believing they are witnessing a card trick,
are suddenly aware of coins, coins, coins.
Requisites and Preparation: Six well-worn half dollars (the
old Liberty head halves are ideal for this particular trick
because they are usually very smooth) and a deck of cards.
Have three coins in your right coat or trousers pocket, the
other three finger palmed in your left hand and hidden by
the deck of cards, which is held in dealing position, Fig. 1.

Working: Using both hands, spread the cards in a fan and
have three spectators each select a card with special
attention to free choice. After they have remembered their
cards gather them together with your right hand, toss the
deck onto the table with your left hand and immediately
transfer the three chosen cards to your left hand, where they
are held in the position shown in Fig. 1.
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Both hands now take hold of the cards by the fingertips
underneath and thumbs on top, taking care to hold the coins
snugly underneath and out of sight.
State that you will show the three cards one at a time so all
will know what they are. As you say this begin fanning the
cards face down by pulling the bottom card to the left with
the left fingers and the top card to the right with the right
fingers. The coins automatically fan with the cards, left
fingers holding onto the two top coins and right fingers
drawing bottom coin to the right in a fan, Fig. 2.

Now for the showing of the cards, which is bold but very
clean cut. Draw off the coin to the right as you draw off the
card to the right. Do not draw if off with pressure or the coin
will "talk," but rather let the coin drop onto the right fingers.
When it is free of the other coins simply hold the card (with
the coin underneath) between the tips of the right fingers
and thumb, then bring it to a vertical position, showing its
face.
As you do this the right fingers pull the coin to the extreme
right edge of the card, thus showing the card's full face, Fig.
3.
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When it is turned face down again the fingers slide the coin
back under the card and it is placed, coin underneath, on the
table or floor. This move of showing the card is so innocent
no one ever dreams you are hiding a coin. To prevent the
coins "talking" perform the trick on a cloth covered table, or
better still, on the rug. The other two cards are shown in
exactly the same way, always letting the coin drop onto the
fingers before pulling the card away.
You now have three cards in a row with the coins
underneath. The spectators still think you are doing a card
trick.
Remove the three coins from the right pocket and place
them on the table. Now you go through a routine of
vanishing the three coins one at a time and causing them to
appear underneath the cards. The moves for accomplishing
this are as follows: Pick up one coin with your palm down
right hand and as you pretend to deposit it in the left retain
it palmed in the right. Make a throwing motion with the left
hand toward the card on the left end of the row as you open
and show the hand empty.
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With the palm down left hand, grip the outer left corner of
the card between the tips of the fingers underneath and
thumb on top, and lift it up, exposing the coin. The instant
the left hand lifts the card the right hand releases its palmed
coin, permitting it to drop onto the cupped fingers. Without
hesitating, the left hand turns the card face up, brings it back
to the right hand, which turns slightly clockwise and takes it
between the fingers underneath and thumb on top in such a
manner that the coin will be hidden underneath the card.
Fig. 4

shows how the card is lifted to expose the coin, while Fig. 5

shows card being taken in the right hand. As the right hand
moves toward the table with the card and hidden coin, the
left hand draws the visible coin inward a few inches, then
the right hand deposits the card and coin over the exact spot
originally occupied by that card. The moves of vanishing the
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coin, picking up the card, drawing the coin inward with the
left hand and returning the card to the table with the right
must be executed as one continuous, unhesitating actionnot
too fast, and certainly not too slow either.
If the moves are made as described it should appear that
you picked up a coin with your right hand, placed it in your
left, tossed it toward the end card, lifted the card to expose
the coin, then returned the card to the table.
Treat the second and third visible coins in the same manner
to cause them to apparently vanish and appear under the
two cards. At the finish of this action there will be three face
up cards, with a coin under each one, and three visible coins,
Fig. 6.

No one will be aware of the presence of the three hidden
coins under the cards, so the phase of the trick comes as a
genuine surprise.
State that you will now do the trick the hard way. Pick up
the three visible coins and display them in an overlapping
row in your palm up right hand. Execute the Vanish for
Several Coins (a) as you turn your hand inward and over,
pretending to dump the coins into your waiting left hand
below, but retaining them in the right hand. The sound
created by this pass convinces the spectators that the coins
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actually arrived in the left hand. Make a throwing motion
with your left hand toward the three cards, then, with the
left hand, turn them over one at a time with a snapping
action, exposing the three coins.
Instead of using the above named vanish you can employ
The French Drop or The Click Pass (b). Coins are picked up
quickly with the fingers of the right hand where they mingle
with the palmed coins and are placed back in the right
pocket.
The routine requires more confidence than skill. When you
come to the coin vanishes breeze right through them. Don't
worry about making an expert coin pass. Just toss the coin
back and forth from hand to hand, then retain it in the right
hand as you pretend to toss it back in the left and
immediately throw it toward one of the cards. Each move
blends smoothly into the one and they all happen so fast it
is impossible for the spectators to follow them.

Chapter X Coin Boxes
The Okito Coin Box
Coins Through Box and the Hand
Okito Box, Coin and Handkerchief
Routine with an Okito Coin Box and a Silk
Silver to Copper with the Okito Coin Box
The Half Dollars and the Okito Box
The George Boston Combination Coin Box
Copper and Silver Transposition with Combination Coin Box
The German Coin Box
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The Paul Fox Coin Boxes (and 3 tricks therewith)
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The Okito Coin Box
If it hadn't been for a chronic case of indigestion the Okito
coin box probably would not have been invented. Back in
1911, Theodore Bamberg (Okito) operated a magic shop at
1193 Broadway, New York City, and had as his partner a
man named Joe Klein, who suffered constantly from
indigestion. Joe kept a drawer full of pills for his ailment. One
day, while waiting for a customer to drop in the shop, Okito
was idly toying with one of Joe's pill boxes when he suddenly
discovered that the lid would fit on the bottom as well as on
the top of the box. This gave him an idea. He turned the box
upside down in his hand and placed the lid on the bottom.
Shaking the box, the pills would rattle inside, but when he
lifted the box from his hand the pills would stay in his hand.
He immediately tried the mystery on his partner by causing
the pills to vanish from the box, then reproducing them
elsewhere. Joe was completely fooled.
Okito then conceived the idea of making the box of a size to
take a fifty-cent coin so it could be used for a magic trick.
Thus the Okito coin box was born. The boxes were
manufactured in large quantities and sold to magicians all
over the country by Roterberg, Yost and Company, Sam
Bailey, W. D. LeRoy, and Martinka and Company. The box
sold for fifty-cents in those days and couldn't be produced
fast enough to meet the demand. It became so popular that
today there are few magicians who do not own an Okito coin
box in one form or another.
In recent years the box has been modernized and specifically
weighted, which makes it easier to handle. Fig 1.
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shows
original

the
Okito

coin box while

Fig. 2 shows it

modern

counterpart.

Although either box can be used in most of the routines,

many magicians still prefer the old style box.
Upon examining the box you will note that the lid can be
placed on either the top or the bottom and the box will look
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the same either way. This is the simple principle on which all
tricks with the box depend.
Handling: Place a coin in the box and allow it to rest on the
left fingers as in Fig. 3.

The lid is in the right hand between the forefinger and
thumb. Tilt the box so the spectators can see the coin, then
bring the lid over and place it on the box-not on the top, but
the bottom. This is done as follows: As the right hand
approaches the left hand it screens the box from view while
the left fingers bend inward, turning the lower part of the
box upside down, Fig. 4.
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Straighten the left fingers and put the lid on the bottom of
the box, Fig. 5.

If these moves are properly executed it appears to the
spectators that you merely placed the lid on the box.
As the right hand moves away the spectators see the box
lying on the left fingers as in Fig. 6.
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Place the left thumb on top of the lid and shake the box to
show that it still contains the coin.
You can now remove the box from your left hand with your
right and the coin will remain on the left fingers in finger
palm position. But you will have to watch your angles as you
do this. Otherwise the spectators may get a flash of the coin.
If you are performing standing, with the spectators seated,
you will have nothing to worry about, but if this is not the
case you will have to curl your left fingers slightly as you
remove the box with your right hand, Fig. 7.

This action conceals the coin until it can be finger palmed
and the hand turned back toward the spectators.
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Another way of secretly turning over the box is as follows:
Hold the lower section of the box between the tips of the first
three fingers and thumb. The palm up right hand is nearby,
holding the lid between the tips of the forefinger and thumb,
Fig. 8.

Show the coin in the box, then bring the right hand over to
place the lid on. As this is done the extended second, third
and fourth fingers of the right hand shield the box from view
as the left fingers turn it over, Fig. 9.

The lid is then placed on the bottom of the box and the right
hand moves away, revealing the covered box lying on the
fingers in exactly the same position it would had the bottom
not been reversed. The box is immediately shaken to show
that the coin is still inside. Although this move is slightly
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more difficult than the first it is much more convincing and
for this reason it should be preferred.
One Hand Method: With this method you may allow a
spectator to place the coin in the box and put on the lid.
After this has been done, take the box in your right hand,
allowing it to rest on the outer joints of the two middle
fingers. Under cover of rattling the coin in the box you make
a secret turn-over move with the bottom section as follows:
Grasp the lid between the forefinger and thumb and lift it up
so the second, third and fourth fingers can bend inward,
causing the bottom of the box to turn over on the palm, Fig.
10.

At the same time, bend the forefinger inward and slide the
lid back into the crotch of the thumb, Fig. 11.
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Hold the lid in this position while the thumb goes to the top
of the lid and presses it down onto the bottom of the box in
the palm, Fig. 12.

Practice the moves so you can blend them together smoothly
as you shake the box.
When the hand comes to a halt, after shaking the box, the
bottom will be upside down on the hand, covering the coin
underneath. Everything seems fair.
Hand to Hand Throw: After making one of the above secret
turn-over moves you can toss the box and its contents from
hand to hand without losing or exposing the coin. Even
though the bottom is inverted the coin will not fall out if the
toss is made with care.
Allow the box to rest on the fingers, then simply toss it into
the other hand. Hold the receiving hand a little lower than
the other and move the hand downward a trifle the instant
the box lands on the fingers. This helps to prevent the box
from turning over or the lid sliding off. The moment the box
lands in the receiving hand, place the thumb on the lid and
shake the box. Continue the rattling for a moment, then toss
it back into the other hand. Actually no great skill is required
to execute this move properly. It is more a knack than a feat
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of skill. If the move is made in a casual, offhand manner it
appears very convincing.
All the foregoing moves can be performed with any number
of coins up to four. (The modern Okito coin box holds four
half dollars.)
After performing a trick with the box it will be necessary to
show the box empty. To do this, hold the box in the right
hand between the tips of the first two fingers and thumb,
keeping the open bottom of the box away from the audience.
Hold the palm up left hand about eight or ten inches below
and directly underneath the right hand. Press the tip of the
second finger against the front rim of the bottom section of
the box as the thumb releases it from the inner side. This
causes the bottom to begin turning over the instant it leaves
the lid. Since the bottom part of the box is its heaviest part,
it will turn over in mid-air, Fig.
13,
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and land right side up in the palm of the left hand below.
Lower the right hand slightly, and drop the lid opening
upward beside the bottom section in the left hand.
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Coins Through Box and the Hand
Effect: The magician shows a half dollar and an Okito coin
box. The coin is placed in the box and the lid put on. He
shakes the box to prove that the coin is still there, then
places it on the back of his palm down hand, which he holds
a few inches above the table top. Giving the box a tap with
a pencil, the coin is caused to penetrate the box and fall to
the table. The box is then opened and shown empty.
Working: Show the box and the half dollar. Have the box
examined if you wish, then place the coin in the box. As you
put on the lid, execute the secret turn-over move, then
shake the box with the left hand as you show the right
empty. Toss the box and the half dollar into the right hand
and shake it again while you show the left hand empty.
With the left hand, grasp the box and lift it off the right hand,
leaving the coin finger palmed as the hand turns over and
the box is placed on the back of the right hand. Give the box
a tap with a pencil or small wand and release the finger
palmed coin, which falls to the table. Show the box empty
using the moves for the purpose.
An excellent "coins through the table" effect can be
performed using practically the same moves.
Seat yourself at the table and show the box. Borrow four half
dollars and have them marked for future identification. Have
a spectator place the coins in the box and put on the lid.
Take the box, execute the one hand secret turn-over move
and toss the box into the left hand, then back into the right.
Steal the coins in your right hand as you take the box and
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place it on the table with your left hand. Move the right hand
underneath the table and quietly place the stack of coins on
the right leg. Do this while talking to the spectators and
telling them what you intend to do. By this time the right
hand is again on top of the table.
Move the box to the center of the table, show your right hand
empty and place it underneath the table. Lift the box a few
inches from the table and bring it sharply down on the table
as you say, "Pass!" Immediately rattle the coins underneath
the table with your right hand, then bring them up and pour
them onto the table. Show the box empty.
Return the coins and have their owners identify their marks.
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Okito Box, Coin and Handkerchief
Effect: A borrowed, marked coin is caused to pass from an
Okito coin box into the knot of a spectator's handkerchief
which he tied himself.
Method: Have an Okito box and a half dollar in the right
trousers pocket, and a pencil in a coat pocket. Reach into
the trousers pocket, finger palm the half dollar, remove the
box and pass it for examination. While the box is being
examined, remove the pencil from your coat pocket and
place it on the table. Take the box back and place it on the
table with the pencil, then request the loan of a half dollar
and a handkerchief. When the coin is produced ask that it be
marked for future identification, and while this is being done
take the handkerchief and throw it over your left forearm.
Take the marked coin and as you pretend to toss it onto the
table beside the box, execute The Bobo Switch instead. Or,
if you prefer, you may have a goblet on the table and
execute the Shaw-Judah Coin Switch as you pretend to toss
the coin into it.
Drop your right hand to your side, let the spectator's coin
slide down to the fingers and hold it by its edges between
the tips of the first and little fingers. (This is the same grip
you would use if you were about to back palm it.) Take a
corner of the handkerchief in such a manner that the coin
will go underneath it and be covered by the fingers. Grasp
the diagonally opposite corner of the handkerchief with your
left hand and stretch it out taut between your two hands.
The coin is now between the folds of the right corner of the
handkerchief, held in place with the fingers in front and the
thumb at the rear, Fig. 1.
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Twirl the handkerchief rope-fashion, tossing the lower
corners over toward the front, thus forming the handkerchief
in a kind of a tube.
Ask the spectator from whom you borrowed the
handkerchief to take it by the corners and tie it into a knot,
As he reaches for it, bring the hands together slightly so the
handkerchief will sag in the middle, and release the coin,
which slides down inside the tube to the center, Fig. 2,

then place the corners in his hands. As you give him the two
ends of the handkerchief do so with a little flourish to cover
the movement of the coin sliding to the center. Instruct him
to tie a knot in the center of the handkerchief and to release
either end. The borrowed coin is now safely within the knot
of the handkerchief but the spectators think it is still on the
table.
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Go to the table, pick up the supposedly marked half dollar
and place it in the Okito box. As you put on the lid, execute
the secret turn-over move. Rattle the coin and toss the box
from hand to hand a time or two, finishing with it in the right
hand. Take the box with your left hand and retain the coin
finger palmed in your right.
Pick up the pencil with your right hand, being careful not to
expose the palmed coin. Touch the tip of the pencil to the
box saying that you will remove the coin from the box on the
point of the pencil. Pretend to carry the coin away on the tip
of the pencil and say, "Here it is. No, it isn't in the box."
Shake the box. It doesn't rattle because there is nothing in
it. "You see, the coin is actually on the tip of the pencil."
Walk over and touch the knot of the handkerchief with the
pencil and say, "It is now in the knot. Will you feel it, sir. Is
it there?" He will admit that it is. Have him untie the knot
and remove the coin, and while all eyes are on him, place
the pencil in your pocket and leave the duplicate coin. After
he removes the coin have it identified and return it to its
owner. The only thing left to do is to show the Okito box
empty, which you do, using the move for the purpose.
The trick can also be performed without the use of a
duplicate coin. In this case, allow the spectator to place the
coin in the box himself. Take the box from him and steal out
the coin using the one hand method, then place the box
aside for a moment. Load the coin in a second spectator's
handkerchief and have him tie a knot in it as in the first
version. Pick up the box and tell the spectators that you will
cause the coin to fly from it into the knot of the handkerchief
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held by the spectator. Make a mystical pass, then show the
box empty. Conclude as already described.

Routine With an Okito Coin Box and a SilkJack
Chanin
Effect: Four half dollars are placed in the bottom section of
the Okito box and covered with a silk handkerchief before
placing on the lid. In this condition the box and coins are
placed on the back of a spectator's hand. The performer
gives the spectator a small wand with which to tap the box
three times. After tapping the box the silk is pulled from
between the two sections of the box, then the box is shown
empty. The coins have vanished without a trace.
Requisites and Preparation: A dark colored silk handkerchief
about 15 inches square, four half dollars (old, worn ones are
best), a small wand about the size of a toothpick (these can
be purchased cheaply from your magic dealer in lots of 100),
and an Okito box.
Have the coins in the box in the right trousers pocket, the
silk in the right coat pocket and the small wand in the left
coat pocket.
Working: Remove the silk from your pocket, show it, then
drape it over your left forearm. Take out the Okito box and
dump out the four coins onto the table. After showing the
box, place the lid on the table and hold the bottom part at
the base of the two middle fingers of your palm up left hand.
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Pick up the coins and drop them into the box. With your right
hand, remove the silk from your left forearm and drape it
over the coin filled box. Pick up the lid and place it on top,
so the silk will be between the lid and the box, Fig. 1.

Place the left thumb on the lid and shake the box so
everyone can hear that the coins are still inside. With your
right hand, pick up one corner of the silk and make a few
passes over the box. Snap your right fingers and announce
that the coins have disappeared. Remove the lid with your
right hand and pull the silk back over your left forearm
exposing the coins still in the box. Act surprised that the
coins are not gone.
Grasp the silk with your right hand and again spread it over
the box and coins. Under cover of doing this, and while
making some remark about not saying the proper magic
words, quietly turn over the box with your left fingers. Take
the lid from the table and place it on the box as before, only
this time, unknown to the spectators, the bottom section of
the box is upside down. Place your left thumb on the lid and
rattle the coins to prove they are still there.
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Ask a spectator to hold out his left hand, back up. Grip both
sections of the box through the handkerchief with your right
forefinger and thumb, and lift it up and away from the coins
which are retained finger palmed in your left hand. The silk
acts as a screen and conceals the coins momentarily as the
box is lifted away. As the right hand moves away with the
box and silk, turn the left hand palm inward and point to the
box and silk in the right hand. Place the box with the silk on
the back of the spectator's hand and tell him you will let him
be the magician. As you caution him to hold his hand still,
place your left hand in your coat pocket, leave the coins, and
bring out the wand. Hand him the wand with the request
that he tap the box with it three times, then allow him to
keep the wand as a souvenir.
Place the fingers and thumb of your palm down right hand
over the box and hold it lightly while your left hand grasps a
corner of the silk and pulls it free. As the silk comes away
the lid remains on the box. Shake the silk to show it empty
and throw it over your right forearm. Take the box from him
and show it empty using the moves described earlier. The
coins are gone and there is no clue to the mystery.
All moves are standard, but the clever addition of the silk
and the small wand create an entirely different and baffling
effect.
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Silver to Copper with the Okito Coin BoxDr. Carl
L. Moore
Effect: A spectator drops a silver coin in the Okito box. The
lid is placed on and the box shaken to prove that the coin is
still there. The box is then given to a spectator to hold. He
shakes the box and the coin is again heard to rattle, but
when he opens the box the silver coin is seen to have
changed to a copper one. The performer's hands are empty.
Method: No new moves are necessary to perform this
startling change. As you begin the trick have an English
penny (or some foreign coin) up your right sleeve. Hand the
fifty-cent piece to a spectator to look over, then have him
drop it in the box. As you put on the lid execute the secret
turnover move so the lid goes on the bottom.
While rattling the coin in the box with your left hand, drop
your right to your side, catch the copper coin as it falls from
the sleeve and hold it finger palmed. The box lies at the base
of the two middle fingers of the palm up left hand. Grip the
box between the thumb on the inner side and the forefinger
on the outer side, lift it up and away from the coin, and place
it in the right hand directly over the finger palmed copper
coin and immediately rattle the box. Watch your angles as
you do this.
Turn your left hand inward slightly and curl the second, third
and fourth fingers inward on the coin as you swing slightly
to the right to place the box in the right hand. The box is
transferred from the left hand to the right under the pretext
of shaming it to the spectators on the right. Now the copper
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coin is in the box and the silver coin is finger palmed in your
left hand.
Now you must make the one hand turnover move before
handing the box to a spectator. This you do as you rattle the
coin in the box. When you turn to the left to hand the box to
a spectator, the left hand, hidden by the body, disposes of
its coin in the left coat pocket. After a bit of byplay have the
spectator open the box to discover the copper coin.
Everything may now be examined.
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The Half Dollars and the Okito Box J. Elder
Blacrledge
Effect: The magician empties five half dollars from an Okito
coin box, places the coins on the table and covers them with
the bottom section of the box. One coin leaves the box and
travels to his left hand. Then the remaining four are held in
his right hand, but again a coin passes to his left hand. Now
he places two coins on the back of his left hand, covers them
with the box and holds his right hand below. One coin
penetrates his left hand and appears on the back of his right.
Finally, he places four coins on the table, covers them with
the box and holds the fifth one in his left hand. This coin
leaves the hand and joins the others underneath the box.
Requisites and Preparation: An Okito coin box, four half
dollars and one cut down half and shell. Because this old
style shell coin looks exactly like any other half dollar in size
and thickness it will stack perfectly with the other coins and
fit into the box. The coins are placed heads up in the box as
follows: First, the three half dollars, then the shell covered
coin, then the other half dollar on top. Put the lid on the box
and you are ready to begin.
Working: Hold the box containing the coins with your left
hand. Lift off the lid and place it aside--it plays no further
part in the trick. Dump the coins out of the box onto the
fingers of your right hand, tails up, show the box empty and
place it upside down on the table.
Transfer the stack of coins to your left hand so they will still
be tails up, spread them out in an overlapping row with the
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right fingers, showing and counting five coins. The shell
covered coin (opening of shell up) lies second from the inner
end of the row, Fig. 1.

With the right fingers and thumb, push the coins together
and slide them forward onto the left fingers. Take the top
three coins with the right fingers (underneath) and thumb
(on top) and spread them out in a fan.
Fan the two remaining coins with the left hand; call attention
to the number you have as you show the two fans on both
sides. Place the fan of three underneath the two coins in your
left hand, square them together and place the stack, tails
up, on the palm of your left hand. The shell covered coin
(opening of shell up) is on top.
Grip the stack of coins by its edges between the tips of the
thumb and middle finger of the palm down right hand, with
the tip of the forefinger resting on top, Fig. 2.
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Lift off the four top coins, retaining the bottom one palmed
in the left hand, and turn both hands over simultaneously.
At the completion of this maneuver you will be holding the
stack of four coins, heads up, between the tips of the thumb
and middle finger of your palm up right hand, with the tip of
the forefinger pressing upward against the nested coin from
below. Fig. 3

shows the correct position of the coins in the right hand, and
the left hand (with the fifth coin hidden in its palm) about to
retake the stack in preparation for the move which follows
immediately.
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Take the coins between the thumb and middle finger of the
palm down left hand and spread them on the table from right
to, left so that each coin overlaps about half the other, Fig.
4.

The cut-down coin is allowed to drop from the shell first,
then the shell, then the other three coins. Let it be clearly
seen that there are five coins on the table. In reality there
are only three half dollars. The shell and its coin make the
other two. And there is one real half palmed in the left hand.
Pick up the upside down box between the fingers and thumb
of the palm down left hand, then with the aid of the inside
rim of the box (which is tilted slightly) and the right
forefinger, Fig. 5,

slowly push the coins together and cover them with the box.
As this is done the shell slips over its coin.
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Close the left hand into a fist and hold it some distance away
from the box. Pretend to extract a coin from the box with
the right hand and toss it toward the left. Open the left hand,
show its coin and drop it on the table to the left. Lift the box
with the right hand, then using the tips of the right and left
first fingers, spread out the coins so they do not overlap,
showing four coins.
Now slide the three real half dollars off the table one at a
time and place them, tails up, in an overlapping row in the
left hand. Take the shell covered coin last and add it to the
forward end of the row (opening of shell up). Show and count
them as four coins. With the right fingers and thumb, push
the coins together.
Repeat the first moves as you retain one palmed in your left
hand and spread the others in an overlapping row on the
palm up right hand, Fig. 6.

While showing the coins, drop the left hand to your side and
shift the coin in that hand to finger palm position. While you
slowly close your right hand over the coins (which action
causes the shell and its coin to nest), bring up your left hand,
palm toward the spectators, with the second, third and
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fourth fingers curled over the coin and the forefinger
pointing upward as you gesture and caution the spectators
to "Watch." (For a full description of this subtle concealment,
click here.) Close the left hand into a fist and hold both hands
far apart. Make a throwing motion with the right hand toward
the left, then open the left hand showing the half dollar, and
place it on the table with the first one. Open the right hand,
show three coins (two real coins and the shell covered coin
on the bottom) and spread them out on the palm with the
left fingers. All are heads up.
Remove one of the genuine coins with the left hand and
place it on the table with the other two. Two remain in the
right hand-one is the real half dollar, the other is the shell
covered coin. Take the real coin with the left fingers and
thumb and display it on both sides as you show one in the
right hand in the same manner. Shift the real coin in the left
hand so it rests, heads up, at the base of the two middle
fingers (finger palm position), then place the shell covered
coin (opening of shell down) on top of and slightly
overlapping the real coin to the right, Fig 7.

Show the two coins in the left hand-the right hand is empty.
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Holding the right hand vertically (palm inward and fingers
pointing to the left), grip the shell by its opposite edges
between the tip of the thumb and forefinger with the tip of
the second finger underneath, Fig. 8.

Now the following moves must be executed simultaneously:
Lift the shell covered coin away from the left hand as that
hand retains the real half dollar finger palmed and turns back
uppermost. At the same time the right thumb and forefinger
raise the shell up off the cutdown coin and the second finger
(with the cut-down coin balanced on its tip) moves inward,
separating the two parts and making them appear as two
coins, Fig. 9.
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The lifting away and separating the shell from its coin is all
one movement and must be done as the left hand turns back
uppermost. Practice this move in front of a mirror and realize
its complete deceptiveness. Properly done it appears that
you merely lifted the two coins from the left hand and turned
that hand over.
Place the shell on the back of the left hand, show the
cutdown coin on both sides, then slip its edge under one
edge of the shell, Fig. 10.

In finger palm position in the same hand is the real half
dollar. Pick up the box with the right hand and slip it over
the coin and shell on the back of the left, which action causes
them to nest as one coin. Show the right hand empty and as
you do this release the finger palmed coin in the left hand
allowing it to drop onto the curled fingers, then move the
fingers of the palm up right hand between the ends of the
left curled fingers and the left palm, Fig. 11.
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Grip the coin lying on the left fingers in back palm position
of the right hand, turn the right hand back uppermost and
straighten the left fingers, all in one move. At this point both
hands are palm down and the real half dollar is lying on the
back of the right fingers directly underneath the box, which
you remember is on the back of the left hand, Fig.12.

Ask a nearby spectator to press lightly on the top of the box
with his forefinger. Raise the left hand and move it to the
left, ex posing the half dollar lying on the right fingers, then
let it slide off beside the three on the table. lift the box with
the right hand from the back of the left hand, show the box
empty and place it on the table. Pick up the shell covered
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coin and show it as one coin. Apparently the other coin
passed through the back of the left hand onto the right
fingers.
Now take up the four real coins from the table, square them
in a heads up stack, add the shell covered coin (good side of
shell up) to the top and held them by their edges between
the first two fingers and thumb of the palm up left hand, Fig.
13.

With the right forefinger and thumb, lift off the shell (only)
and immediately turn the left hand back uppermost and
deposit the stack, tails up, on the table behind the box. The
box partially conceals the coins and prevents the sharp eye
of a spectator from discovering that there are five and not
four as you pretend. Lift the box with the left hand and place
it over the stack. To the spectators it should appear that you
merely lifted off the top coin, put the remaining four on the
table and covered them with the box. Actually there are five
coins underneath the box, four of which are genuine, while
the bottom one is the cut-down coin. The shell is exhibited
in the right hand as a coin.
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Deposit the shell (good side up, of course) on the fingers of
the palm up left hand, then apparently turn it over as
follows: Grip the shell by its forward edge between the tips
of the right forefinger (below) and thumb (on top) and place
the second finger in position as shown in Fig. 14.

With a counterclockwise movement of the right hand,
pretend to turn the shell over but revolve it between the tips
of the first and second fingers (which action is hidden by the
back of the right hand) and deposit it heads up on the left
fingers in the same position it originally occupied. The move
should be made immediately after placing the shell on the
left fingers, and before the spectators have had a chance to
notice which side of the coin was up. It should appear to the
spectators that you simply turned the coin over.
Pick up the shell with the right hand, show the left hand
empty front and back, close it into a fist and hold it back
uppermost and about waist high. Holding the shell vertically
between the tips of the fingers and thumb of the palm down
right hand, bring it over and rest its lower edge on the back
of the left fist. Perform Through the Hand (b), as you
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apparently push the shell through the back of the left hand.
At the completion of this move show the shell lying on the
fingers of the palm up left hand.
The final phase of the routine is to vanish the shell and lift
the box and show five coins. This is accomplished as follows:
Grip the shell (which is still lying on the fingers of the left
hand) by its inner edge between the first two fingers (on
top) and thumb (underneath) of the right hand and drag it
back onto the left palm, at the same time closing the left
fingers over it. Release your grip on the shell with the right
hand and point to the box. Open the left hand, show the shell
still there, then move it back onto the fingers. Take the shell
as before and again drag it back onto the left palm. Under
cover of this and the action of closing the left fingers, clip
the shell by its right edge between the tips of the right
second and third fingers, then curl those fingers inward,
extracting the shell from the left hand. The forefinger alone
remains in the left fist as the right second and third fingers
straighten and carry the shell underneath the left hand,
where it is held (good side up) against the back of the left
hand by the tip of the right second finger, Fig. 15.
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Withdraw the right forefinger from the left fist and move the
hand back and grip the left wrist. As this is done the right
second finger slides the shell along underneath the left hand
to the wrist where it is finger palmed in the right hand as
you illustrate to a spectator how you want him to hold your
wrist, Fig. 16.

Let go of your wrist (retaining the shell finger palmed) and
have the spectator hold it. Point to the box with the right
hand as you suddenly exclaim "Go!" Ask the spectator if he
felt anything. Regardless of what he says, slowly open your
left hand and show it empty. Lift the box from the stack of
coins with the right hand, then with the tips of the first
fingers of each hand, spread out the coins, showing five.
Apparently the coin (shell) passed from your left hand to join
the other four underneath the box.
Pick up the cut down coin with the left hand and take it in
your palm down right hand. While reaching for a second coin
with the left hand, add the shell to its coin in the right hand.
Place the four real coins with the shell covered half in the
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right hand and show them as five coins. Return them to the
box, place on the lid and put the box in your pocket.

The George Boston Combination Coin Box
The newest version of the Okito coin box has a recessed
bottom just deep enough to take a half dollar or an English
penny. Otherwise, the box appears the same as the one
shown in Fig. 2, The Okito Coin Box . With a coin hidden in
the recessed bottom, the box may be balanced on one finger
and coin will not fall out.
The box takes four half dollars, and with an extra one hidden
in the recessed bottom it will still appear full of coins alter
the secret turn-over has been made and the four coins
stolen.
Practically all routines using the standard Okito box can be
worked with this one.
Here is a version of the Coins Through Box and the Hand by
George Boston, which will give you a general idea on the
overall handling. After learning this routine you will find that
others can be readily adapted to the box also.
Effect: Some half dollars are placed into the box, which is
set on the palm ol the hand and shown to still contain the
halves. The lid is put on the box. The hand is turned over
and the box placed on the back of the hand. Again the lid is
raised to show the coins. The lid is then replaced and the
coins are commanded to leave the box one at a time and
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pass through the hand onto the table. The box is then
opened and shown empty.
Method: Take five half dollars in the right hand but DO NOT
call attention at any time to the number of coins used. Show
the box and place it on top of the coins in the hand. On
removing the box from the stack, the rim will pick up one
coin from the top of the stack. Hold this hidden coin in place
as you put the box on the palm of the right hand. Take off
the lid and drop the four coins within. Put the lid back on.
Now pick up the box from the palm of the hand and while
shaking it to show that the coins are still there, execute the
one hand turn over move, putting the lid on the bottom, then
hold box in the palm of the right hand. Lift the lid to show
coins still in the box. In reality, the spectators see only the
coin in the recessed bottom, but believe they are seeing the
stack of coins.
Lift the box quickly from the palm, turn over the hand and
place box on the back of the same hand. As this is done the
four coins are retained in the palm. Lift the lid again to show
the coin(s). Replace 'id and command the coins to pass
through the hand. Allow one coin at a time to drop onto the
table from the right fist. After all of the coins have apparently
passed, raise the box and allow the bottom to fall, turn over
and drop right side up on top of the coins. This will add the
coin from the recessed bottom to the rest, where it will be
unnoticed due to the fact that at no time did you call
attention to the number of coins used.
The next trick is an entirely new effect with the box not
possible with the regular Okito box.
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Copper and Silver Transposition with the
Combination Coin Box
A half dollar is dropped in the box and the lid put on. An
English penny is placed on the palm of the right hand and
the box set on top of it. The idea is to cause the two coins
to change places-the halt dollar to come out of the box and
the penny to enter the box.
Here is where the new feature comes in--simple, but
effective. When the box is set over the penny, move it so
the penny will slide into the recessed bottom. This will keep
it from moving as the box is handled. Now reverse the box,
using the secret turnover move. Due to the fact that the
penny is in the recessed bottom of the box it will follow
through as the turn-over is made and apparently be INSIDE
the box, while the half dollar will be OUTSIDE the box on the
palm of the hand. Lift the box and show the half dollar on
the hand, then shake the box so the audience can hear the
penny rattling inside.
Sounds impossible, but try it yourself. You will be amazed at
the simplicity of its working.
State that you will repeat the effect. This time put the half
dollar on the palm and the box containing the penny on top
of it. Repeat the former move and the half dollar will be back
in the box and the penny will be outside on your hand.
Everything may now be examined.
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The German Coin Box
This box, which supposedly originated in Germany, is
actually the forerunner of all modern coin boxes. The box is
straight sided, has no lid, but does have a recessed bottom
to take one coin.
Although the box I own takes seven half dollars-six in the
box and one in the recessed bottom-one could be made to
take any small number of coins.
Since the box has no lid it has to be secretly reversed while
closing the fingers over it, or in placing it underneath a
handkerchief, etc.
Here is a simple, but effective "passe" effect using this box:
Show the box and the seven coins, but DO NOT call attention
to the number. Hold the coins on the left fingers and place
the box on top of them so it will cover one coin. With the
right hand slide the box away from the coins onto the palm,
with a coin in its recessed bottom. Now take the box (and
the coin) and display it neatly balanced on the tip of your
right second finger.
Move the box back onto the right fingers, then drop the coins
from the left hand into it. Show the coins in the box to the
spectators on the right; then, as you place the box in your
left hand to show the coins to the spectators on the left, turn
it over. The spectators see the single coin in the recessed
bottom and suspect nothing.
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An alternate method of reversing the box is as follows:Take
the box legitimately in the left hand near the tips of the
fingers. Close your fingers and turn the hand over. Now if
you turn your hand back (palm up) and open it, you will find
the box upside down.
After secretly turning the box over, take it again in your right
hand, but leave the stack of six coins finger palmed in your
left hand as you do so. Face the spectators as you make this
move, and curl your left fingers upward to conceal the coins
as you take the box in the other hand. Curl the fingers over
the coins as you point to the box in the right hand. After
displaying the box and coin(s) in the right hand close the
fingers over the box, causing it to turn over in the action.
Close the left hand and hold it some distance from the right.
Command the coins to pass from your right hand into your
left. Open your right hand and show the empty box. Rattle
the coins in your left hand, then open it to show the coins
there. Display the empty box in the right hand and the coins
in the left just long enough for the spectators to realize what
has happened, then toss box onto the coins in the left hand,
adding the coin from the recessed bottom to those in the
hand. The extra coin will go unnoticed due to the fact that
you didn't call attention to the number of coins used.
The late Bert Kalmar used this box in a slightly different
manner. He had a hole cut in the bottom large enough to
insert the tip of his forefinger. He could then convincingly
show the box free from preparation by looking through the
hole or inserting his finger in it.
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To work the preceding effect with a box thus prepared you
will also require a gimmicked coin. This coin has been ground
smooth on one side, then this side painted flesh color.
Have the gimmicked coin finger palmed in the right hand,
painted side away from the fingers. Show the box, then take
it in the right hand so it covers the coin. By sliding the box
back onto the palm the spectators can apparently look right
through it, the flesh colored side of the coin appearing as the
hand. Place the coins in the box and continue as in the first
version. At the finish the spectators see the coins in the left
hand and an empty box in the right. The illusion is perfect.
Palm off the gimmicked coin and add it right side up to the
others. Put them all to gather in the pocket.
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The Paul Fox Coin Boxes
Still another variation are these unique boxes by Paul Fox.
In this case there are two boxes which match in every way,
except that one has a recessed bottom. Although both boxes
are the same height, it takes seven quarters to fill each one.
A thicker bottom in the ungimmicked box accounts for this.
Here are three excellent effects using these boxes:
Number One
Fasten an extra quarter in the recessed bottom of the
gimmicked box with a bit of wax and place both boxes in the
right coat pocket. In the right trousers pocket have seven
quarters.
Reach into the coat pocket, finger palm the gimmicked box
and bring out the other one, visible at the fingertips. Pass
the box for examination. (And if there are magicians present
watch them scrutinize the bottom.) Take the box back in the
right hand and toss it into your left hand. That is what you
pretend to do. Actually you execute The Bobo Switch and
throw the gimmicked box instead.
Place your right hand in your trousers pocket, leave the
ungimmicked box and bring out the seven quarters and
place them in the box. Now you cause the coins to pass from
one hand to the other using the method already described
under The George Boston Combination Coin Box.
Number Two
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Have an extra quarter stuck in the recessed bottom of the
gimmicked box. This box and the ungimmicked one are in
your right coat pocket, and the seven quarters are in your
right trousers pocket. Reach into the right coat pocket, finger
palm the gimmicked box and bring the other one out at the
fingertips. Pass it for examination. Take it back with your
right hand, and as you pretend to toss it into your left, make
the switch as before. Remarking that you have a second box
in your pocket, reach in to get it. Bring the same box back
out; have it examined. Apparently the spectators have
examined two different boxes. In reality they have examined
the same box twice. Because the boxes lock exactly alike
this clever ruse is never suspected.
After the box has been examined, take it back and place it
in your left hand along side the gimmicked one already
there. Bring the seven quarters from your right trousers
pocket and place them in the ungimmicked box. Both boxes
are side by side in the palm up left hand with the gimmicked
box to the left of the ungimmicked one.
Close your fingers over the boxes and turn the hand over.
With your right hand, reach into the thumb side of your left
fist and remove the gimmicked box upside down. The single
coin in the recessed bottom gives the illusion that the box is
full of coins. Display the box lying on your right fingers
apparently full of coins. Actually the seven coins are in the
box in the left fist.
As you close your right hand, the gimmicked box turns over.
Hold the hands some distance apart and shake them. "This,"
you say, "causes the coins to travel from one hand to the
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other." Open your right hand, stowing the box in that hand
empty. Open your left hand, show the box in that hand full
of coins, then dump them into your right hand and place the
two boxes and coins back into the pocket.
Number Three
Requisites and Preparation: Seven quarters with different
dates and an eighth with a date to match one of the other
seven. This extra coin, of a known date, is fastened with wax
to the bottom of the gimmicked box, "head" side showing.
Have the two boxes together in your right coat pocket and
the quarters in your right trousers pocket. In your right hip
pocket have a clean, folded handkerchief, and on the table
have two pieces of paper about three inches a square, and
a pencil.
Working: Inform the spectators that before you begin the
experiment you will make two predictions. Write the date of
the coin in the recessed bottom on the first piece of paper,
then fold it and number it "one." Put it on the table and take
up the second paper. Pretend to write a prediction on it but
leave it blank. Fold the paper, number it "two," and place it
on the table beside the first paper.
Reach into your coat pocket, finger palm the gimmicked box
and bring the other one out at the fingertips. Have it
examined, then take it back with the right hand and switch
it for the gimmicked box as you pretend to toss it into the
left hand.
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Place the right hand in the trousers pocket, leave the
ungimmicked box and bring out the seven quarters. Pass the
coins to a spectator near you to verify that each has a
different date. After he has done so, give him the box and
tell him that he is to held it with the coins behind his back,
and then put the coins in the box in any order he pleases.
When he has finished this task have him hand the box to you
behind your back, so no one will see the box or the coins.
The moment you receive the box, turn it over and bring it
forward in your closed right hand. Now ask him to pick up
paper number one, unfold it and read your prediction. While
he is unfolding the paper and reading the date, pick up the
box from your right hand with your left (leaving the seven
coins finger palmed in your right hand) and place the box on
the table without turning it over. Reach into your hip pocket,
leave the coins, bring out the handkerchief and throw it over
your left forearm. When he has read the date on the paper
ask him to read the date of the top coin in the box. They are
the same!
Now comes the surprising climax. Take the handkerchief
from your arm, show it and spread it on the table. Pick up
the box and place it underneath the center of the
handkerchief. As you do this turn the box right side up. Have
a second spectator open the second piece of paper. When he
gets it open say, "What do you see written on the paper?"
He will reply, "Nothing," because the paper is actually blank.
Pull the hand kerchief from the box and say, "What do you
see in the box?" Again his answer will be, "Nothing." Show
the empty box to the other spectators, then drop it in your
right trousers pocket. Pick up the handkerchief, show it and
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put it in your pocket. The coins have vanished and there is
no clue to their disappearance.
Although the box was apparently examined before the trick
began, occasionally there may be some inquisitive soul who
might wish to see it again. If this happens, remove the
ordinary box from the right trousers pocket and let him
examine it to his heart's content. Of course, there is nothing
to find.
If you handle these boxes well you will be surprised at the
number of magicians you will fool. The average magician is
acquainted with the recessed bottom box, so when you
apparently use an ordinary box to accomplish an effect he
thinks only possible with a gimmicked one, he is puzzled.
And a layman has no chance at all!
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Chapter XI Trick Coin Trickery
How long trick coins have been employed by magicians will
probably never be known. Almost every close-up performer
owns one or more of them. Who has not heard of the Dime
and Penny Trick or the Half Dollar in the Bottle? This latter
trick has been a reputation maker for more than one
magician.
Gimmicked coins make possible many unique and mystifying
effects which would be impossible with ordinary coins under
similar circumstances. But it must be remembered that while
they will pass for real coins in looks, they will not sound like
real coins. For this reason a certain amount of care must be
exercised in handling them. If a tricked piece of money is
accidentally dropped or tossed onto another coin or on the
hard surface of a table, its unnatural sound will immediately
attract attention.
So if the trick requires the use of a table, be sure it has a
cloth on it; otherwise get down on your knees and perform
the trick on the rug.
Never polish a trick coin. The more it looks like ordinary
"filthy lucre" the better. If a gimmicked coin needs cleaning
wash it with soap and water or clean it with a soft rubber
eraser.
Guard the secret of your trick coins. The layman should
never know such a thing as a trick coin exists. Life would be
easier for every magician if no one knew we em played
anything but the real article.
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In this chapter will be found a choice collection of gimmicked
coin bafflers-old friends as well as new, each one a veritable
miracle when properly presented.
Squeeze Play
Jimmy Valentine Picks a Lock
Money Paper
Almost a Transposition
The Homing Coins
The Circus Trick
The 16¢ Trick
85¢ Through the Table
Copper and Silver Transposition (4 methods)
Presto Chango
The Inferior Coin
Thieves and Sheep
In and Out
Up Their Sleeve
Buddah's Coin
The Stack of Quarters (2 versions)
The Hook Coin
The Magnet
Sundry Gimicked Coins and Tricks Therewith

Squeeze Play Stewart James
Effect: The performer shows a silk handkerchief and spreads
it on the table. A nickel is placed on the center of the silk
and covered with a poker chip which has a quarter inch hole
through its center. Thus the coin remains visible through this
hole up to the last minute. The four corners of the
handkerchief are gathered together and passed through a
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harness ring. Two spectators hold the handkerchief spread
out between them, with the opening formed by the coin and
ring toward the floor. The performer reaches underneath the
handkerchief and removes the nickel although it is too large
to pass through either the ring or the hole in the poker chip.
Requisites and Preparation: A Nickel and Penny set (made
same as the Dime and Penny), a harness ring with an inside
measurement of approximately three-quarters of an inch, a
silk handkerchief, and a poker chip with a hole about the size
of a pencil through its center.
Have the ring, poker chip and silk in your left coat pocket
and the two parts of the Nickel and Penny set in your right
coat pocket. (To keep them from nesting have one in the
small match pocket.)
Working: Remove the handkerchief, ring and poker chip.
Pass the ring and chip for examination and spread the
handkerchief on the table. After the two articles have been
examined take them back and put them on the table beside
the silk. Reach into your right coat pocket, finger palm the
shell and remove the double faced part, nickel side showing
It is this coin you place on the center of the handkerchief as
a nickel. Of course, it is a little smaller than a regular five
cent piece, but before this is noticed by the spectators you
cover it with the poker chip. Allow someone to lock through
the hole and verify that the coin is still there, then gather
the four corners of the silk together and push them through
the harness ring. Turn the handkerchief over so the opening
into the little bag in the center will be from the bottom, then
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have two spectators hold the handkerchief stretched out
between them.
Place your right hand underneath the handkerchief, then
with the aid of your left hand which grasps the center of the
silk from above, work the coin around the poker chip and
through the ring. The moment it is in the right hand, press
it into the shell which you are holding in that hand and bring
it out as a nickel. Allow the spectators to remove the harness
ring and the poker chip from the silk. All can now be
examined. Since the nickel is now bigger, thanks to the shell
now covering it, it cannot be forced through the ring
Of course, a folding coin could be used in place of this nickel
and penny set but it would not stand examination of any
sort.

Jimmy Valentine Picks a Lock Stewart James
Effect: The performer shows a small padlock, a silk
handkerchief and two coins. The handkerchief is spread on
the table. The two coins are placed on the center of the silk,
then its four corners are gathered together and pushed
through the bow of the lock. Two spectators hold the
handkerchief with the lock in view, the opening into the bag
formed by the two coins being underneath. A spectator
names either one of the two coins in the handkerchief and
the performer removes it. All is then examined.
Requisites and Preparation: A Nickel and Penny set, a
genuine penny, a small padlock such as is used on dog
collars (this must have a bow too small for either a penny or
a nickel to pass through), and a silk handkerchief.
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Have the silk and padlock in your left coat pocket and the
two parts of the Nickel and Penny set in your right coat
pocket, separated as in the first trick. The regular penny is
finger palmed in your right hand.
Working: Remove the handkerchief and padlock from your
left pocket. Pass the padlock for examination and spread the
hand kerchief on the table. Remove the gimmicked nickel
and penny from your right pocket and place them on the
center of the handkerchief with the shell part overlapping
the other section slightly. After the lock has been examined
take it back, then gather the four corners of the silk together
and push them through the bow of the lock. Have two
spectators hold the four corners with the handkerchief
stretched out between them. The lock is above and the
opening into the bag is underneath.
Ask a spectator to name either the nickel or the penny. If he
names the penny place your right hand underneath the
handkerchief while you grasp the center from above with
your left hand. Under cover of the left hand, slide the two
coins together so they will nest, then bring your right hand
up and show the penny which you had concealed in your
hand all the time. If, however, the nickel is named, say that
you will leave the nickel locked in the handkerchief and
remove the penny. Regardless of which coin is named you
bring out the penny. Have the two spectators remove the
lock from the silk and show that only the nickel remains.
Attention should be directed to the lock and not the coins.
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When working this trick for magicians use the unfaked
duplicate from a Brema Nut set and let them worry about
when you switched nuts.

Money Paper Stewart James
Effect: The performer shows four pennies, a nickel and a
business card. One penny is selected by a spectator and the
date of that penny is written on a paper disc. The business
card is placed on the table and the four pennies are stacked
on top of it. The paper disc is put on the top penny, then
covered with the nickel. The performer says he will cause
the paper disc to travel down through the stack of pennies
and the card and appear under the card on the table. The
nickel is lifted and the disc is gone. Pennies are tilted from
the card and the card lifted, but there is no paper disc on the
table. Performer says that he may not have waited long
enough for the disc to penetrate the card. He tears the card
in two and out drops the missing disc from between the
layers of cardboard! Apparently the paper disc penetrated
only half way through the card.
Requisites and Preparation: A Nickel and Penny set, four
ordinary pennies (one of which must bear the same date as
the penny of the faked set), an ordinary nickel, several paper
discs slightly smaller than a penny, and a fake business card
prepared as follows: Take one of the paper discs and write
on it the date of the fake penny. Glue two business cards
together around their edges with the disc bearing the printed
date between them.
Have the ordinary nickel and one penny of an indifferent date
in the left trousers pocket. The right trousers pocket contains
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the remaining three pennies, shell nickel, and some change
of other denominations. Have the fake business card
wherever you usually carry your regular business cards, and
the paper discs in a small envelope or in the stamp
compartment of your wallet.
Procedure: Take out your wallet, remove a paper disc and
place it on the table. Next, remove the prepared business
card. Finally, take the change from the right trousers pocket
and remove the four pennies and nickel (actually three
genuine pennies and the penny-nickel fake).
Arrange the four pennies in a row on the table with their
dates up. The fake penny and penny bearing the same date
are side by side at one end of the row. Have a spectator
name a number not over four. No matter what number is
called you can force either of the two pennies with the
identical dates by simply counting from the left or right as
the case may require. If the ordinary coin bearing the force
date is arrived at, you may permit the spectator to pick it up
and note the date. If the fake coin is the one selected by
number, it must be left on the table for obvious reasons. In
either case there must be no doubt as to the actual date.
Should the fake coin be arrived at, tell the spectator he must
not touch the coin lest he be accused of being your
confederate. When the coin has been counted to, give the
spectator a magnifying glass to check the date.
The date on the selected coin is printed on the paper disc.
Stack the pennies with the fake coin occupying the top
position on the gimmicked business card. Place the paper
disc on top of the fake penny and cover it with the shell
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nickel. Press the shell down so it will trap and conceal the
paper disc as the fake penny nests. As you return the
magnifying glass to your left trousers pocket, finger palm
the nickel and penny.
State that the disc will penetrate the stack of pennies and
the card. Lift the nickel from the stack of pennies between
your right forefinger and thumb. Turn it over and show the
paper disc gone, then place it on the card to the right of the
stack of pennies. With the right thumb on top and fingers
underneath, pick up the card and look underneath (card may
be near table edge to facilitate this action). Appear surprised
that the paper disc is not on the table. Apparently tip all the
coins into the left hand as you turn the card over to examine
the other side. In reality the right thumb retains the fake
nickel as the three pennies are dumped into the left hand.
Almost immediately the left hand allows the four pennies and
the nickel that it holds (the nickel and one penny were
already there) to slide onto the table. The left hand, now
obviously empty, grasps the left end of the business card
and assists the right in tearing it in half. The paper disc falls
to the table and its date is then checked. It is the same as
that on the selected penny. Apparently the paper disc
penetrated the stack of pennies but only passed half way
through the business card.
When gluing the cards together, the pocket can be in one
end of the card so the disc will be in the half in the left hand.
The half in which the disc rests is easily recognizable by the
printing on the card. By pressing on the sides of the half
card, the disc can be seen inside and handed to a spectator
to remove. While he is doing that, it is a simple matter to
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dispose of the fake nickel and toss the remainder of the card
on the table.
Everything on the table may now be examined as there are
just four ordinary pennies-all dates different, and an
ordinary nickel. The paper disc bears the freely (?) selected
date and any peculiarity of the card explains little.
Instead of a business card, use a playing card split as
explained in card books, then glued back together with the
paper disc in between. Use a card with one or more
reversible pips so that you will know where the disc is before
the tear.
The trick can also be performed with a stack of dimes and a
penny by employing the Dime and Penny set.
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Almost a TranspositionStewart James
The effect of this mystery is identical with the one of the
same name described here, except in this case mechanical
coins are responsible for the trickery.
This is the effect: The performer shows a penny in his left
hand and a dime in his right, and announces that he will
cause them to change places. He closes his hands on the
coins and holds them some distance apart. Opening them a
moment later he shows the transposition-the penny is now
in his right hand, but in his left hand he holds, not the dime
that was expected, but two nickels!
Requirements: A Dime and Penny set, a Nickel and Penny
set, and a genuine nickel.
Working: Have the shell penny (of the Dime and Penny set)
finger palmed in the right hand at the base of the third
finger, opening away from the finger. Concealed in the same
position in the left hand is the regular nickel with the shell
nickel (of the Nickel and Penny set) on top of it, opening
away from the hand.
Hold the hands chest high, backs toward the spectators and
fingers curled in naturally. Between the tips of the right
forefinger and thumb hold the double faced section of the
Dime and Penny set, dime side toward the spectators. The
double faced section of the Nickel and Penny set is displayed,
penny side outward, in the same manner in the left hand. To
the audience you are merely holding a dime in your right
hand and a penny in your left hand.
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Call attention to the two coins by saying, "Watch the two
coins! I will cause the one cent to change places with the ten
cents." (Do not use the words "dime" and "penny." This is
important as you will see later.) With the aid of the thumbs,
slide the two visible coins down behind the fingers and press
them into their respective shells as you close and lower the
hands. Go through whatever business that appeals to you
for causing the transposition. Open your right hand first,
show the penny and say, "Here is the one cent." Now open
your left hand, show the two nickels and say, "And here is
the ten cents."
Considering the fact that these two gimmicked sets were
designed for the specific purpose of vanishing a coin, this
routine is unique indeed.
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The Homing Coins--Al Caroselli
Effect: After showing his handkerchief unprepared, the
magician spreads it on the table, folds it in half, then places
two nickels, a dime, and a penny in a row upon it. He folds
the handkerchief over the coins "tent fashion" and removes
them one at a time and places them in his left fist. One of
the coins is removed from his fist and placed on the table.
The remaining three are caused to travel back to their
original positions under the "tent."
Requisites and Preparation: A 21¢ Trick (which consists of
two nickels, a dime, and a penny so prepared they will nest
together and appear as a regular five cent piece), two
genuine nickels, a dime, and a penny.
Have one of the regular nickels in the right trousers pocket.
The 21¢ Trick and the three remaining coins are in left
trousers pocket. The handkerchief is on the table or in one
of the pockets.
Working: Show the handkerchief freely, spread it on the
table, then fold it in half by bringing the forward edge over
the rear edge. Remove the 21¢ Trick (as a nickel) and the
three real coins from the left trousers pocket and place them
on the handkerchief, near its inner edge, as follows: The 21¢
Trick (opening of outer shell down), the nickel, the dime, the
penny, Fig. 1.
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Count and name the four coins. From the outer edge, fold
the already-folded handkerchief toward yourself forming a
double thickness of cloth over the coins. Pull up the center
of the handkerchief, covering the coins by forming a "tent"
over them so that you alone can see them, Fig. 2.

Reach into the "tent" with the right hand, lift off the outer
shell of the 21¢ Trick and set it slightly to one side, but still
under the "tent." Turn over the balance of the nested set,
lift off the outer shell (nickel), show it and place it on the
fingers of the palm up left hand, saying, "A nickel." Close the
fingers, which action causes the shell to turn over (opening
up) onto the palm, and hold the hand in a loose fist.
Go into the tent with the right hand again, lift off the shell
penny and as you show it say, "A penny." Put it in the left
hand, nesting it in the nickel. Remove the fake dime from
the "tent" next, name it, and nest it in the other two nested
shells in the left fist. Finally remove the remaining section of
the 21¢ Trick, which is the outer shell. Show it as a nickel
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and place it in the left fist, nesting all four parts together as
you do so. The four coins have been removed from the
handkerchief singly, and slowly deposited in the left fist.
Apparently you hold 21¢ in your left hand-two nickels, a
dime, and a penny. Actually the three genuine coins remain
in the "tent" unknown to the spectators. They are: a dime,
a penny, a nickel.
Say, "Two nickels, a dime, and a penny in my left hand. I'll
remove one nickel and put it in my pocket." Suiting the
action to the words, with the right forefinger and thumb
reach into the left fist, daintily remove the nested coins and
show them as a nickel. Let it be clearly seen that you have
nothing else concealed in your hand, then place it in your
right trousers pocket. Pretend to change your mind as you
add, "No, I believe I'll leave it right here on the table in plain
view." Leave the gimmicked set in the pocket and bring out
the real nickel and place it on the table close to the
handkerchief.
The trick is now over as far as you are concerned. The fake
coins are safely hidden in your pocket and your left hand
apparently still contains 16¢-a nickel, a dime, and a penny.
Now go through the motions of removing the coins from the
left hand with the right and tossing them one at a time
toward the handkerchief. Open the left hand, show it and the
right hand empty, dusting off the hands to emphasize the
disappear once, then throw back the top fold of the
handkerchief exposing the three missing coins. All four coins
are in plain view and are available for examination.
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Say nothing about this just leave them there on the table.

The Circus Trick
Effect: While relating a story about visiting a circus as a boy,
the performer shows two nickels, a dime, and a penny which
he places in the center of his handkerchief. Removing a
nickel, he places it in his pocket. Apparently three coins
should remain. But when he shakes out the handkerchief the
coins have vanished.
Requirements: A 21¢ Trick and a pocket handkerchief.
Working: Place the four gimmicked coins on the table (being
careful that they do not "talk") and call attention to their
total: 21¢. Begin the trick as you say, "I remember when I
was a boy this much money was quite a lot. At least, it was
for me. One time when I heard that the circus was coming
to town I began saving my money so I could see it. Although
I was quite young at the time, I had heard of pickpockets. I
didn't want to lose all my money so I put my savings in my
handkerchief and hurried off to the circus." As you say this,
show your handkerchief, throw it over your left fist, make a
little well in the handkerchief and place the four coins therein
one at a time, nesting them as you do so.
"When I arrived at the circus I noticed that the admission to
the 'big top' was only 15¢ for children, plus a penny tax. This
left me a nickel for pink lemonade." Take out the nested
coins as a nickel, show this on both sides, and place it in
your pocket. "After drinking the lemonade I pushed my way
through the crowd to see the outdoor demonstration at the
sideshow. When it was over I went to the ticket window to
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buy my ticket. I opened my handkerchief to take out my
16¢, but it was empty. It was then I realized that my
handkerchief had been picked." Show both hands and the
handkerchief empty. Without wasting too much time, begin
another trick so no one will ask to examine the nickel.
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The 16¢ Vanish
Effect: The performer shows two nickels, a dime, and a
penny which he places in his left fist. Whatever three coins
the spectators name the performer removes invisibly and
tosses away. He then opens his hand and shows a single
coin. The chosen three have vanished!
Requirements: A 21¢ Trick.
Working: Place the four gimmicked coins of this set on the
table, naming each coin as you do so. Show your left hand
empty and close it into a loose fist. Place the four coins into
the fist one at a time in the proper order, nesting them.
Tell the spectators that you have four coins in your handtwo
nickels, a dime, and a penny-three different kinds of coins-nickel, penny, dime. Have someone name one of these
three. Suppose the dime is named. Go through the motions
of removing an invisible coin from your left fist with your
right forefinger and thumb. Pretend to hold a coin, but let it
be clearly seen that you held nothing. Toss the non-existent
coin into the air. Repeat this same business with the two
coins. After you have apparently tossed away a nickel, a
penny, and a dime, say, "What does that leave?" The reply
will be, "A nickel." "That's right," you say, as you open your
hand showing the nickel.
Actually the choice of coins given the spectators is a bluff,
but no one ever seems to notice it.
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85¢ Through the Table (The $1.35 Trick)
Rolland Hamblen
Effect: The performer spreads his handkerchief on the table
and shows four coins--a dime, a quarter, and two half
dollars--which he places on the four corners of the
handkerchief. Taking up the coins one at a time, he places
them in his left fist. Then he removes the coins, shows them
again, and returns them to his left fist. Showing his right
hand empty, he places it underneath the table while he
moves his left fist to the center of the handkerchief.
Suddenly he brings his fist down on the table and then opens
it. It contains only a half dollar. The right hand is brought up
showing the missing coins. Apparently they passed through
the handkerchief and table.
Requirements: A $1.35 Trick. (This consists of two half
dollars, a quarter, and a dime. When nested, the set appears
to be a regular half dollar.) A real half dollar, a real quarter,
a real dime, and a pocket handkerchief.
Working: After seating yourself at the table, spread the
handkerchief in front of you, then distribute the coins on the
corners as follows: Put the dime on the outer right corner
and the quarter on the outer left corner. The regular half
dollar goes on the inner right corner, while the fake half
dollar ($1.35 Trick) goes on the loner left corner, opening
down.
Make no comment on the four coins as you pick them up one
at a time with your right hand and place them in the left fist.
The dime is taken up first. It is put squarely in the left hand.
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While reaching for the quarter with the right hand, close the
left hand into a loose fist, then place the quarter in on top of
the dime. Follow these two with the regular half dollar and
finally the fake half.
Remarking that perhaps everyone did not remember the
exact denominations of the coins, you apparently remove
them. Actually you remove the four gimmicked coins of the
$1.35 Trick and place them on the corners of the
handkerchief. This is done as follows: Open your left hand
slightly and as you do so, lever up the outer shell of the half
at its inner edge with the tip of the third finger. With the
right forefinger and thumb, grasp the shell and flick it over
onto the nested coins. After this operation the shell will be
upside down resting on the nest of three coins. Now, the
right forefinger and thumb approach the fake coins and shell,
and at the same time the left hand turns palm down; but on
the way down the right fingers firmly press the real coins
into the left palm, and immediately remove the nested coins
and shell right side up. Hold the gimmicked coins between
the right fingers and thumb while you momentarily rest the
fingertips of the palm down left hand on the table.
Apparently the right hand is holding all the coins and the left
hand is empty.
The fake coins are now resting on the right fingers in the
following order: On the bottom is the "top" or outer shell of
the set, right side up. Then, on top of this rests the "bottom"
or inside section of the half dollar (the section that holds the
nested quarter and dime). These are all right side up.
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With the tips of the fingers and thumb of the palm down left
hand, remove the "bottom" section of the half dollar (the
section that holds the nested quarter and dime), and place
it on the loner left corner of the handkerchief. This leaves
exposed the quarter (with its nested dime) and the "top"
section of the half dollar. Remove the quarter and place it
on the outer left corner of the handkerchief. Next, put the
dime on the outer right corner, and finally, the "top" section
of the half dollar on the inner right corner. To the spectators
it appears that you merely placed the four coins in your left
hand, then returned them to their original positions on the
handkerchief. The regular dime, quarter and half dollar are
still palmed in your left hand.
While calling attention to the values of the four coins on the
corners of the hand kerchief, move the left hand underneath
the table and quietly place its palmed coins on the right leg.
Bring up the left hand and hold it, palm up, above the table.
Pick up the dime from the outer right corner of the
handkerchief and place it in the palm of the left hand and
close the fingers over it. Take up the quarter and place it in
the left fist over the dime. Deposit the half dollar from the
left inner corner of the handkerchief in the left hand over the
first two coins and turn all three over together. The "top"
section is put in last, covering all.
Show the right hand empty and as you move it underneath
the table, pick up the three genuine coins from the leg. Carry
your left fist to the center of the handkerchief and as you
bring it down on the table, rattle the coins in the right hand
underneath the table. Turn the left hand over and open it. It
contains only one coin-the half dollar ($1.35 set).
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Immediately bring the right hand to the top of the table and
pour its three genuine coins onto the table.

Copper and Silver Transposition (Using the
Double Faced Coin)
Transpositions utilizing a half dollar and an English penny
have appeared in magical literature for years. A variety of
methods have been explained. The following four are
presented as a contribution to the ever-growing collection.
Among them will be found, at least, one presentation which
should appeal to every type of performer, for there are
methods with and without sleight of hand.
In each instance a fake coin is used. It is double faced,
showing a copper coin on one side and a silver coin on the
other. Originally such coins were made by splitting copper
and silver coins in half and soldering a silver half to a copper
half. Since such coins would not stand the close scrutiny of
an intimate performance because of the obvious center
joining, they have been improved upon. The best ones are
made by filing down one surface of a silver coin until it is
perfectly smooth, and then soldering to it the thinnest
possible section of a copper coin. A coin prepared in this
manner does not show a tell-tale middle joint and is to be
preferred for this reason over the old "half and half" variety.
For the four routines following, the fake coin used shows a
half dollar on one side and an English penny on the other.
Number One
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Effect: An English penny and a fifty-cent piece are used. The
spectator closes his hand over the copper coin, seeing it up
to the last moment. The performer holds the half dollar in
his fist. When each opens his hand, the coins have changed
places; that is, the spectator holds the half, while the
performer has the penny. Both are tossed into the
spectator's hand for examination. They are genuine coins!
Method: Despite the fact that the spectator is given the coins
for examination after the climax of the trick, the extra, fake
coin is used.
Begin by showing the prepared coin and the genuine half
dollar in the palm of the left hand, copper side of the fake
uppermost, the English penny being finger palmed in the
right hand. Ask the spectator to hold out both hands, palm
up. Pick up the half dollar, with the right hand, from the left
and place it in the spectator's left hand. Then put the
prepared coin, copper side uppermost, on the right fingers
of the spectator.
Call attention to the fact that the spectator holds a silver coin
in his left hand and a copper coin (the fake) in his right. Ask
him to close his left fingers over the silver coin. At the same
time, assist him in doing this with pressure from your two
hands. Then ask him to close his right hand over the copper
coin. Assist him again with your left fingers. Since the coin
rests on his fingers, it will be turned over when he closes his
hand, bringing the silver side up. The right hand aids slightly
in this action, acting also as a cover, which prevents the
spectator from seeing the coin.
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Request him to hold both coins tightly. Point to his left hand,
saying, "Open this hand." As soon as he does, pick up the
half dollar with the right thumb and first and second fingers.
Caution him again to hold the coin in his right hand tightly,
for it is important that he does not ruin the climax.
Say, "I have the silver coin, while you have the copper. Is
that correct?" He will, of course, reply, "Yes." While talking
to him, toss the half dollar into your left hand a few times,
finally making the switch as described in The Bobo Switch.
At this point, your left hand holds the genuine English penny,
while the half dollar is palmed in your right hand. The
spectator holds what he thinks is a copper coin, but is, in
reality, the fake coin, silver side up.
Tell him that when you snap your fingers, he is to open his
hand. Snap the fingers of the right hand and, as soon as he
lifts his fingers, pick up the coin from his hand with your
right hand, silver side up, saying, "No, you have the silver
coin while I have the copper." Open your left hand, revealing
the genuine English penny and apparently toss the fake coin
on top of it, but actually switch it for the genuine half dollar
n the process. Then throw both coins into his right hand. You
will be left holding the fake coin in the right hand and he will
have the unprepared coins in his hands. Say nothing about
examining them, as he will do so without the suggestion.
When the spectator opens his right hand and sees he is
holding a silver coin instead of the copper one, he will be
quite surprised. A moment later he will turn the coin over,
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so you must be a little faster than he is. As soon as it is
apparent that he is holding a silver coin, pick it up with the
right fingers. Immediately open your left hand revealing the
copper coin, which draws his attention and, before his mind
can return to the coin he was holding, apparently toss it into
your left hand, switching it for the genuine coin. Then
immediately toss both coins into his still outstretched hand.
All the dirty work is covered by a series of misdirectional
surprises. However, timing and boldness are important, and
you must not hesitate in your movements.
It is all very natural and convincing, and a trick that will be
talked about. Spectators are always impressed by tricks that
seem to take place in their own hands.
Number Two
If you wish to have the coins examined beforehand, finger
palm the fake coin in the right hand, copper side against the
fingers; hold the genuine copper coin in view between the
thumb and forefinger of the same hand, and the half dollar
in the same position in the left hand, the backs of both being
up.
Have the spectator extend both hands, palm up. On his right
palm, place the half dollar and, on his left, place the English
penny. After he has looked at them, ex claim, "Oh, the coins
should be reversed. The copper goes over here, while the
silver should be in this hand." As you say this, pick up the
copper coin from his left hand, with your right fingers, the
silver coin from his right hand, with your left fingers, and
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apparently transfer the two, but actually place the silver one
in his left hand and the fake coin in his right, executing The
Bobo Switch in order to accomplish this. At the finish of this
seemingly innocent maneuver, the fake coin will be in his
right hand, copper side up, the genuine half will be in his left
hand and you will have the bona fide penny finger palmed.
From this point, the trick proceeds as already described in
method Number One.
Number Three
This is a non-sleight version that is both effective and easy
to perform.
Have the genuine penny in the right trousers pocket. Exhibit
the genuine half and the fake, copper side uppermost, on
the left palm. (The half dollar should overlap the copper coin
a trifle.)
Call attention to the two coins, saying, "A copper coin and a
silver coin." Close your left hand and turn it back up, allowing
the half to slide over the fake as you do this. With your right
forefinger and thumb, reach into the closed left hand and
remove the upper coin (the fake, silver side up). Show the
silver side, saying, "I will place the half dollar in my pocket."
Thrust your right hand in the pocket and exchange the fake
for the genuine penny. Leave your hand in the pocket for a
moment.
Say, "I placed a silver coin in my pocket. Therefore, I still
have in my hand, what?" Spectator will say, "Copper coin."
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Reply, "No, my left hand holds the silver coin, while here I
have the copper coin." Remove your right hand from the
pocket at this point and show the genuine penny. Remark,
"You see they have changed places." Both coins can be
examined.
If you should be asked to show the pocket empty, this can
be accomplished easily by utilizing the top-of-pocket
concealment, known to all magicians.
Number FourJ. G. Thompson, Jr.
Have the prepared coin in your right trousers pocket. Hand
the unprepared half and penny to a spectator, asking him to
examine them and drop them into his coat pocket.
Reach into your trousers pocket, finger palm the coin, pull
out the pocket to show it empty, push it back and leave the
coin there.
Instruct the spectator to remove one of the coins from his
pocket and hand it to you. Which ever it is, place it in your
trousers pocket, making sure the two coins don't "talk." Then
ask him if he can name the coin he still has. When he does,
have him lay it on the palm of your left hand. Tell him that,
naturally, leaves you with the other. Reach into your pocket
and remove the prepared coin, laying it also on your left
palm, the correct side showing.
Suggest trying it again, enter his pocket, drop the genuine
coin and bring out the prepared one, with the side showing
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that matches the coin in his pocket. Apparently place it in
your pocket, actually finger palming it.
Then ask, "Which one do I have?" When he answers, say,
"No, you're wrong. See for yourself." Turn your right side
toward the spectator and raise your right arm, laying it
across your chest in order to afford him easy access to your
pocket. In this position, the hand will be above the opening
of your breast carat pocket into which the prepared coin is
dropped.
When he finds he has named your coin incorrectly, he will
immediately look into the situation in his own pocket and be
left holding two unprepared coins.

Presto Chango Thomas H. Bearden
Here is a top notch trick that packs a real surprise. Few
close-up stunts are as unique as this spectator fooler.
Sandwiched in with the more complicated mysteries it adds
zest to the performance.
Effect: Performer shows two silver coins in his open left
hand. He quickly closes, then opens the hand. The coins
have instantly changed to copper. Again he closes his hand
and opens it. This time the coins have turned back to silver.
The action is repeated for the third time, but this time only
one coin changes to copper. The two coins are tossed onto
the table for examination.
Requisites and Preparation: An English penny, a half dollar
and a fake coin which shows copper on one side and silver
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on the other. (See the preceding trick for a complete
description of this coin.)
Place the copper side of the fake coin against the silver coin
and put them together in the little match or change pocket
inside the right coat pocket. The regular copper coin is in the
pocket proper.
Working: Thrust the right hand into the coat pocket, finger
palm the copper coin, and bring out the fake coin and the
silver coin together between the fingers and thumb. Take
them with the left hand, between the thumb and fingers,
holding them together in alignment and casually showing
both sides. The right hand then takes them and places them
on the palm of the open left hand. With the right forefinger
slide the top coin forward until it lies on the two middle
fingers near their tips. The left hand appears to be holding
two silver coins. The regular copper coin is still concealed in
the right finger palm.
With the right forefinger and thumb turn over the coin on
the left palm as you state, "Two silver coins. Watch them."
The right hand picks up the silver coin from the left palm and
apparently tosses it back, but it is switched for the copper
coin from the right hand. (See The Bobo Switch) The left
hand closes immediately, causing the fake coin to turn over.
The fake coin is brought back on the copper as the hand
closes. Open the left hand and tilt it downward slightly,
which allows the top coin (fake) to slide forward onto the
fingers.
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At this juncture the coin on the left palm is the regular
copper, while the one lying on the fingers is the fake coin,
copper side uppermost. The regular silver coin is in the right
finger palm.
Apparently the coins have changed to copper.
With the right thumb and finger turn over the regular copper
coin lying on the left palm, showing its other side as you ex
claim, "Copper coins!"
The right hand removes the copper coin from the left and
pretends to toss it back, but The Bobo Switch is executed
instead. The silver coin goes in the left hand as it closes and
the forward (fake) coin turns over on top of the just arrived
silver coin. Open the left hand and show two silver coins, the
regular silver coin lying on the palm, and the fake coin (silver
side uppermost) lying on the fingers.
Apparently the two coins have changed back to silver.
Close the left hand again, allowing the fake coin to turn over,
then open it. This time the spectator's see one silver and one
copper coin. The silver coin lies on the palm and the fake
coin (copper side uppermost) at the base of the two middle
fingers.
Coins from the left hand are apparently tossed into the right
hand, but the forward (fake) coin is retained finger palmed.
The right hand then shows two coins-the one which was
hidden in the finger palm, and the one just received from
the left hand. (For a more complete description of this move
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see the Utility Switch.) The right hand then tosses the copper
and silver coins onto the table. They are regular coins.
Left hand can get rid of the fake coin by reaching into the
pocket for a handkerchief to perform an effect with one or
both of the coins.

The Inferior Coin Milton Kort
Effect: After showing two silver coins and a copper coin, the
performer places them on a spectator's outstretched hand.
He shows them again, then places them in his left hand, but
when that hand is opened the copper coin has vanished.
Showing his right hand empty, he reaches behind his right
knee and produces the missing coin. This is repeated twice
more. Next, he deposits one of the silver coins in his pocket
and closes his hand over the other silver coin and copper
coin. When the hand is opened it is holding two silver coins.
The wayward coin is extracted from the pocket. He places
the copper back in his pocket and shows two silver coins in
his hand. Suddenly they both change to copper and a silver
coin is taken from the pocket.
Requisites and Preparation: Two half dollars, an English
penny, and a gimmicked coin which shows copper on one
side and silver on the other. (Click here for a description of
this coin.)
In the beginning the two silver coins and the copper coin are
together in the right coat pocket. In the small match
compartment of the same pocket is the gimmicked coin,
copper side away from the body.
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Working: Remove the three regular coins and show them.
Request a nearby spectator to assist you by holding out one
hand, then place the three coins in his hand. Show both
hands empty, then with the right hand turn over the three
coins one at a time, showing their other sides and counting
them. Say nothing about the coins being ordinary-just show
them as you count and name them.
Pick up the copper coin from the spectator's hand and place
it on the palm of your right hand, then take up the two silver
coins and drop them on the fingers of the hand, Fig. 1.

Say, "Two silver and one copper." Turn the right hand inward
and over, toss the two halves into the left hand (which
immediately closes and rattles them) and retain the copper
coin hidden in the right palm, Fig. 2.
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Move the left fist away from the body and at the same time
sleeve the copper coin from the right hand in the right
sleeve. Apparently the left hand holds all three coins.
Actually it holds only the two silver coins. The copper is up
the right sleeve.
Say, "As you know, we are using three coins-two silver and
one copper. Copper, compared to silver, is an inferior metal.
As a result a coin made from copper would be inferior to one
made from silver." While pronouncing these words, show the
right hand empty, and continue, "Because the copper coin
feels inferior to the silver coins it runs away and hides. We
find it hanging around one of the joints." Lower your right
hand, catch the coin as it falls from the sleeve on the cupped
fingers, then produce it from behind the right knee. Open
the left hand, show the two silver coins and toss the copper
coin on top of them.
Replace the three coins in the spectator's hand, and offer to
repeat the trick. The effect this time is the same but the
moves are slightly different. Here they are: Pick up a silver
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coin from the spectator's hand and pretend to place it in your
left hand, but retain it classic palmed instead. The left hand
is closed. Take up the copper coin next. Execute The Click
Pass (a), as you palm it and drop the silver coin instead. The
sound created by this sleight gives the illusion that the
second coin was dropped into the left hand also. Remove the
remaining silver coin from the spectator's hand and toss it
into your left hand. Apparently the left hand holds all three
coins. Actually it holds only the two silver coins. The copper
is palmed in the right hand. Rattle the coins in the right hand
and as you move it away from the body, sleeve the copper
coin in the right sleeve.
Show your right hand empty and repeat the same patter as
before (which gets funnier each time), then produce the
sleeved coin from behind the right knee in the same manner
as you did the first time. Open the left hand, show the two
silver coins and toss the copper coin on top of them.
Offer to do the trick once more. Toss the three coins from
your left hand into your right, then display them again. If
the copper coin does not land near the heel of the right hand,
move it there with the left, so that when you close the hand
and turn it over, the copper coin will be held partly outside
the fist in preparation for executing the Kort Method of
Sleeving One of Several Coins. Sleeve the copper coin as you
toss the two silver coins into the left hand, which
immediately closes and rattles them. Show the right hand
empty as you again recite the same patter, then produce the
copper coin from behind the right knee.
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Open the left hand, show the two silver coins and toss the
copper coin on top of them.
Pick up the copper coin from the left hand with the right,
commenting on its waywardness. "Because it feels inferior
to the silver coins it would much rather be off by itself-in
such a place as my pocket." As you say these last words
place the real copper coin in the coat pocket, leave it and
remove the gimmicked coin, copper side out. Explain that
you would like to show them what happens if one of the
silver coins is placed in the pocket. Drop the gimmicked coin
(copper side up) on the left fingers, re move one of the half
dollars and place it in the match compartment of the right
coat pocket. (It is placed in this compartment to prevent the
coins clicking together.) Let your right hand be seen empty
as you re move it from your pocket. Close your left hand,
which action causes the gimmicked coin to turn silver side
up, then snap the right fingers over the left. Open the left
hand and show two silver coins. (Actually one is the real half
dollar and the other is the gimmicked coin, silver side up.)
Reach into your right coat pocket, remove and show the
regular copper coin. The copper coin has apparently changed
places with the silver coin.
Pretend to drop the copper coin back in the pocket, but
retain it finger palmed. With the right forefinger, push the
gimmicked coin forward from the left palm onto the left
fingers and show the two coins, both apparently halves. Pick
up the gimmicked coin between the tips of the first two
fingers and thumb of the palm down right hand. State, "Here
we have a silver coin." Toss it back onto the left fingers, then
pick up the real half from the palm in the same manner,
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adding "And here is am other silver coin." Pretend to toss
the real half dollar back, but execute The Bobo Switch, and
throw the English penny instead. The instant the copper coin
lands in the left hand it closes. In the action of closing the
hand the gimmicked coin turns over, copper side up onto the
real copper coin which was just thrown onto the palm. (This
part of the routine will be familiar to you if you have
mastered Presto Chango, as they are the same.) The real
half dollar is now palmed in the right hand.
"By the way, do you remember what coins we are using?"
The reply should be, "Two silver coins and a copper coin."
"No," you say. "It's two copper coins...." Open your left
hand, showing the copper coins (actually one is the
gimmicked coin, copper side up), then reach into your coat
pocket with your right hand and bring out the half dollar that
was palmed. Show it as you add "....and one silver coin."
Toss the half dollar into the right hand, show all three coins,
then drop them in the left coat pocket.

Thieves and Sheep Lillian Bobo
This is the same effect as the one described firstly, except
half dollars and English pennies are used.
For this version you will require, besides six English pennies
and two half dollars, a double faced coin (English penny-half
dollar).
Arrange five of the copper coins in a horizontal row on the
table in front of you. Place a half dollar at the left end of the
row and the double faced coin, silver side up, at the right
end. To all appearances you have five copper and two silver
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coins. Beforehand, as you sat down, you placed a half dollar
on your left leg and a regular English penny on your right
leg.
Pick up the seven coins from the table and lay them down
again as in the first part of the experiment explained firstly.
Then as you adjust your chair closer to the table, palm the
half dollar from the left leg in the left hand, and the English
penny from the right leg in the right hand. Bring your hands
up and pick up the two end coins from the table but do not
make the secret transfer as in the first method. Take up the
five copper coins in the same order as you did the pennies
in the first version, dropping the same two with the left hand
in the lap as you slide them off the table. Now when you
open your right hand, show the copper side of the double
faced coin and you will appear to be holding five copper coins
(sheep). Open your left hand and show the two regular
halves (thieves). There will also be two copper coins in your
lap which you can secretly pick up and add to the others as
you put them all in your pocket.

In and Out "Hen" Fetsch
Tricks utilizing the double faced coin which shows copper on
one side and silver on the other have gained considerably in
popularity among close up workers in recent years.
Practically every coin worker has his own pet effect with this
gimmicked coin. Following are three such tricks from the
fertile brain of "Hen" Fetsch.
Effect: Two coins-an English penny and a half dollar-are
covered with a borrowed handkerchief. The half dollar is
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removed and held outside the handkerchief and directly over
the covered penny, while a spectator holds the bunched
together four corners of the handkerchief. The magician
covers the center of the cloth and the two coins with his hand
and causes a transposition. When he opens his hand he is
holding the English penny, while the spectator unfolds the
handkerchief to find the half dollar.
Because there are same people who have never seen an
English penny and may want to examine the coin, it is best
to precede this trick with one utilizing a regular English
penny. After becoming familiar with the coin in another trick
they will naturally take this one for granted.
Method: Show a half dollar and a double faced coin in your
palm up right hand as a copper and silver coin. Borrow a
handkerchief and spread it over your hand and the coins,
Fig. 1.

With the left hand, pick up the half dollar through the cloth
and lift it up and away from your right hand as you say,
"Here is the copper coin." At the same time turn over the
gimmicked coin and bring it out silver side up adding, "And
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here is the silver coin." Display the handkerchief and visible
coin as in Fig. 2.

Place the double faced coin, silver side up, directly over the
covered half dollar and have a spectator hold the bunched
together corners of the handkerchief in one hand as you
retain your grip on its center and the two coins, Fig. 3.

"The copper coin is inside the handkerchief and the silver
coin is outside. Watch!" Close your left hand over the coins
and the center of the handkerchief and as you do so secretly
reverse the outside coin, which will now be copper side up.
Instruct your helper to hold tightly onto the corners, then
with a couple of little jerks, pull your hand free of the
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handkerchief and open it, showing a copper coin. "Here is
the copper coin, while you have the silver coin." Have him
unfold the handkerchief to find the regular half dollar.
Follow this with Up Their Sleeve.

Up Their Sleeve "Hen" Fetsch
This is an effective and practical follow up trick to the one
just described, as it sells the transposition and serves to
exchange the gimmicked coin for a genuine one.
Effect: The spectator who assisted you in the
trick is
requested to hold up his arm as for drinking a tall cool one.
The magician shows a half dollar and an English penny,
drops the English penny into his assistant's sleeve and the
half dollar into his own. He commands the coins to transpose
themselves. The assistant and the performer lower their
arms over a table which permits the half dollar to drop from
the assistant's sleeve and the English penny to drop from
the performer's sleeve. The coins have changed places and
both may now be examined.
Requisites: A regular half dollar, a regular English penny,
and a double faced coin. Preparation: Have the regular
English penny under your watch band as in Fig 1.
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Working: Immediately after performing In and Out, show
the half dollar and gimmicked coin as a copper and silver
coin and say, "I'll do it again, but I'll need your assistance."
Request the spectator who assisted you in the trick to stand
on your left and hold up his right arm as if he was holding a
drink. Holding the two coins together, place them in his
sleeve opening, release the half dollar, and turn over the
double faced coin as you bring it out and show it as a half
dollar. Since he sees you holding what he thinks to be the
half dollar he reasons that you must have dropped the
English penny into his sleeve. Actually the half dollar is in his
sleeve and you are holding the gimmicked coin, silver side
up.
After dropping the coin into his sleeve state, "In your sleeve
is the copper coin and here is the silver coin, which I will
drop into my sleeve." With this remark, raise your left arm
and pretend to drop the silver coin (gimmicked coin) down
your sleeve. What actually happens is this: As the right hand
enters the sleeve it finger palms the gimmicked coin and
pushes the English penny from underneath the watch band,
which drops to your elbow. The action of apparently
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dropping the coin into your sleeve, finger palming it, and
dislodging the other one should be all one move. Don't try
to be clever, just do it. Lay thinking just doesn't suspect an
exchange. At this point, pick up his handkerchief from the
table (which you had placed there after performing the
preceding trick) and place it part way in your right coat
pocket, disposing of the finger palmed gimmicked coin at the
same time. You do this apparently to clear the table for what
is about to happen.
The usual magic mumbo jumbo is executed, then you lower
your arm, permitting the copper coin to fall out of your
sleeve onto the table. The spectator repeats your actions and
the half dollar drops from his sleeve. Again the coins have
changed places! The handkerchief is returned to its owner
and the coins may now be examined. But please don't say,
"Here, examine the coins." It is better to make some casual
remark such as, "Have you noticed that both coins are about
the same size? Of course today's values make them just
about even." This amusing side remark allows you to turn
the coins over and offer them for comparison.
The third version of Copper and Silver Transposition can be
used instead of the above to follow In and Out. If you so
desire. Both tricks get rid of the gimmicked coin in the course
of the routine.
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Buddha's Coin "Hen" Fetsch
This routine features the English penny-half dollar coin and
what appears to be the Buddha Money Papers, which is just
about the oldest trick ever palmed off on the public by the
circus, side-show, and street pitchman. Many a pleasurable
moment has been derived by watching the knowing smile at
the beginning and the puzzled look at the finish when they
remove the coin from the papers.
Effect: A set of Buddha papers is shown and unfolded,
disclosing a copper and silver coin within the smallest paper.
The silver coin is removed, the papers refolded over the
copper coin and the packet placed on a spectator's
outstretched right hand. The performer shows two copper
coins, then after sandwiching the silver coin between them,
places all three coins in the spectator's left hand and
commands a transposition. The three coins are shown to be
all copper-the silver has vanished. The spectator unfolds the
papers and finds the missing silver coin.
Requisites and Preparation: Two English pennies, a double
faced coin, and a set of ungimmicked Buddha papers. The
outfit consists of a set of folded papers (plain or each a
different color), usually four, that nest within each other. The
gimmicked papers consist of two such sets with the outer
papers of each set glued back to back so that either set of
papers could be opened and a production, vanish, or change
shown. Almost every school boy is familiar with this novelty
store item so a further explanation is unnecessary here. The
papers should be handled exactly the same as if you were
using the gimmicked set. That is, the turn over move should
be made with each paper after it is folded.
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Have the half dollar and the gimmicked coin (copper side up)
within the smallest paper and the two regular copper coins
in your right trousers pocket.
Working: Show the nested papers saying, "Here is an
unusual trick I saw performed the other day by a street
pitchman." This remark serves to jog the memory of your
viewers so that they will recall the secret of the papers.
Unfold the papers one by one until the two coins are
revealed. "A half dollar and an English penny," you state. As
you cover the coins with one fold of paper with your left
hand, the right hand turns over the gimmicked coin and
brings it into view, silver side uppermost. "He left the penny
in the paper and placed the half dollar in full view on his
stand."
With this remark, deposit the gimmicked coin, silver side up,
on the table and complete the fold of the paper around the
penny (half dollar). After the folding is completed turn the
paper over and place it on the paper, which is folded, turned
over and placed on the paper. This is repeated until all the
papers are folded and the last one turned over. The packet
of papers is then placed on a spectator's extended right
palm. Remove the two pennies from your pocket, show
them, sandwich the silver coin (gimmicked coin) between
them and deposit the stack on top of the folded papers, Fig.
1
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The papers and stack of coins are picked up as a unit, turned
over and placed on the spectator's left palm. Clap your hands
together, say the magic words, then transfer the nested
papers back to his right hand. "These moves," you explain,
"are the ones the pitchman made in presenting the trick to
his sidewalk audience." Really it's all done to turn over the
gimmicked coin.
Pick up the top penny with your right hand and toss it into
your left. The coin, which should be a half dollar but is a
penny, is tossed into the same hand. This is repeated with
the last penny. The spectator unfolds the papers one by one
and in the last paper he finds the missing half dollar. If he
suspects the papers and examines them he will find nothing.
"At this point the pitchman asked me if this was the same
half dollar I gave him just a minute ago. To which I replied,
"Yes." He then pocketed the coin and said, "You gave it to
me? Thank you sir!" I didn't mind as the trick was worth a
half dollar."
If you borrow the half dollar in the beginning, finish the
above patter by saying, "You must agree that the trick is
worth a half dollar. Right?" and pocket his coin. Of course
you return his coin immediately following the chuckle.
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The Stack of Quarters Nate Leipzig
One of the real classics of coin magic is "The Cap and Pence"
or "The Stack of Quarters." It has been a pet effect in the
repertoires of many great magicians of the past and present.
The effect of the trick is unique and startling.
The most difficult part of the trick is the switch of the real
coins for the gimmicked stack. This is accomplished in two
different ways in the following two routines. The first is by
that master of dexterity, Nate Leipzig, and was shown to me
by a contemporary master, Rolland Hamblen.
Effect: The magician borrows six quarters and shows a
conical wooden form which is covered with a thin leather
cone. He stacks the quarters and places them on the back of
his left hand. A spectator is requested to remove the leather
cone from the wooden form and place it over the stack of
coins. At the count of three the spectator is invited to lift the
leather cone, which he does. "No," corrects the performer.
"Not that way, this way!" And suiting the action to the words,
the performer lifts the leather cone, which in turn leaps from
his fingers toward the spectators. In place of the quarters is
a pile of pennies, while the quarters drop from the
performer's left hand.
Requirements:
A fake stack of quarters, hollowed out to hold six pennies.
Six pennies.
Six quarters, which you may borrow or provide yourself. A
thin leather cone (approximately 1 1/4 x 2 1/4 inches), to fit
loosely over the stack of coins.
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A conical wooden form, over which the leather cone must fit.
This form serves a dual purpose. It keeps the leather cone
in proper shape, and furnishes excellent misdirection for the
switch of the six single coins for the fake stack. Cone and
form are shown in Fig. 1.

Preparation: Have the fake stack loaded with the six
pennies, opening up, in the left trousers pocket, the cone
covered wooden form in the right coat pocket, and the six
quarters in the right trousers pocket.
Working: Announce a trick with six quarters. Thrust both
hands into your pockets, finger palm the fake stack (opening
away from fingers) in your left hand and remove it as you
bring out the six quarters with your right hand. If you wish
to borrow some of the coins follow the same procedure, but
in this case you provide three or four and borrow the rest.
At any rate, toss the six quarters onto the table, then
remove the cone and its form and place it beside the
quarters. Pick up the quarters one at a time with the right
hand and place them in a stack at the base of the curled
forefinger and crotch of thumb of the left hand, which is held
back toward spectators, Fig. 2.
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Request a spectator to remove the wooden form from the
leather cone. All eyes will be momentarily diverted from the
stack of quarters on your fist to the spectator's action of
removing the wooden form from the leather cone. During
this short interval, the loose quarters are allowed to slip into
the left fist and, as though retrieving them, the right fingers
extract from the finger palm of the left hand, the fake stack.
The real coins are retained finger palmed as the right hand
places the fake stack (slightly fanned) on the back of the left
fist, which turns back uppermost for the purpose, Fig. 3.

Make a pretense of evening up the stack of coins on the back
of your hand, then have a spectator cover it with the leather
cone, Fig. 4.
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State that on the count of three he is to lift the leather cone
from the coins. Count, "One, two, three!" No matter how he
lifts the cone, say, "No, not that way." Have him replace it
over the stack, then lift it yourself and exclaim, "This way!"
You now proceed to illustrate the proper way of removing
the cone, which is as follows:
With the right forefinger and thumb, grip the leather cone at
the base, lift it AND the fake stack from the back of the left
hand, just high enough to clear and expose the stack of
pennies. Then the first finger rolls the cone inward toward
the base of the thumb permitting the fake stack to drop into
the right fist and, as soon as the stack is free of the cone,
the first finger (which is now curled in toward the base of the
thumb) straightens out in a flicking motion, and propels the
cone straight at the spectators, Fig. 5.
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Taking advantage of the slight turmoil caused by the flying
cone, the right hand moves down to the side and quickly
drops the fake stack in the coat pocket.
The left fist, still possessing the six loose quarters, releases
them into the spectator's hand.
Admittedly, this last move is a bold one, but it is
undetectable if done smoothly. The surprise created by the
appearance of the six pennies and the falling quarters
furnishes ample misdirection for the secret disposal of the
gimmick.
The cone and the coins can now be inspected as there is
nothing to find. Second Method
Effect: A stack of six quarters is placed on the back of a
spectator's hand and covered with a tube which was formed
from a dollar bill. When the tube is lifted the quarters have
vanished-in their place is a stack o£ pennies. The performer
removes the quarters from his purse.
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Requisites and Preparation: Needed, besides the prepared
stack of coins, are six pennies to fill the shell, fourteen extra
quarters, a coin purse and a dollar bill.
Put the six quarters in the coin purse and place it in the right
trousers pocket, together with seven loose quarters. Fill the
stack with the pennies and set the quarter on top. Fan it
slightly and deposit it in the left trousers pocket with the
opening upward, so the pennies will not spill out. Fold a
dollar bill lengthwise and roll it into a tube a trifle larger than
the circumference o£ a quarter. Tuck in one end of the bill
to keep it from unrolling, Fig. 1,

and put it in the left coat pocket. This idea of using a bill
instead of a cone belongs to Bert Allerton.
Working: Thrust both hands into the trousers pockets. Finger
palm and stack with the loose quarter on top, holding it so
that the opening is against the fingers and, with the right
hand, remove the seven genuine quarters. Show the
quarters, letting it be seen that they are ordinary.
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Pretend to dump the loose quarters into your left hand, but
retain them in your right hand by executing the move as
explained in method (a), Vanish for Several Coins.
Immediately turn the left hand palm upward and show the
fake stack with the loose quarter on top. The switch is
undetectable, when properly done. Ask a spectator to hold
out his right hand, back up. Take the fake stack between the
thumb and first finger of the now palm down right hand and
place it on the back of his, the left hand steadying his hand
in the action, Fig. 2.

Then drop your right hand, which contains the seven loose
quarters, to your side.
Square up the stack of quarters with your left fingers, then
reach into your left coat pocket and remove the rolled up
dollar bill. Show it empty and place it on his right thumb,
Fig. 3.
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Make some remark about there being six quarters and then
count them. Finding seven, say, "As this trick requires just
six quarters, I'll remove one." Take the loose coin from the
top of the stack with your right hand and place it in your
right coat pocket, together with the seven palmed quarters.
This accomplishes two things: First, it conveys the
impression that all the quarters on the back of the
spectator's hand are lease and, second, it provides an
opportunity for disposing of the extra quarters, leaving both
of your hands empty.
With your right hand, remove the dollar bill from the
spectator's thumb, show it empty again and place it over the
stack of quarters. Be sure he holds his hand high enough so
that he can't look down into the tube. Remove the dollar bill
and place it in the palm of your left hand, using your right
hand to elevate or adjust his hand a little. Again replace the
dollar bill over the quarters and clap your hands together
once. Quickly take away the dollar bill AND the stack, leaving
the pile of pennies on the back of his hand. Place the bill,
with the hidden stack, again in your left hand and retain it
by curling the fingers over it. Toss the empty bill on the
table, reach into your left trousers pocket, leave the stack in
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the pocket and remove the coin purse. Open it and dump
the six quarters on the table.
Apparently the quarters have found their way into your
purse.

The Hook Coin
One of the most common, yet one of the most neglected
gimmicked coins is the hook coin. This is simply a coin with
a hook (usually made from a steel pin) fastened to its edge
in such a manner it can be hooked onto the clothing, Fig. 1.

The original, and probably the simplest method for vanishing
the coin is as follows: Stand with your left side toward the
spectators as you show the coin, keeping the hook covered
with the thumb. Toss it into the air about a foot with your
right hand and catch it in the same hand. Lower your hand
and throw the coin upward again, this time higher than
before. Catch it in your right hand, and as you lower your
hand to your side for a more forceful throw, hook the coin
onto the right trousers leg, then swing the hand up as before
and toss the coin still higher into the air. As you follow the
non-existent coin upward with your eyes, it seems to fade
away in mid-air. Show both hands empty.
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Few magicians vanish the coin as just described. Most of
them are content to show the coin, then crudely hook it on
the trousers leg as they make a motion of tossing it into the
air.
The coin should be tossed into the air two or three times
before hooking it onto the trousers leg. And it is important
that the eyes follow the coin each time in its upward journey.
After two or three throws the spectators become accustomed
to seeing the coin go upward, so when you pretend to throw
it the last time it becomes perfectly natural for them to look
upward again. In fact, some people even imagine they see
it. Furthermore, there must be no hesitation as the coin is
hooked onto the trousers. Each throw should be in perfect
tempo with the preceding one. And when you pretend to toss
the non-existent coin into the air the last time follow its flight
upward a bit longer than before, then turn your attention to
your right hand. Turn it over a time or two as if looking for
the coin. Pretend to be puzzled yourself as to where the coin
might be. Upon not finding the coin in your right hand it is
only natural for you to look at your left hand. Not seeing it
there either give a little shrug of the shoulders and look at
the audience to convey the idea that the coin has completely
disappeared.
Do not try to get rid of the coin immediately. Seize an
opportunity later, unhook it and drop it in the right coat or
trousers pocket.
As a variation to the foregoing, try this: Pretend to place the
coin in the left hand but retain it hidden in the right. Extend
the closed left hand toward a person on your left, requesting
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him to held the coin. Before he can take it change your mind
and offer it to a person on your right. As you turn to the
right, secretly hook the coin onto the right trousers leg, Fig.
2.

This action serves as ample misdirection for the secret
maneuver. When the spectator holds out his hand for the
coin the left hand crumbles it to an invisible dust and
sprinkles it on the spectator's palm. Both hands are then
shown empty.
The coin can be detached and pocketed later.
Sometimes I use the hook coin this way: I vanish it as
mentioned above. Then I show both hands with fingers wide
apart and roll up the sleeves. This convinces the onlookers
that the coin is not concealed about the hands. Suddenly I
exclaim, "Oh, there it is!" as I reach out with the left hand
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and apparently pluck the vanished coin from a spectator's
ear, or some part of his clothing. All eyes are on the left
hand. I close the left hand as if it actually held a coin. During
this brief action the right hand drops down to the side and
quickly unfastens the hook coin from the trousers leg. I then
pretend to slap the vanished coin onto the right hand, where
it is displayed. Try it.
Instead of employing a clip to hold an extra coin under the
edge of the coat you can use a hook coin. Merely hook it on
the lining just under the right lower edge of the coat where
it can easily be stolen with the right hand.
Perhaps the most ingenious method for disposing of a hook
coin is to boldly fasten it on a spectator's arm or back while
gently drawing him closer for a better look. This is easy and
extremely effective. Merely show the coin in your right hand
and pretend to place it in your left hand, but retain it hidden
in your right. As you request a nearby spectator to step a
little closer, grasp him by the left arm and hook the coin on
his sleeve. After the proper build up, open your left hand and
show it and your right hand empty.
To reproduce the coin, close your left hand into a loose fist
and hold it about waist high and back uppermost. Tell the
spectator that if he will make a mystic pass around your left
hand the coin will return. Take hold of his left arm again,
getting possession of the coin, and draw him along side of
you. Then as you demonstrate how you want him to pass his
hand around your left fist, perform the secret loading move
of Milton Kort's. After he passes his hand around your left
fist, open it and show that the coin has returned. This is a
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real baffler when performed with the sleeves rolled up. He is
at a loss to explain where the coin went or how it returned.
Milton Kort tells me of an interesting experience he had with
a hook coin and another magician. He pretended to place the
coin in his left hand, but retained it in his right. Then as he
gently pushed his friend back so the others could see, he
hooked the coin on his sleeve. Having a little knowledge of
trick coins, the magician smiled knowingly and felt his
shoulder and found the coin. Right then, there was born an
idea for fooling magicians-especially those who may know
about the hook coin.
This is it: Hold an ungimmicked half dollar in your right hand
in position for sleeving. Push the magician back a little and
as your hand almost touches his shoulder, snap the coin up
the sleeve. Pretend to place the coin in your left hand and
vanish it. Watch him smile knowingly and notice his
expression when he feels for the hook coin that is not there.
The cover for the sleeving move is perfect.
This trick is not intended for the layman, but the magician,
whom we all like to fool once in awhile.

The Magnet
The latest wrinkle on the hook coin is no hook at all. The coin
appears perfectly ordinary and can even be handled by the
spectators without them suspecting anything unusual.
Secret: The coin is either a steel coin, or a silver one which
has been faked by adding a piece of steel. (The wartime
American pennies are ideally suited for this purpose, also.)
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A magnet is either in the right hip pocket or fastened inside
the right trousers leg about midway between the knee and
the hip. One of the best magnets for this purpose can be
obtained at a beauty parlor supply house. These are
attached to a bracelet, or leather strap, so they can be worn
on the wrist, wrist watch fashion. Beauty operators use them
to hold bobby pins while working on a customer's hair. The
cheapest ones have a leather strap, which is easier to
remove than the plastic bracelet that most of them have.
Remove the leather strap and attach in its place a length of
tape to the magnet. To the opposite end of the tape fasten
a small metal hook so that it can be hooked over the
waistband of the trousers, Fig. 3.

The magnet then hangs down inside the right trousers leg at
a position about even with the right hand as it hangs
naturally at the side.
Now by using a steel coin, or one that has been gimmicked
as described, you can utilize the same moves as you would
to vanish a hook coin. The coin merely becomes attracted by
the magnet and stays in position on the leg until it is
removed. The real advantage to this method is that since
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there is no hook on the coin it can be handled and shown
quite freely.
Although a hook coin can be used in this clever vanish by
Milton Kort, it is especially clean cut and baffling when the
gimmicked coin and magnet are employed.
The moves appear so fair and natural they can be executed
with perfect safety even at extremely close range.
Roll back your sleeves, turn slightly to the right just enough
so the coin may be fastened to the right trousers leg without
the action being detected by the spectators-and display the
coin lying on the fingers of the palm up right hand. Hold both
hands fairly low (slightly below waist level), lower the right
hand to the side, bring it up and toss the coin into the left
hand, which immediately closes over it. Repeat the process.
As the right hand drops to the side in preparation for the
third toss the coin is placed flat against the right leg where
it is held by the attraction of the magnet. Without hesitating
an instant, the right hand comes up and duplicates the
preceding action of tossing the coin into the left hand. The
left hand closes as before, pretending to hold the coin. Allow
the right hand to be seen empty, then after a suitable pause,
open the left hand and show the coin vanished.
The success of the vanish depends entirely on attention to
the following details. The distance the coin travels in its
journey from the right to the left hand is actually not more
than three inches. As the right hand comes up from the side
it comes to a sudden halt just as the tips of the fingers touch
the right side of the palm up left hand, Fig. 4.
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As the hand comes to a halt the coin leaves the fingers of
the right hand, forms a small arc in the air and lands in the
left palm. The left fingers immediately close over the coin.
It is important that the tempo of each action be identical. Do
not move the left hand but keep your attention firmly fixed
on it at all times. In the first two tosses the spectators
become accustomed to seeing the coin land in the palm of
the left hand. When the same moves are duplicated on the
third toss they imagine they see the coin leave the right hand
again and land in the left. When the hand is opened and
shown empty a moment later they will be completely baffled.
Dispose of the coin in the pocket at an opportune moment
later on, or reproduce it the same way as you would the hook
coin.
Another use for the gimmicked coin and magnet is as a
holdout. The coin is secretly attached to the right trousers
leg prior to beginning a trick. After showing the hands
unmistakably empty the coin is secretly obtained and
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concealed in the hand according to the trick at hand. This
method of stealing a coin is easier, quicker, and offers less
chance of detection that if it were stolen from the pocket of
a clip underneath the coat.
A gimmicked coin of this variety can be used in other
routines and not saved for just one effect. It all adds up to
cleaner presentation. The coin is especially fine for intimate
conjuring, not to mention that it also throws the wise guy,
or magician, off the track.

Sundry Gimmicked Coins and Tricks Therewith
This chapter does not describe all the trick coins, nor does it
give every trick that is possible with them. Here then, are a
few more of a lesser known variety to add to the collection.
Nickel to Half Dollar
Liberty Head Half and U.S. Penny
The Ring Coin
Short Changed The
Marksman
The Squirting Nickel

Nickel to Half Dollar
This is a folding half dollar with a hollowed out place on one
side to take a nickel. The nickel is soldered to the center
section of the folding coin so it fits in this cavity when the
half is in its normal position. With the two outside sections
folded back the coin can be exhibited as a nickel by holding
it as shown in Fig. 1.
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The protruding parts of the half are hidden with the thumb
and first and second fingers. The nickel is allowed to change
visibly to a half dollar under cover of a slight up and down
movement of the hand.
The effect is startling and mysterious.

Liberty Head Half and U.S. Penny
This coin, like the Dime and Penny, is in two parts. The half
is a shell and the penny, which is about the size of a quarter,
shows the reverse side of the silver coin on one side. When
the two pieces are nested together they appear as a regular
Liberty head half dollar and can be casually examined.
The usual working is as follows: With a regular quarter
concealed inside the shell, display the half and old penny,
sliding them over and under each other. The last time the
penny goes under, slip it between the quarter and shell and
press it into position. (See How to Make Money for a more
detailed description of this move.) Ask a spectator to extend
his left hand, place the coins therein, close his hand around
them and tell him to hold both hands behind his back,
transfer one of the coins to the other hand and then extend
both fists, back up, in front of him.
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Now you make a guess as to which hand contains the silver
coin. In making your choice, select the one in which you
originally put the coins; this advice stems from the fact, that,
for some strange reason, such has always been the case in
all times I have performed the feat.
Whether right or wrong, have him open only the hand
containing the half. With your right fingers, turn it over as
you pick it up, so that he will remember that he saw both
sides, then have him open his left hand. When he does so,
he will find he is holding, not the penny as he expected, but
a regular twenty-five cent piece, which he may then
examine.
The only weakness I have found in the trick is that the penny
cannot be examined at the beginning. Because this coin can
only be found in numismatic shops, most people are
unfamiliar with it and want to examine it. Of course, this
cannot be permitted. I have solved the problem with an
extra genuine penny which I obtained from a coin dealer.
Here is how you would do it using the real penny:
Have the shell half, with the regular quarter concealed in it,
in your right trousers pocket. In finger palm position of your
right hand is the prepared penny, copper side against the
fingers, and at the fingertips of the same hand is the genuine
penny. Hand the real penny to a spectator to look over and
pass around first, then take it back with your right hand and
pretend to toss it in your left hand, but execute The Bobo
Switch, and throw the gimmicked penny instead. Show it
lying in your left hand, copper side up, as you remark that
you need another coin for the experiment you are about to
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perform. Reach in your right trousers pocket, leave the
genuine penny and bring out the shell half with the
concealed quarter. The half dollar attracts no particular
attention so you can proceed now as described, without any
inhibitions.

The Ring Coin
This coin, said to have been used by T. Nelson Downs in his
close-up work, is simply a half dollar with a broken ring
soldered to it as shown in Fig. 1.

Here is how Frank Garcia employs it: With the ring over the
tip of the right middle finger exhibit the coin apparently
balanced on that finger. Place the tip of the right forefinger
on top of the coin and slowly deposit it in the palm of your
left hand as shown in Fig 2.
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As you close your left hand, turn your right hand over and
withdraw the right middle finger, carrying the coin with it
into the right palm. Slowly pull your right forefinger from the
left fist, then after a brief pause open your left hand and
show it empty. Produce the coin from behind your right
knee, neatly balanced on the tip of the right middle finger.
Variation: Show the Ring Coin and a regular half dollar
clipped between the tips of your right first and second fingers
as in Fig. 2. Close your left hand and withdraw the Ring Coin
as described. Apparently your left hand contains both coins.
Say the magic words, then open the two hands displaying a
coin balanced on the tips of the two second fingers.
Very pretty.

Short Changed Gene Gordon
Effect: While relating a story on how he was short changed
at a circus, the magician shows a handful of change
consisting of seven coins. He tosses the money into his left
hand where it is heard to arrive, but when he opens that
hand a moment later all but two of the coins have vanished.
He shows his hands otherwise empty and allows the coins to
be examined, as they are genuine.
Requirements: The trick depends on a special gimmick which
is simply a group of five coins (two pennies, two nickels, and
a quarter) soldered together with a hook on one of the coins,
Fig. l.
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This idea of fastening a group of coins together was first used
by George Starke and described in Hugard's Monthly.
Besides this you will require a duplicate group of the same
coins which are not fastened together. These are in your left
trousers pocket and the gimmick is in your right trousers
pocket.
Working: Thrust both hands into your pockets, finger palm
the gimmick in the right hand with the hook side away from
the fingers and the hook at the little finger side of the hand.
Bring out both hands. In the left hand show a loose quarter,
two nickels, and two pennies, with the two nickels lying on
the base of the forefinger in preparation for a later move.
As you show the loose change say, "The reason I took up
magic was because I learned a lesson while a boy that I
never forgot-a lesson that made me decide I should smarten
up a bit or be fooled again. A ticket-seller in a side show was
the villain. He showed me my change and dropped it in my
hand and told me to hold it tight until I got home so I
wouldn't lose it. I'll show you just what happened. Here's
some loose change-twenty-five, thirtyfive, thirty-seven
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cents-I'll need a couple more nickels to really show you."
Reach into the left trousers pocket, retain the two nickels
with the thumb, drop the other three coins and bring out the
hand back outward. "Here, I'll arrange them just as they
looked to me." Bring the left hand over the right and pretend
to place a handful of coins in that hand. Place the two nickels
in the right hand so one will cover the hook on the gimmick,
the other lying nearby, Fig. 2.

(By raising the little finger slightly there will be no danger of
the hook being seen.)
Show the gimmick and the two coins in your right hand as
you
continue.
"Twenty--five,
thirty-five,
forty-five,
fortyseven cents. He tossed all the coins into my hand...."
Turn your right hand inward and over, retain the gimmick
with the thumb and toss the two nickels into the left
hand,Fig. 3.
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The clinking together of the two nickels arriving in the left
hand creates an illusion, by sound, that all the coins were
thrown.
Close the left hand as the right drops to the side and hooks
the gimmick on the trousers leg. Bring up the hand and
gesture.... "And do you know, when I got home, all I had left
was just enough to buy a small package of aspirin for the
headache I had."
Open the left hand, show the two nickels and toss them onto
the table. While the coins are being examined, unhook the
gimmick from the trousers and drop it in your pocket.
With a little practice the trick can be done entirely
surrounded. To perform it under these conditions you would
hook the gimmick a little higher on the trousers-underneath
the edge of the coat.
Instead of hooking the gimmick to the trousers as described
it could be sleeved immediately after tossing the two nickels
into the left hand. And if the gimmick enters the sleeve hook
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down, it will in all probability fasten itself to the inside of the
sleeve where it is safe from view. However, if you intend to
dispose of the gimmick by sleeving it would be best not to
have a hook on it at all.
Merely dispose of it in the pocket in the usual fashion later.
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The Marksman Jimmy Buffaloe
Effect: The performer shows a half dollar and holds it in his
left fist. He removes a small pistol from his pocket and extols
his marksmanship. He aims the pistol at his left fist and pulls
the trigger. Instead of a shot being heard a flame shoots up.
The pistol turns out to be a cigarette lighter which the
performer uses to light a cigarette that he firstly placed
between his lips. After blowing a puff of smoke toward his
left hand, he opens it. Sure enough, there is the half dollar,
but it has a real bullet hole through it!
Method: The working should be obvious from the above
description, but here are the details. You will require one of
those cigarette lighters that resembles a small pistol, a pack
of cigarettes, and two half dollars. One half dollar has a hole
in it. The hole can be one that has been drilled, or, better
still, one that has been made with a real bullet. Have the two
coins in your right trousers pocket and the pistol-lighter in
your right coat pocket.
Working: Begin the trick by casually placing a cigarette
between your lips. Put your right hand in your right trousers
pocket, finger palm the coin with the hole and bring out the
other one, visible at the fingertips of the palm down hand.
Show the good coin and casually toss it into your left hand a
few times as you explain what a good shot you are. Pretend
to toss the half back into your left hand but execute The
Bobo Switch and throw the one with the hole instead. The
move need not be fast because the effect is better if the
spectators get a flash of the coin as it is thrown into the left
hand. Then close your fingers over it before they detect the
hole.
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Reach into your right coat pocket, leave the good coin and
bring out the pistol lighter. Hold out your left fist and take
aim at it with the pistol. Caution the spectators to hold their
ears because of the terrific noise the gun will make. When
you pull the trigger a flame shoots up. Everyone sees that it
is a lighter and laughs. Look surprised, shrug your shoulders
and light your cigarette. Take a puff and blow some smoke
toward your left hand. Open the hand. There is the coin, but
it has a hole through it, which proves that you may not be a
good marksman but you are a good magician!
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The Squirting Nickel
Most magicians are familiar with the squirting nickel. It looks
like a genuine coin, but is actually hollow and may be filled
with water, which will squirt from a small hole near the edge,
when the nickel is pressed. It will send out a fine stream for
a distance of approximately six feet. Often it will hold enough
for five or six squirts.
Perhaps you have one and have wondered how to use it.
Following are a few suggestions.
When filling the coin, submerge it completely with the hole
up. Press on it until no more air bubbles appear, whereupon
you will know that it is full. It can be carried in the little
match compartment within the right coat pocket without
danger of leaking.
After a little experimenting, you will find you can control the
stream of water so it will hit your victim in the eye, which
makes a perfect weapon for use when you encounter a
persistent heckler or a "wise guy" who thinks he knows all
the answers and insists upon displaying his knowledge to the
rest of your audience.
Indiscriminate use of the nickel is not recommended. Your
friends will accept it as a funny bit of business if you present
it correctly, which is not in a "smart-alecky" manner. But
don't inflict it on strangers.
Following is an effective patter presentation: "Being a
magician, my work carries me from coast to coast. Once,
while playing out West, I visited a buffalo ranch and I learned
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something I never knew before. Most persons think the
buffalo on the nickel is a regular American buffalo, but it
isn't. It's a water buffalo." Then you let him have it!
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Chapter XII Shell and Folding Half
The Shell Half
Mystery with a Half Shell
How to Make Money
Three Questions
Coin Through a Glass
Perfected Coin Through Handkerchief
25¢ and 50¢ Transposition
The Peregrinating Halves
Coins Through the Table
The Protean Coin
The Sympathetic Coins
The Modern Miser
The Folding Half
The Half Dollar in the Bottle (2 versions)
The Magic Mint
Biting a Piece From a Coin (2 versions) Coin
Through a Card

The Shell Half
There are two types of shell half dollars. The old-style shell
will only fit over a special cut down half-one that had been
reduced in size and its edge remilled. The two parts are an
integral part of each other and must be used together.
The expanded shell is a shell that has been stretched to fit
over any regular half dollar. The best expanded shells are
hollowed out from the head side of the coin. Since the tail
side is not as deeply embossed as the head side a deeper
cut can be made from that side, thus creating a shell that
will cover a regular coin more completely.
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Although the old style shell and cut down half are still being
used, the expanded shell is by far the most popular. The
reason for this is that practically every trick that can be done
with the old style set can be performed with the modern
expanded shell. By employing the expanded shell the
magician can borrow the needed coins and secretly add the
shell to one of them. At the end of the routine the shell is
secretly removed and the money returned without anyone
being the wiser.
The expanded shell is an ingenious device that has made
possible many clever and baffling mysteries heretofore
impossible. On the following pages you will find some of best
ones. All except one can be performed with the expanded
shell.
The first, a simple effect, has to do mainly with the correct
handling of a coin and shell and is called

Mystery With a Half Shell
Magicians who own either the expanded shell or the old style
set have found it difficult to separate the two noiselessly and
invisibly. Here is a simple and natural method of
accomplishing this, together with an easy routine.
Display the nested shell and half on the ends of the two
middle fingers of the palm up right hand, opening of the shell
being up. Turn the hand inward, so its back will be toward
the audience, toss the real coin into the left hand and retain
the shell in the right by pressure on its edges with the first
and fourth fingers, Fig. 1.
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Transfer the shell to the regular palm while bouncing the
coin up and down in the left hand.
Pick up the half with the right hand and flip it into the air,
catching it in the same hand (see The Coin Flip), then toss it
into the left hand. Reach out with the right hand and produce
the shell from the air, keeping the faked side toward
yourself. Toss it into the left hand along side the real half.
Move both coins so they will rest on the first and second
fingers, thumb on top, with the shell overlapping the real
coin at its outer edge, Fig. 2.

Pretend to remove one coin, but, as the coins are covered
momentarily by the right hand, slide the shell over the half
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with the left thumb as the right moves away. Blow on your
right hand and then open it to show the coin has vanished.
Take the shell and half as one coin in the right hand while
you show your left empty on both sides. Pretend to place the
nested half and shell back in the left hand but retain it
palmed in the right hand. Make a tossing motion with the
left hand and show the "coin" has vanished. Then, with the
right hand, reach behind your left elbow and produce the
shell and half as one coin.
Let it be seen clearly that you have just this one coin. Hold
the coin and shell together in the right hand, as firstly
explained, and toss the former into the left hand. Reach
behind the right knee and produce the shell and lay it beside
the genuine half in the left hand as before. Explain that you
need only one coin, place the shell in your pocket and
continue with a trick using the single coin.

How To Make Money
Effect: The performer shows a half dollar in his right hand
and tosses it into his left. He reaches underneath his left
hand and produces a second half dollar. He shows these, one
in each hand, and his hands are seen otherwise empty. Now,
as he slides the coins across each other a few times, one half
suddenly transforms itself into a quarter.
Method: Have a half dollar, with a shell covering it, and a
quarter, in the right trousers pocket. Reach into the pocket
with the right hand, classic palm the quarter and bring out
the half dollar and shell as one coin. Keep the back of your
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right hand toward the spectators while revolving the half and
shell between the first two fingers and thumb. As you do
this, show your left hand empty on both sides.
Toss the half dollar into the left hand, retaining the shell in
the right. (See preceding effect for method.) As soon as the
half lands in the left hand, reach underneath that hand and
produce the shell between the tips of the right first and
second fingers. Hold the regular half in the left hand near
the tips of the fingers and lay the shell on top of it so it
overlaps the forward edge slightly. As those two coins are
exhibited, drop the right hand to the side and allow the
palmed quarter to fall onto the cupped fingers. Pick up the
shell from the left hand with the right, adding the quarter
underneath, Fig. 1,

then display the shell balanced on the tip of the right second
finger as you show the real half in the same manner in the
left hand, Fig. 2.
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The hands are otherwise empty.
Bring the hands together, holding them about waist high,
and pass the two coins over one another a few times, always
moving the real half across the top of the shell from right to
left, then underneath it from left to right. The real half will
not nest within the shell because it contains the quarter.
Show the two halves in this manner three or four times.
When the shell (and quarter) are in the right hand, pass the
genuine half underneath from left to right lifting up the left
side of the shell slightly so the real half will slide between it
and the quarter. This action causes the shell and half to nest
while the quarter slides to the right and is immediately
shown in the right hand.
If the right fingertips, which are underneath the shell at the
time of the above action, will slide the quarter to the right
as far as it will go, it becomes a simple matter to lift the left
edge of the shell for the real half to slide between it and the
quarter, Figs. 3 and 4,

and become nested as the right hand brings the quarter into
view from underneath the right side of the half. It is important
that the passing of the two coins across one another from
hand to hand be done in an even tempo-not too fast, yet not
too slow either. The effect is that one half dollar suddenly
changes into a quarter. At the finish of this move you will be
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holding a quarter in your right hand and the half and shell, as
one coin, in your left hand.
Place the quarter and nested half and shell on the palm of
the right hand (opening of the shell up), with the quarter on
top of and overlapping the half. Turn the right hand over,
and as you toss the coins into the left hand, retain the shell
classic palmed in the right. Show the real half and quarter in
the left hand. Remove the quarter from the left hand with
the right fingers and thumb and place it (and the palmed
shell) in the right trousers pocket, explaining that you
require only the half dollar for the experiment.

Three Questions Dave Coleman
Effect: The magician shows a half dollar of his own and
borrows another to go with it. So that there will be no doubt
as to which coin is which a large X is made on the borrowed
coin with a marking pencil. Then as the performer begins
passing the coins across each other from hand to hand he
explains that in order to get all his money back the spectator
must give the same answer to three questions. Spectator is
correct with his first two answers, but no matter how he
answers the third question he loses. As the spectator
answers the third question, his half dollar instantly
transforms itself into a quarter with the original X still on it.
Requisites and Preparation: An expanded shell, a quarter,
and a black china marking pencil, or crayon. Put a large X
on the tail side of the quarter, nest it in the shell half and
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place them in the small compartment of the right coat
pocket. Have the pencil in any other pocket.
Working: Borrow a half dollar, then mark a large X on its tail
side with the marking pencil. Hold the coin, X side up,
between the fingers and thumb of your palm up left hand as
the right hand removes the shell and nested quarter from
your coat pocket. Hold the shell (with the quarter hidden
underneath) exactly as you hold the real half and state, "Two
half dollars. The reason I marked yours is so that we will
know which coin is yours and which coin is mine. We are
going to play a little game. I am going to ask you three
questions and no matter how ridiculous they sound you must
answer, 'No, twenty-five cents.' Do you understand?" If he
fails to understand thoroughly, explain further, then
continue. "Remember, all you have to do to get your money
back is answer, 'No, twenty-five cents,' to each question I
will ask you."
Begin passing the real half and the shell (containing the
quarter) across each other from hand to hand as explained
in the trick, as you ask, "When the collection plate is passed
to you in church you always drop in a five dollar bill, don't
you?" He will reply, "No, twenty-five cents." Continue the
action with the coins and ask him the second question.
"When you buy a present for your wife (or sweetheart) you
always spend at least twenty-five dollars, don't you?" He will
reply, "No, twenty-five cents." "You are doing fine. Now for
the last question. When you loaned me this half dollar a few
moments ago you expected to get it back, didn't you?"
(Regardless of his answer, he loses.) As he sputters his
answer, "No, twenty-five cents," allow his half dollar to slip
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into the shell (as explained in the
trick) and bring the
quarter into view, X side up. The effect is that his coin
suddenly reduced itself in size with the X still unit.
Hand him the quarter saying, "Well, you didn't win, but you
didn't lose either-at least not all of your money."
You won't want to use this as a method of subtly cheating
your victim out of twenty-five cents, so have a second
quarter with an X on it in your pocket, which you remove
and hand to him a few seconds after giving him the first one.
State, "That was a double cross, wasn't it? Here is another
one with a cross on it."

Coin Through a Glass
Effect: The performer shows two drinking glasses and two
half dollars. Holding one of the glasses horizontally in his
right hand, he places the two coins just inside of the glass
so that they overlap each other slightly. Then he picks up
the second glass and holds it opening upward directly
underneath the bottom of the upper glass. As he turns the
upper glass upright the two coins slide to the bottom of the
glass where one is seen to penetrate the bottom and fall into
the lower glass. The coins are poured out onto the table and
the glasses and coins can be examined.
Requisites and Presentation: Besides two clear, straight
sided drinking glasses, you will require two half dollars and
an expanded shell. At the outset the coins and shell are in
the right trousers pocket and the two drinking glasses are
on a cloth covered table.
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Begin the mystery by placing the right hand in the pocket.
Classic palm one of the halves and bring out the other half
and shell as two coins at the fingertips of the palm down
hand. Place the half and shell on the table a few inches apart.
(Warning: Be sure that you perform this feat on a cloth
covered table or a rug covered floor. Otherwise the
unnatural sound of the shell will give you away.)
Pick up one of the glasses with the left hand, turn it
horizontally and take it in the palm down right hand, holding
it near its bottom, and with its mouth pointing to the left.
Take up the real half with the left hand and place it inside
the glass about an inch from the rim. Next, pick up the shell
and put it inside the glass partly overlapping the real half,
Fig. 1.

Take the second glass from the table with the left hand and
hold it upright directly below the bottom of the upper glass.
Now tilt the upper glass just enough to cause the half and
shell to slide to the bottom. As they strike the bottom of the
glass the shell slides over the half and they nest. At this
instant the right hand releases its palmed half allowing it to
fall into the lower glass, Fig. 2.
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The effect is that one half dollar penetrated the bottom of
the upper glass and fell into the lower one.
Do not turn the upper glass entirely up right during the
above action or the shell and half may accidentally come
apart.
Merely tip it just enough to cause the coin and shell to slide
to the bottom, then turn it back on its side. The final step is
to pour the coins out onto the table. This you do by bringing
the glasses down and resting their rims on the table. Tilt
both slightly and the coins will slide out onto the table, Fig.
3.

A certain amount of delicate handling is necessary at this
point to prevent the shell from bouncing off its half dollar as
they slide out of the glass onto the table.
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And that is another reason the table must be cloth covered.
Place the two glasses bottom upward on the table a few
inches in front of the two coins. With the right hand, pick up
the nested half and shell and place them on top of the real
half, then lift them from the table together and display them
momentarily overlapping each other on the two middle
fingers of the palm up right hand, Fig. 4.

Toss the two genuine coins into the left hand and retain the
shell in the right as firstly described. While showing the two
coins in the left hand, shift the shell in the right to classic
palm position. Then take one of the halves from the left hand
with the palm down right, and, as the right hand places its
coin on the bottom of the glass on the right, the left hand
places its coin on the bottom of the glass on the left. Coins
and glasses can now be examined.

Perfected Coin Through HandkerchiefJimmy
Buffaloe
Here is a method for performing the Coin Through
Handkerchief that is not only different and convincing, but
so designed that it will mystify even magicians. There are no
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secret folds or pinches as in some versions, and the coin is
clearly shown to be in the handkerchief right up to the last
moment.
Requisites and Preparation: A regular half dollar and an
expanded shell (or the old style half and shell) and an
opaque pocket handkerchief. The shell covered half is in one
of the right pockets and the handkerchief is in any other
pocket.
Working: While standing facing the spectators, remove the
handkerchief, show it on both sides, then hold it by one edge
with your left hand while you remove the nested half and
shell (as one coin) from the pocket with the right hand. After
casually showing the shell covered coin, balance it (opening
of shell down) on the tip of the right second finger. Let it be
clearly seen that you only have the one coin, then cover it
with the handkerchief, Fig. 1.

With the left second finger and thumb, grasp the shell by its
edges through the cloth and lift it up off the real coin, which
remains balanced on the tip of the right second finger, Fig.
2.
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Under cover of the handkerchief, thumb palm the real half
in the right hand and turn it palm inward as the left hand
removes the handkerchief completely. Turn slightly to the
left, show the handkerchief on all sides and point to it with
the right hand, Fig. 3.

Now change your grip on the shell so it will be upright and
you will be holding it by its upper edge between the tip of
the forefinger (on the front) and thumb (at the rear).
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Now in the action of stroking the handkerchief a couple of
times, as if straightening out the wrinkles, the right hand
leaves its coin behind the cloth and against the hollow side
of the shell, Fig. 4.

The moves for accomplishing this are as follows: Bring the
right hand over and grasp the handkerchief directly below
the left hand, and as you do this, the left thumb grips the
real coin and retains it behind the cloth (and shell), then the
right hand moves down, stroking the handkerchief.
Face the spectators again, turn the coins to a horizontal
position and lay them on the ends of the two right middle
fingers (with the real half against the fingers), then remove
the left hand. The way the coins rest on the right fingers is
important. The two coins are gripped as one, exactly the
same way as you would hold a coin if you were about to back
palm it. With the left hand, grasp the front corner of the
handkerchief and lift it up and back on the right forearm,
exposing the shell, which is right side up, Fig. 5.
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Be sure to keep the front edge of the shell down so the
hollow underside cannot be seen. This is the convincing part
of the effect: The spectators actually see the coin in the
center of the handkerchief. The real coin is directly
underneath the cloth and shell and cannot be seen.
While exhibiting the shell in this manner obtain a little extra
slack in the handkerchief at the rear of the shell. The reason
for this will be obvious in just a moment. The left hand, still
gripping the corner of the handkerchief, returns it to its
original position, but as it passes downward in front of the
shell, the right thumb kicks it off and it is caught in the curled
left fingers, Fig. 6,
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the action being hidden by the folds of the handkerchief. The
left hand immediately grasps the handkerchief near the
corners and pulls downward. The form of the real coin under
the center folds of the cloth, is presumed by the spectators
to be the same one they saw only a brief moment before.
Now as the left hand pulls gently downward on the
handkerchief, the real coin comes into view, having
apparently penetrated the cloth. The shell, which has been
in finger palm position in the left hand, is shifted to classic
palm position as the right hand tosses the real coin onto the
table. The handkerchief is then taken by a corner in each
hand and spread out to show it undamaged. Return
handkerchief and palmed shell to pocket.

25¢ and 50¢ Transposition Dr. Carl L. Moore
Effect: After showing a half dollar and a quarter, the
performer holds the large coin in his left hand and the small
coin in his right. He slowly closes his hands on the two coins
and holds them some distance apart. A spectator is asked to
guess which hand holds the quarter. No matter which hand
he guesses, the performer shows that hand to contain the
half dollar. Now the performer pretends to transpose the
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coins several times, each time showing that the half dollar
has changed places with the quarter. Finally he opens both
hands, showing a half dollar in each hand. The quarter has
vanished.
To climax the mystery he causes one of the half dollars to
change back to a quarter.
Requisites and Preparation: A regular half dollar and an
expanded shell (or the old style shell and cut down half), and
a quarter. Have the shell covered half and the quarter in the
right trousers pocket.
Working: Remove the coins from the pocket with the right
hand and display them lying near the ends of the two middle
fingers. The shell covering the half is opening up and the
quarter is overlapping it, Fig. 1.

Turn the right hand inward and over, toss the real coins into
the palm up left hand and retain the shell in front finger hold
as firstly described. Call attention to the two coins in the left
hand and name them. With the palm down right hand, pick
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up the quarter between the tips of the fingers and thumb,
then move the half dollar to the tips of the left fingers and
display them as in Fig. 2.

Note that the quarter slightly overlaps the top edge of the
shell in the right hand.
Remind the spectators that the half dollar is in the left hand
and the quarter is in the right hand as you slowly pull the
coins down behind the fingers and close the hands. As the
right thumb pulls the quarter down behind the right fingers
it goes into the shell, then the fingers close onto the palm
and the shell turns right side up, covering the quarter. Lower
the fists to about waist level and hold them fingers
uppermost and about a foot apart.
Ask a spectator to guess in which hand you hold the quarter.
If he guesses the right hand, say that he is wrong as you
open it and show a half (shell covering the quarter). If he
names the left hand, call him wrong by opening the left hand
and showing the real half dollar there.
Tell the spectators that you can cause the half and quarter
to transpose at will. Shake your two fists, open the right and
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show a half (shell) there. Close the hand, shake the fists
again, then open the left one and show a half (real) there.
Continue this a time or two, then state that the reason you
can show a half dollar in either hand is that you have two
half dollars. Open both hands and show the real half in the
left hand and the shell half (covering the quarter) in the right
hand.
Now to bring the trick to a logical climax you change one of
the halves back to a quarter using the moves described in
How to Make Money.

The Peregrinating Halves Reprinted Through
the Courtesy of The Bat
Effect: Four borrowed half dollars are made to travel one at
a time from the left hand to the right in the fairest possible
manner.
Method: Again that clever magical accessory, the expanded
shell, is responsible for most of the trickery. Although you
may provide the necessary coins yourself, the effect of the
mystery will be increased considerably if you use borrowed
money. Have the shell in the right trouser's pocket and some
loose change (but no halves) in the left trousers pocket.
Begin the trick by thrusting both hands into the trousers
pockets and remarking that you need four half dollars for
your experiment. Palm the shell (hollow side against the
palm) in the right hand as it is removed and bring the loose
change from the left pocket with the left hand.
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Exhibit the odd coins in the left hand, going over them with
the fingers of the right as if looking for some half dollars.
This natural gesture happens almost every time you remove
same change from your pocket. Upon not finding any half
dollars, return the loose change to the left pocket and ask
for the loan of four half dollars. When these are received,
place them in the left hand, then with the right fingers,
spread them out in an overlapping row, saying, "Four half
dollars."
Tilt the left hand downward, which causes the coins to slide
forward into a stack, but make sure that the topmost coin is
tails up. (Assuming the shell has a tail side, otherwise the
topmost coin should be heads up.) As this is done, drop the
right hand to the side, release the shell from the palm, catch
it on the curled fingers and grip it (opening away from the
fingers) by its edges between the tips of the first and fourth
fingers (Front Finger Hold).
Pick up the stack of coins from the left hand with the right,
adding the shell to the top coin in the process, Fig. 1.
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Turn the right hand palm up and spread out the coins in a
fan, Fig. 2.

The half with the shell becomes the bottom one in this
action. Show the left hand empty back and front, then count
the coins back into that hand one at a time, the one with the
shell going in last and becoming the topmost coin. Show the
right hand empty on both sides, then count the coins back
into that hand. At the completion of this count the shell
covered coin will be on the bottom. Show the left hand
empty once more, then proceed to count the coins back into
that hand in the following manner: With the right thumb,
push the top half forward from the stack and place it in the
left hand, counting "One." Count "Two" and "Three" as you
place the second and third coin in the left hand in the same
manner. Finally, show the last coin lying on the fingers of
the right hand and apparently place it into the left hand also
as you count, "Four." Actually the shell is placed in the left
hand and the coin is retained finger palmed in the right hand.
Here is the basic move on which the trick depends. It is used
three times and is the most important sleight in the entire
routine. The shell covered coin lies on the second and third
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fingers between the first and second joints. The right thumb
lies along the inner edge of the shell and coin, Fig. 3.

The thumb and forefinger press together and lift the shell up
away from the coin, Fig. 4,

as the other fingers curl inward carrying the coin to finger
palm position.
The right hand turns slightly inward during this action, to
cover the coin while the thumb lifts the inner edge of the
shell so that only its top side is seen by the spectators. Fig.
5 shows the right
hand
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holding

the

shell, as viewed

by

the

spectators.

Figs. 3, 4 and 5

depict

the

moves made by

the right hand

with the shell in the action of moving to the left and
depositing the shell with the three genuine coins in the left
hand. It is important that the coins be counted with the same
tempo each time, then the last count will appear perfectly
legitimate
Place the shell in the left hand so it will overlap the forward
coin, Fig. 6.
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As the coins are thus exhibited transfer the coin in the right
hand from finger palm to classic palm position. Close the left
hand, allowing the shell to slide over the topmost coin. Close
the right hand and hold it a foot or so from the left, then
make a small tossing motion with the left hand toward the
right. Open the left hand to show three coins (shell covers
top coin), and toss the coin from the right hand onto the
table.
Count the three coins from the left hand into the right as
first described, then count them back, retaining the genuine
half in the right hand as the shell is placed in the left. (Basic
move.)
Pick up the coin from the table with the right hand, calling
attention to the one coin, there, being careful that the one
in the palm is not seen. Show the three coins on the open
left hand (actually two coins and the shell), then close the
hand so that the shell will slide over the coin underneath it.
Go through the motions of causing the coin to pass. Jingle
the two coins in the right hand and toss them onto the table
as the left hand opens to show only two coins remaining.
(The shell covers the top one.) Make as much noise as
possible with the coins in the right hand each time they are
tossed onto the table. This gets attention away from the
coins in the left hand and shows without saying that the
coins are genuine. They are, aren't they? You borrowed
them!
Count the two coins from the left hand into the right, then
show the left hand empty. Right hand counts them back,
retaining the real half dollar and placing the shell into the
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left hand in its place. (Basic move.) Pick up the two coins
from the table with the right hand and exhibit the two in the
left as you say, "Two and two." Close the left hand, allowing
the shell to slide over the one half dollar. Close the right
hand over its two coins so they will lie on the cupped fingers
directly below the third one in the palm. Make a tossing
motion with the left hand toward the right. An instant later
release the coin in the right palm, permitting it to drop
audibly onto the other two, then toss all three onto the table.
Open the left hand showing a single coin which has the shell
over it. Place the shell covered coin in the right hand and
show the left hand empty.
Apparently place the last coin, which is covered by the shell,
back into the left hand, actually palm it in the right with the
opening of the shell away from the palm. (Simple Vanish, is
a good method.) The reason for this will be evident later.
Take up the three coins from the table with the right hand
and hold them on the cupped fingers. Repeat the tossing
motion with the left fist toward the right and release the coin
from the shell in the right palm so it will clatter down onto
the three resting on the cupped fingers. At first it will seem
difficult to release the coin and retain the shell from the right
palm, but the knack can be acquired easily with a little
practice. The muscles of the palm simply relax just enough
for the coin, which is heavier than the shell, to be released
and drop down onto the other three coins. Keeping the right
hand palm down, toss all four coins onto the table, then
slowly open the left and show it empty.
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Pick up the four coins and start to put them into your pocket,
disposing of the shell in the pocket, then suddenly remember
that the coins are not yours. Return them to their owners.
If you wish, you may simply gather up the coins from the
table and return them while concealing the shell in the right
palm. There is no reason for anyone to suspect that you used
anything but the four coins. The shell can be dropped into
the pocket a few moments later.
And you need not use borrowed coins. If you use your own
you can have the shell already on one of the coins, or add it
later in the fashion as first described with borrowed coins.
If there is a cleaner, or more baffling method for causing a
number of coins to pass from one hand to the other I have
not seen it.

Coins Through the Table Milton Kort
Effect: The performer borrows four coins, places them on the
table and covers them with a whiskey glass. He shows his
left hand empty and holds it underneath the table. One coin
is then caused to penetrate the table and pass into his left
hand. Two more coins pass through the table into the
performer's hand in the same manner. The last one is made
to penetrate the table and pass into a spectator's hand.
Requisites and Preparation: A small, transparent whiskey
glass, four half dollars (which may be your own or borrowed)
and an expanded shell.
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Working: Seat yourself at the table and secretly adjust your
pants leg as described in The Magical Filtration of Four Half
Dollars, in preparation for dropping coins into the lap.
If you use your own coins have the shell already on the top
one of the stack. If you wish to use the spectators' coins you
can secretly add the shell as described in the preceding trick.
In either event, show the four halves in the right hand (shell
covering the top one), then count them one at a time onto
the left fingers, reversing their order so the shell covered
half becomes the bottom one. With the left fingers
underneath, and thumb on top, spread out the coins in a fan,
Fig. 1

and show the two hands otherwise empty.
With the right forefinger and thumb, remove the shell
covered coin and place it on the table before you, not more
than three inches from the edge of the table. Take the
remaining three coins one at a time and place them on the
table in a vertical row so each will overlap the other, Fig. 2.
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Now square up the coins in the following manner: Hold both
hands palm down, place the tips of the thumbs against
opposite edges of the inner shell covered coin and the tips
of the middle fingers against opposite edges of the outer
coin. Bring the thumb and fingers together, squaring the
coins into a stack, then show both hands empty.
With the palm down right hand, grasp the stack of coins by
its edges between the thumb at the inner edges, and the
fingers at the
outer edges,
slide it off the
table toward
yourself and
place it in the
palm up left
hand. As the
stack of coins
slides off the
table
the
bottom
coin
drops out of
the shell, Fig.
3, into the lap.
After placing
the
three
coins and shell
in the left hand, tilt that hand downward just enough for the
coins to slide forward, and they are exhibited in an
overlapping row as four coins, Fig. 4.
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Remove the three coins with the right hand one at a time
and place them back on the table overlapping each other as
before. Then take the shell from the left hand and place it
on the table slightly overlapping the forward coin. Show your
left hand empty, and as you move it underneath the table,
pick up the coin from your lap. Before completing this action
pick up the glass with the right hand. Show it freely, inside
and out. Then with the aid of the glass, which is held upside
down, slide the shell and coins toward yourself, Fig. 5,

into a stack, then cover the stack with the glass, Fig. 6.
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This action causes the shell to cover the top coin.
Immediately bring up the left hand and toss its coin onto the
table. Lift the glass and spread out the coins, showing three
(shell covers one). One coin has apparently penetrated the
table and passed into the left hand.
Slide the shell covered coin off the table with the right hand
and place it on the fingers of the left hand. Slide off the other
two and place them in the left hand on top of the shell
covered coin. Spread the coins in a fan and show the hands
otherwise empty, as before.
Take the shell covered coin and place it on the table before
you, then put the other two on top so they overlap forward.
Square the coins in the same manner as you did before, then
grasp the stack with the right fingers and thumb (as
previously described) and repeat the preceding moves of
drawing it off the table and placing it back into the left hand.
As this is done the bottom coin drops out of the shell into
the lap. Show the two coins and the shell as three coins in
the left hand. Return them to the table so the shell will go
down last and occupy the outer position of the row. With the
left hand, pick up the coin that apparently penetrated the
table and as you carry it underneath the table, pick up the
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other coin from the lap. Take up the glass with the right
hand, scoop the two coins and shell into a stack and cover
them as before. Once again the shell slides over and hides
the top coin. Let the two coins in the left hand clink together,
then bring them up and toss them onto the table to the left.
Lift the glass, spread and show two coins (one covered by
shell).
Repeat the above moves for passing the third coin through
the table into the left hand. At the completion of this action
you will have one shell covered coin before you on the table
and the other three (which passed through the table) will be
lying a few inches to the left.
Ask a spectator, who is sitting across the table from you, to
hold out his right hand. When he has complied, pick up the
three regular coins and place them ;n a stack on the palm of
his hand, counting them as you do so. Ask him if he would
like to see the fourth coin pass visibly into his hand. After he
replies that he would, take up the shell covered coin and add
it to the stack of three already in his hand. Remark that since
that was a poor trick you will do it again, only time you will
do it by magic.
With your right fingers and thumb, lift off the shell, and as
you do so have him close his hand over the coins. Assist him
with the closing of his hand with your left hand. He thinks he
is holding only three coins. Actually he is still holding four.
Have him place his hand beneath the center of the table.
Show the shell and lay it on the table in front of you. Pretend
to draw it off with the right hand, but let it fall in your lap.
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Move your closed right hand to the center of the table,
holding it back uppermost. Open it suddenly, bring it down
flat on the table, then turn it over and show it empty. Have
the spectator bring up his hand and open it. Lo and behold,
he is holding four coins! Apparently the last coin passed
through the table into his hand!
Instead of sliding the shell off the table into the lap you can
show it in your right hand, pretend to place it in the left, but
retain it palmed in the right. Then the left fist is brought to
the center of the table and the trick finished as described.
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The Protean Coin Milton Kort
Effect: A silver coin changes to copper, then back to silver.
After repeating this several times, the performer shows the
coin to be an ordinary one and his hands empty.
Requisites and Preparation: An expanded shell, a gimmicked
coin which shows silver on one side and copper on the other,
and a regular half dollar. The genuine coin is in the small
match compartment of the right coat pocket and the shell
covers the copper side of the gimmicked coin so it resembles
a regular half dollar.
Working: Hold the shell covered gimmicked coin (shell side
up) between the tips of the right forefinger and thumb and
casually show it on both sides without comment. Rest the
coin (shell side up) on the right two middle fingers, between
the outer first and second joints. Turn slightly to the left,
then, using the moves described in The Peregrinating
Halves, retain the coin in the right hand and deposit the shell
(good side out) between the tips of the left forefinger and
thumb. Hold the hand about shoulder high and display the
shell as in Fig. 1.
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While displaying the shell as a half dollar with the left hand,
shift the gimmicked coin in the right hand to finger palm
position, holding it copper side against the fingers. Now raise
the right hand, bring it over and hold it momentarily in front
of the shell. Under cover of the right hand, drop the shell to
the base of the left fingers, where it is held finger palmed
(good side against the fingers), then take the gimmicked
coin with the left forefinger and thumb from the right hand
and hold it exactly as you did the shell.
Next, draw the right hand to the right, revealing a copper
instead of a silver coin, then show the right hand empty,
Figs. 2, 3 and 4.

The covering of the coin with the right hand and its
subsequent removal should be done unhesitatingly-not too
fast, not too slow. To the spectators it should appear that
you merely passed your hand over the coin and it changed
to copper.
Turn slightly to the right, take the fake coin between the tips
of the right forefinger and thumb and display it copper side
out
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You are now holding the coin in the right hand exactly as you
held the shell in the left. Bring up the left hand, and as you
pass it in front of the coin you repeat the same series of
moves you made a moment ago with the shell. That is, you
drop the coin to the base of the right fingers, where it is held
finger palmed (copper side against the fingers), then take
the shell with the right forefinger and thumb from the left
hand. Draw the left hand away, revealing the shell, and show
the left hand empty. Apparently the copper coin turned back
to silver.
Take the shell back in the left hand and hold it as before.
The right hand, with the gimmicked coin finger palmed, is
brought up and passed in front of the shell, but this time the
right hand thumb palms the shell, Fig. 5,

then
the
left
the coin from the
Fig.
6,
and

forefinger takes
right finger palm,
displays it as a

copper coin while

the right hand
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moves away to the right, Fig. 7.

The coin has seemingly returned to copper.
While showing the copper side of the gimmicked coin in the
left hand, drop the right hand to the side and shift the shell
to finger palm position, where it is held good side against
the fingers. Pass your right hand in front of the coin in the
left hand as before, but this time add the shell to the front
of the coin. Move the right hand away, but do not show it
empty yet. Lower the left hand, show both sides of the shell
covered coin (the shell covers the copper side of it making it
appear to be silver) and the hand, then slowly turn the right
hand palm outward and show it empty. Apparently the coin
has returned to its original state-silver.
After showing clearly that your hands are empty except for
the shell covered coin, rest coin and shell near the ends of
the two middle fingers of the palm up right hand, opening of
shell up. Turn the right hand over and inward, toss the coin
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onto the fingers of the left hand (which immediately closes)
and retain the shell by pressure on its edges with the first
and fourth fingers. (See Fig. 1, Mystery with a Half Shell.)
As the coin is thrown from the right hand to the left it lands
copper side up on the fingers, but when the fingers close the
coin turns silver side up onto the palm.
Immediately open the left hand, showing the silver side of
the coin. The spectators believe you were about to cause
another change and are usually surprised when you show
that nothing has happened. While showing the coin in the
left hand, drop the right to the side and shift the shell to
finger or classic palm position. Bring the right hand up and
push the gimmicked coin from the left palm onto the fingers
as you offer to repeat the trick without the use of the right
hand. And to convince them that the right plays no part in
the trick you will place it in your pocket. Put the right hand
in the pocket. While it reposes there leave the shell in the
main pocket and remove the regular half dollar from the
match compartment and hold it classic palmed. Close the left
hand, which action causes the gimmicked coin to turn over,
copper side up.
A much less obvious method for causing the gimmicked coin
to turn over in the left hand is as follows: Allow the coin to
rest (silver side up) on the left hand at a position slightly left
and inward from the exact center of the palm. (Fig. 8 shows
the approximate position.)
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Partly close the fingers and bend the thumb inward (toward
the palm) from the wrist joint. This raises the coin to a
vertical position, Fig. 9.

While completing the closing of the fingers, allow the coin to
flop over, then return the thumb to its normal position. Now,
if you should open your hand the coin would be lying copper
side up near the base of the third and fourth fingers, but to
get the coin as near to the center of the palm as possible,
shake the fist up and down a time or two before you open it.
which action causes coin to bounce back to the center of the
palm.
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Remove the right hand from the pocket (with the real half
dollar classic palmed), snap the fingers over the left fist,
then open it to show that the coin has seemingly changed
back to copper.
To change the copper (gimmicked) coin back to silver, utilize
the sleeving move called Devaluation, except you do not
make the change from the back of the left hand, but from
the palm. At the completion of this move you will be holding
the real silver coin in the palm up left hand, while the
gimmicked coin will be safely up the right sleeve. The coin
can now be examined and your hands shown empty.
Although quite a few words have been necessary to describe
the series of changes, they should take only about a minute
to perform. Each change blends into the one so quickly and
smoothly it is impossible for the spectators to follow them.
After the final change there is no clue to the mystery and
the onlookers should be completely dazzled.

The Sympathetic Coins Milton Kort
Although this version of The Sympathetic Coins is similar in
effect to the standard one described firstly, it differs slightly
in two respects. First, only one piece of paper is required to
cover the coins and, second, one of the four coins is copper.
Because of these differences the trick is particularly puzzling
to those who might know something about the standard
method.
Requisites and Preparation: A pocket handkerchief, an
expanded shell, two half dollars, one English penny, a
gimmicked coin which shows copper on one side and silver
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on the other, and a piece of stiff paper (or thin cardboard)
about four inches square.
Stack the coins and shell as follows: On top of the two half
dollars place the English penny, then the gimmicked coin
(copper side down), then the shell over the gimmicked coin.
Have the coins in this order in one of your right pockets.
Working: Stand behind a table, show the piece of paper
freely and place it aside. Show the handkerchief and spread
it on the table. Remove the stack of coins from the pocket
with the right hand, spread them in a fan to show that you
have three silver coins and one copper coin, Fig. 1.

State that you should have four half dollars but you will
attempt the feat with what you have.
Square the coins and hold them between the tips of the
fingers and thumb of the palm down right hand, Fig. 2.
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The coins should still be in their original order: shell covered
gimmicked coin (copper side down) is on top, then the
English penny, then the two half dollars. Place the four coins
on the center of the handkerchief and secretly lift off the
shell, Fig. 3,

and finger palm it (good side against the fingers) as the hand
moves away.
Pick up the square of paper with the left hand, and while you
are showing it on both sides, drop the right hand to the side
and allow the shell to turn over and lie hollow side against
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the fingers, then place the paper in the right hand over the
stall, Fig. 4.

Now with the left forefinger, slide the top (gimmicked) coin
to the right inner corner of the handkerchief. Next, move the
copper coin to the outer right corner and finally, the two
regular half dollars to the inner and outer left corners,
respectively, Fig. 5.

Take the paper and shell with the left hand, between the
fingers underneath and thumb on top, place it over the coin
at the outer left corner, releasing the shell at the same time.
Be careful that the shell does not strike the coin as you do
this, Fig. 6.
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The most difficult part of the trick is now over, but the
spectators think the trick hasn't begun. Pick up the real half
dollar from the inner left corner of the handkerchief with
your right hand, then lift the corner of the handkerchief with
your left hand, the fingers well underneath and thumb
above. Show the coin plainly. then place it underneath the
handkerchief and push it forward toward the outer left
corner. This is what you pretend to do. In reality, you place
the coin between the tips of your left first and second fingers
(Back Finger Clip) the moment the right hand is out of sight,
then without hesitation, move the right hand forward to the
outer left corner. Explain to the spectators that you are
passing the coin through the handkerchief to join the other
one underneath the paper.
Remove the right hand from beneath the handkerchief, show
it empty, then lift the paper, showing two coins (real half
dollar and shell). Without pausing, bring the paper back to
the inner left corner, release that corner and take the paper
from your right hand with your left. Properly done, it is
impossible to get even the smallest flash of the coin between
the left fingers because the paper is placed under the left
thumb before the fingers are removed from beneath the
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corner of the handkerchief. The two coins are uncovered and
the paper placed in the left hand in one continuous move.
The instant the left hand takes the paper from the right, that
hand moves up and pushes the shell along side of the real
half, which makes room for the second coin which will be
added in just a moment. Now place the paper with its coin
hidden underneath, back over the shell and real coin, making
two real coins and a shell underneath the paper.
Repeat the above movements with the gimmicked coin from
the inner right corner, then raise the paper and show three
silver coins (two real halves and a shell). As the paper is
returned, the fourth (gimmicked) coin is added, copper side
up.
At this point the spectators are convinced that there are only
three coins under the paper. Actually there are the two
halves, the shell and the gimmicked coin, making four in all.
Now take the real copper coin from the outer right corner of
the handkerchief and repeat the moves for causing it to
apparently pass underneath the paper. When you lift the
paper the spectators will see three silver coins and a copper
coin (actually two halves, shell and the gimmicked coin,
copper side up).
At the completion of these moves you will be holding the
paper in your left hand with the real copper coin clipped
between the first and second fingers as in the moves. Take
the paper and coin in the right hand, so the coin will lie on
the fingers underneath the paper. This is done to free the
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left hand, which then touches and counts the four coins on
the outer left corner of the handkerchief.
The copper coin, which is hidden underneath the paper, is in
perfect position for the clean up move which follows. With
the left hand, pick up the coins from the handkerchief and
place them in an overlapping row on the paper in the
following order: Gimmicked coin, shell, then the two halves.
The English penny is still lying on the right fingers
underneath the paper, Fig. 7.

Hold the palm up left hand under the left edge of the paper,
then tilt the paper so the coins will slide off into that hand,
Fig. 8.

As they slide off into the left hand the shell covers the copper
side of the gimmicked coin, causing it to appear as silver,
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and the English penny, which was underneath the paper,
becomes the bottom coin. Toss the paper aside, spread the
coins in a fan and show them on both sides, which you can
now safely do because the shell covers the copper coin and
the coins are in the same order as they were on the paper.
Apparently you have four regular coins, three silver and one
copper.

The Modern Miser
Here is a practical, easy-to-do method for producing several
coins. The effect is clean cut and there are several surprises
in the routine to upset the theories of your viewers.
Effect: The magician reaches behind a spectator's lapel and
extracts a half dollar. He tosses the coin into his left hand,
plucks a second from the spectator's ear and drops it along
side the first. He shows his hands unmistakably empty with
the exception of the two coins, and immediately produces a
third piece of silver from the spectator's lapel. He shows his
right hand empty once more and pulls a fourth coin from the
man's tie. To climax the routine a final coin is taken from his
own trousers cuff.
Requisites and Preparation: An expanded shell, three regular
half dollars, and a hook coin. In lieu of the expanded shell
you can use the old style cut down coin and shell. In this
case you would need only two regular half dollars and the
hook coin. Regardless of which you use, have the shell
covered coin and the hook coin in your right trousers pocket,
one of the half dollars in the left trousers pocket, and one in
the left trousers cuff.
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A further preparation must be made before you begin. You
must finger palm the shell covered coin and the hook coin in
your right hand as follows: The shell covered coin lies
against the fingers (opening of the shell away from fingers).
On top of this is the hook coin, hook side out. After securing
the coins from the right trousers pocket the left hand
removes the coin from the left pocket, reaches under the
right side of the coat and drops the coin into the top opening
of the coat sleeve under the pretext of pulling back the shirt
sleeve. Keep the right arm crooked at the elbow so the coin
will not fall out. It only takes a moment to make this
preparation and it is done at an opportune moment when
attention is elsewhere.
Working: Begin the production by suddenly reaching behind
a spectator's coat lapel. Produce the shell set and leave the
hook coin fastened behind the lapel flap. Show the shell set
as one coin and allow it to rest on the two middle fingers of
the right hand near their tips. Turn the hand inward and
over, toss the half dollar into the left hand and retain the
shell by pressure on its opposite edges with the first and
fourth fingers after the fashion described in Mystery with a
Half Shell.
Without too much delay, reach out again with the right hand
and produce the shell from the spectator's right ear, making
a remark about it being a cash ear (cashier). Show it as a
genuine half dollar and drop it alongside the first coin in the
left hand. Let it be seen that you have only the two coins.
Very slowly exhibit your right hand empty, back and front,
then produce the hook coin from the spectator's lapel. Lay
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this coin, hook side down, in the left hand with the other
two.
Again show the right hand empty. Drop the hand to the side
and retrieve the sleeved coin as you direct attention to the
three coins in your left hand. Back palm the coin, then slowly
move the hand out, palm upward (so the spectators can see
your empty palm), and extract that coin from beneath the
man's tie, using the method described in Producing a Coin
from a Spectator's Clothing. Drop this coin into the left hand
with the other three, show the right hand empty and take
the final coin from your own trousers cuff. Place it with the
others, making quite an array of money to have produced
from apparently empty hands. Pocket the coins or retain a
genuine one or two for your trick and put the gimmicked
coins away.

The Folding Half
Editor's Note: The folding coin was described in More Magic
(1890), but its usefulness was not fully realized in that day.
One trick that always creates a sensation and is remembered
long after it is shown, is the Half Dollar in the Bottle.
Practically every close-up performer has performed it at one
time or another. Numerous magicians have featured it in
their platform shows. Blackstone thought enough of it to use
it in his elaborate theatre show a few years ago. Almost
every magician has his own pet routine, so the standard
version will not be dealt with here. Instead, I would like to
present two of the best and most practical routines that I
know of. Here they are... Next
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The Half Dollar In The Bottle Ralph De Shong,
Courtesy The Bat
Ralph says he prefers a Coca Cola bottle for this routine
because they can usually be found almost anywhere. Their
slight color and fluting help conceal the gimmicked half. You
can carry your own bottle or borrow one. Be sure the bottle
is clean.
The bottle is given to a spectator while you borrow a half
dollar. When this is received, the spectator with the bottle is
requested to bring it to you. You ask, "You have examined
this bottle and find it to be an ordinary Coca Cola bottle? You
see holes in the bottle, do you?"
If he answers "No," say, "Well, here is one," pointing to the
neck of the bottle. If he answers "Yes," and points to the
neck of the bottle, say, "No, that's an opening, I mean, did
you find a hole?"
The borrowed half is held up as you ask, "Who gave me this
half dollar?" As the spectator holds up his hand and replies,
start to pocket same, but stop and add, "Oh, you only loaned
it to me, didn't you?" This is an old gag, but it is still good.
Half is handed to spectator assistant as bottle is taken from
him. He stands to your left. "Will you please examine this
gentleman's half dollar? Do you find anything wrong with it?
Are there any holes in the half?" As he examines the coin
you continue, "What is the best test for a piece of silver
money? That's right, the teller would drop it on the marble
counter, wouldn't he? O.K., then you drop it on the floor and
let's see how it rings."
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While talking, your left hand moves in a casual manner to
your left side coat pocket where you have the folding half.
As your assistant drops the borrowed half to the floor, all
eyes are on him and the coin. Bottle is in your right hand,
the folding half taken from the pocket is inserted in the bottle
neck, just barely in the top, as the good half hits the floor.
This is perfect misdirection and gets over the one weak point
in the trick-the insertion of the gimmicked coin in the bottle
neck.
Pick up the borrowed half with your right hand as left hand
holds bottle around the neck with bottle pointing horizontally
to the right. Then say to your helper, "I want you to hold
this bottle with your left hand, just as I do." Your left hand
around the neck hides the folded half and his right hand
replacing yours does the same. Your right hand, although
holding the borrowed half, assists in the transfer of the bottle
from your hands to his.
He is now holding bottle by the neck in his left hand, with
the bottom of the bottle pointing toward you as you stand to
his right. Hold borrowed half with left fingertips and thumb
for audience to see. You apparently transfer the half to the
right hand, but palm it in the left which is placed on the back
of assistant's shoulder. Ask him to hold the bottle firmly as
you expect to slap the bottle at the count of three. You then
count to three, slapping bottle on the bottom with the right
palm, opening the right hand quickly as it strikes the bottle.
This slap causes the half to jump from the neck and appear
unfolded inside the body of the bottle.
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You now say to your assistant, "Will you kindly tell the
audience what you see in the bottle?" The spectator is often
so dumbfounded that he cannot say a word, and that adds
to the interest created. Remember, he has actually seen the
half enter the bottom of the bottle! Allow him to look at it
rather freely and do some rattling of the half as it is in the
bottle. Now thank him and permit him to return to his seat
as you continue to rattle the coin in the bottle. This little gag
goes nicely here: "At this stage of the experiment, I always
match coins with the owner of the half dollar to see whether
I get his half, or he gets my coke bottle-(lock at him)-oh,
you don't want to do that, eh? Well, we'll try to get it out for
you then!"
During this by-play you have transferred the borrowed half
from your left to your right palm, then let the bottom of the
bottle rest on the half there. You advance to the owner of
the half dollar, stopping along the path to show various
spectators that the half is in the bottle. Hold the bottom of
the bottle with your right hand and the top in the left,
horizontally, and do a lot of rattling around of the gimmicked
coin in the bottle. As you approach the owner of the half
dollar, shoot the folded half out into your left hand with a
quick jerk. Remember, the borrowed half is at the bottom of
the bottle on your right palm. You will find that you can now
rattle this good half against the bottom of the bottle, so that
it sounds like it was in the bottle, by holding the bottle
horizontally with both hands, cupping the right palm to give
coin room to rattle around. This is one of the best parts of
the trick. You ask the owner of the half to hold both hands
cupped under the bottle and while rattling the half against
the bottom of the bottle let it drop into his two hands. Next,
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set the bottle down on his outstretched hands on lop of the
half you have returned to him and say, "Sit there and try a
while to get the half back in the bottle. If you succeed, you,
too, will be a magician!"
Please note that both the entrance of the folding half into
the bottle and the removal are covered by natural actions.
Never let them suspect that the neck of the bottle has
anything to do with the trick. The owner will invariably turn
the bottle bottom up and examine it, for he (like the first
spectator) will swear he actually saw the half drop out of the
bottom of the bottle.
Folding coins tarnish because of the sulphur in the rubber.
Use Wright's Silver Cream to polish. When you have
reassembled the folding coin put some of this thick cream in
the slot on top of the rubber. This hides the slot, is easy to
do, and it will dry a near silver color.
Check rubber before each performance and renew often.
Clean out the slot with a strong thread to remove broken
particles of the rubber, etc.
Magic dealers can supply the proper size rubber bands for
the folding half, but here is an idea of Rolland Hamblen's
which I have found just as good as using the proper size
band. Use any size that is handy. Begin by cutting the band,
making one long piece. Wrap the band tightly around the
pieces as you assemble them, letting about half an inch
overlap the other end. Trim off two ends with a razor blade
and finish off coin as described above. You will find, in most
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instances, a folding coin prepared in this manner can be used
for a longer period of time before breakage of the rubber.
Second MethodStewart Judah
Requisites and Preparation: A folding half dollar, a regular
half dollar, a Coca Cola or pop bottle and a piece of fairly
heavy paper approximately five inches square.
Have the two coins in the right trousers pocket. The paper
already creased for The Coin Fold vanish, and the bottle, are
nearby.
Presentation: Reach into the right trousers pocket, come out
with the folding half. Spin it in the air and catch it, toss it
from hand to hand, and finally hold it daintily at the tips of
the fingers. This shows without saying so that you have but
ONE coin. Explain that under certain atmospheric conditions
the coin actually becomes soft enough to bend. Now use the
old bending watch move (Modern Magic) and seem to bend
the coin. Do not bend the half at the folds, but held it so the
folds are across the coin-parallel with the floor.
After the bending demonstration, show the coin fall face.
Explain that you can bend it so small it will go into that bottle
(point to the bottle). Actually fold the coin, but behind the
fingers so the audience cannot see it. Pick up the bottle with
the other hand and insert the folded coin, hit the bottle on
the neck, and the coin opens out inside.
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Exhibit the bottle so they can see that the coin is actually
inside it. Pass the bottle from hand to hand, being sure the
spectators see that your hands are otherwise empty.
Explain that if you can put the coin in the bottle, you can
also remove it. Hold the bottle in your left hand, shake the
coin out into your right hand, then exhibit it flat on the palm.
Set the bottle down, toss up coin and spin it in the air, toss
it from hand to hand, spin it again.
Say "Under certain conditions the coin will actually
dematerialize completely." Wrap the coin in the coin fold
paper, bang it on the table or on the bottle, holding the
parcel in the right hand, and turn the hand around so the
spectators can see the inside of the hand. (The coin is right
at the edge of the paper, held in place by the right thumb,
and would drop into the palm if grip were relaxed slightly.)
Now turn the back of the hand to the audience and allow
coin to slip from the folds of the paper into finger palm
position. Tear the packet to pieces and toss pieces into the
air so they flutter to the floor. Say "However, it doesn't go
very far," and reach into right trousers pocket, leave the
folding half and come out the real half, explaining "It's still
somewhat soft," and again go through the bending moves
to demonstrate that it IS soft. "But as soon as the air chills
it, the metal goes back to normal"-and with this, slap coin
onto the table and hand it for examination.
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The Magic Mint
Effect: A nickel, held between the forefinger and thumb of
the right hand, is actually placed into the left hand after the
spectators have satisfied themselves that the hands are
otherwise empty. Following a couple of mystic passes, the
left hand is slowly opened and, in addition to the nickel,
there is also a half dollar. The half is placed in the pocket,
while the nickel is retained. The nickel is taken in the left
hand and allowed to become warm, then slapped into the
right hand where it is seen to have expanded to a half dollar.
The five cent piece is gone.
The two parts of the routine can be used as an entity or as
separate items. The author has employed it for years to fool
magicians.
Requirements: A genuine half dollar, a folding half and a
nickel. Although magicians are quite familiar with the folding
half, no one has ever suspected its use in this trick, so subtly
is it utilized.
Preparation: Place the real half dollar in the right sleeve,
allowing it to slip up to about the elbow. Bend the folding
half and hold it concealed, partly behind the nickel and partly
under the right thumb. The nickel is held between the right
thumb and forefinger, Fig. 1.
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Working: Let the hands be seen otherwise empty. Show the
front and back of your left hand and place the nickel in its
palm, still retaining hold with the right thumb and forefinger,
Fig. 2.

Slowly close the left fingers over the coin, removing the right
thumb first and then the forefinger, letting it be clearly seen
that you take nothing away from the left hand.
Remark about everybody being interested in money and
ways to make it. Tell spectator you will show him how to
make his money increase tenfold. Slowly open your left
hand, allowing the half to unfold as this is done. The nickel
will be on top of the half dollar. Bounce the hand up and
down a little, letting the coins jingle together. Say "You see
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my money has multiplied and I still have my original
investment. This is the profit (point to the half), so I'll put it
in the bank." While saying this, show the folding half and
drop it in your pocket, permitting it to be seen that it really
goes into the pocket and that nothing is removed in the
process.
Toss the nickel back and forth between the hands, making
sure the spectator sees that this is the only coin you have at
this point. The real half is still up the right sleeve. Hold the
five cent piece horizontally by its edges between the right
forefinger and thumb. Turn the left hand palm downward,
and as you bring the hands together to deposit the nickel in
the left hand, "squirt" it into the left sleeve. (See The
"Pumpkin Seed" Vanish.) Close the left hand as if it held the
nickel. Show the right hand empty and drop it to your side,
allowing the half dollar to slip from the sleeve into the hand.
Say, "By holding the nickel a moment, the heat from my
hand warms the coin and softens it; softens it so much that
if I should slap it into my hand like this, it will flatten out to
the size of a half dollar." Suiting the action to the words,
apparently slap the nickel into the right hand, where it is
seen to have changed to a half and there is, of course,
nothing else in the hands.
After a few minutes have elapsed and, when the spectator is
not watching too closely, lower the left arm, allowing the
sleeved coin to drop into the left hand. Take the half dollar
in the left hand and place it in the pocket along with the
nickel.
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The effect is both startling and mysterious. It is a beautiful
thing to behold. Master this and you will have one of the
most effective tricks possible with coins.

Biting a Piece From a Coin Gene Gordon
The magician shows a half dollar and apparently bites a piece
from it. He removes the piece from his mouth and tosses it
toward the mutilated coin, which is seen to instantly restore
itself.
Requisites and Preparation: One folding half and either one
of the outside pieces from another folding half. The folding
coin is in the right trousers pocket and the extra piece of
coin is carried hidden in the mouth between the teeth and
cheek (on either side of the jaw) until ready. You will
experience no discomfort with the piece in this position and
it offers no hindrance to the speech.
The effect can be presented as an individual feat or
incorporated into almost any routine where a folding half is
utilized.
Working: Remove the folding half from the pocket. Show it,
letting it be seen that your hands are otherwise empty, then
held it vertically (folds running across it and flat surface
toward spectators) between the left fingers in front, and
thumb at the rear, Fig. 1
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Bring the coin up to your mouth, then under the pretext of
biting a piece from it, bend the top section down behind the
coin and hold it in place with the tip of the thumb, Fig. 2.

The rugged edge of the coin gives the illusion of teeth marks.
To enhance the illusion the piece is exposed between the
teeth, Fig. 3.

Remove the piece of coin from your mouth with your right
hand, then as you make a motion of tossing it toward the
mutilated coin, thumb palm it and release the folded down
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section of the folding coin with the left thumb. The coin
seems to mend itself instantly and visibly. Show it on both
sides, then take it with your right hand and place it AND the
extra piece in the pocket.
If you dislike carrying the extra piece of coin in your mouth,
simply have it concealed in your right hand and just pretend
to remove it from your mouth. Finish as described.
A little acting (or mugging, as it is known in the profession)
will add greatly to the effect.
Second VersionTom Holltngsworth
This is more of a gag than a trick, but when it is presented
under the proper circumstances it is good for quite a chuckle.
Here is the effect: The performer shows a penny, bites a
piece from it, then spits out a broken tooth.
Requisites and Preparation: A penny, from which has been
cut a small, rough, crescent shaped piece, Fig. 1,

and an imitation tooth (sold in novelty shops as Yankatooth).
Have the tooth in your mouth or hidden in your right hand
as you prefer.
Working: Show the penny between the tips of your left
forefinger and thumb, hiding the missing portion with the
fingers.
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Bring the coin up to your mouth and as you pretend to bite
a piece from it, revolve the coin and display it with the cut
out portion visible. Utter a cry of pain as you contort your
face and bring the tooth to your lips, or if you have the tooth
in your hand just pretend to remove it.
The coin cannot be restored, so just place it and the tooth in
your pocket and continue with the effect.
With either version the excuse for biting the coin is to test it
to see if it is genuine.

Coin Through a Card (The Folding Quarter) Dave
Coleman
Almost everyone is familiar with the old stunt where a nickel
is pushed through a dime-sized hole in a card. It has been
used for many years as an advertising giveaway. Dave
Coleman learned as a boy that to accomplish the feat all you
had to do was bend the card across the hole, bring the ends
together slightly and the coin would slip through.
A few years ago he received an advertising card from his
friend and brother magician, Paul Le Paul. This card differed
from the standard ones in that instead of a round hole it bore
a triangular shaped one, and the wording said a quarter
could be pushed through it, but it didn't say HOW. Thinking
perhaps this could be done magically, Dave began to
speculate on a possible solution. What he finally came up
with fooled Le Paul, who had only intended it as a gag in the
first place.
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Effect: A borrowed quarter is placed in the center of a
handkerchief and its four corners passed through a smaller,
triangular shaped hole in a piece of cardboard. While a
spectator holds the four corners of the cloth the performer
causes the card to pass over the coin without folding or
tearing it. The quarter and the card can then be examined.
There is no clue to the mystery and it cannot be done except
by the method explained below.
Requisites and Preparation: A folding quarter, a silk
handkerchief (about 18 inches square) and a heavy card
with a triangular shaped hole through which a quarter cannot
normally pass, Fig. 1.

Have the quarter in the right trousers pocket, the silk in the
breast coat pocket and the card in any other pocket.
The card could be an advertising card or simply any card
with a hole in it. If you should use such a card for advertising
it would be wise always to carry a folding quarter, otherwise
it might be rather embarrassing if a person should hand you
your own card with a request that you demonstrate the trick
for him.
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Working: Remove the card, hand it to a spectator and ask
him to see if he can push a quarter through the hole without
bending or tearing the card. While he is thus engaged, obtain
the folding quarter from your pocket and hold it finger
palmed in your right hand. Offer to show him how to do it.
Withdraw the silk from your pocket, show it, and spread it
on the table. Take the quarter from him with your right hand
and toss it onto the center of the handkerchief. This is what
you pretend to do. In reality you execute The Bobo Switch
as you retain his quarter and throw the folding coin instead.
With the aid of the two hands, gather the corners together
and push them through the hole in the card, then slide the
card down to the coin, Fig. 2.

Call attention to the condition of things--the coin cannot
escape because it is securely locked in by the card. Have a
spec. tutor hold the bunched together corners in one hand
so the center of the handkerchief will hang down. Grasp the
folding coin with both hands, then under cover of the card,
fold the coin and slide the card off the center of the silk as
the quarter returns to its original form. Take the
handkerchief from the spectator, show the form of the coin
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again, then grip the handkerchief (and coin) by its center
between the fingers and thumb of the palm down right hand
allowing the corners to hang down. Pretend to shake the coin
out, actually retain it in the handkerchief and drop the real
quarter from the hand, Fig. 3.

The illusion is that the coin drops from the silk. Place the
handkerchief (with the coin in its center) back in the pocket
as it attracts no suspicion. Attention is then directed to the
coin and card, which you hand to the owner of the coin for
him to attest again to the fact that the coin cannot be passed
through the hole.
It must be magic!

Chapter XIII Stage Coin Magic
A Comedy Coin Routine
Coin in the Banana
Coin in Ball of Wool and Nest of Boxes Flight Three
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Although coins are more suited for use in close-up tricks they
have been used for many years in stage tricks. During the
vaudeville era quite a number of magicians made
reputations for themselves by being specialists. For
instance, there was Gus Fowler with his clock act, Arthur
Lloyd with his "any card called for" act, Ade Duval with his
silk act, and still earlier, Howard Thurston with his card act
and T. Nelson Downs with his coin act.
Coins are still used by almost every type of performer-be his
show big or small. I have seen Virgil and Willard the Wizard
use coins to excellent effect in their big shows. Lyceum
magicians from Eugene Laurant and Ed Reno down to Loring
Campbell and myself have all used coins in their acts at one
time or another.
Following are a few of the old favorites. They have stood the
test of time and are as good today as they were when first
shown. None of the tricks is new in effect, but each has a
novel twist or a bit of something which adds to its
entertainment value.
The first is by an old-time showman, Dave Coleman, who
taught it to me several years ago. I have used it in my own
show ever since, so I know its worth.

A Comedy Coin Routine--Dave Coleman
Every top flight magician I know uses comedy in same
degree in his show. Even though you may be a serious type
performer a laugh now and then helps make your show more
enjoyable. In this world of today we need to forget our
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troubles-we need a few laughs. This trick is designed with
that in mind.
The trick is fine for presentation before almost any group,
providing there are a few children present.
Effect: The performer asks for two boys to assist him in a
trick. One boy stands on his left, the other on his right. He
then shows some coins, which he has the boy on the left
count onto a tray. There are six. The count is confirmed by
the boy on the right, then the coins are placed in the hands
of the boy on the left for safekeeping. With the aid of a magic
wand, which the performer says is magnetized, he produces
four coins from different parts of the body of the boy on the
right. Each coin is produced on the tip of his wand, then
tossed toward the boy on the left, who is then sup posed to
hold ten coins. But when he counts them onto the tray there
are only nine. The tenth is found in the boy's pocket.
Requirements: A coin producing wand. The old-style wand
as used by T. Nelson Downs is shown in Figs. 1 and 2.

A coin, which was cut into three pieces and fastened to
springs, fitted into one of the ends.
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It was caused to emerge and appear as a genuine coin on
the tip of the wand by pushing a button near the other end.
By reversing the operation the coin would enter the wand
and the ends would close making the wand appear free from
trickery, even at close range. The suspicious ends have been
eliminated on the later versions. The newest model,
invented by Don Boss, is constructed to take a regular
folding coin, which fastens to a clip at the end of the wand,
Fig. 3.

Wand operates the same as the others.
A multiplying coin tray. Although one can be purchased from
a magic dealer you can make one yourself if you are handy
with tools. Coin trays come in a variety of sizes, shapes, and
finishes, but try to obtain one which looks like what it is
suppose to be-a plate or tray--not a piece of gaily colored
magical apparatus. In the bottom of the tray is a slide, which
must hold at least three coins for this routine, Fig. 4.
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When tray is tipped into the hand the coins in the slot fall
out along with those on top.
A pair of comedy glasses, which are constructed as follows:
Purchase from the dime store a pair of child's spectacles (or
sun glasses) and two brightly colored drinking cups with the
bottoms of such size to fit the eye pieces of the spectacles.
Knock the lenses from the spectacles, cut the bottoms from
the cups, then with Duco cement, glue a cup to each eye
piece of the spectacles. The finished product should look like
Fig. 5.

You will also require ten half dollars. Never use palming
coins, except at a distance. If the spectators realized that
you were not using real money they would lose interest in
the trick. In this case, with boys assisting in the trick and
viewing the coins from close range, it is important that real
money be used.
Preparation: Have three coins hidden in the slide of the tray,
six visible on top, and one in your right trousers pocket. The
tray, wand, and glasses are on your table.
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Working: Say, "For my trick I need two honest boys." As
the hands go up, look them over, adding, "This trick has to
do with money so I must have honest boys." Finally indicate
a couple and ask them to come up on the stage. As they
come forward, rush them up a bit by saying, "Hurry, hurry!
Take your time, but hurry up!"
While waiting for the boys, casually place your right hand in
your trousers pocket, finger palm the coin, and remove the
hand. When the boys arrive on stage stand one on your left,
the other on your right. Step to the left side of the boy on
your left, place your left hand against his chest and as you
push him back a few steps secretly load the coin from the
right hand into his right hip pocket, saying, "Don't stand too
close to the footlights, you might pop your corns." (This is a
funny line even if there are no footlights.) As you suddenly
push him backward he is caught off balance. During this brief
action the deed is done. Of course, it is best that the boy not
be wearing a coat. However, you will find after a little
experience that a coat will offer no hindrance in loading his
pocket. You will simply raise the tail of his coat a bit and
drop the coin in his pocket in the action of moving him back.
Repeat the action with the boy on your right. Ask the boys
their names and shake hands with them. (If you have any
comedy business with the boys this is a good spot for it.)
Suppose the boy on your left is Harry and the other one's
name is George. Say to them, "The reason I picked you two
particular boys is because we are going to use money in this
trick and I want boys I can trust." To the small fry down in
front: "Don't you think they have honest faces?" The kids
will chorus a loud "No!" Continue: "Well, you will have to
admit that they do have faces."
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Pick up the tray with your right hand, show the coins to the
two boys, then have the boy on your left hold out his hands.
Tilt the tray so the six visible coins will slide off into his
hands. (Be careful to tilt the tray from the right end,
otherwise the three from the slide will fall out into his hands
with the others. It might be wise to have some identifying
mark on one end of the tray so there can be no accidents.)
Ask the boy to count the coins onto the tray one at a time.
"Count them so everybody can hear, especially those (point
to the rear of the audience) back there in the cheap seats."
After Harry has counted the coins walk over to George and
tell him you want to check up on Harry. Dump the six coins
into his hands and as he begins the count stop him and tell
him to count a little louder. Every time he counts a coin onto
the tray, say, "Louder! Speak up-they can't hear you. Would
you mind talking a little louder, please," etc., so that by the
time he gets to six he is yelling at the top of his voice. Ask
him again how many there are. He will yell, "Six!" "Well, you
don't have to yell." This counting business is very funny if
handled right. It gets funnier and funnier up to the point
where he yells six and you tell him he doesn't have to yell.
Go back to the boy on your left and tell him that when you
dump the coins into his hands you want him to close them
quickly over the coins so you can't get any out. Dump all the
coins into his hands, including the three from the slide. "Hold
your hands up high-about even with your head. This (point
to his head) is your head."
Place the tray on the table, pick up the coin wand, walk over
to the boy on your right and say, "When you came up here
a moment ago I heard a clicking sound on your shoes. Do
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you have cleats on your shoes?" Whatever is his reply, show
him the magic wand and say, "This magic wand is
magnetized. It is very sensitive to all metals. Hold up your
foot." As he does so, touch his toe with the wand producing
a coin on it tip. Hold it up and exclaim, "Look! He has half
dollars for cleats! I'll take it off."
Place the tip of the wand in the palm of the left hand, Fig.
6,

wrap fingers around coin, Fig. 7,
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then pretend to remove it as you withdraw wand and touch
its tip to fist, Fig. 8.

"And I'll toss it over there with the ones Harry is holding."
Go through the motions of tossing coin toward boy on left as
you open, then show the left hand empty. Ask Harry if he
felt it. If he says, "Yes," say, "Oh, you're feeling pretty good,
eh?" If he replies "No," state, "He's not feeling so good!"
Ask George how many coins Harry should now have.
"Seven," he will say. "That's right. Now hold up your other
foot." Produce a coin from the tip of his shoe with the wand,
pretend to take it off and hand it to him, saying, "Here, you
hold it." As he holds out his hand, whisper to him to pretend
that he has it. "Got it?" "Yes," he replies. "Okay, throw it
over to Harry." (I have been doing this trick for several years
and not once have I had a boy fail to cooperate on this
score.)
After he goes through the motions of throwing the coin
across to Harry ask him how many that makes Harry have.
He will reply, "Eight." "That's right. Now hold up both feet."
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The expression on his face as he realizes what you said gives
you another laugh. Occasionally a boy will lie down on the
floor and put both feet into the air, which is even funnier.
Take him by the left ear and say to the audience, "Look at
that ear! Did you ever see an ear like that?" Touch his ear
with the wand and apparently produce another coin. Show it
on the tip of the wand, look at his ear again and explain to
the audience, "That must be a cash ear (cashier)."
Pretend to remove coin and toss it toward Harry as before.
Ask George how many coins Harry has now. "Nine," he will
say. "That's right," you reply. "Did you see it go?" Whatever
George answers say, "What you need is glasses." With the
left hand, pick up the comedy glasses, holding them so they
appear as two drinking glasses. "I don't mean this kind
(quickly slip glasses on George), I mean this kind." Since the
glasses act as "blinders" he can only see straight ahead. His
actions in turning from side to side to see what is going on
around him will prove very amusing.
"I need one more coin. Do you have any more hanging
around anyplace, George?" Begin touching him on different
parts of his body as if hunting for another coin, then
apparently see one in his hair. Produce it on the wand and
exclaim, "Looks like the barber forgot his tip when he cut
your hair." Repeat the business of removing the coin from
the tip of the wand and throwing it over to Harry, then ask
George how many coins Harry has now. "Ten," he will
answer. "That's right," you reply. "Let's count them and
see." Remove the comedy glasses from George and lay them
aside with the wand. Pick up the tray, give it to George as
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you tell him to take it over to Harry, then tell Harry to open
his hands and count the coins one at a time onto the tray.
Appear expectant while Harry counts the first six coins onto
the tray, then confident as he continues the count up to nine.
When he stops counting on nine say, "Go ahead, count the
other coin." He will say that there are no more. Step between
the boys, take the tray, look at George and say, "There
should be ten coins, shouldn't there, George?" He will agree.
Count the coins yourself and upon finding only nine ask
Harry what he did with the other coin. He will explain that
that is all he had. Of course, you know he has it in his hip
pocket but you have to be subtle in having him produce it.
Point to his shirt pocket and ask him what he has in it, then
have him feel his trousers pockets. If he doesn't feel his hip
pockets ask him what they contain. When he feels the coin
in his hip pocket and sheepishly removes it and drops it onto
the tray you have your climax. The audience will greet this
act with applause. Give Harry a scornful look, then smile so
he will know it was all a joke.
Thank the boys. Give each one a piece of bubble gum, or a
souvenir and have them return to their seats.
From experience, I can say that this is an entertaining
routine which is good for a lot of comedy. The number of
laughs you get will depend on your ability as an entertainer.
Jokes as a rule do not sound funny in print, but if these are
delivered correctly and with a fair amount of acting, every
body will have a good time.
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Coin in the Banana
Here is a dandy comedy trick that is suitable for children's
shows or for performances where children are present.
Effect: The magician asks for the loan of a half dollar, which
he has marked for future identification, then has it brought
to the stage by a boy from the audience. He gives the boy a
banana to hold while he takes the marked coin. As he causes
coin to vanish he states that it will appear in the banana, but
when he turns to the boy he sees that the boy has eaten the
fruit. Thinking that perhaps the boy swallowed the coin along
with the banana the magician has the boy open his mouth.
Pretending to see it in his throat, the magician thrusts the
end of his wand in the boy's mouth and comes out with the
missing piece of silver on its tip. The coin is removed from
the wand and returned to its owner, who identifies it as his
own.
Requisites and Preparation: A coin producing wand (as
described in the trick) and a banana, which are on your
table.
Working: Ask a gentleman for the loan of a half dollar and
request that he mark it for future identification. While this is
being done, choose a boy, then have him bring the coin up
on the stage. This procedure not only saves time but
prevents you having to leave the stage.
Have the boy stand on your left, then shake hands with him
and ask him his name. Let us suppose it is Billy. "Billy, do
you like bananas?" He will naturally reply that he does, so
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take the banana from the table, partially peel it and give it
to him to hold in the hand not holding the borrowed coin.
Say to him, "Now, I want you to hold the banana while I do
a trick with the half dollar." As you take the coin from him
whisper to him to eat the banana, which he gladly does as
you move away.
Pay no attention to him eating the banana but proceed to
vanish the coin as follows. Hold the coin in your left hand
and execute The French Drop as you pretend to take it in
your right hand. (After this sleight you will have the coin
finger palmed in your left hand and your right hand closed.)
Pick up the wand with your left hand (which helps to conceal
the finger palmed coin), wave it over your right hand, then
as you open and show it empty say, "I will cause the coin to
vanish from my hand, fly through the air, and appear in the
ban...." Up to this point you have been turned slightly to the
right, but as you pronounce these last words, turn and stop
suddenly as you see the boy cramming the last bit of banana
into his mouth. The spectators will be paying little attention
to you; they will be watching and laughing at the boy who is
apparently putting you on a spot by eating the banana.
When you notice the boy finishing off the fruit just stand
there without changing the expression on your face, which,
if properly acted out, will build the laugh.
"Billy, I didn't mean for you to eat the banana. I was going
to cause the half dollar to appear in the banana, and you
have eaten it. You must have chewed up the coin with the
banana and swallowed it. Did you feel anything rough go
down your throat?" Regardless of his answer continue,
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"Maybe you didn't swallow it. Maybe it's stuck in your throat.
Open your mouth." Peer in and say, "Wider." Pretend to see
it as you exclaim, "There it is! I can see it!
Just a minute, I'll get it with my magnetized wand." Transfer
the wand to your right hand (which you have been holding
in your left) and tell the boy to open wider and say "ah." As
he does so place the tip of the wand in his mouth, then say
"A-h-h-h," yourself, as you remove the tip of the wand from
his mouth and exhibit coin on the end of the wand.
Pretend to remove it with your left hand but allow the
gimmicked coin to slip into the wand and exhibit the
borrowed one, which you have had in your left hand all the
time. Give the coin to the boy as you thank him for his
assistance and have him return it to its owner, who identifies
it as his own.

Coin in Ball of Wool and Nest of Boxes
This version of an old classic carries a fine pedigree because
for years it was a program item of Dana Walden, a lyceum
magician who was popular in the early twenties.
I am grateful to my good friend, Rolland Hamblen, for
furnishing the routine.
Effect: The magician borrows a half dollar and has it marked
in such a way that the owner will positively be able to identify
it when he again sees it. Holding the coin in plain view, he
requests a boy to step up and help him. He gives the boy a
wine glass of water to hold in one hand, then after covering
the coin with the handkerchief he has the boy hold it in his
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other hand directly over the glass. Apparently by accident
the boy drops the coin, which falls into the glass. Upon
uncovering the glass he finds it empty, except for the water.
To rectify matters the performer turns to his table for his
wand but when he turns back to the boy he finds that the
water has disappeared also. More confusion. First, the
magician says, he will get back the water. With the aid of an
awl, which he uses to make a hole in the boy's elbow, and a
funnel he proceeds to pump the water out of the boy and the
glass is again filled. However, that still leaves the half dollar
to be found.
Attention is directed to a mahogany box, which has been
hanging in full view all during the performance. Taking down
the box, it is unlocked and opened, disclosing a second box
which just fills the first. This box, when removed and
opened, is seen to contain a large ball of wool, which when
unwound, discloses a small ribbonwrapped parcel. Inside the
ribbon is a tiny metal box, which is encircled with rubber
bands. When these are removed and the box opened there
is a second, smaller box inside. This box is unlocked and
opened. In it is the missing half dollar, which the gentleman
identifies as his own.
Requirements: A special set of two boxes. The set I use was
constructed by Owen Brothers. The largest box is about five
and a half inches square and is ordinary, Fig. 1.
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The inner box, about four and a half inches square, appears
ordinary but has a slot in the bottom, in which fits a metal
slide. This slide is for the passage of the coin into the ball of
wool and the inner nest of boxes. The slide is removable and
is held in place with a long pin, which fits through the bottom
part of the box, Fig. 2.
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The boxes are fitted with locks and handles. Two small,
nickel plated boxes. The lid of the smallest locks
automatically when it is closed, and the box is just large
enough to hold a half dollar. This box fits into a slightly larger
box which does not lock. Boxes are shown in Fig. 3.

My boxes were made by Carl Brema. In lieu of these boxes
any small box, such as an aspirin box, may be used.
About 25 or 30 yards of heavy bright colored wool yarn.
Several yards of three-quarter inch ribbon.
A number of rubber bands.
A glass bowl large enough to hold the ball of wool.
A dissolving coin glass and glass disc, Fig. 4.

This is simply a small glass which has a bottom about the
size of a half dollar. It can be purchased at almost any magic
shop.
A pocket handkerchief.
A regular magic wand.
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A trick funnel. This is the familiar double funnel which holds
a quantity of water in its secret compartment, Fig. 5.

A magic awl-also a dealer item, Fig. 6.

Preparation: Nest the two metal boxes, insert the coin slide
under their lids, then wrap the outer one with rubber bands,
Fig. 7.

When the boxes are later pulled off the slide the rubber
bands will force the lids shut and lock the inner one.
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After tying one end of the ribbon to the key to the nickel
plated boxes, wrap it around them in such a manner that
they will be completely covered with only the slide
protruding. Place a few rubber bands around the ribbon to
hold it in place. Fig. 8

shows how the package should look.
Wind the yarn around the package, leaving the slide sticking
out from the ball, Fig. 9.

Place the ball in the smallest wooden box so that the end of
the slide will fit in the slot in the bottom. Insert the pin,
locking the slide in. Lock the box, deposit it in the larger box,
lock it and hang it on the goose-neck stand as shown in Fig.
1.
Have the bowl, dissolving coin glass (three-quarters full of
water), funnel (its compartment filled with water), and the
wand on your table. In your right trousers pocket place the
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glass disc and the key to the wooden boxes. And have your
pocket handkerchief in your left coat pocket.
Working: Begin by requesting the loan of a half dollar from
same gentleman in the audience. Have him scratch on it his
initials or some mark he can identify. While he is doing this
casually place your hand in your right trousers pocket and
finger palm the glass disc. Walk down, take the half dollar
from him with your right hand and held it plainly in view as
you return to the stage.
Have a boy come up to help you. Stand him on your left
and give him the glass of water to hold in his left hand.
With your left hand, remove your handkerchief from your
coat pocket and throw it over the marked half dollar, which
you still hold in your right hand. Grip the glass disc through
the handkerchief with your left hand as the right finger
palms the coin. Immediately hand the boy the handkerchief
with the glass disc (which he thinks is the half dollar) and
have him hold it in his right hand directly above the glass
of water. As you do this whisper to him to drop the coin,
which he does. Reprimand him for dropping the coin as you
take the handkerchief from him, show it, then lay it on the
table. Tell him to remove the coin from the glass and you
will start over.
Casually place your right hand in trousers pocket and leave
the half dollar there. He will reply that there is no coin in the
glass. (The glass disc in the bottom of the glass is invisible.)
Whisper to him to drink the water when you turn your back.
Tell the spectators that in order to get the coin back you will
need your wand. Turn to your table for your wand and as
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you do so the boy drinks the water much to the merriment
of the spectators. Turn back to the boy and as you do so
notice that the water is gone. By this time the spectators are
wondering how you will get out of your predicament and you
appear quite puzzled yourself.
Tell the boy that you need the water for another trick. "There
is only one thing I can do in a case like this.... I'll have to
get the water back." The boy's reaction to this remark will
amuse the audience. Pick up the magic awl and say, "All I
have to do is make a small hole here for the water to come
out." Pretend to push the awl into his right elbow a couple
of times. Then place it back on the table, pick up the glass
and have him hold it in his left hand underneath his right
elbow. Take up the funnel, show it empty, then hold it
underneath his elbow with your left hand as you grip him by
the wrist and pump his arm back and forth. Allow the water
to flow from the funnel into the glass, filling it again, Fig. 10.

This bit of business is always good for laughs. It seems so
ridiculous to see water being pumped out of the boy they
just can't keep from laughing. After this operation, place the
glass and funnel back on the table.
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Say to the boy, "Well, we have the water back but what are
we going to do about the gentleman's half dollar?" Ask him
if he can reimburse the man for the half he lost. Then after
having a bit of fun with the boy along these lines, direct his
attention to the hanging boxes and say, "Perhaps the coin
went in that box. Let's see." Have the boy remove the box
and place it on the table While he is doing this place your
right hand in your trousers pocket, finger palm the marked
half dollar and remove the key. Hand the key to the boy and
have him open the box, then ask him what he sees inside.
"Another box," he will answer. Have him remove it, unlock
it and look inside, then take the box from him with your left
hand and place it on your right, directly over the coin. To
show the audience what the box contains, tip it forward and
as you do so insert the coin in the slot in the bottom of the
box, the action being covered completely by the box. "A ball
of wool," you say. "Let's take it out." Turn the box upside
down apparently to let the ball fall out into your hand, but
actually to permit the coin to slide down into the inner set of
metal boxes. (Actually the fingers have to pull the ball out.)
While still holding the box upside down, grip the ball and pull
it out. Close the lid of the box, place it on the table, drop the
ball of wool in the glass bowl and hand it to the boy to hold
as you take the end of the wool and start pulling. Stand some
distance from the boy as you wind the wool into another ball.
As you keep pulling and winding your ball gets bigger while
the one in the glass bowl gets smaller and smaller until
finally the wool is exhausted and only the ribbon wrapped
package remains. Have the boy show the package, then
remove the rubber bands and hand the end of the ribbon to
you. Quickly pull this away, leaving the metal boxes in the
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bowl. Have the boy show the boxes to the audience as you
stand same distance away and briefly explain what it is. Now
direct him to remove the rubber bands, open the box and
take out the other one. The key to the box is attached to the
end of the ribbon, which you still hold in your hands. Hand
him the key end of the ribbon, have him unlock the box and
remove the half dollar. Tell the spectators that if everything
went as it should, that must be the borrowed coin. Thank
the boy for his assistance and have him return the half dollar
to its owner, who identifies it. Thank him for the loan of the
coin and bow to acknowledge the applause you will receive.
The trick is an act in itself.

Flight Three Glenn Harrison
This trick is not only fine for the parlor -it makes an excellent
program item as well.
Effect: The magician requests two members of his audience
to assist him in the experiment. One of the volunteer
assistants is given three marked coins to hold while the
other counts ten more coins into a small pail. The coins are
then emptied into his hands with the request that he held
them tightly. The performer takes the three marked coins
and causes them to vanish one at a time. When the second
helper counts his coins he has thirteenamong them the
three marked coins!
Requisites and Preparation: A small sand pail of the dime
store variety (or a more expensive copper one), sixteen half
dollars, and a roll of half inch adhesive tape. Six of the coins
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are prepared as follows: Cut twelve half inch squares of tape
and fasten a square to each side of the six coins. Number
three of them, on one side only, and place them in your right
trousers pocket. Number the other three in the same manner
then add a few markings (to represent initials, etc.) to the
squares of tape on the reverse side of the coins. The reason
for this will be explained later. Have these three coins in your
left trousers pocket and the pail containing the ten coins
nearby.
Begin the trick by removing the three coins from your right
trousers pocket. Pass them to three different spectators with
the request that each mark his coin on the blank square, and
also remember its number.
While talking and directing the proceedings, casually place
your left hand in your left trousers pocket, finger palm the
three coins, and remove the hand. (Right here I might say
that articles may be successfully stolen by just going into
your pocket after them, IF you do it casually and
nonchalantly and when there is no crucial attention on
yourself. The main trouble with most amateurs is that they
look and act so guilty that the spectators become
suspicious.)
After the three coins have been secretly removed from the
left pocket, pick up the pail by the handle with the left hand.
This gives that hand something to do while your right hand
receives the three marked coins back from the spectators.
Ask a spectator on your right to hold the pail for a few
moments. Then dump the three marked coins into your left
hand and give them to a spectator on your right to hold. This
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is what you pretend to do. In reality you retain the three
marked coins finger palmed as you apparently dump them
into your left hand. For a full description of this sleight see
Vanish for Several Coins (a). Although the sleight is mainly
used to vanish several coins, it can be used as an exchange
just as well. In this instance the left hand is not carried away
closed, because you have three other coins in that hand with
pieces of adhesive tape stuck to them. Merely perform the
sleight, retaining the three marked coins in your right hand,
then immediately show the other three in your left hand.
They appear to be the same identical coins. The illusion is
perfect.
Give the three coins in your left hand to a spectator on your
left to hold. If possible choose someone who was not too
close to the three spectators who marked the coins. This is
so there will be no danger of them recognizing their marks.
As you hand the three coins to the spectator the others will
get a flash of the tapes on the coins and naturally assume
them to be the ones marked by the three spectators.
Although this is a small point it is an important one that will
be remembered later.
Turn your attention now to the spectator on your right
holding the pail, and ask him if he has counted the coins in
the pail. Upon receiving a negative answer, take the pall
from him with your right hand, grasping it by the rim with
the fingers inside and the thumb outside. This places the
finger palmed coins inside the pail, held in position and
covered by the fingers.
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Have him hold his hands cupped together, slowly and openly
pour the ten coins into his hands, then have him count them
back into the pail one at a time. Hold the pail in such a
manner he cannot see inside of it while he counts. As the
coins are dropped into the pail they make quite a clatter, so
anytime after the first coin is dropped release your three
coins one at a time to coincide with his coins falling into the
pail. This, of course, accomplishes the work of the old
multiplying money tray.
When he has counted all ten coins into the pail, with
obviously empty hands, pour the coins (now 13) into his
cupped hands, cautioning him to hold them tightly so that "I
will not be able to see or touch them." The only weakness in
the entire routine occurs at this point. There is some danger
of the spectator noticing the three marked coins falling into
his hands, but this can be covered by paying attention to the
following detail: Do not pour the coins slowly into his hands
but simply invert the pail over his hands and for a moment
or two leave it over his hands as you look him directly in the
eye and stress the importance of his holding the coins
tightly. If your personality and power of suggestion are what
they should be, he will do as you say and close his hands
tightly and there will be no cause for suspicion.
Announce that you intend passing the three marked (?) coins
held by your assistant on the left, into the hands of your
assistant on the right. Have your helper on the left give you
one of the three coins he is holding. Vanish it using either
The Bobo Complete Vanish, or the Complete Thumb Palm
Vanish.
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After vanishing the coin explain that perhaps your moves
were a bit too fast for them to follow, so offer to do it slower
as you take the coin and vanish it using the Sucker Vanish.
Take the third coin from him in your right hand and act as if
you are about to cause it to fade away also, then suddenly
change your mind. Say that you will permit your helper to
vanish this last coin. Show the coin in your right hand, then
pretend to place it in your left but retain it palmed in your
right. Go through the motions of placing the non-existent
coin in his hand and have him close his hand. Ask him if he
can feel it. (If you are not too close to the other spectators
whisper to him to say "Yes.") Most people will cooperate and
say "Yes." If he says "No" (which seldom happens), make
some remark about him not feeling so good.
Have him throw the coin (?) toward the spectator on your
right who is holding the other coins. Direct all your attention
to him as he makes the throwing motion, then turn to the
other spectator and inquire if he felt the coin arrive in his
hands. As you do this dispose of the palmed coin in your
right coat pocket (or sleeve it and dispose of it later). Have
the spectator open his hands and count the coins. He will, of
course, have 13. Have him remove the three marked coins
from the rest (he will be able to identify them quickly by the
squares of tape on them) then carry them to the spectators
who marked them and have them identify their marks. They
are the same coins!
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Chapter XIV The Miser's Dream
Versions of Robert-Houdin, T. Nelson Downs, et al.
Glenn Harrison Version
M.S. Whitford Version
A Miser's Dream Routine Perpetual
Coins
Versions of Robert-Houdin, T. Nelson Downs, et al. One of
the most illustrious of the conjuring tricks with coinsfound in
the programs of all the great magicians of the past, and
carried to the heights in the world of variety entertainment
by T. Nelson Downs, "King of Koins," during the golden age
of vaudeville. Like so many of the classic feats of magic, the
origin of this effect is lost in the obscurity of the past. No
magical historian seems to know definitely who introduced
it, nor when. Robert-Houdin included it in his séances
fantastiques in the forties of the last century, and described
it for the first time in print in his Secrets de la Prestidigitation
et de la Magie in 1868, but did not claim its invention, nor
did he shed any light on its origin.
It must have made its appearance about the time the
modern silk hat began to appear upon the heads of Europe's
gentlemen of fashion; that was about 1840. About 1792 men
had begun to wear beaver hats, which resembled the
modern top hat except for ornamentation with strings and
tassels. The trick could have slipped into the repertoire of
some conjurer around the beginning of the nineteenth
century, for about that time the hat began to endear itself
to the hearts of the conjuring fraternity as a storehouse for
small livestock, omelettes, and quantities of other strange
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goods. Since we can find no record of a conjuring feat in
which coins collected from the air were deposited in a
threecornered hat, we shall say it was the top hat-and the
silk topper at that-that inspired the nameless inventor who
devised the feat.
Titled "The Shower of Money" in Robert-Houdin's book, the
trick appears in its basic form: "When you first come forward
on the stage, you have in the right hand a fivefranc piece,
palmed after the Italian method (vis., thumb palmed). On
your other side, you have beforehand placed in the left
pochette seven five-franc pieces.
'Will some one of you gentlemen oblige me with a hat?' When
the hat is handed to you, take it in the right hand, and while,
in the act of turning round, the left hand is masked by your
body, take from the pochette the seven five-franc pieces,
which should be so placed as to be readily got hold of. You
then take the hat in the same hand, in such manner as to
let the coins lie flat against the inner lining. (The illustration
depicts the hat held in the left hand, the fingers clipping the
coins against the sweatband in the familiar manner. The first
coin was pinched from the flame of a candle.) 'Look,
gentlemen; to begin with, don't you see that five-franc piece
just going to burn itself in the flame of that candle? Let us
secure it!'
"While speaking as above, you have moved the hand close
to the candle, and at the final moment you have brought the
coin to the tips of the fingers.
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'Here it is, you see! dear me! it is quite hot, I will put it here
in the hat.'
"At the moment that you put the right hand into the hat, as
though to place therein the coin, you palm this by the Italian
method, as before, but at the same time you let fall from the
left hand one of the seven coins which you are holding
against the inside of the hat. If these two movements are
simultaneous, the illusion is perfect, and the spectators must
perforce believe that it is really the coin in the right hand
which has just fallen into the hat."
The other coins are caught, one from a lady's handkerchief,
one under the collar of a gentleman's coat, one in a child's
hair, one under a fan, one in a shawl, one floating in air, etc.,
and each time the pretence is made of dropping the coin into
the hat, but each time the coin is palmed and one let fall
from the left hand's stock. The last coin (the palmed one) is
caught and let fall openly into the hat.
Houdin advocated vanishing the eight coins by means of the
tourniquet, but went on to explain that this production of
coins served as the introduction to a stage trick which he
called "Shower of Gold." "A gold vase, covered with a silk
handkerchief, is instantaneously filled with golden coins; and
lastly, the hat which has been used for the reception of the
five-franc pieces is found crammed with an enormous
quantity of bank notes. These notes, as may be well
imagined, are of the 'Bank of Elegance' description, bearing,
instead of the words 'five hundred francs,' 'five hundred
times,' or the like, in the same kind of print. At a little
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distance they cannot be distinguished from the genuine
article."
Compars Herrmann, the original Herrmann, introduced the
trick to the United States in 1861, and according to Henry
Hutton and Adrian Plate (authors of Magician's Tricks--How
They Are Done) has never been surpassed in the
performance of it. Herrmann acted out the trick in a very
melodramatic manner, these gentlemen tell us, and this
greatly heightened its effect.
When Herrmann went into the audience to borrow a hat, he
had one coin, a silver dollar, palmed in his right hand, and
as an excuse for keeping the hand closed, he carried his
wand. In his left hand he had twenty-five or thirty-five coins,
and that hand grasped the lapel of his coat. The moment he
received the hat, he passed it to his left hand and thrust that
hand into it so the fingers pressed the coins against its side,
while the thumb, resting on the outside, clasped the brim.
Turning the hat crown upwards and still clinging to his wand
the performer boldly extended his arms and requested one
of the audience to feel them, to convince everyone he had
nothing concealed there.
This examination completed, Herrmann turned toward the
stage, and as if to prepare for work, tossed his wand ahead
of him, at the same time dropping into his sleeve the coin
palmed in the right hand. When he faced his audience he
showed his empty right hand, back and front, without saying
a word. Suddenly, he clutched at the air and then eagerly
peered into his hand. Nothing there. He repeated this action
once or twice, to no avail, and then, as if in despair, pressed
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his hand to his brow and dropped it to his side. That dramatic
gesture enabled him to get possession of the sleeved coin,
which he palmed. He again grasped at the air, caught a coin,
and triumphantly showed it to the audience. He tossed the
coin fairly into the hat-but took it out again almost instantly,
kissed it fondly, and apparently threw it back. This time he
palmed it, and dropped a coin from the left hand's stock
instead. The right hand was always withdrawn from the hat
with its back to the audience, and the palmed coin never
seen. The nowfamiliar variations followed-a coin was pushed
through the side of the hat; coins were shaken out of a lady's
handkerchief, or from a man's beard, etc. But the little
melodrama of the miser-his despair, his triumph, his glee
over his increasing wealth-must have been most effective in
1861. Today, such a bit might be greeted like a performance
of Uncle Tom's Cabin!
The most complete description of the trick in all of conjuring
literature is that given by T. Nelson Downs in his book
Modern Coin Manipulation. Downs' reputation rests upon the
act which he called "The Miser's Dream," and we can do no
better than to set it down here just as he put it into his book.
T. Nelson Downs' Original Version(From Modern Coin
Manipulation, Chapter II) By T. Nelson Downs, 1900(The
book was written by William J. Hilliard, who signed himself
as Editor.)
The above original conception of the author's has, he
believes, been more extensively imitated and counterfeited
than any other known Magical Act. In this chapter it is
proposed first to give an outline of same, and then to explain
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all the different "sleights" necessary for its accomplishment,
which the author desires to emphatically state were all,
without exception, invented by himself same sixteen years
ago. He mentions this fact for the information of those who
may be in doubt as to the origin of the back palm.
The stage is devoid of any kind of furniture, with the
exception of an ordinary property side table, which is totally
unprepared. The performer enters and asks for the loan of a
hat. Upon obtaining the necessary article it is placed crown
downwards on the table. Professor now turns up his sleeves
to the elbows, and his hands are shown to be quite empty
back and front with the fingers WIDE APART. The hat is now
taken (without the slightest suspicious movement) in the left
hand. The right hand makes a grab in the air, and there are
two coins, which he places in the hat. This is repeated till
about 20 coins have been caught, but during the whole time
the back and front and fingers of right hand are shown to be
absolutely empty, and not once do they approach the body.
By way of variation, a coin is some times passed through the
side of the hat, being unmistakably heard to fall within; or a
half dollar is thrown in the air, completely vanishing, and the
hat held out (a second or two afterwards) to catch the coin,
which is also heard to fall into the same. A coin is placed
between tips of first and fourth fingers of right hand, and
pushed against bottom of hat, whereupon it instantly
vanishes into the interior, making itself heard as it mingles
with the other coins.
The right hand now catches a dozen or so coins at once,
dropping them all into the hat. This is continued until an
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enormous number of half dollars is collected. These are
turned out on to the table. One is now taken in the left hand
and passed completely through one and then both knees,
then passed from hand to hand. Now the audience is asked
to name any number, which we will say is 15, whereupon
the performer proceeds to catch one at a time the half dollars
on the tip of his wand, immediately passing each one
invisibly into right hand, where it makes its appearance
between the first finger and thumb-this being continued until
the whole 15 are produced. Six coins are now vanished and
both hands shown empty, when the former are produced in
a fan from the back of the left hand. In conclusion, after
several other sleights hereinafter described, the performer
gathers up all the coins on the table -somewhere about
40makes the pass with this huge pile, when lo! they have
vanished, but are immediately reproduced in a shower from
the bottom of the vest.
As the above depends chiefly on what is termed the
"Continuous Front and Back Hand Palm," it is proposed to
describe this in minute detail first. The object is to conceal a
coin in the hand, yet at any moment showing back and front
quite empty, extending the fingers and thumb as well, but
immediately producing the coin when desired at the finger
tips.
If the reader desires to excel in this particular sleight, he
should first of all select a coin which best suits his fingers.
The author always uses a half dollar as being best adapted
to the size of his hands. The smaller the coin used the more
difficult to successfully carry out the trick. It is therefore,
advisable, perhaps, to start with a larger coin, say a dollar,
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and follow this up gradually with smaller coins, until you find
one which exactly suits the width of your fingers.
To commence the trick the coin is placed on the front of the
hand, being gripped between the tips of the first and fourth
fingers, Fig. 1.

You now draw down the two middle fingers until the points
rest behind the coin at its lower end. If you now exert with
these two fingers a slight pressure on the lower part of the
coin it revolves between the first and fourth fingers, Fig. 2,
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and, upon the performer now extending carefully the two
middle

fingers,

these stretch out

in front of the

coin (see Fig. 3,

which
represents

a

back view) which
the

is now held in
same position as at

first, except that it is at the back
instead of the front of the hand, the coin being quite invisible
and appearing to have vanished. To cover this movement,
which, of course, should be executed with lightning-like
rapidity, the performer makes a short movement with the
hand as if about to throw the coin away. The slight
movement facilitates the deception to a great extent.
Now, to make the coin reappear, the above movements are
simply reversed. This novel movement should be acquired
by both hands, which should perform it with equal freedom
and ease. With considerable practice this can be
accomplished with more than one coin. Fig. 4
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shows the author's hand with six coins back palmed.
(Editor's Note: There is some doubt about Downs or any
other performer ever doing this. Legend has it that Downs
himself was able to back palm three coins.)
The above is the original form in which the trick was invented
by the author 16 years ago, but since then he has naturally
made vast improvements in same, and the following is the
correct manner in which he performed the "Continuous Front
and Back Hand Palm" at the Palace Theatre, London, in
1899, for six consecutive months....
When the coin has been reversed to the back of the hand,
as in Fig. 3, the little finger moves away from the coin, which
is left gripped between the first and second fingers. The third
and fourth fingers are now spread wide apart, Fig. 5,
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to show there is nothing between them. The third finger
moves up at the back of the hand behind the coin, which it
pulls between it and second finger, where it remains gripped
as in Fig. 6,

enabling the performer to show the back of the hand, and
demonstrate that there is nothing between first and second
or third and fourth fingers.
Now, the thumb pushes the coin through from the front of
the hand to the back, still gripped between second and third
fingers, enabling the front of the hand to be shown, with the
first and fourth fingers extended as in Fig. 7.

The little finger comes up behind the hand and grips the
coin in exactly the same way as the third finger did firstly,
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enabling the first, second, and third fingers to be shown
empty, Fig. 8.

The second finger now grasps the coin from the back, so that
it is now held as before in Fig. 7, between two middle fingers,
again allowing performer to show there is nothing between
first and second or third and fourth fingers. The coin is then
picked up with the first finger and gripped between that and
the second finger, as already seen in Fig. 5.
Next, the fingers are bent round towards the palm, and with
the assistance of the second and third fingers the coin is
transferred to the palm of the hand, Fig. 9,

thereby allowing the performer to show the back of the hand
with all the fingers and thumb extended, Fig. 10.
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It is now picked up with the two middle fingers, and replaced
between first and second fingers, being exactly the reverse
of the
front

move,
of

the

enabling
hand

to

the
be

now shown. By

placing

the third finger

up behind the

coin, the same can be placed at back of thumb, Fig. 11,
where it lies gripped in the fleshy part, so that the performer
can now show front of hand empty, but with the fingers
extended. The hand is now closed, the coin being allowed to
drop in, and then opened, whereupon the coin is produced.
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The author uses all the above passes in his entertainment,
and, of course, to work the Back and Front Palm in an
absolutely correct manner, a considerable amount of
practice is necessary. However, to produce many brilliant
effects it is only essential that the performer should be
acquainted with one or two of the moves, but if the reader
ever desires to become a strictly first-class Coin Manipulator
he should practice, practice, and keep on practicing until all
the above sleights become second nature to him, and he can
defy even expert conjurers to tell where the coin is.
All the above should be done with both hands as mentioned
before, thereby enabling the performer to exhibit some
combinations that appear nothing short of supernatural.
[Editor's Note: Magical authorities differ on the value of this
set of finger gymnastics designed by Downs to prove that
the hand is empty. Some stamp it as bad magic-a needless
effort which contributes nothing to the Miser's Dream and
achieves but one result-that of isolating the coin so even the
most ignorant spectator can tell exactly where it is, and
follow its shuttlings back and forth between the fingers with
the greatest of ease.
It has been stated that Downs never used the moves
illustrated in Figures 5 to 11. I am unable to find any record
of his using them other than his book. However, I have vivid
recollections of Downs' amazing skill. I have seen him
execute a series of sleights with coins that was little short of
miraculous, doing things one would not believe possible, and
doing them so effortlessly-with even less effort than the
average magical enthusiast expends to palm a single coin!
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Therefore I'm almost willing to believe that Downs could
execute this series of "hide the coin" moves and make them
look like a smoothly executed set of movements, in which
the hand was shown both sides, and the fingers opened and
closed and wriggled freely to prove their innocence.
Downs was a great artist-too consummate an artist to
overdo any sleight-if he used this, or any part of it, you may
rest assured he would use it where it fit in best, and to
achieve a certain effect. Like all great artists, Downs strove
for simplicity; his best effects were achieved by the simplest
means possible, and he DID simplify his methods as the
years went along.]
Having described the principal secret of this Act, the author
will proceed to explain the Act itself and then the various
additions. Before going on the stage, the performer places
20 half dollars in his right-hand waistcoat pocket, and 15 in
his right-hand trousers pocket. A hat is borrowed, and, while
taking the same in his left hand, the coins from the waistcoat
are palmed in his right, and placed like a flash of lightning
under the bent-over side of the rim on the outside of the hat,
Fig. 12,
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which is placed with the same hand crown downwards on the
table. Now, if the coins have been placed neatly and properly
on the rim when the hat is turned over, they will remain
where you put them, but this is the most delicate part of the
trick, as unless you are exceedingly careful some, or all, will
fall as the hat is put on the table, and, in the words of a
popular song, "There would be no show that night." With
practice, however, this can be accomplished.
[Editor's Note: Downs made sure that no accident would mar
his performance by using his own "topper," which was
handed up to him by one of the musicians. This hat was just
right for gripping the load of coins, which he transferred to
the brim as the hat was passed from hand to hand, and he
could set the hat on the table crown downwards without the
slightest fear of the coins falling. This "prop" topper had a
brass plate riveted to the inside of the crown, to amplify the
sound of the coins dropping. And he actually used a Kellar
coin dropper and palming coins in a later version of the
trick!]
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The performer now casually turns up his sleeves, and
remarks, "With the permission of the ladies I will remove my
cuffs, or rather turn them up to the elbows." The hat is now
taken up with the left hand, the fingers of which get hold of
the coins under cover of the rim. The hat is passed into the
right hand to show the left empty, and the artiste will find
with practice it is quite easy to pass the coins with the hat
from hand to hand. The hat is now taken by the edge nearest
the audience, and, with right hand, turned over so that the
fingers of the left hand containing the 20 coins are brought
into the inside
of hat, Fig. 13,
in position for
the

moneycatching.
The right hand is now shown empty, and makes a grab in
the air at an imaginary coin, immediately placing it
(apparently) in the hat, where it is heard to fall, but, in
reality, it is a coin dropped from the left hand. This is
repeated, and, as the hand goes to the hat to make a
pretense of dropping in a coin, two coins are quickly palmed
in the right hand. You look in the air for more coins, and one
of those palmed is now produced at the finger tips (the mode
of which is described under "Production of Any Number of
Coins At The Finger Tips") and visibly dropped into the hat.
You now produce the second one, but, instead of placing this
in the hat, one is dropped from the left hand at the same
moment that the right hand approaches the top of the hat,
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thereby inducing the audience to believe that the visible coin
was really placed in the hat. This is repeated as often as
desired, and, by means of the "Continuous Front and Back
Hand Palm," before described, the right hand can at any
moment be shown apparently empty. [Editor's Note: Downs
used this sleight very sparingly.]
Additional effects are produced according to the fancy of the
performer. The apparent passing of a coin through the
bottom of the hat never fails to bring forth plenty of
applause. This is accomplished by holding the coin in the
manner depicted in Fig. 14.

The back palm is now made, Fig. 15,
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one coin being at the same time dropped from the left hand
into the hat, creating the necessary "jingle," and the illusion
is perfect. A similar effect can be produced by holding the
coin between the tips of the first three fingers and thumb
and pretending to push it through the side of the hat. What
really happens is that the coin is pushed by the hat down
between the fingers (the back of the hand facing the
audience) which hide it, one, of course, being dropped by
the left hand to create the necessary deception. It is well to
pay particular attention to these little moves, as they
invariably create more furore than the bigger and more
difficult sleights.
A coin is now apparently thrown in the air, and caught in the
hat a few seconds later. The coin is, of course, palmed in the
act of throwing up the hand, and the hat is held out in the
left hand as if waiting for the coin, which, at the right
moment, is dropped from the left hand.
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[Editor's Note: Those who witnessed Downs' performance of
the Miser's Dream will remember the ability he had of
dramatizing everything he did. In catching the coins, he was
deliberate at the start, and gradually increased the tempo as
he neared the climax. And he varied the procedure as much
as possible to keep one wondering where this endless supply
of wealth was coming from. Coins were produced from the
elbow, the trousers cuff, the knee, the tip of the shoe, even
from a horn held up by one of the musicians in the orchestra
pit, and coins were sometimes caught with the palm of the
hand to the audience.
For the "additional effects" such as passing a coin through
the bottom of the hat, Downs had a manner of setting the
stage for the effect so that you knew something special was
going to happen. By some trick of manner he placed you in
an expectant mood-"set" you for something. And when the
"something" happened, you were pleased, for you knew you
had seen something special. It was his ability as an actor
that enabled him to "put over" these episodes. His was "the
grand manner"-no Shakespearean actor knew more of the
tricks of the stage than did Downs. Unforgettable are his
manner of carrying himself, his dramatic gestures, his
postures suggestive of ballet or fencing, and his grand
demeanor.
His patter sparkled with sly wit, and he delivered it with a
timing and inflection that caught and held your attention.
But the many little tricks he employed to put over his
socalled "additional effects" cannot be described adequately
in print. For example, when a coin was apparently thrown
into the air and caught in the hat a second later, he put a bit
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of business to it that made it most amusing. He would wait
briefly for the coin to drop into the hat. It did not. He would
look at the audience, puzzled at this failure, and turn his
head in the opposite direction, still scanning the horizon for
the coin. At this point he would release the coin from the left
fingers, and it would land in the hat with a loud clink that
caused him to turn his head and look at the hat in surprise.
Then he would steal a sly look at the audience. As Downs did
it, this bit was a sure laugh--but only a master of timing and
a finished actor could make it such an effective bit. It was
the succession of such effective bits that made the act.
He knew and used all the artifices ever invented to make the
coin catching procedure more effective. To make the coins
land with a greater clatter, he would lift the hat sharply as
the left fingers released a coin, thereby increasing the
impact with which the coin struck its fellows in the hat. And
coins were stolen by shaking the hat so they could be clipped
under the left fingers. In this manner a few extra coins could
be "caught" after the left hand's stock had been exhausted.
In some of his presentations he has been known to switch
the hats-on the trip back to the stage from the audience,
where great quantities of coins had been seemingly
produced from the spectators. He would switch for a hat
filled to overflowing with coins, and since you saw such a
great quantity, you must of necessity believe he had
produced such a tremendous number! But this was "magic
for magicians" and it is doubtful whether he ever used such
a routine for the public.
The trip into the audience, in which he invariably found a few
coins "in their whiskers," was a succession of laughs. He
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would dip his hand into the hat and shower the coins from
his fingers, brazenly stealing loads which he shook from their
sleeves, neckties, handkerchiefs-even from a spectator's
nose-"the gentleman who always blows himself about this
time!" His patter sallies such as "Tomorrow night, East
Lynne," or " season we'll carry two giraffes (pronounced
Jyraffes)," sound innane in print, but they always brought
laughs. His skill was great, and his touch was sure-he was
an incomparable artist--always.]
When the first load of coins is exhausted, the performer
makes a bold move. He pretends to hear someone make a
remark that he gets the coins from his pockets--"Which
pocket?" he replies: "The left one?" and places his hand into
the pocket so as to suit the action to the word-"No, the right
one?"-now placing his right hand into the pocket, which
forthwith palms the 15 coins firstly placed there. "No, ladies
and gentlemen, if I were to place my hands in my pockets
you would all see me. Please, see that my hands do not
approach the body." Meanwhile, he has got the palmed 15
coins on to the rim of the hat as explained at the
commencement of this description. The hat is then placed,
if desired, on the table, crown downward, and the hands
shown perfectly empty. The same process is now repeated.
If the above movements are executed with a certain amount
of sang froid, and without appearing to be in a hurry to place
the hands in your pockets, not one in a thousand would
guess that you were "loading"-it being such a barefaced
proceeding the audience would never dream that you would
be so bold as to deceive them in this decidedly simple yet
effective manner.
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Now, when this last lot of coins becomes exhausted, another
ruse is resorted to by the performer. His right hand dives
into the hat and rattles the coins to show they are real ones,
at the same time letting them pour in a shower from the
hand into the hat. He repeats this once or twice, and then
palms, say, a dozen, which, of course, enables him to go on
catching them singly (producing them at finger tips as firstly
described. (Editor's note: The Downs Palm could be used
here, and the coins dropped into the hat as caught.) or to
make a grab in the air and produce the 12 in a fan, Fig. 16,

with the remark that "When I desire more than one I make
this move."
The above can be repeated, if desired, but it will usually be
found that 30 to 40 coins will take some time to "catch,"
provided the performer is not unduly quick about it. This
must be avoided, and the artiste must go about his business
in an easy manner, without any jumps or jerks so common
with unfinished performers. To practice before a looking
glass is all very well, but before your friends is better, as
they are thereby enabled to give you hints as to mistakes,
etc., which it is impossible for you to see yourself in a glass.
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Production of Any Number of Coins at Finger
Tips
Before the hat is replaced on the table the audience is asked
to name any number, which we will suppose is 15. The
performer, who has in the meantime been "jingling" the
coins in the hat, quickly palms the desired number, and
replaces the hat on the table (to palm the correct number
instantaneously requires considerable practice, but the
author is enabled through constant exercise to tell exactly
how many he picks up by the feel and weight). Both hands
are now shown empty by means of the "New Change-over
Palm." The magic wand is taken in the left hand, and the
coins caught on its extreme end one by one, each being then
invisibly passed from the wand to the right finger tips. The
wand used is, of course, the old "Half Dollar" Wand, but the
one the author has been in the habit of using was improved
by him to the extent that it works noiselessly, this being
brought about by a series of minute pieces of rubber
operating in the "Coin" end of the wand, which prevent the
edges of the opening "clicking" together when the half dollar
is caused to appear or vanish. [Editor's Note: Downs later
abandoned the coin wand, and simply produced the required
number of coins in a fan at his finger tips, in the manner to
be described here.]
The coins are palmed in the right hand. To produce them
one by one at the finger tips, the two middle fingers are bent
down towards the coins as in Fig. 17.
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The third finger pushes up the bottom one (that nearest the
wrist), same being immediately gripped between that finger
and the second which instantaneously places the coin
between the tips of the first finger and thumb, the second
one being placed behind this, and so on till the whole 15
have been "produced." The left hand, of course, makes a
motion of catching a coin on the wand each time and shows
the coin, which is withdrawn into the wand in the act of
throwing it towards the right hand.
The coins are now counted one at a time from the right hand
into the hat. If, by any chance, you should have made a
mistake in the number asked for, it is easy when counting
them at the conclusion to "miscount" one or two. [Editor's
Note: In Downs' hands, each coin added to the fan in the
right hand appeared with a very audible click. If he had
palmed too few coins, there was an occasional click
unaccompanied by a coin, the procedure being analogous to
the false count with cards. When the coins were counted
aloud into the hat, the left hand held in reserve a few extras
clipped against the hat as in Fig. 13,
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and the right hand made the gesture of dropping a coin when
actually the coin was released from the left hand's stock.
Chicanery, Downs called it, but he was prepared for any
emergency. When the methods of an acknowledged master
are analyzed, is it any wonder that the proverb, "Genius is
the infinite capacity for taking pains" is universally
accepted?]
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To Pass a Coin Through the Knees
To bring about the above effect a half dollar is palmed in the
right hand, and another taken between the second and third
finger tips (the latter of course visible to the audience). Left
hand is now shown empty, and the visible coin placed on the
left fingers in readiness for the back palm, the left hand
being placed horizontally against the right knee. The right
hand now points at the coin in the left hand in a casual sort
of way (in reality to show nothing between the fingers or at
the back of the hand), then shows the front of the hand (in
the meantime, of course, reversing the coin to the back of
the hand), and places it in a similar position on the opposite
side of the knee to the left. Fig. 18
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will show the correct position. The coin is now back-palmed
by the left hand-at the moment of doing which the coin
backpalmed in the right hand is brought to the front, the
same having apparently passed completely through your
knee. This can be repeated once or twice. The performer
then pretends to overhear a remark, "Pass it through both
knees," and replies "Through both knees? Oh, certainly;
however, it's more painful," and he repeats the trick,
apparently passing the coin through both knees, making, of
course, not the slightest difference in the modus operandi.
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The Elusive Pass
The performer takes, we will say, six coins between the
foremost sections of the middle and third fingers of the right
hand, spreading out at the same time the other fingers,
presenting to the public the back of his hand. The left hand
now approaches the right as if to take away the coins, Fig.
19,

and, in fact, really takes them away the first time. Then,
apparently overhearing a remark to the effect that they are
not in the left hand, he opens it and shows the coins.
Same are again taken between the tips of the second and
third fingers of the right hand, and the left hand makes the
motion of taking the coins, while, under cover of the fingers
of the left hand, the two fingers of the right hand containing
the coins are bent round the thumb of the left hand, and the
coins left palmed in the right hand, the two fingers
immediately returning to their original position, the left hand
moving away as if it contained them, Fig. 20.
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The above movements are made very clear in the
accompanying drawings, though they may appear almost
impossible of execution. In the first place, the different
moves should be made very slowly with, say, 2 coins; but
the reader will understand that in the actual execution of this
feat before an audience everything is done so quickly that it
is quite impossible for a spectator to tell whether the coins
are really taken in the left hand or not....
Now, upon the left hand being opened and shown empty,
the right hand can also be shown empty by means of the
following......

New Change-Over Palm
When the left hand is opened, the right hand, which contains
the coins palmed, is brought face to face with the left one,
and the coins transferred to the palm of the left hand, which
is immediately turned round (under cover of the right) to
show (apparently) that there is nothing at the back, and then
the right hand can be shown empty back and front, Fig.
21.
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The left hand is turned round under cover of the right hand,
and the coins repalmed in right, Fig. 22.

This is an exceedingly difficult sleight, and requires a
considerable amount of delicacy in manipulating. It is very
desirable to have the coins all of the same size and
thickness, otherwise one or more may slide out from the rest
in the act of transference.
The coins can then be produced as fancy indicates by
catching them one at a time, or in a fan from the back of the
left hand; but a suitable mode of production will readily
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suggest itself to a performer who has thoroughly mastered
the above two passes. The author can safely state that when
once proficient in both of the above the performer can do
practically just as he likes with half a dozen coins, and he
therefore considers it one of the most useful passes in
existence.
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Downs' New "Click" Pass
As the trick about to be described relies almost entirely on
the above-named new and original "pass" the author has
thought it only fair to give it the above title. Once acquired
it becomes a most useful and one of the most puzzling and
deceptive sleights extant.
The mode of performing it is as follows: Ten coins are placed
unmistakably in the left hand. All are satisfied that the coins
are really in the left hand, they being heard to fall therein.
The right hand now picks up an ordinary glass tumbler and
holds the hands wide apart. The coins are commanded to
pass one at a time from the closed left hand into the glass
held in the right, which they proceed to do, the beautiful part
of the experiment being that each coin is distinctly seen and
heard to fall into the tumbler. After about, say, eight coins
have passed, the performer pretends to hear someone say
that there are no coins in the left hand. He immediately
opens the left hand and shows the two remaining coins. The
hand is closed, and the two that are left pass singly into the
glass held in the right, in the same manner as their
predecessors.
To produce the above illusion it is necessary to study
carefully the accompanying drawings, which explain fully the
"click" pass before referred to. The coins are first placed in
the right hand, as in Fig. 23,
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and the hand is then quickly turned over, the coins being
apparently transferred to the left hand, but in reality the
third and fourth fingers of the right hand arrest their fall, Fig.
24

(thereby creating a sound or "click" as if the coins had fallen
into left hand), and forthwith palm them in the right hand.
If the foregoing be tried once or twice it will be seen what a
perfect illusion it produces. Now with the right hand
(containing the palmed coins) pick up the tumbler as in Fig.
25.
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By slightly relaxing the muscles of the palm of the right
hand, the coins are released one at a time and fall into the
glass, Fig. 26.

A considerable amount of practice and delicacy of
manipulation is essential to ensure the coins dropping singly.
The additional effect of being able to show two coins in the
left hand, after eight have passed into the tumbler, is
brought about by finger-palming in the left hand two dummy
coins pivoted together which admits of their being spread
apart to lock like two coins. These are shown, and in the act
of again closing the left hand, they are reverse palmed, the
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fact of their being riveted together enabling this to be
accomplished with ease.
The author can confidently recommend the above trick as
being one of the best with which he is acquainted....
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Downs' New Fan Pass
This is another favorite pass invented by the author. The
coins are held as in Fig. 27.

The right fingers now allow the coins to slide down one after
another with a jingle into the palm of the left hand which
forthwith closes up on the same, but just as it does so the
two middle fingers of the right hand grip the coins and
immediately palm them in the right hand. If this is carried
out neatly, and under cover of the movement of the left
hand, the spectators will be absolutely convinced that the
coins still remain in the left hand.
The foregoing is a very useful method of causing the
disappearance of a number of coins after having produced
them in a "fan."

The Downs' Eureka Pass
This is described firstly in this book. Downs said of it:
The author has the extreme pleasure, in the following
description of the pass to which he has given the above title,
in taking the reader into his confidence and explaining to him
fully what the writer conscientiously believes to be his most
novel, puzzling and prettiest feat:
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The pass is used for the vanishing of any number of coins,
up to 20, one at a time.
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The "Turnover" With Forty Coins
This feat the author considers to be one of the best in his
whole act, for the simple reason that no one has yet even
attempted to duplicate it publicly Others have tried it and
have got as far as making the coins turn one way, but there
they stop, it being to impossible for them to make them
return without the use of the other hand.
The coins are spread from the very tips of the fingers of the
right hand to the wrist, Fig. 28.

Now, by slightly contracting the palm the whole row turns
completely over in pretty fashion. Fig. 29

shows the coins in the act of turning. Fig. 30
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shows them turned completely over.
Now by a delicate jerk with the tips of the two middle fingers
the coins are made to assume their original position. The
author is able to turn the coins over quite slowly and also do
the reverse movement in the same manner.
This makes the trick look more effective, but it is exceedingly
difficult of accomplishment, though, of course, it can be done
with sufficient practice. The author fears that at first sight
some of the sleights mentioned in this book may appear
impossible of successful execution, and he therefore begs to
say that he has described nothing but what he has
accomplished himself, each of the experiments herein
contained being quite practical.

To Palm And Make The Pass With Forty Coins
(Editor's Note: Here a paradoxical situation arises. The move
as described is not possible to execute with thirty to forty
coins. However, we shall give it in the author's own words,
for what it may be worth.)
Now to describe the correct method as employed by the
author. The pile of thirty to forty coins (they were dumped
out of the hat onto the table after having been "caught") is
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taken between the fingers in exactly the same manner as
described in "The Elusive Pass." The right hand now makes
a motion of passing the coins into the left, but in reality the
two fingers holding the coins bend round and palm them in
the right hand, in the position shown in Fig. 20, the left hand
closing at the same time and the right hand keeping in an
upright position pointing at the left. The left hand is now
shown empty. The right hand can be brought down to hang
in a natural position by slightly bending the third finger
round on to the top of the coins which keeps them from
falling, and the same can be produced in any manner the
performer desires.
The author's favorite method is to produce them in a shower
from under the vest. This is accomplished in the following
manner: As the right hand (containing the coins) lifts up the
edge of the vest with the first finger and thumb, the third
finger, which it will be remembered is supporting the coins,
pushes them under the vest. The stomach is now expanded
and the hand can almost be withdrawn, and by gradually
drawing in the abdomen the coins escape a few at a time
and fall into the right hand which is waiting to receive them.
(Editor's Note: The vanish Downs actually used was quite
similar to the Vanish for Several Coins. After the "Turnover"
the coins are lying on the palm of the hand as in Fig. 30.
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The hand simply tilts and simulates the action of pouring the
coins into the left hand, held immediately below as if actually
receiving coins. The coins in the right hand slide down and
are held in a stack on the curled second and third right
fingers, and as they slide down and come to rest in a stack
they make a sound like the actual pouring of coins from one
hand into the other, which helps to create the necessary
illusion. The back of the hand pouring the coins is to the
audience during the action, and the cupped left hand
conceals the fact that it receives nothing. Performed with no
lost motion, this vanish is most deceptive.)
There you have it-the most complete exposition of The
Miser's Dream in all of magical literature, by the greatest
master of the feat in the history of magic. It would command
attention today, and get top billing, for Downs' "Miser's
Dream" was more than a trick. It was a piece of
characterization just as much as Cardini's act is today.
Over the years, the top hat as a receptacle for the coins has
given way to a variety of more modern containers-a
champagne bucket (often gimmicked to conceal and deliver
leads of coins), a child's toy sand pail, a cocktail shaker, a
glass tumbler with the side slotted just above the bottom,
so the same coins can be caught over and over again by
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changing the glass from hand to hand, a champagne glass,
etc. I have seen Downs himself use a straight-sided metal
pail or can. And tons of coin catchers and weird contrivances
have been sold to amateur magicians to eliminate the sleight
of hand in catching the coins. A few of the coin droppers,
such as the Kellar coin dropper, have much merit, and as we
mentioned elsewhere, Downs used a Kellar dropper in a later
version of the trick.
Owen Clark made a thumb tip in which a folding coin was
concealed, and used it in his version of the trick, the coins
as he caught them being tossed into a glass bowl. (See The
Stanley Collins Section, Chapter XV.) The celebrated Felicien
Trewey is said to have presented a pantomime version of the
feat with no coins at all, the sound effects being produced
off stage to enhance the illusion. Al Flosso convulses his
audiences with his version of this celebrated trick.
The Miser's Dream deserves to be revived as a program
item. It is far more stageworthy than Cups and Balls
routines, and it displays the abilities of the performer just as
much. Of the modern versions of the trick, we present
several having great audience appeal in the pages that
follow.

The Miser's Dream Glenn Harrison
One of the main reasons The Miser's Dream is so seldom
seen today is because most of the routines in print are
outdated, too difficult for the average performer, or are not
suitable for modern presentation.
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This routine by Glenn Harrison is pure entertainment. The
only sleight of any consequence in the entire routine is the
simple thumb palm. Not only is the routine thoroughly
practical in every respect, it is easily adaptable to either
straight or comedy presentation. If you like to make your
audience laugh, this is for you. The routine has a novel
beginning and an ending that is guaranteed to leave the
most blasé audience weak from laughter.
The number of coins the performer uses will depend on
several factors-the speed at which he works, the length of
time he wishes to consume, and his ability. It is better to
use a small number of coins and have confidence in your
handling of them than to use a greater number and not be
sure of yourself. You might start with a small number and
progress to a larger number. It is better to use a smaller
number of coins which are easier to handle, and concentrate
on each production, than to produce a great number in rapid
succession without rhyme or reason. I remember seeing a
magician who produced countless numbers of lighted
cigarettes from the air so rapidly the spectators hardly
realized what was taking place. On the other hand I have
seen magicians produce only a half dozen cigarettes in such
a manner that the appearance of each cigarette was an
event.
For some reason or other it is more effective to seemingly
pluck coins from different objects around the stage and
different parts of your body than to get them from the air.
Of course, the very essence of the mystery depends on the
performer's ability to convince the spectators that there are
coins all about him just waiting to be picked. Make each
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production a real event. If you pretend to see a coin on the
flame of a candle, pluck it off like a flower. There is no
mystery in simply having a coin appear at the fingertips as
you reach into the air. Make each production as magical as
possible. Act out your part, imagine yourself a real magician
and that you actually have the ability to produce money from
the air.
To make an event out of apparently extracting a coin from
the air do it this way: Turn your gaze upward as if looking
for something, then pretend to see it. Follow its flight as it
moves slowly about. Suddenly reach out and as you
pretend to catch it, quickly bring the coin into view at your
fingertips. Look at your treasure, then at the audience as if
to say, "Look what I've found -a silver dollar!" Show it,
drop it into the pail, then repeat the process. Produce the
one from your elbow or knee. Vary the production. Pluck
each coin from a different place and I think you will find
that the production of a coin from yours or a spectator's
clothing is much more amusing than if the coin was taken
from the air. Imagine that the coins are actually there-all
you have to do is pluck them.
Requirements: 20 to 24 silver dollars or palming coins, a
white silk handkerchief, a small metal pail, a flash bill, a coin
holder to hold six or eight coins, and a box of matches or
cigarette lighter.
If you plan to use real silver dollars, select some well worn
ones from the 1922 or 1923 issues. The 1921 vintage is too
rough and thick. For a night club audience a copper or
chromed champagne bucket or ice bucket is a must, but for
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mixed audiences where children are present a child's sand
pail is ideal.
Preparation: Have one silver dollar and the flash bill in your
wallet, which is in your inside coat pocket. Silk is in your left
breast coat pocket. Put six or eight coins in the coin holder
and fasten it under the lower left edge of your coat. Place
about eight coins in your left trousers pocket and one in the
right trousers pocket. Rest the pail on its side on your table
and arrange the remaining coins inside it in an overlapping
row, Fig. 1.

Wedge a small article on either side of the pail to prevent it
from rolling and dislodging the coins.
The first part of the routine works very well with soft music
but is also very effective with patter.
Routine: Begin by removing your wallet. With your right
hand, extract the flash bill with the silver dollar hidden
behind it and covered by your fingers. Show the bill, then
take a match, or your lighter, and set fire to it. The bill will
burn rapidly toward your fingers, and lust as it is almost
consumed toss it and the coin into the air about eighteen
inches. The coin will go higher than the burning bill but a
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flare will follow part way and expire, leaving nothing but the
silver dollar, which drops into your hand. On first trial you
may drop the coin because you will be distracted by the
burning bill and fumble the coin as it descends. But just
ignore the burning bill and keep your eye on the coin and
you will have no trouble catching it. Apparently the bill is
transformed by fire to a silver dollar.
Pick up the pail with your left hand in the following manner:
Extend the fingers well inside and bring the coins together
in a stack as you lift the pail away from the table. Turn to
the left and as you pretend to toss the coin into the pail,
thumb palm it and release one with the left fingers, which
falls with a clink to the bottom of the pail, Fig. 2.

The timing on this action is very important. If the left hand
releases a coin too soon or too late the illusion is lost. A
fraction of a second off in timing will mar the effect. The coin
should strike the bottom of the bucket the exact instant that
one would had it actually been dropped from the right hand.
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There is nothing difficult about this procedure-the right hand
with its coin enters the mouth of the bucket and thumb
palms the coin. At the same time the left hand releases one
coin. Practice this over and over until you can do it perfectly
every time. While the right hand is engaged in producing the
coin the left hand readies a second coin for quick release.
Simply slide a coin downward from the stack so it is barely
held by the fingertips, then it can be released instantly,
without fumbling, Fig. 3.

Continue picking coins from nowhere, varying the operation
as much as possible until only two coins remain under the
left fingers and one is thumb palmed in the right. For a bit
of comedy, reach for a coin and failing to get it, rub your
fingers together. Look with disappointment at your hand,
then turn to the audience and say, "I guess that wasn't a
coin." Immediately look out and say, "Oh, there it is." Reach
out and produce it. Pretend to drop it into the pail but thumb
palm it and drop one from the left hand. Now you have one
coin in each hand.
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Produce another coin and show it in your right hand. Go
through the motions of tossing it high into the air-really
thumb palm it and follow its invisible flight with your eyes.
Then as it falls, thrust out the bucket to catch it. The moment
your eyes reach the bucket release the coin from the left
hand, permitting it to fall. If properly acted out this bit of
pantomime is very effective. Now only one coin remains
thumb palmed in your right hand. Seemingly pluck the last
piece of silver from the air and drop it openly into the bucket.
Now pour all the coins into your right hand, place the bucket
aside and remove the silk from your breast pocket. Spread
it over your palm up left hand, then dump the coins audibly
onto the silk and close the left fingers over them. Open the
hand and dump them back into the right hand and exhibit
them in an overlapping row. Apparently repeat the action of
pouring the coins into your left hand but execute the Vanish
for Several Coins (a), retaining them in your right hand and
closing the left hand and turning it over. The sound created
by this sleight produces the illusion that the coins did
actually arrive in the left hand. The right hand drops
innocently to the side and the left hand throws the silk,
apparently full of coins, into the air. Seemingly the coins
disappear in midair and the silk floats to the floor. If you are
working with an orchestra have the drummer hit the bass
drum the instant the handkerchief reaches the floor. For
some reason this is funny to an audience.
With your right side toward the spectators, stoop, and as
you pick up the silk with your right hand, steal the load of
coins from the holder with your left hand. Now you have a
number of coins in your right hand, hidden by the silk. Turn
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to the right and apparently shake the coins from the silk into
the bucket. This is a strong finish but you are prepared for
an encore. Toss the silk into the air, catch it with your right
hand, and as you step to the other side of the table transfer
the silk to your left hand, over the load of coins. Again hold
the silk over the bucket, give it a little shake and more coins
stream out.
This concludes the first part of the routine and you can stop
here. But if you wish to continue you can do so with excellent
effect by proceeding with
Phase Two
Ask for the assistance of two men. As they come forward
casually place your hands in your trousers pockets and finger
palm the eight coins in your left hand and the single coin in
your right hand. Remove your hands from your pockets, pick
up the bucket with your left hand and hold the load inside of
it as previously described. Do this in a casual, off-hand
manner as the men come forward and the action will never
be noticed.
Stand one man on your left, the other on your right. Reach
out and pretend to pluck a coin from the clothing of the man
on your left and apparently toss it into the pail. Actually you
thumb palm it and drop one from the left hand instead.
Produce one or two more from his clothing, then take the
end of his tie with your right hand and shake a coin from it
(the one you had thumb palmed) into the bucket. Tell him
he can do the same thing. Instruct him to reach into the air
after a coin, with his left hand. He gets nothing, so tell him
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to try again but throw the coin into the bucket. After he
makes a grab into the air have him hold his fist over the
bucket and open it. As he opens his hand allow a coin to drop
into the pail from your left hand. The illusion is that he
caught a coin and dropped it into the pail.
Now turn to the man on your right and ask him to blow into
the bucket. Meanwhile you have transferred the bucket to
your right hand and the left still retains the load of coins.
Place your left hand to his nose and stream the coins into
the bucket.
This is good for a laugh but the business that follows is even
funnier. Immediately whisper to him to remove his
handkerchief and pretend to blow his nose. While the
spectators are laughing turn to the spectator on the left and
as you begin conversing with him steal a load of coins from
the bucket. Don't worry about anyone seeing you do this.
They will be laughing and watching the man on your right
and paying little attention to you. Look around in surprise as
he blows his nose into the handkerchief. You will know when
he does this as there will be a burst of laughter from the
audience. Take the handkerchief from him with the hand that
contains the coins and as you exclaim, "You are cheating
me!" stream the coins from the handkerchief into the bucket.
Quickly thank the men and dismiss them.
Extra
Here is a brilliant bit of business that will fit well into the first
part of the routine, especially if you are working before a
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smaller audience. The single coin in your right hand has a
daub of wax at its center. When you are down to one coin in
your left hand, instead of throwing the right hand coin into
the bucket, stick it flat against the bottom of the bucket-the
wax will make it adhere. At the same time release the coin
from the left hand. Apparently the coin has penetrated the
bottom of the bucket! Now place the bucket over the top of
a tall, clear glass tumbler, the coin being directly over the
mouth of the glass. Remove a coin from the bucket, hold it
about 12 inches above the bucket and drop it. When it
strikes the bottom of the bucket it will jar loose the waxedon
coin underneath, causing it to drop into the glass. It makes
a very pretty visible penetration, heightened by sound
effects!
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The Miser's Dream M. S. Whitford's Version
Here is another modern version of this old classic that should
appeal to many. The routine is unique in that the performer
produces fourteen dollar size coins without the benefit of
gimmicks or body loads. Nothing is used but the coins, a
transparent glass to drop the coins in as they are produced,
and the two hands. And best of all it is just as effective when
performed at close range as at a distance.
Requisites and Preparation: A glass of the high ball type with
a recessed bottom large enough to hold seven dollar size
palming coins. These glasses are obtainable in grocery
stores, and come packed with pickles or relish, put out by
the Glazier-Crandle Pickle Company and the American Lady
Company. It should not be too difficult to find a glass suitable
for the trick in a dime or department store.
Also required are fourteen thin type palming coins, which
must be made smooth by polishing their flat surfaces on an
emery stone or emery cloth. Most palming coins available
today are so roughly embossed they are difficult to handle
in a stack and slide apart noiselessly. If the palming coins
you have are of this variety simply grind down their rough
surfaces with a rough emery stone then smooth them with
a finer stone or a fine grade emery cloth. The milled edges
should not be disturbed-the sharper they are the better.
There are quite a number of tricks in this book that can be
made easier to perform by the use of smooth coins, so it is
advisable to prepare a few and have them on hand. Downs
prepared his coins in this manner.
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Have the glass on the table, mouth down, with seven of the
coins stacked in the recessed bottom, Fig. 1.

The coins cannot be seen (except from above) because of
the scientific principle known as refraction of light. The
remaining seven coins are in your right trousers or carat
pocket.
Working: Secretly secure the seven coins from your pocket
and hold them together in the Downs palm position (see The
Downs Palm). Pick up the glass with the left third and fourth
fingers on top of coins and reverse glass, fingers holding
coins securely in recessed bottom, Fig. 2.
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This is the same way you would hold a glass to drink from
it.
Turn slightly to the right and permit your right palm (fingers
apart) to be seen empty as you reach out and produce the
first coin, Fig. 3. (For methods, see The Downs
Palm, and Four Coins to a Glass.)

Drop the coin into the glass, then shake the glass, rattling
the coin inside. Do this after each coin is produced so the
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spectators can actually hear as well as see the coins in the
glass.
Face the spectators, then with the back of the right hand
toward them, pluck the coin from the end of your tie. Keep
the back of your right hand toward the spectators as you get
the third coin from behind your left knee. Produce the one
from the elbow of the bent left arm, then swing back to the
right and catch the fifth from the air in the same manner as
you did the first.
Face the spectators again and apparently pull one out of your
hair. Hold your nose with your right forefinger and thumb
and as you pretend to blow the last coin from your nose,
release the coin from the hand and catch it in the glass.
Apparently the trick is over but actually you are only half
through. Next comes the procedure of getting the seven
coins from the bottom of the glass to the right hand and into
the Downs palm position. This is accomplished as follows:
Bring the glass over the right hand (which is held in a loose
fist and back outward), apparently set the glass on top of
the fist, with the right thumb and first finger in the same
position as they were in when they held the first stack of
seven coins. At this point, the left third and fourth fingers
lower the coins from the bottom of the glass into the right
thumb (Downs palm) palm position. Immediately on
releasing the coins from the left fingers, the left fingers slide
to the top of the glass, pick it up and shake the coins already
in it. Set the glass back on the right fist and return the left
third and fourth fingers to the same bottom hold as before.
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This is misdirection and does not affect the trick. Now your
right hand is loaded with seven more coins ready to be
produced as at the beginning.
Produce these coins one at a time, varying the procedure as
much as possible.
Now slowly pour the fourteen coins from the glass into your
right hand and place the glass on the table. Slowly pour the
coins from your right to your left hand. Arrange them in the
left palm in an overlapping row, starting near the wrist and
spreading them almost to the base of the fingers. Bring the
left hand over to the right and apparently pour the coins
back into the palm up right hand, but execute the Vanish for
Several Coins (a), retaining the coins in the left hand as the
right closes and pretends to hold the coins. The sound
produced by this sleight creates the illusion that the coins
were actually dumped into the right hand.
Keep the right hand closed as though holding the coins as
you reach over and pick up the glass by its rim with the left
thumb and first finger, back of hand pointing toward
audience. Pretend to throw the coins from the extended and
raised right hand into the right sleeve. Shake the right arm
as though the coins were going down the sleeve, across the
back and down the left sleeve into the glass, which is held
about hip high. With the left hand, release most of the coins
slowly and let them fall into the glass, keeping the glass in
motion, causing the coins to rattle. Retain two or three coins
in the left hand and pretend some of the coins stuck in the
left sleeve. Grasp the left sleeve at the elbow with the right
hand and shake it, at the same time releasing the remainder
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of the palmed coins from the left hand which fall into the
glass apparently out of the sleeve.
Patter suggestions: "I had a friend and his name was Bill. He
never worked and never will. He always had a glass in his
hand (pick up glass) and he always had money (at this point
produce first coin). He wore those beautiful handpainted ties
(produce coin from tie), tailor made suits (produce coin from
knee). He hung around swanky joints (produce coin from
elbow of bent left arm). He travelled a lot (move right arm
through air and produce coin at fingertips with arm
extended). He kept his hair well trimmed (produce coin from
hair). He always blew himself when in a crowd (blow one
from nose into glass).
(At this point execute the move of transferring coins from
bottom of glass into right Downs palm.) "I asked Bill how he
could have money and not work. Since we were old friends
and had attended school togwther, he agreed to tell me. The
secret was-magic, my boy! You just wish for money, reach
out and there it is. So I said, 'Why not try it?' I wished there
was a coin right out there (with eyes pointing to a spot in
front of you), so I reached out and there it was (reach out
and produce coin, act surprised, and drop coin into glass).
Maybe there is something to magic, let's try it again."
(Continue to produce the remaining coins. After producing
the last set of seven coins, reach out in the air, pretend to
get a coin, and drop it into glass-no noise. Put your
forefinger to your mouth and say, "Hush money.")
At this point you pour the fourteen coins from glass into right
hand, and then into left hand. You apparently throw them
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back into right hand, but retain them in left hand. "This is
the way magicians use their sleeves to do magicup the right
sleeve, across the shoulder, down the left sleeve into the
glass." Go through motions as described firstly.

A Miser's Dream Routine Jack Makepeace
This version combines several standard sleights and tricks in
an interesting and novel routine, which can be varied
according to the performer's ability.
Requisites: Five thin palming coins, a wine glass, and a small
dish with a rim high enough to conceal the five coins when
they are placed therein. The dish is on the table.
As you begin you have the five coins concealed in the Downs
palm position of your right hand and you are holding the
wine glass by its stem with your left hand. With your left side
toward the spectators, reach out with your right hand which
is held palm outward) and produce the first coin from the
air. Drop it into the glass, then pluck a second one from a
different spot. (For a description of these moves see The
Downs Palm or Arthur Buckley's method in Four Coins to a
Glass.) Vary the production. Get a coin or two from the air,
two or three from different parts of the clothing, and the last
one from the air.
Empty the coins into your right hand and place the glass on
the table. Now perform the Roll Down Production of Four
Coins, or any other flourish, then drop the coins one at a
time into the left hand. The left hand stacks the coins in the
palm in preparation for the move.
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With the fingers and thumb of the palm down right hand,
grasp the top four coins by their edges, lift them up and
away from the left hand, which retains the bottom coin
palmed and turns palm inward. Right hand deposits its four
coins in the dish as the left hand grasps the glass by its rim
between the fingers and thumb in such a manner that when
the coin is released from the palm it will drop directly into
the glass. Take one of the coins from the dish with the right
hand and show it. Hold the hands same distance apart and
as you make a motion of throwing the coin toward the glass,
classic palm it. Pretend to follow its flight to the left hand
and the instant your eyes reach the glass, release the coin
from the left palm, permitting it to fall into the glass. Rattle
the coin in the glass, then transfer the glass to the right
hand, which holds it exactly as it was held by the left hand.
With the left hand, take a second coin from the dish. Then
as you go through the motion of throwing it toward the glass,
palm it and release the coin from the right palm, which falls
into the glass on top of the first one. Continue this action,
alternating hands, until you have four coins in the glass, one
hidden in your left palm, and none in the dish. Apparently
the dish still contains one coin. Pretend to remove it with the
left hand and toss it toward the glass. Release the coin from
the left palm so it falls into the glass on top of the others
and show the right hand empty.
Pour the coins from the glass into the right hand and place
the glass on the table. Pretend to dump the coins into your
left hand but retain them in your right hand as you execute
the Vanish for Several Coins (a). Keep the left hand closed
as if it actually held the coins and pick up the glass by its rim
with the fingers and thumb of the palm down right hand.
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Make a throwing motion toward the glass with the left hand
as the right hand streams the coins into the glass.
Apparently you have thrown all five of the coins invisibly into
the glass.
Jack Makepeace sometimes elaborates on the routine by first
producing a glass of wine from underneath a handkerchief.
After drinking the wine he produces the coins as described
and drops them into the glass. To climax the routine he
vanishes the coins and glass with the aid of a handkerchief.
It is not within the scope of this book to give the details of
the wine glass production as it is quite familiar to most
magicians and is sold by magic dealers. The vanish is
standard, too. It is the method wherein the glass is covered
by a handkerchief (the familiar double variety containing a
ring the size of the rim of the glass) and the glass disposed
of in a well or servante. The handkerchief is lifted away,
apparently with the glass underneath, and tossed into the
air. As the handkerchief descends it is caught by two corners
and shown on both sides. The glass and coins have
disappeared!
This routine will fit nicely in manipulative acts-and can be
presented either in pantomime or with patter. One effect
blends into another smoothly and logically.

Perpetual Coins Harry Bernard Courtesy The
Linking Ring
After showing both hands unmistakably empty, the
performer reaches behind his right knee and produces a
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coin. He takes it with his left hand and drops it in his pocket.
Suddenly a second coin makes its appearance at the
fingertips of the right hand. This one is placed in the pocket
but another one appears. The effect is similar to the old
familiar continuous cigar production and is continued ad
infinitum.
Requisites and Preparation: Two matching half dollars and a
small cookie or cracker.
Have the cookie in the left pocket and a coin in each sleeve.
Keep the elbows bent so the coins will not fall out
prematurely.
Working: Stand facing the spectators and show both hands
empty on both sides. Lower the right hand to the side, catch
the coin on the cupped fingers as it falls from the sleeve and
produce it from behind the right knee. While this is going on,
lower the left hand, catch the coin from that sleeve and hold
it concealed in the hand by its opposite edges between the
tips of the first and fourth fingers, which is the front finger
hold (see The Front Finger Hold.)
Bring the right hand up in front of your chest, holding it palm
inward (fingers extended) as you display the justproduced
coin between the tips of the thumb and forefinger. Keeping
the left hand palm inward, bring it up to the right hand and
take the coin from that hand between the tips of the left
forefinger and thumb. In this action the hidden coin is
secretly transferred from the left to the right hand. The
actual mechanics are as follows: You are still facing the
spectators and both hands are backs outward as the left
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hand approaches the right hand to take the coin. Move the
left hand to the right until the left fingers overlap the backs
of the right fingers to the second knuckles and press the
hidden coin flat against the backs of the two right middle
fingers. Retain the coin in this position by right first and
fourth fingers, which press together against opposite edges
(see The Back Palm.)
Take the visible coin between the tips of the left forefinger
and thumb. Under cover of this and the action of swinging
the body to the left, transfer the stolen coin in the right hand
from back palm position to front finger hold by a simple
reversal of the regular back palming movement. The coin is
still held by the right first and fourth fingers, but now it is on
the palm side of the hand. Show the coin just taken by the
left hand at the left fingertips and apparently put it in the
coat pocket. When the left hand is in the pocket, grip the
coin in the front finger hold and remove the hand, holding it
palm inward as you swing to the right and produce a second
coin with the right hand.
An easy and pretty method for causing the coin to suddenly
appear at the fingertips follows: Keeping the back of the
hand toward the spectators, make a little grab in the air. As
this is done release pressure on the lower edge of the coin
with the little finger and clip its top edge between the first
and second fingers. With the aid of the thumb, suddenly
lever up the coin, causing it to make a visible appearance at
the fingertips.
Show the right hand on both sides, then as you take the coin
with the left hand secretly transfer the other coin from the
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left to the right hand as before. Produce this coin as
described. Catch six or eight coins in the same manner, but
don't overdo it. As the left hand enters the pocket the last
time it leaves the coin and brings out the cookie hidden in
the hand. When removing the last coin, the cookie is
transferred to the right hand, then produced and eaten.
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Chapter XV The Stanley Collins Section
The Editor of this volume, my friend John Braun has
suggested that I shall add to it, impressions of a few of the
coin manipulators whose acts I have witnessed during the
past half-century. I shall make no other attempt at
chronological order than to start with that outstanding
personality whose name is synonymous with coin
manipulation, the famous KING OF KOINS.
T.
Nelson
Downs
William J. Hilliar
L'Homme Masqué
Allan Shaw
Owen Clark
Charles Morritt--The Purse Trick
Three Coin Monte
The Jumping Sixpence
The Esscee Half Crown and Wafers Trick Two
Heads and a Tail
The Esscee Front and Back Manipulation

T. Nelson Downs
In company with my friend Louis Nikola, I witnessed the
performance of T. Nelson Downs during the first week of his
engagement at the Palace Theatre, London in 1899. I shall
never forget his stately entrance from the Prompt side of
stage, every leisured step he made being accompanied by a
bow and a smile. As done by Downs, this made a dignified
and arresting entrance, one which I am certain only he could
have made without appearing ridiculous.
Downs was unquestionably a wonderful handler of coins and
every inch a showman. Unfortunately I took no notes of his
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act at the time and now at this late hour can recall very little
more of the actual details of the performance than the
famous Miser's Dream and sleights with coins. Some very
neat front and back palming with seven cards concluded an
act that proved entirely to the taste of the fashionable and
very conservative patrons of the Palace Theatre of half a
century ago.
I have often been asked by young conjurers if Downs really
did all the seemingly impossible sleights that are illustrated
in his book Modern Coin Manipulation. I can answer definitely
that on the stage at any rate, he did not do all those weird
and wonderful moves; he had too keen a sense of stage
values to indulge in tomfooleries. He did, however, do the
turn-over of a spread of coins on the hand, a feat which I
personally found no difficulty in performing almost at the
first attempt.

William J. Hilliar
The great friend of Downs when he was in London was
William J. Hilliar who at that time was living in Brixton,
London, S.W. There he and I would foregather on Sunday
afternoons to work out and practice coin sleights together.
Hilliard was a dexterous handler of coins, with a delicacy of
touch that particularly appealed to me. His own version of
the Miser's Dream left nothing to be desired.

L'homme Masqué
On the occasion when I saw this superb artist at the St.
James's Hall in London some fifty years ago, he gave one of
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the most entrancing presentations of the classic
moneycatching trick that I have ever seen. Judged by
modern standards, relatively few coins were produced,
probably not more than a dozen, but all made their
appearance without the back and front repetitions that all
too frequently turn an artistic trick into a mere exhibition of
finger-flinging. I ought to add that L'Homme Masqué did
none of the passing of coins through crown and similar
absurdities; he was an artist.
Since the money-catching trick was not always included in
his programme, I count myself very fortunate on being
present when it was performed by L'Homme Masqué.
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Allan Shaw
We have had scores of jugglers, many of them with almost
breath-taking feats of incredible difficulty; but there was
only one artist in juggling, the incomparable Paul
Cinquevalli. As with juggling, so it is with coin
manipulation. Of the comparative few conjurers who have
achieved distinction in this very exacting branch of
manipulation, one only of those whose performances I
have personally witnessed can be classed as an artist:
Allan Shaw. He combined every ideal; an engaging
personality; an unerring sense of the theatre; an original
and truly amazing coin technique and above all, the grace
and fine taste of the born artist.
Shaw would have none of the cramped fingers or the jerky,
unnatural back-and-front ugliness that spoils so much of the
work of the poetry of motion. His opening trick with a hard
felt hat and one coin, if baldly written up as a magazine
article, might seem almost banal. In Shaw's hands it was a
gem. A coin, apparently thrown into space, was heard to fall
into the hat. Almost immediately the coin was taken out from
under the crown just as if it had forced its way through the
felt. That was the effect he created, not once but several
times in succession. The coin was simply palmed in the right
hand and the sound of a coin falling inside the hat was
produced by a snap of the forefinger on the sweat-band.
Shaw's work to be fully appreciated, had to be seen at close
quarters. I had the privilege on several occasions of
witnessing some of the most beautiful artistry with coins that
I am ever likely to see again.
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It gives me the greatest pleasure to write these few words
in appreciation of a great artist.
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Owen Clark
Alfred Owen Clark, to give him his full name, would have
been the last man in the World to suggest that his metier
was sleight of hand. Essentially an inventor of highly original
mechanical tricks, he had little or no time for manipulation
qua manipulation. Judge then of my surprise when one
morning in Caledonian Market, London, where he and I often
met, both on the look out for bargains in antiques, he was
full of enthusiastic excitement over an entirely new approach
to the coin catching trick which is such a favourite of mine.
His invention was to have none of the usual flourishing
movement of hand and fingers and no handling of the
receptacle which was to receive the coins. His hand was to
have fingers wide apart and to be shown slowly back and
front before each coin made its appearance. Furthermore,
each coin as it was produced was to be dropped into a clear
glass bowl. It really sounded too good to be true.
Shortly after this talk, I had a note from Owen notifying me
that I might see this new coin miracle at St. George's Hall.
Accordingly I went and saw it performed exactly as he had
described the effect to me. The broadside production of the
coin between finger and thumb of right hand was made just
as it was promised that it should be made; there was not a
semblance of flourish and the dropping of coins in the glass
salad bowl was certainly a perfect synchronization. But alas!
to echo the words of the late lamented Bernard Shaw, it was
"Too true to be good."
On my appearance in his dressing room, Owen hailed me
with "Well! what about your Miser's Dream now?" "Owen," I
said, "I congratulate you most heartily on being able to do
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the trick at all. How ever you managed to handle a coin with
your poor thumb handicapped with that great poultice on it,
is a mystery to me." Owen's face was a study. I think now
that I was rather brutal, for Clark had an idea there that
might be made a practical trick if developed by some
mechanical genius. I do know that Clark never really forgave
me for my sarcasm at his expense.
The "poultice" to which I referred was a sort of false thumb
carrying a folding coin which was made to spring open
between thumb and forefinger. But unfortunately, it literally
shrieked its presence. (Editor's Note: In Will Goldston's
Secrets of Famous Illusionists (1933), Clarke's "false thumb
carrying a folding coin" is described, titled "The Superfine
Coin Fake.")
The glass bowl, ornamented with the metal-plated rim
familiar to many salad bowls, was mounted on a tripod. A
thin wire stretched across the mouth of the bowl, when
struck with the hand, released one of the coins hidden in the
thick rim. This part of the business was above reproach.
A more apt title for this article would be The Gentle Art of
Making Enemies.

Charles Morritt
Although Morritt made no specialty of coin manipulation, he
included at one time in his repertoire two very effective
tricks. From a very soft Panama hat he would produce not a
few coins, but several hundreds. The loads, under cover of
effective misdirection, were stolen from behind the left lapel
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of his Dress Coat. This concealment of small and soft articles
behind lapel was a dodge very much favoured by Morritt.
Another engaging trick that he featured for some time was
based on the old Fairground and Race-course swindle, the
Purse Trick. Having obtained the assistance of two male
members of his audience, he seated them one on each side
of him and handed to each a small purse. To the man on his
left he addressed himself somewhat as follows: "I want you,
Sir, to imagine that you have two half-crown seats in the
Stalls of a theatre. Here are two half-crowns to represent
your preferment." (This is a silver coin about the size of our
half dollar.) Into a purse apparently went two half-crowns
and the closed purse was handed to the care of Mr. Left. The
man on the right was told to imagine that he had two seats
in the Gallery of the theatre, these to be represented by two
pennies. Mr. Right then took charge of a purse containing
presumably the two pennies. (The large copper English
pennies.)
The two men were told they must now wish to change places
in the theatre. On opening their respective purses, the
surprised helpers found that their coins had somehow or
other changed places.
Morritt was a master of the purse trick, the actual
performance of which seems little known among conjurers.
The moves are not easy to describe in words, but if our good
artist can supplement my explanations--with a sketch
showing the hold of the coins at the commencement of the
trick.
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I think I can make the thing intelligible to a handler of coins.
At the outset, the grip of the coins to be substituted must be
clearly understood, for it is upon this little known grip and
attendant subtlety that the deception is so good. Two
pennies are gripped between the index and third fingers at
their roots as shown in Fig. 1.

This hold, demanding no thumb restriction and permitting
the fingers to be outstretched with perfect freedom, is a
particularly useful one that has been overlooked or
neglected by conjurers. It is mainly upon this hold of coins
that the Race-course Purse Trick depends.
The two pennies are then concealed by overlapping the two
half-crowns in line with the fingers and NOT across them,
Fig. 2.
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Thus, two half-crowns can be openly exhibited on the
extended right hand of the conjurer which otherwise appears
to contain nothing. But this is not all. The two halfcrowns are
carelessly tossed on to the open flat left hand and then back
to their original penny-covering position in the right hand.
On this return to the right hand, care must be taken that the
pennies are entirely covered, a simple matter, as experiment
will prove.
Now unless the exchange is made absolutely convincing the
trick will fail. It is a move easier to demonstrate than to
explain in writing. As a purse is picked up and shown to be
empty with the left hand, the right turns over to permit all
four coins to be gripped and shown between thumb and first
and second fingers. The silver coins by this act are in view
of the audience. All four are dropped unmistakably into the
purse; but as if to assure the audience that there is "no
deception," the two half-crowns are taken out and shown
again.
Now comes the two moves that must be neatly and
convincingly made. Held between thumb and forefinger of
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the right hand the two half-crowns actually go inside the
purse; but the hold on them is not released. Smoothly and
naturally they are withdrawn and passed behind the purse
as the left hand closes it. The purse with the concealed
halfcrowns under it is tossed across to the left hand and
similarly tossed back to the right hand. Mr. Left then receives
his purse from the left hand of the conjurer whose right hand
now holds and grips the two half-crowns in the roots of the
first and third fingers as already explained.
All is now ready for the second exchange. Two pennies taken
from the left trouser pocket and laid over the gripped
halfcrowns serve to make possible a repetition of the series
of moves I have already described. The conjurer is, of
course, left with a duplicate set of pennies at the end, to be
disposed of at a convenient moment.
I have outlined the trick just as Morritt performed it and very
effective it was in his hands. Morritt, who was blessed with
a very large, fleshy hand, could hold four or five coins in this
Purse Grip with ease and certainty.
I should add that the purses should be of the single snap
variety and about 3-1/4" wide by about 2-3/4" deep.

Three Coin Monte
In his Magical Monthly for July 1913, Servais LeRoy tells of
a trick with three pennies that was done in a tramcar in
Madrid by an "ingenious gentleman of ragged appearance."
LeRoy describes the effect in these words:
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"....displayed the pennies on his open hand, one near the
tips of the fingers, one near the base of his fingers, and one
in the centre of palm. He showed them back and front, and
then moistened a small piece of paper, and stuck this to one
coin. He then moved coins, altering their positions, sliding
one over the other. During this movement he slips the paper
from one coin to the other, very neatly when actually doing
it, and rather clumsily as a blind. Then we had to wager as
to where the paper was-under which coin."
If that WAS the exact effect of the trick that LeRoy
witnessed, it has not the clean and open procedure of the
trick as I saw it performed by a sharper in a shop in
Shafterbury Avenue, London when I was in my late teens.
Let me describe the trick as I saw it. After showing three
mint new pennies back and front, my nimble friend
moistened a paper wafer and stuck it on the head side of
one of the coins. All three laid, tail side up, in a row on the
counter, the one with the wafer being between the two
others. So that it could be lifted clear without any fumbling,
each coin slightly overlapped the near edge of the counter.
Starting with the one at his left, each coin was lifted and
turned to show that the water was where I supposed it to
be, viz. between the two others. After making a very
straightforward and simple transposition of the three coins,
he asked me to guess which one was labelled. Needless to
say I was always wrong.
Now let me explain the simple sleight. Simple, indeed, it is
in theory, but it needs delicate and smooth handling. The
important thing is to understand and get the correct hold of
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the coins. The edge of coin which projects over the edge of
counter or table is pressed slightly down with the thumb
which must be held in line with the edge of table so that the
opposite edge can be taken by the index finger. Thus lifted,
the plane of the coin will be almost in line with the forefinger,
Fig. 3.

The wafer, which should be no more than five-eighths of an
inch in diameter, must be of soft, porous paper and wetted
on both sides. A piece cut from a cheap newspaper serves
the purpose admirably.
Let us now imagine that our three pennies are in a row on
table, the one carrying the wafer being between the other
two. Pick up No. 1 and turn hand palm up to display the
under side of the coin, Fig. 4,
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and replace the coin on table. Pick up No. 2 in the same
manner and show that it is the one with the wafer. Now as
the hand turns knuckles up to replace this coin, the middle
finger-tip sweeps across the under surface and carries the
wafer away, a steal which is quite undetectable if correctly
handled. Instantly this middle finger, carrying the wafer on
its tip, is curled back into the palm in which position the
stolen wafer is well out of sight.
When the hand turns palm up to show the under side of
No. 3 coin, it will be found that with the second, third and
fourth fingers curled back toward the palm, the wafer on the
middle finger tip is completely hidden. In the act of replacing
this last coin, the middle finger presses the wafer on to the
under side, the greater movement of the turning hand
covering the lesser movement of the middle finger.
Any transposition of the coins may now be indulged in,
always provided that the moves are straightforward and in
no way misleading.
When I first saw this trick, it was performed with all coins
showing the tail side uppermost. A variation could, of course,
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be made by having the coin with the wafer showing a head,
as opposed to the two others showing the tail sides; but this
would be very bad conjuring.

The Jumping Sixpence
I first saw this curious little feat performed many years ago
by a sailor, but did not find out the exact way to do it until
some years later. A small coin, a sixpence or a farthing
(about the size of our dime), laid on the wrist is made to
turn completely over or even to be propelled several inches
in the air by merely giving a turn of the hand to the left.
There is no hard and fast rule for achieving this little trick;
the best way must be found out by personal experiment. All
that I can do is to indicate the general procedure.
Lay the small coin on the wrist just below that part which is
known to Palmists as The Bracelets. Now with fingers
outstretched, bend the end joint of thumb and bring the tip
of the forefinger on to the thumb nail. The tendency at this
stage will be for the free fingers to bend inwards; they must
be kept rigidly outstretched. Now by turning the hand
sharply to the left, a peculiar snap of the wrist tendons, quite
audible with strongly developed wrists, gives the necessary
impulse to the coin. The best plan for determining the exact
placing of the coin is to press with left thumb on the right
wrist and feel for the necessary click of the tendons.
Another method to bring about the desired click of the
tendons is to bring the middle finger hard on the ball of the
thumb and then make the always necessary turn of the hand
to the left.
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Although this little feat is by no means a novelty, I do not
remember ever having seen an explanation of it in print.
An original method of propelling quite a large coin high in
the air, is one that can create a deal of amusement. A much
larger coin, a penny or a half-crown piece is laid on the
middle joint of the second finger. Without the slightest
movement of the hand itself, the finger bent on its middle
joint kicks the coin with a spin some two feet or more in the
air. The feat looks so simple that an onlooker will always
want to try to imitate it. All that happens in his hand is that
the coin slithers on to the floor without being raised an inch
above the finger; and unless he is in possession of the simple
secret he will never succeed in emulating the trick.
The secret depends on the knack of being able to bend the
end joint of a finger without bending the middle one, a
control that is very easily acquired. If then the end joint is
flexed and kept flexed as the middle joint is bent, the coin
on knuckle will be impelled upwards with considerable force.
In performance, of course, the fact that the end joint is
flexed must not be known to an onlooker; it must appear
that the finger, extended perfectly straight, merely bends at
its middle joint. This means that the bending of the two
joints must be simultaneous action.
I have described the feat as performed on the middle finger.
If end joint control is made easier on any other finger, it can,
of course, serve the purpose of the feat equally well.
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The Esscee Half-Crown and Wafers Trick
If this little informal conceit is handled as it should be
handled, there is not a false or unnatural move in it. In
addition to a half-crown and a penny, preferably a smooth,
well-worn one, two gummed wafers about the size of a
farthing, and a pen or a pencil must be readily accessible.
Both sides of the half-crown taken from left trouser pocket
are made identifiable by means of the two individually
marked stickers. This half-crown changes into a penny. After
both hands have been shown unmistakably empty except for
the exposed penny, the left returns to trouser pocket and
brings out the original marked half-crown.
There is a particular reason why the half-crown shall be
taken from left trouser pocket. When it is brought into view,
it has behind it a penny which, being smaller than the silver
coin, is perfectly concealed. The two coins, as one only, are
held between the thumb and forefinger as if in readiness for
the French Drop, but with hand turned to display the face of
the half-crown instead of its edge.
So soon as the stickers are marked one is picked up and
stuck on the face of the half-crown. It should be made clear
without necessarily drawing attention to the fact, that the
right hand, before it picks up the second wafer, contains
nothing. Now comes a really very pretty move. To turn the
half crown over, the ball of the right thumb presses on the
lower edge of the half-crown and the index and second finger
go behind so that they completely cover the penny, Fig. 5.
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The penny can thus be slid off to be concealed behind the
first and second fingers as seen in Fig. 6.

As the right hand moves away to obtain the second gummed
wafer, the penny is passed to the orthodox finger grip at the
roots of the second and third fingers. The thumb and index
fingers being free, pick up the second wafer and stick it on
the reverse side of the half-crown still held in the left fingers.
The half-crown has now to be exchanged for the penny, the
preparation for which is made by shifting the penny from the
roots of the second and third fingers to the roots of the first
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and second fingers. The right thumb, then passing under the
half-crown, clips the coin in the familiar thumb grip to allow
the penny to take its place between the thumb and forefinger
of the left hand. Smoothly done this has a very pretty effect.
From the thumb grip, the half-crown is transferred to the
finger palm position as the left hand with its penny passes
to the right hand. The penny, then balanced on the edge of
the right forefinger, is spun high into the air by being kicked
up with the thumb in the way a coin is usually spun for
tossing purposes. As all eyes, including the conjurer's, follow
the upward flight of the coin, the half-crown is quietly and
unobtrusively dropped into the LEFT sleeve. Both hands can
now be shown freely. Displaying the penny in the right hand,
the conjurer says: "I am not going to insult your intelligence
by asking you to believe that our half-crown has by some
metamorphic process been turned into a penny. No, my
friends; I merely exchanged the one for the other; and had
you watched me as closely as you ought to have done, you
would have seen my left hand steal the silver coin back into
my trouser pocket. Here it is, you see."
During this harangue, the left hand, dropped to the side,
receives the half-crown from the sleeve; and the thing is
done.

Two Heads and a Tail
Although strictly speaking this little trick is more for the
sharper than for the conjurer, it has a surprise as well as a
catch. I contributed it to one of the English conjuring
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magazines (I forget which one) many years ago, but as I
have never seen or heard of it being done by conjurers, I
must conclude that it has been either overlooked or
forgotten.
It is based on the well-known principle of arranging that the
under one of two pennies held between the thumb and
forefinger of the right hand shall turn over as it is dropped
on to the palm of the other hand.
The two pennies and a farthing which are needed for the
trick are stacked in this order: Penny, tail side up; on that a
farthing head side up, and finally on top, the other penny,
head side up. With the coins thus stacked and held between
the thumb and forefinger, the right hand should be about a
foot above the palm of the waiting left hand. If now the
thumb only releases its hold on the undermost penny,
instead of falling flat, the coin will make a complete turn,
taking with it the hidden farthing. To all appearances, a
penny alone is dropped, head side up, on the palm of the left
hand; but unknown to the onlookers, a farthing is concealed
under the penny. The second penny is then fairly dropped,
head side up, but permitted to overlap the first, so that the
head side of both coins is evident. After sliding the
overlapping penny flush on the other, the conjurer enquires
of his audience: "Now can you tell me whether the bottom
coin is head or tail up?" The response is, of course, that it is
head side up. Lifting the two pennies together as one, the
conjurer reveals the farthing showing its tail side up.
(American performers can use two half dollars and a dime,
or nickel.)
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N.B. Do not make the mistake of referring to the bottom coin
as the "penny"; always use the word "coin."
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The Esscee Front and Back Manipulation
As usually performed, the turning of the hand from back to
front to induce the onlookers to believe that the said hand
contains nothing, serves only to convey the impression that
although a coin is actually in the hand, the conjurer is clever
enough to prevent its presence being seen. That, at its very
best, is bad technique.
In these unfortunate days, when mere finger-flinging is
regarded as ideal conjuring, the fact that all unnatural moves
are bad, seems never to enter into the minds of the
misguided. Finger-flinging has about as much relation to
magic as a Jazz Band has to Music.
Here is my own method for showing both sides of the/hand
without making any perceptible finger movement or
unnatural turn of the hand. Start by passing the coin to the
back of the hand by the familiar Downs move, but
immediately the coin is behind the fingers, release the little
finger grip. The index finger will thus be slightly out of line
with the other three fingers, all of which are perfectly free,
Fig. 7.

Now as the hand slowly turns on the axis of an imaginary
line drawn as an extension of the space between the second
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and third fingers, the third finger is passed over the face of
the coin until the edges of the nails of the index and third
fingers touch each other, Fig. 8.

The third finger then slides the coin between the second and
third fingers, between which it projects on the front side at
right angles when the back of the hand is exhibited. From
this position, the coin can be gracefully produced between
the thumb and index finger.
That is the mere action of the sleight, but to perform it
deceptively, the movement of the third finger must be out
of the range of sight of the onlookers; it should not be made
until the hand is palm down. The entire action must be done
without bending any one of the fingers and with no
movement of the hand except the action of turning it over.

Chapter XVI Routines
The successful magician is fundamentally an entertainer. To
be a good entertainer you must please your audience. One
of the best ways I know to please an audience is to present
your tricks in a smooth-flowing routine.
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People like to be mystified and entertained. They like to
believe in fairy tales and fancy. Blend a few good tricks
together in a logical routine, clothe them in patter and the
results will repay you a thousandfold!
Following are several tried and tested routines which may be
of some help. At least they will give you a foundation upon
which to build your own routines.
Routine
Routine
Routine
Routine
Routine
Routine
Routine
Routine
Routine
Routine
Routine
Routine
Routine
Routine
Routine
Routine

No.1 With a Single Coin
No.2 With a Single Coin
No.3 With a Single Coin
No.4
No.5
No.6Routine No.7
No.8
No.9
No.10
No.11
No.12
No.13
No.14 Milton Kort
No.15 Too Many Coins--Milton Kort
No.16 Rolland Hamblen
No.17 Specious Specie--J.G. Thompson, Jr.

Routine No. 1 With a Single Coin
I. Begin the routine by showing a coin in your right
hand.Exhibit the left hand empty and close it in a loose fist
with the fingers underneath. Rest the lower edge of the coin
on the back of the left hand and pretend to push it through
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the hand, utilizing the moves described in Through the Hand
(b).
II. Remove your handkerchief, throw it over the coin, then
cause the coin to apparently penetrate the cloth by
performing Through a Handkerchief (a) or (b). The first
version (a) is the old standby where the coin is covered with
the handkerchief and a small pinch of cloth secured at the
base and rear of the coin with the left thumb. In the action
of showing the coin again it is brought outside the
handkerchief, then worked through the fabric.
In the second method (b) the handkerchief is spread over
the palm up left hand. Right hand pretends to deposit coin
on handkerchief above left palm, but retains it thumb
palmed and drops it in left hand under cover of lifting rear
edge of handkerchief and showing left hand empty.
III. Climax the routine by vanishing the coin, employing
Method One, With a Handkerchief. Hold the coin chest high
in the left hand. As right hand spreads handkerchief over
coin with an inward movement, clip coin between right
forefinger and thumb, carry it back and drop it in left breast
coat pocket.

Routine No. 2 With a Single Coin
I. Secretly obtain and back palm a half dollar. Produce
itfrom a spectator's tie as described in Producing a Coin from
a Spectator's Clothing.
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II. Using a method from Chapter III, vanish, then produce
the coin from behind your right knee.
III. Now place the coin on your left leg and hold it in position
with tip of right thumb. Turn the coin over, forming a fold of
cloth over it, steal it out with right hand, slap leg with left
hand, then produce it from behind leg with right hand as you
perform Through the Leg (b).
IV. After causing the coin to apparently penetrate your leg,
flip it into the air a couple of times with right hand. Then as
you bend down to place it back on left leg toss it into left
hand. Rub leg with right fingers, show coin gone, then
produce it with left hand from behind leg by performing
Rubbed Through the Leg.
V. Place coin outside right trousers pocket and form a fold
of cloth over it. Steal it out and cause it to apparently
penetrate the pocket after the fashion of Through the Leg
(third effect, above). Reach in pocket, partially remove coin,
drop it back and pretend to place it in left hand. Toss
nonexistent coin into air as you do the Pocket Vanish.

Routine No. 3 With a Single Coin
I. Have a coin and a handkerchief in left coat pocket.
Reachin with left hand, palm coin, bring out handkerchief
and as you show it on both sides transfer coin to right hand.
Spread handkerchief over right hand. Grip coin through
fabric with left hand, then shake it from folds into right hand
by doing The Switchover.
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An alternate way of producing the coin is to employ the
moves from The Switchover to show the handkerchief
empty. Then spread it over left hand and close hand into a
fist. Load coin into fist from right hand, have spectator pull
one corner of handkerchief while you pull opposite corner.
This causes coin to rise mysteriously from left fist. See The
Appearing Half for complete description of moves.
II. Cause coin to penetrate handkerchief by doing either
version of Through a Handkerchief, or see second trick,
Routine No. 1, for outline of moves.
III. Wrap the coin in handkerchief, then push the four
corners through a borrowed ring. Have corners held by two
spectators and cause the ring to pass over the coin as you
execute the non-mechanical version of Coin Through a Ring.
IV. Vanish coin by employing Method Two of With a
Handkerchief. In this effect the handkerchief is spread on
the table and the coin back palmed in right hand as it is
placed underneath. When the handkerchief is jerked away
coin is dropped in right coat pocket.
If a table is not handy simply hold coin in left hand and cover
it with handkerchief. As you quickly remove right hand to
caution spectators to "Watch," toss coin in left coat pocket
after the fashion described in the third method of With a
Handkerchief.
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Routine No. 4
Requisites and Preparation: A double faced coin, two English
pennies, a half dollar, and a pocket handkerchief.
Have handkerchief and one English penny in left coat pocket,
the remaining English penny in the right coat pocket and the
regular half and the double faced coin together in the small
match compartment of the same pocket.
I. Reach in right coat pocket, finger palm regular English
penny, bring out double faced coin (silver side showing) and
half dollar and place them on palm up left hand as two silver
coins. Cause them to change to two copper, back to two
silver and finally to one copper and one silver by opening
and closing hand. This is Presto Chango. At the finish of this
trick double faced coin will be concealed in the left hand and
regular copper and silver coins visible in right hand. Toss
them onto table for examination.
II. Reach in left coat pocket, leave gimmicked coin, bring
out handkerchief and do your favorite version of Silver or
Copper Extraction. In this mystery, copper and silver coins
are wrapped in handkerchief. Spectator chooses one. This
coin is magically extracted from the handkerchief, leaving
the other inside.
Have a spectator remove remaining coin from handkerchief
and while he is thus engaged, steal the regular copper coin
from your left coat pocket, keeping it concealed in hand in
preparation for trick.
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III. Take the half dollar with right hand and as you wrap it
in handkerchief and give it to a spectator to hold, leave
copper coin inside with half dollar. Vanish copper coin and
cause it to apparently penetrate the cloth and audibly join
the silver coin as you perform Copper Penetration.
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Routine No. 5
Requisites and Preparation: Two copper coins, a silver coin,
and a pocket handkerchief.
Have handkerchief and one copper coin in left coat pocket,
remaining copper and silver in right trousers pocket.
I. Remove the two coins from right pocket, show and place
them on table. Take copper coin in left hand and silver coin
in right hand; cause them to transpose themselves twice by
doing the first two moves of the Fourth Method of Copper
and Silver Transposition. After this trick place the coins back
on the table.
II. Apparently cause the coins to transpose a third time by
doing the first version of Copper and Silver Transposition.
Here are the bare bones of the trick: Pick up silver coin with
right hand, pretend to place it in left hand but retain it
palmed in right. Take up copper coin with right hand and
thumb palm it. Open right hand and drop silver coin on table.
As you make pass around left fist with right hand, load in
thumb palmed copper coin as described in the trick, then
open left hand showing transposition. Place both coins on
table.
III. Pretend to place both coins in left hand but palm them
in right as you do The Click Pass (b), apparently causing the
two coins to travel from left to right hand.
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IV. Do Coins in the Teeth next. This is another transposition
effect in which the coins are placed between the teeth a few
times before placing them apparently in the left hand.
Coins again travel from left to right hand.
V. Remove handkerchief from left coat pocket; do Silver
orCopper Extraction and Copper Penetration which are the
last two tricks of Routine No. 4.
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Routine No. 6
Requisites and Preparation: Three English pennies, a half
dollar, a nickel, a small pellet of wax, and a pocket
handkerchief.
Have handkerchief and one English penny in left coat pocket,
a second English penny up your right sleeve, and the
remaining English penny (with the pellet of wax stuck on it)
and the half dollar stacked together and hidden behind the
nickel, which is held between the tips of right forefinger and
thumb in preparation for doing Much from
Little.
I. Show left hand empty on both sides and call attention
to nickel in right hand. Cause it to change into an English
penny and a half dollar by doing Much from Little. While
showing the two coins in left hand, drop right to side,
catching sleeved penny as it falls from sleeve. Execute the
Utility Switch as you retain the copper coin with waxed-on
nickel in left hand and show regular copper and silver in right
hand. Toss them onto table for examination.
II. Go to left coat pocket, leave penny and nickel, bring out
handkerchief. Finish the routine by performing the last two
tricks from Routine No. 4.

Routine No. 7
Requisites and Preparation: Two English pennies, a half
dollar, and a pocket handkerchief.
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The handkerchief and one English penny are in your left coat
pocket; other English penny and half dollar are on the table.
I.

Open with the third version of Copper and Silver
Transposition. In this effect you pick up the half dollar
with the right hand, pretend to deposit it in the left hand
but retain it palmed in the right instead. Left hand is
closed. Take up the English penny with the right hand
and back palm it as you close your fingers. Drop the
back palmed penny onto the palm of the left hand as
both hands are opened and the transposition shown.

II.
4.

Finish by performing the last two tricks from Routine No.

Routine No. 8
I. Cause a half dollar to change to an English penny in
aspectator's hand by employing the first version of The
Ghost of a Coin. To perform this trick have an English penny
concealed in finger palm position of your palm down right
hand as you show a half dollar at the fingertips of the same
hand. Toss the half dollar into your left hand, place in a
spectator's hand and close his fingers over it. This is what
you pretend to do. Actually you execute a switch and toss
the English penny and place it, instead of the half dollar, in
the spectator's hand. When he is commanded to open his
hand a moment later he will be surprised that he holds a
copper coin. The silver coin remains hidden in your right
hand.
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II. Take the copper coin from him with your right hand and
openly place it in your right trouser pocket. Leave the silver
coin, thumb palm the copper coin as you remove your hand.
Form a fold in the cloth outside pocket (secretly inserting
coin), then cause it to apparently penetrate pocket by doing
Through the Pocket (a).
III. Place coin on the left leg and hold it in position with right
thumb. Form a fold of cloth over coin and steal it out with
right hand, slap leg with left hand, then produce it from
behind leg with right hand as you perform Through the Leg
(b).
IV. Vanish the coin, using The Bobo Complete Coin Vanish.
In this method you thumb palm the coin as you pretend to
place it in your left hand, then under cover of making a few
passes over that hand the coin is dropped in the upper left
breast coat pocket.

Routine No. 9
Requisites and Preparation: A half dollar with a fitted shell,
a quarter, and a glass disc the size of a half dollar.
Have glass disc in right trousers pocket, the quarter and shell
covered half in right coat pocket.
I. Place right hand in coat pocket, palm quarter and bring
out shell covered half and show as one coin. Do How to Make
Money. In this trick you retain the shell in right hand as you
toss half into left. Produce shell (as half dollar) from behind
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left elbow and place it along side real half in left hand. Slip
quarter into shell as you take it in right hand. Pass shell and
half over each other and cause the half to suddenly change
to a quarter as the half nests in the shell. Show shell covered
half and quarter in right hand. Toss half and quarter into left
hand and retain shell in right hand. Show real half and
quarter in left hand.
After remarking that the quarter is a profit on the original
investment, pick it up with right hand and place it in right
trousers pocket along with shell. Finger palm glass disc and
remove hand from pocket.
II. Now do The Ghost of a Coin (see first trick, Routine No.
8, for description). This makes a good stopping point, but if
you wish to continue you can do so as follows: After the
spectator has opened his hand and found the glass disc, pick
it up with your right hand and switch it for the half dollar as
you pretend to toss it into your left hand. Snap right fingers
over left hand, then open it, showing that glass disc has
apparently turned back to silver.
III. Pick up coin from left hand with right hand and openly
place it in right trousers pocket. Leave glass disc in pocket
and cause coin to apparently penetrate pocket by performing
Through the Pocket (see second trick, Routine No. 8, for
description).
IV. Next, perform Through the Leg (see third trick, Routine
No. 8, for description).
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V. Follow with Rubbed Through the Leg (see fourth trick,
Routine No. 2, for description).
VI. Vanish the coin, employing Kneezy Vanish. To recall this
vanish to your mind here is a brief description of it: Show
coin in right hand. Pretend to place it in left hand but retain
it palmed in right. Slap left knee with left hand. Produce coin
from behind right knee with right hand. Repeat same gesture
but actually place coin in left hand. Slap left fist against left
leg and while pretending to produce coin from behind right
knee, drop coin in left coat pocket. Pretend to transfer
nonexistent coin from right to lelt hand, then toss "it" into
air.

Routine No. 10
Requisites and Preparation: Three quarters, a half dollar with
fitted shell, and a clip underneath lower right edge of coat.
Place one quarter in clip and have other two in right trousers
pocket. Shell covered half is visible in right hand.
I. Display shell covered half as one coin and cause it to
multiply to two, change back to one, then double itself again
by doing Mystery with a Half Shell. At the completion of this
trick show the half and shell in the left hand as two coins.
Put shell in right trousers pocket, finger palm a quarter and
bring out second quarter visible at the fingertips.
II. Toss half dollar from left hand and visible quarter from
right hand onto table, then cause them to change places,
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pass from one hand to the other and finally change to three
quarters as you do Quarter and Half Dollar Transposition.
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Routine No. 11
I. Have six half dollars in right trousers pocket. Reach in
with right hand, classic palm five coins and bring out the
sixth visible at the fingertips. Magically produce the five
coins, employing the routine called One to Six.
II. Place the six coins on the table in two parallel and
vertical rows of three coins each. Do Three and Three as you
cause the three coins in left row to travel one at a time from
left to right hand.
III. Put four coins away, then pick up remaining two (a coin
in each hand), cross wrists and cause left hand coin to join
coin in right hand by executing The Inseparable Pair.
IV. Vanish the two coins, using two of your favorite methods
from Chapter IV.

Routine No. 12
Requisites and Preparation: Four half dollars and a pocket
handkerchief.
Have the handkerchief and two halves in left coat pocketthe
other two coins in the right trousers pocket.
I. Place left hand in left coat pocket, palm the two coins
and bring out handkerchief. Unfold and show it on both
sides, then throw it over palm up left hand and two
concealed coins. These are the opening moves of Double
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Penetration. Continue by removing the two halves from right
trousers pocket. Show them and pretend to place them on
handkerchief over left palm but palm them in the right
instead. Close left hand and jingle two coins in hand under
handkerchief. Bring trick to climax by causing them to
apparently penetrate the cloth, then toss them on the table.
Two coins are concealed in right hand. To get rid of them
place handkerchief in pocket, leaving the coins there as you
do so.
II. Pretend to place both coins in left hand but palm them
in the right as you do The Click Pass (b), apparently causing
the two coins to travel from left to right hand.
III. Again cause the two coins to come together in the right
hand by doing The Inseparable Pair (see third trick, Routine
No. 11, for description).
IV. Repeat the transposition effect, only this time in a
different manner as you do Coins in the Teeth (see fourth
trick, Routine No. 5, for description).
V. A fitting climax would be to vanish the two coins
completely by employing two different methods from
Chapter IV, or put one of them away (or vanish it) and carry
on with one of the single coin routines, which are Routines
1, 2, and 3.
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Routine No. 13
Requisites and Preparation: Four half dollars, a pocket
handkerchief, and two pieces of paper about four inches
square.
Have the two squares of paper on the table, the handkerchief
in a handy pocket, and the four coins in your right trousers
pocket.
I. Before announcing a trick secretly obtain and palm the
four half dollars. Produce them one at a time by performing
The Touch of Midas. In this production a coin appears in your
left hand every time the wrist is touched by a spectator.
II. Remove handkerchief from pocket, spread it on table,
place a coin on each corner and cover the outer two coins
with the squares of paper. Cause all to come together and
join the coin underneath the outer left square of paper by
doing the first version of The Sympathetic Coins.
III. Put three coins away, borrow a man's ring and do Coin
Through a Ring (see third trick, Routine No. 3, for
description). Return ring.
IV. Vanish the coin, employing Method Two, With a
Handkerchief. To perform this vanish spread the
handkerchief on table, place coin underneath and back palm
it. As you jerk handkerchief off table to show coin gone, drop
coin in right coat pocket.
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Routine No. 14 Milton Kort
Requisites and Preparation: A leather dice cup, five half
dollars, and a silver dollar.
Have the dice cup, with one half dollar in it, on the table, the
silver dollar in the left trousers pocket, and the remaining
four half dollars palmed in your right hand.
I.

Open with The Touch of Midas or One to Four. If the
latter is used you would have the four half dollars in
your left trousers pocket; finger palm three of them as
you bring the fourth out visibly, and begin the
production as described in the trick. After you have
produced the four coins drop them in the dice cup,
making five there because of the one which was there
from the beginning.

II.

Show the hands empty, then do The Traveling
Centavos. In this effect the coins are caused to pass one
at a time from the right hand into the cup held in the
left hand. At the completion of the trick there will again
be five half dollars in the cup.

III. Empty the five coins into the right hand, palm one and
toss the remainder onto the table. Pick up one coin with
the left hand, slowly and deliberately drop it in the left
trousers pocket. Apparently cause the coin to penetrate
the pocket as you do Through the Pocket (b). You have
left four coins.
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IV. Pick up one coin with your right hand, pretend to push
it into the left fist but retain it in the right hand as you
do The Tunnel Vanish. After this vanish there will be
three coins on the table with a fourth concealed in your
right hand, which is just the arrangement you want to
perform the trick.
V.

Do The Gadabout Coins up to the point where the left
hand deposits a coin in the pocket, finger palm the silver
dollar and remove the hand the instant the right hand
opens to show its three coins. Hold the left hand palm
up with the fingers curled slightly to hide the dollar. Now
pretend to place two coins in your left hand as in the
regular version of the trick, palming them instead. Drop
the third coin in the right trousers pocket, ditching the
other two at the same time. Command the two half
dollars that you ostensibly placed in your left hand a
moment ago to change to a dollar, then open the hand
and drop the big coin onto the table.

Variations: Instead of showing a silver dollar in your left
hand at the finish you can show almost any article that can
be hidden in the hand. For instance, you could cause the two
silver coins to change to two Chinese coins, to a thimble, a
ball, or a rabbit's foot. Simply have the article in your left
trousers pocket and palm it out as described in the above
routine.
Several startling and unusual transition effects can be
accomplished utilizing this idea. Suppose you wish to
progress from coins to thimbles. Have one thimble in your
left trousers pocket and three in your right trousers pocket.
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Steal the single thimble as you did the silver dollar and get
the three in the right pocket on the second, third, and fourth
fingers of the right hand as that hand enters the pocket the
last time. Show the single thimble in your left hand as you
remove the right hand with the last three fingers curled in
to hide the three thimbles. Keep the back of the right hand
toward the spectators, place the single thimble from the left
hand to the right forefinger and do a couple of sleights with
it. Finally vanish it, and as you reach behind your knee or
elbow to produce it, extend the other fingers and bring the
hand out with a thimble neatly capped on each of the four
fingers.
Very startling!
Entertaining coin routines should consist of effects that blend
logically and smoothly, one into the other, making for a
continuity that builds to a definite climax. And don't forget
the importance of surprise!
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Routine No. 15: Too Many Coins Milton Kort
Requisites and Preparation: Six half dollars and an English
penny, which are in your right coat pocket.
I.

Seat yourself at a table, remove the seven coins
retaining one half dollar palmed in your right hand and
toss the others onto the table. Arrange them in two
parallel and vertical rows about six inches apart, with
the copper coin occupying the inner position of the left
row. Do The Flying Eagles, but do not sleeve or
completely vanish the last coin. Keep it hidden in your
right palm.

Say "Everytime I do this trick someone says, 'No wonder you
fooled us, you use too many coins.'" Suiting the action to the
words, pick up a half dollar and put it in your right coat
pocket, still keeping the extra one hidden in the right hand.
II.

Now do the improved version of Winged Silver. At the
completion of this feat you will have four half dollars and
the English penny visible in your left hand and the extra
half dollar hidden in your right hand. Drop the five coins
from your left hand onto the table and repeat the
remark about using too many coins. Tell them that you
will get rid of one and do it again. Pick up the copper
coin with the right hand, put it in the small compartment
of the right coat pocket, dropping the palmed coin at the
same time in the pocket proper. This is done so you can
quickly obtain the copper coin later. Now there are four
half dollars on the table.
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III. Cause the four coins to apparently penetrate the table
by performing The Magical Filtration of Four Half Dollars.
Repeat the objection about using too many coins, then
drop one of them in your right coat pocket. Now there
are only three left.
IV. These three coins are caused to pass from your left to
your right hand one at a time as follows: Execute The
Click Pass (a), as you apparently drop two of the coins
in your left hand, retaining one palmed in the right. Toss
the third coin into the left hand, then after going
through the motions of causing one to pass from the left
to the right hand, open both hands and damp two from
the left and one from the right hand onto the table.
Pretend to place the two coins back in your left hand, but
execute The Click Pass again as you retain one palmed in the
right. Take up the third piece of silver and allow it to rest on
the cupped fingers of the palm down right hand. Repeat the
tossing motion with the left hand, allowing the palmed coin
in the right to drop onto the one on the fingers. Open both
hands, drop one coin from the left and two from the right.
Take the single coin with the right hand and palm it as you
pretend to place it in the left. Pick up the remaining two coins
with the right hand and allow them to rest on the cupped
fingers of the palm down hand. As you again pretend to toss
a coin from the left hand to the right, clink the coins together
in the right hand, then open the left and show it empty. Drop
the three coins from the right hand. Repeat the talk about
using too many coins, then dispose of one in your right coat
pocket. Two half dollars remain on the table.
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V.

Do The Inseparable Pair next. After this, explain to the
spectators that to make it easier for them to tell the
coins apart you will substitute one for the copper coin.
Which you do.

VI. Cause the copper and silver coins to change places by
performing the first version of Copper and Silver
Transposition. State that perhaps you are still using too
many coins. Put one in the pocket and leave one on the
table.
VII. Vanish the last coin, using The Bobo Complete Coin
Vanish.
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Routine No. 16 Rolland Hamblen
Requisites and Preparation: For this routine you will require,
besides an expanded shell and five half dollars, a George
Boston Combination Coin Box, and a Lippincott Coin Box.
This last item, obtainable through the dealers, is so
constructed that a coin can be secretly loaded into it while it
is securely locked. In lieu of this you can use the silver boxes
from your old Coin in the Ball of Wool trick, or any other nest
of boxes small enough to go into the pocket. I prefer the
Lippincott box, because it can be loaded in a flash.
Have the Lippincott box, prepared for loading, in your right
trousers pocket; fill the Combination Box with four halves,
put it and the shell in the right coat pocket; the remaining
half dollar goes in the left coat pocket.
I. Reach in your right coat pocket, remove the
Combination Box, open it and dump the four coins onto the
table. After having the box examined, return it to your right
coat pocket and palm the shell. Pick up the four halves from
the table and toss them one at a time into your left hand. As
you take them back in your right hand, secretly add the shell
to the top one, then perform The Peregrinating Halves. At
the completion of this trick the four halves will again be on
the table and the shell concealed in your right hand.
II. Reach in your right coat pocket, leave the shell, bring
out the Combination Box and place it on the table. Show the
box again, then as you drop the four coins one at a time into
it with your right hand, secretly obtain and hold finger
palmed, the half dollar from the left coat pocket.
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Pick up the box with your right hand and deposit it squarely
over the finger palmed coin in the left hand. Now as the right
hand adds the lid to the box the secret turn over is made
and the lid is put on the bottom. Remove the lid again and
place it on the table. The single coin in the recessed bottom
convinces the spectators that the coins are still in the box.
Pick up the box with the right hand and place it on the back
of the left as that hand retains the four coins finger palmed
and turns over for the purpose.
Have a spectator place the lid on the box himself, then tap
the lid with his forefinger. As he does so, release the coins
from the hand allowing them to clatter to the table.
Do not remove the lid from the box at this point, but take
the box between the fingers and thumb of the palm down
right hand and pick up the four coins from the table with
your left hand. Now allow the bottom section of the box to
right itself as you drop it onto the coins in your left hand.
The extra half is not noticed among the other four coins
because the box still covers it. The get-away for the extra
half is easy, for all that is necessary is to slide the box off
the hand with the coin hidden in the recessed bottom, then
place it back in your coat pocket. The instant the hand enters
the pocket allow the coin to drop into the finger palm
position, then remove the hand.
III. Have a spectator choose one of the four coins from the
table and mark it with a knife so he can identify it later. Take
the marked coin with your palm down right hand, execute
The Bobo Switch as you toss the duplicate into your left
hand, and retain the marked one in your right. Keep the
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duplicate coin in plain view in your left hand while you go to
your right trousers pocket, load the marked coin in the
Lippincott box, remove it and place it on the table.
Perform a few flourishes with the duplicate coin, then vanish
it. Have the spectator remove the coin from box and identify
his mark.
The vanish of the duplicate coin may or may not be a
complete vanish; use the one you prefer. If it is not a
complete vanish dispose of the coin as you drop the others
in your pocket after the spectator has identified his mark.
Remember, these routines are offered to show what can be
done by combining several tricks. With a little thought in
regard to the proper placement of coins in the pockets it is
possible to link together two, or even three routines.
A perfect example of what can be accomplished along these
lines is this and final routine.

Routine No. 17: Specious Specie J. G.
Thompson, Jr.
Jim has pointed out to me that, in magic, originality is
measured largely by how well versed the reader is.
Therefore, to be a trifle different from those inventors who
preface their writings by stating that their creativeness
extends only to such and such variation, twist or
improvement, he asked me to enter in the record that
nothing in the following routine is original. However, as you
read the material he has prepared, keep in mind that the
bigger liar you can make him, the happier he will be.
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Required will be: (a) Liberty Head Half and U. S. penny; (b)
a quarter; (c) a double faced coin (showing a half dollar on
one side and an English penny on the other); (d) a matching
English penny; (e) an old-style shell or a stretched half; (f)
a fitted half for the shell or a regular half, if the stretched
shell is to be used; (g) a pencil; (h) a pocket handkerchief.
Placement of the articles will be: (a) and (b) in the lower
right vest pocket; (c) in the left trousers pocket; (d) in the
right trousers pocket; (e) in the left coat pocket; (f) in the
right coat pocket; (g) in the upper left vest pocket; (h) in
the outer breast coat pocket;
Working: Before anyone is conscious of what you are about
to do, thrust both hands into your trousers pockets and
finger palm the two coins. With the right hand, reach under
your coat to your left armpit, pull up the shirt sleeve slightly
and, after crooking your left arm at the elbow, drop the
palmed coin into the sleeve. Duplicate the procedure with
your left hand, allowing the coin to fall into the right sleeve
and bring out (a) and (b) from your vest pocket.
(To eliminate the get-ready just described, utilize sleeve
pockets.) Then you would have (c) in the right one and (d)
in the left one. With this set up, there is no danger of a
premature appearance of a coin.
Part I
State that you are going to engage in a little gambling game
in which the odds are all in favor of the spectator. With the
quarter inside the shell, display the half and old penny,
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sliding them over and under each other. The last time the
penny goes under, slip it between the quarter and shell and
press it into position. Ask the spectator to extend his left
hand, place the coins therein, close his hand around them
and tell him to hold both hands behind his back, transfer one
of the coins to the other hand, then extend both fists, backs
up, in front of him. While he is doing this, drop your right
hand to your side and finger palm the double faced coin,
which falls onto your fingers, with the silver side toward the
fingers.
Promote an even bet that you can choose the hand holding
the silver coin. In making your choice, select the one in
which you originally put the coins since it is more likely to
be in that hand.
Whether right or wrong, have him open the hand containing
the half. With your right fingers, turn it over as you pick it
up, so that he will remember that he saw both sides, and
apparently throw it into your left hand, which should
immediately close. Actually you execute The Bobo Switch as
you retain the Liberty half and throw the other one instead.
If the spectator sees anything, it will be a flash of silver just
before your left hand closes.
Hold your left fist beside his, back up, reach inside your coat
and get the pencil from the upper left vest pocket, ditching
the half there at the same time.
Use the pencil as a pointer and promote another bet as to
the resting place of the copper coin. After he chooses his
hand, have him open it to disclose the quarter. In opening
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your hand, drop the fingers slightly so the coin rests thereon
and turn the hand counterclockwise to a palm up position so
the copper side will show. As you open your hand, put the
pencil in your right coat pocket and finger palm the half
dollar.
Have the spectator extend his free hand, place the
gimmicked coin, copper side up, on his fingers and fold the
latter into a fist, so that, when he opens them, the silver
side of the coin will be visible.
Take the quarter from the spectator with your right fingers
and apparently toss it into the left hand, but execute The
Bobo Switch instead and throw the half dollar. Immediately
go to your right coat pocket, leaving the quarter and
retrieving the pencil, which should then be waved gracefully
over your left fist.
As you open the left hand to show that the quarter has grown
to a half, replace the pencil in your upper left vest pocket
and bounce the half several times on your left palm so that
both sides show, finally grasping it between your left thumb
and forefinger.
Remove the handkerchief from your breast pocket with the
right hand; as you gently shake it open, drop your left hand
to your side and allow the English penny to fall into finger
palm position, meanwhile spreading the handkerchief by
means of a bouncing movement over the back of your right
hand. Hold up the left hand with the half still at your
fingertips and drape the handkerchief over it. As this is done,
drop the half in your right sleeve, at the same time levering
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up the penny with your left thumb into position formerly
occupied by the half. (See Switching.)
Have the spectator grasp the coin through the handkerchief
with his free hand and ask if he can guess where the copper
coin is. While this is going on, drop your right arm and finger
palm the genuine half as it falls from your sleeve.
As soon as he opens his hand and sees the silver coin where
he thinks the copper should be, pick up the gimmicked coin
between your right thumb and forefinger. When he removes
the coin from under the handkerchief, perform the OneHand
Switch, bringing the real half in view and finger palming the
gimmicked coin.
Toss the genuine half into his hand, take the handkerchief
from him and stuff both hanky and gimmicked coin into your
breast pocket, thus leaving him with two unprepared coins
to examine. Your hands are now empty.
This is a good place to stop, but, if you wish to continue with
Part II of this routine, while the spectator is removing the
copper coin from the handkerchief and you are executing the
One-Hand Switch with your right hand, slip the left into your
coat pocket and finger palm the shell, open side away from
the fingers. Toss the genuine half to the spectator and, after
a short examination, pick up both coins with your left
fingers, dropping them on the shell so that the latter slips
over the half. At the same time take the handkerchief and
stuff it in your breast pocket. Then, remarking that you won't
need the copper coin, pick it up with the right forefinger and
thumb and deposit it in your trousers pocket, leaving the
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finger palmed coin there also. This leaves you with the shell
and half in your left hand ready to move into Part II.
Due to the length of this article, little has been written
regarding why certain things are done, but, if the routine is
presented as described with a casual showing of empty
hands, whenever possible, I can assure you that your
audience will be completely bewildered by the numerous
surprises.

Part II
While Part I is primarily for close-up presentation, Part II has
been concocted as an entity which can be performed
effectively for larger groups as well as just a few persons.
If you are following through from Part I, then you should
drop back five paragraphs and continue on in the
description after the first coin has been produced.
The shell and half should be placed in the small compartment
inside the right coat pocket.
"To present a routine with coins, one must naturally have
some before starting. I never worry too much about that, for
there are usually a few sticking around."
Turn your left side toward the audience, reach behind the
left knee, at the same time stealing the shell and half from
the pocket with your right hand, rub fingers of the left hand
and show nothing there.
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"If not here, always back here." Reach behind your right
knee and produce the shell and half.
Exhibit what appears to be a single coin and lay it, opening
of shell up, on the middle fingers of the right hand. Utilizing
the basic move from Mystery with a Half Shell, retain the
shell and toss the coin into your left hand.
"One coin doesn't go far these days, so let's see if there is
another." Produce the shell from behind your right knee and
lay it in the left hand overlapping the outer edge of the coin.
"I always feel sort of out of balance with two coins over here,
or, as my family puts it-unbalanced. I'm going to move one
to this hand." Cover the coins momentarily with the right
hand, slipping the shell over the half and showing one coin
in the left hand as the right hand moves away closed and
empty.
"Ah, that's better-but not for long, for this one seems to have
disappeared." Open the right hand and show it empty,
displaying only one in the left.
"I'll try again." Place the half shell as one on the two middle
fingers of your palm up right hand while you show your left
empty. Execute the basic move from The Peregrinating
Halves as you retain the half finger palmed and place the
shell in your left hand.
Up to this point you have been facing your audience. As the
shell is taken in the left hand, swing to the left (a quarter
turn) and close your fingers over the shell. Wave the left fist
up and down, counting up to three. On "two," turn your right
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side toward the audience, reach behind your right knee and
produce the half, at the same time dropping the shell into
the left coat pocket and bringing forth your left fist as though
it still contained the coin.
"Now everything is O.K. again .... but, wait a minute! Now
the other one is gone!" Open the left hand to show that this
is so and display the single coin in your right hand. Flip it in
the air.
"Since I seem destined to have only one coin, suppose I
proceed with it. You know, the trouble with most persons is
that when they see a magician place a coin in his hand,
(execute The "Pumpkin Seed" Vanish, and 'squirt' the coin
into your left sleeve while pretending to place it in the left
hand), they begin to suspect that it is over here (show your
right hand empty), while actually it is still where he put it."
Point to your left fist. "That's why it comes as a complete
surprise, when this hand is opened (left) and the coin is
gone." Open the left hand and show it empty. "No, it's not
here either." (Show the right one, dropping the left at the
same time and catching the coin from your sleeve.) "I think
it's up here." (Reach into the air with your right hand,
apparently catch the coin and slap it on your left palm,
exhibiting the coin which was there all the time.
For the trick, utilize a patter line in which you describe what
you saw another magician do one time, and do A Novel
Vanish and Reproduction.
"There is scarcely a person who has not seen a magician
place a coin in his left hand, squeeze it to nothingness and
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then produce it from his elbow." Using a method from
Chapter III, vanish, then produce the coin from your left
elbow.
"What actually happens is that the coin goes into the sleeve
and penetrates the cloth at the elbow. I can see you don't
believe that. Suppose I demonstrate a trifle differently.
Here is a piece of cloth-a handkerchief. Imagine it to be the
cloth at my elbow." At this point remove the handkerchief
from your breast pocket and do Through a Handkerchief
(a).
"Perhaps you didn't quite catch that. I'll do it again."
Pretend to repeat the same trick but perform With a
Handkerchief (Number One), after which you show the
handkerchief and both hands empty and say, "Since the
coin seems to be irrevocably gone, there is very little else
for me to do but to say thank you, and sit down."
Which you do.
Best wishes with your new coin act!
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